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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

The following Treatise was originally designed to serve as a hand-

book or companion to the lectures on Natural Philosophy, deliver-

ed to the junior division in the Normal School. Although nume-

rous text-books on the subject were already in existence, it was

found that they were either too abstruse and technical for begin-

ners, or too general and superficial to be of much practical use.

The aim of the present little work is to occupy a position between

these extremes—to present the leading facts of the science in a form

so concise as to be readily remembered, and at the same time to

give that thorough drilling upon the principles which is abso-

lutely essential to their fall comprehension.

As a hand-book to lectures fully illustrated by apparatus, it was

not necessary to introduce many wood-cuts, and accordingly they

have been given only where absolutely required.

The chief peculiarity of this book consists in the introduction, to

a large extent, of problems calculated to impart that intimate and

practical knowledge of the facts and principles of Mechanical

Science, without which the student's information on the subject

is, comparatively speaking, useless. How frequently do we meet

with a pupil who has read carefully through one of the common

text books on Natural Philosophy without acquiring any very clear

or definite ideas of the science ! And what should we say of a
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work professing to teach the principles of arithmetic or algebra bj

mere rules and explanations, without an appropriate selection of

examples and problems 7 The exercises are therefore deemed an

important feature of the following pages, and it is thought that

the science may be taught by their aid more thoroughly and in

less time than otherwise.

Toronto, January, 1860.

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

The proof sheets of this edition have undergone the most atten-

tive revision at the hands of the Author. lie has added a section

on the Turbine Water Wheel, a chapter on the Theory of [Judula-

tions, another on the Science of Sound, and a third on the Mecha-

nical Theory of Music. The Author trusts that these additions

will render the work more serviceable and more deserving of that

flattering reception which has been already accorded to it.

ToRouTO, February, 1861.
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NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

CHAPTER I.

StIBDIVISIOXS—GENERAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER-
ATTRACTION.

1. Natural Science, in its widest sense, embraces the

study of all created objects and beings, and the laws by
which they are governed.

2. Natural objects are divided into two great classes,

viz., organic and inorganic, the former being distinguished

from the latter by the exhibition of vital power or life.

3. Organic existences are separated into animals and
vegetaLles, the former distinguished from the latter by the

possession of sensibilifg and volition.

4. The different subdivisions of natural science and their

objects are as follows :

—

Zoology describes and classifies animals.

Botany teaches the classification, use, habits, structure,

&c., of plants.

Mineralogy describes and classifies the various mineral
constituents of the earth's crust.

Astronomy investigates the laws, &c., of celestial phe-
nomena.

Geology has for its object the description, &c., of the

crust of the earth.

Chemistry teaches us how to unite two or more element-

ary bodies into one compound, or how to decompose com-
pound bodies into their simple elements.

Natural Philosophy or Physics has for its object the

investigation of the general properties of all bodies, and
the natural laws by which they are regulated.
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6. Natural Philosophy is divided into

—

I. General Mechanics—including Statics, Hydrostatics,

Dynamics, Hydrodynamics, and Pneumatics.

II. Heat.

III. Light—including Perspective, Catoptrics, Dioptrics,

Chromatics, Physical Optics, Polarization, and Actino-

Cheniistry.

IV. Electricity—including Statical Electricity, Galvan-

ism, Magnetism, Thermo-Electricity, and Animal Elec-

tricity.

V. Acoustics.

PROPERTIES OF MATTER.

6. Matter exists in three separate forms,—I. Solid;
II. Liquid; and III. Gaseous.

Note.—The game body may exist in all three forms, as is the case with
water, mercury, suhikur, &c. The amount of heat or caloric prc-ient deter-
mines the form of the body—if heat bo ai)i)lio(l, the attraction of cohesion
existing among tlio particles is gradually ovcrconio, and the body passes
from a solid to a liquid, and from a liquid to a go.*. If heat be abstracted,
Iho attraction of cohesion gradually draws the particles into closer prox-
imity, and the body passes from a ^as to a liquid, and linally from a uqaid
to a solid, ilenco beat and cohesion are called antagonisticforces.

7. Matter is distinguished by the possession of certain

distinctive properties.

&. The properties of matter are divided into—
1st. Essential Properties.

2nd. Accessory Properties.

9. The essential properties of matter are those without

which matter could not possibly exist.

10. The essential properties of matter are Extension,

Impcnetrahility , Divisihility , Indestructibility, Porosity,

Compressibility, Inertia, and Elasticity.

11. Extension implies that every body must fill a certain

portion of space.

Note.—The Dimensions of Extension are length, breadth, and thickness.

12. Impenetrability implies that no two bodies can oc-

cupy the same portion of space at the same time.
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Note—Examples of tbe impenetrability of matter will readily suggest
themselves. Among the more common may be mentioned the impos.«ibi-

lity of filling a bottle with water until the air is displaced—the fact that
when tho hand is plunged into a vessel Jil/ed with water, a portion of the
liquid overflows, &c. All instances of the apparent penetrability of mat>
ter arc merely examples ofdisplacements. Thus, when a nail is driven in-

to a piece of wood, it displaces the particles ofwood, driving themclosei
together.

13. DivlsibUitjj is the capability of being continually di-

vided and subdivided, and is an essential property only oi

masses of matter.
Note 1.—The ultimate particles of matter ; i. e., those inconceivably

minute molecules which cannot be further subdivided, are termed atoms.
(Gr. a " not" and temno " to cut ;" i. e., that which cannot be cut or di-

vided.)
Note 2.—The following may be given as examples of the extreme divi-

Bibility of matter :

—

I. told leaf is hammered so thin that 300,000 leaves placed one on ano-
ther, and pressed so as to exclude the air, measure but one inch in thick-

ness.
II. Wollaston's micrometricwire is so fine that 30,000 wires placed side

by side, measure but one inch across—150 ofthese wires bound together do
not exceed tho diameter of a filament of raw silk, 1 mile of tho wire
weighs but a grain, and 7 ounces would reach from Toronto to England.
in. Insects' wings are some ofthem so fine that they do not exceed tho

nns'jro'iT
'^^^^ iach. in thickness.

IV. The thinnest part of a soap bubble is only the 2,500,000th part of an
inch in thickness.
V. Blood corpuscles are so small that it requires 50,000 corpuscles of hu-

man blood, or800,000 corpuscles of tho blood of the musk-deer to cover tho
head of a common pin. Yet these corpuscles are compound bodies, and
may be resolved, by means of chemistry, into their simple elements.
VI. There are animalcules so minute that millions of them heaped to-

gether do not equal the bulk of a single grain of sand, and thousands
might swim side by side through the eye ot the finest cambric needle. Yet
theso creatures possess, in many cases, complicated organs of locomotion,
Qutrition, &c.
VII. At Bilin, in Bohemia, a huge mountain consists entirely of shells,

30 minute, that a cubic inch contains 41 billions—a number so vast that
jounting as rapidlv as possible day and night without intermission, it

would require 780 years to enumerate it.

VIII. The filament of the spider's web is so fine that 4 miles of it weigh
only about a grain—yet this tlu-ead is formed of about 6000 tUaments unit-
ed together, &c., &c.

14. Indestructibility implies that it is as impossible for

a finite creature to annihilate as to create matter.
Note.—Wo can change tho form of matter at pleasure, but we cannot

destroy it. When fuel, for example, is burned, not a particle is lost, as is

proved by the fact that if we collect all tho products of the combustion ;

I.e., tho smoke, soot, ashes, &c., and weigh them, we shall find their aggre-
gate weight exactly equal to that of the wood or coal consumed. Wo
may safely conclude that there is not a single atom of matter, more oi
less, attached to our earth now than at the time of Adam.

15. Porosity implies that the constituent atoms of mat-

ter do not touch each other, but are separated by small in-

tervening spaces called pores.
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NoTK.—Tho atoms even of tlio dengest bodies arc mucli smaller than the
spaces which separate tliem. Newton regards them as injhi':'- >'• -""""'-r,

as being in fact mere niutlii'niatical points ; and Sir.I. II eV.-.' ' >'

tho particles of a solid may nut be as tliinly di.-trilmtcd tlir( i-

it occupies as the stars that con\pose a nebula, and ho conii..... - « ...j >'f

light penetrating glass to a bird threading tho mazes of a forest.

16. CompressibiUty implies the capability a body pos-

sesses of being forced into a smaller bulk without any dimi-

nution in the quantiti/ of matter it contains.

Note.—Since all matter is porous, it follows, as a necessary consequence,
that all matter must be compressible.

17. Inertia means passivcness or inactivity, or that mat-

ter is incapable of changing its state, either from rest to

motion or from motion to rest.

Note.—Bodies movingon or near the surface of the earth soon come to

n utate of rest, unless sonic constant |)ropelling force is applied to them.
This is owing to the ection of certain resistiii;/ forces, as the resistance of
the atmosphere, friction, and tlic attraction of gravity.

18. Elastidtij is the capability which all boaies possess,

more or less, of recovering their former dimensions after

e mpression,- or after having, for a time, been compelled to

a^sume some other form.

Notk.—As applied to solids, ela-sticity is divided .into

—

1. Elasticity of compression,
2. Elasticity of tension,
3. Elasticity of flexure, and
4. Elasticity of torsion.

Some bodies, as putty, seem to posse.'^s very little elasticity. In glass all

four liiiuls appear to e.xist almost perfect within certain limits—no forco

however great or long continued will cause glass to take a set as it ij term-
ed.

19. The accessory properties of matter are those whicli

merely serve to distinguish one kind of matter from another.

20. The accessory properties of matter are hardness,

softness, flexibility, brittleness, transparency, opacity, mal-

leability, ductility, tenacity, &c.

21. Malleability expresses the susceptibility, possessed

by certain kinds of matter, of being hammered out into thin

sheets.

Note.—The most malleable metals are gold, silver, iron, copper, and tin.

22. Ductility is susceptibility of being drawn out into

fine wire.

Note.—The most ductile metals are platinum, gold, iron, and copper.

23. Tenacity or toughness implies that a certain force is

necessary to pull the particles of a body asunder.
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Note.—The following table showp tlio relative tenacity of different

substances. The first column shows the number of pounds weight
required to tear a-sundor a prism of each substance having a sectional area
of one square inch, and the second column gives the length of the rod of
any given diameter, which, if suspended, would be torn asunder by its

own weight:—
TABLE OF TENACITY.
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Note.—If wo snppoBO two sphoroa of any kind of matter, lead, for

example, to bo placed in presence of each other and under such conditions
that beiiiK thoin-solves free to move iu any direction they aro entirely un-
influenced by any other bodies or circunutanccs, they will approach each
other, and;—
Ist. If their ma,«5>e9 are equal, their velocities will be equal.

2nd. If one contain twice as mucli matter us the other, Its velocity will be
only lialf as great as that of tlic othi-r.

3rd. If one bo inlinitely Rreat in coini)arison witli the other, its motion will

be inlinitely small in comparison with that of the other : and
4th. The more nearly tijcy approach each other, the more rapid will their

motion become :

—

-

28. By saying the intensity of the force of gravitation

varies inversely as the square of the distance between the

attracting bodies, we merely mean that if the attractive

force exerted between two bodies at any given distance

apart be represented by the unit 1, then, if the distance,

apart be doubled, the force of attraction will be reduced to

\ of what it was before ; if the distance between the bodies

be increased to three times what it was, the force of gravity

will be decreased 9 times, or will be only \ of what it

was, &c.

Example 1.—If a body weigh 931 lbs! at the surface of the

earth, what will it weigh 8000 miles from the surface?

80LUTION.

Here since the distance of the body in the first case is 4000 miles from
the centre of the earth and in the latter case 12000 (i. e. 8000 + 4000) the
distance apart \xsm been trebled.

^ . ,^ 981 981 ,^,. .

Then weight = —^ = -— = 109 lbs. Ans.
3 9

Example 2.—The moon is 240,000 miles from the (centre of)

earth, and is attracted to the earth by a certain force. How
much greater would this force become if the moon were at the

suiface of the earth ?

BOLtJTIOTT.

"ere ^—

t

T .,. =J^= <». and 60^= 3600 times. Am.
Earth's radius 240000

BXSRCISE.

3. If a mass of iron weigh 6700 lbs. at the surface of the earth,

how much would it weigh at the distance of 12,000 miles

from the surface? Jns. 418 J lbs.

4. If a piece of copper weigh 9 lbs, at the distance of 36,000

miles from the earth's surface, what would it weigh at the

surface of the earth ? Ans. 900 lbs.

29. Attraction of Cohesion is that force by which tli'

constituent particles of the same body arc held together.
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NoTB.—The attraction of cohesion acts only at insensible distances ; i. e.,

at distances so minute as to bo incapable of measurement. The attraction
of gravity, on the other hand, acts at sensible distances.

30. Attraction of Adhesion is that force by which the

particles of dissimilar bodies adhere or stick together.

31. Capillary Attraction (Lat. capilla, " a hair ") is the

force by which fluids rise above their level in confined

situations, such as small tubes, the interstices of porous

substances, &c.

Note—It is by capillary attraction that oil and burning fluid, melted
tallow, &c., rise up the wick of a lamp or candle.

32. Electrical Attraction is the force developed by fric-

tion on certain substances, as glass, amber, sealing-wax, &c.

33. Magtietic Attraction is the force by which iron,

nickel, <^c., are drawn to the loadstone.

34. Chemical Attraction, or Chemical Affinity, is the

force by which two or more dissimilar bodies unite so as

to form a compound essentially diflFerent in its appearance

and properties from either of its constituents.

Thus Potash and Grease unite to form soap—Sulphur and Mercury unite
fo form Vermillion, &c.

CHAPTER II.

STATICS.

35. The Science of general mechanics (Greek median^,
" a machine ") has for its object the investigation of the

action of forces on matter whether they tend to keep it at

rest or to set it in motion.

36. The Science of general mechanics is usually sub-

divided as follows :

—

I. Statics, (Greek statos, " standing") or the science by
which the conditions of the equilibrium of solids are

determined.

II. Hydrostatics, (Greek hudor, " water," and statos,
'• standing,") or the science by which the conditions

of the equilibrium of liquids are determined.

III. Dynamics, (Greek ditnamis, "force") or the science by
which the laws that determine the motions of solids

are investigated.
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IV. Hydrodynamics (Gr»iek Mdor and dunamis) or the

science by which the laws that determine the motions

of liquids arc investigated.

V. Pneumatics (Grcekpnewma, "air," and states, "stand-

ing,") or Pneuma-statics, the science by which the

conditions cf the equilibrium of elastic fluids, as

atmospheric air, are investigated. Pneumatics may
be regarded as a branch of Hydrostatics.

37. A body is said to be in equilibrium when the forces

which act upon it mutually counterbalance each other or

are counterbalanced by some passive force or resistance.

38. Forces that arc balanced so as to produce rest are

called statical forces or pressures, to distinguish them from
moving

J
deflecting, accelerating or retarding forces.

39. A force has three elements, viz., magnitude, direc-

tion, and poi7it of application.

40. A force may be represented either by saying it is

equal to a certain number of lbs., oz., &c., or by a line of

definite length. A line has the advantage of completely

defining a force in all its three elements, while a number
can merely represent its magnitude.

41. Whatever number of forces may act upon one point

of a body, and whatever their direction, they can impart

to the body only one single motion in one certain direction.

42. When several forces (termed components) act on a

point, tending to produce motion in different directions,

they may be incorporated into one force, called the residt-

ant, which, acting alone, will have the game mechanical

effect as the several components.

43. When any number of forces act on a point in the

same straight line, the resultant is equal to their sura, if

they act in the same direction; but if they act in oppo-

site directions, the resultant is equal to the difference be-

tween the sum of those acting in one direction and the sum
of those acting in the other.

44. If two forces acting upon the same point be repre-

sented in magnitude and direction by two lines drawn

through that point, then the resultant of such forcM will
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be represented in magnitude and direction by the diagonal

of the parallelogram, of which these lines are the sides.

45. If any number offerees, A, B, C, D, &c., act upon

the same point in any direction whatever, and in any plane

whatever, by first finding the resultant ofA and B, then of

this resultant and C, then of this resultant and D, and so

on, we shall finally arrive at the determination of a single

force, which will be mechanically equivalent to, and will

therefore be the resultant of the entire system.

46. If the components act in the same plane, the

resultant is found by means of what is technically termed

the parallelogram of forces, if in different planes by the

parallelopiped of forces.

47. The resultant of two forces which act on different

points of the same body in parallel lines and in the same

direction, is a single force equal to their sum, acting paral-

lel to them, and in the same direction, at an intermediate

point, which divides the line joining the two points of ap-

plication of the componeats, in the inverse ratio of the mag-

nitudes of these components.

48. The resultant of two forces, which act on different

points of the same body in parallel lines but in opposite

directions, is a single force equal to their difference, acting

parallel to them and in the direction of the greater force,

and at a point beyond the greater of the two forces, so

situated, that the point of application of the greater of the

two forces divides the distance between the points of appU-

cation of the smaller force and of the resultant in the

inverse ratio of the magnitudes of the smaller force and of

the resultant.

49. When any number of parallel forces. A, B, C, D,

&c., act on a body, at any point whatever, and in any

planes whatever, by first finding the resultant of A and B,

next of this resultant and C, then of this last resultant and

D, and so on, we shall finally arrive at the determination

of a single force, which will be mechanically equivalent to,

and will therefore be the resultant of the entire system of

parallel forces.

2
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50. When a system of forces consists of two equal

opposite and parallel forces, it is called a Couple.

< 51. Two equal and parallel forces acting on a body in

contrary directions have a tendency to make that body

revolve round an axis perpendicular to a plane passing

through the direction of such two parallel and opposite

forces ; and such tendency is porportional to the product

obtained by multiplying the magnitude of the forces by the

distance between their points of application; and conse-

quently, all couples, in which such products are equal,

and which have their planes parallel, are mechanically

c(|uivalent, provided their tendency is to turn the body

round in the same direction; but if two such couples have

a tendency to turn the body in contrary directions then

they have equal and contrary mechanical effects, and

would, if simultaneously applied to the same body, keep it

in equilibrium.

52. If any two forces, not parallel in direction, but

which are in the same plane, be applied at any two points

of a body, they admit of a single resultant, which may be

determined by producing the lines that in magnitude and

direction represent the two forces, until they meet in a

point, and then applying the principle of the parallelogram

of forces.

53. If two forces not parallel in direction act in diiferent

planes on two points of a body, they are mechanically

equal to the combined action of a couple and of a single

force, and their eflfect will be two-fold—1st, a tendency to

produce revolution; 2nd, a tendency to produce progres-

sive motion, so that, if not held in equilibrium by some

antagonistic forces, the body will at the same time move
forward, and revolve round some determinate axis.

54. The process of incorporating or compounding two

or more forces into one, is called the composition of forces
;

that of separating or resolving a single force into two or

more, is termed the resolution of forces.

55. As all the molecules of a body may be considered as

iravitating in parallel lines towards the centre of the earth
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—these parallel forces may (Art. 49) be compounded into

a single force—which resultant is equal to the sum of

all the forces affecting the particles severally ; or in other

words, to the weight of the mass. The point to which this

resultant is applied, is called the Centre of Gravity, and

the vertical line in which it acts is termed the Line of Di-

rection.

56. Every dense body or solid mass possesses a centre

of gravity.

XoTE.—TIu" centre of gravity is sometimes called the Centre of Inertia;
because, if it be moved, the whole mass is moved—it is likewise called the
Centre of Parallel Forces, for the reason assigned in Art. ob.

57. The Centre of Gravity may be defined to be that

point in a body, upon which, if the body be supported, it

remains at rest and is balanced in any and every position.

58. If a body, regular or irregular in shape, be freely

suspended by a point, the centre of gravity will inva-

riably lie in the line of suspension. If suspended by seve-

ral points of succession, the lines of suspension will have a

common point of intersection, which point will be the cen-

tre of gravity of the body.

59. The Centie of Gravity is not necessarily in the

body but may be in some adjoining space, as is the case in

a ring, a table, an empty box, &;c.

60. The tendency of a body, when free to move in any

direction, is always to rest with the centre of gravity as

low as possible.

61. The Stability of a body resting in any position is

estimated by the magnitude of the force required to dis-

turb or overturn it, and will therefore depend on the posi-

tion of the centre of gravity with reference to the point oi

support.

62. A body supported on the centre of gravity is said

to be in a condition of Neutral or Indifferent Equilibrium

,

when the point of support is above the centre of gravity

the body is said to be in a condition oi Stable Equilibrium

,

when the point of support is beneath the centre of gravity

the body is said to be in a condition of Unstable Equili-

brium.
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63. The centre of pjravity of two separate bodies may
be found by dividing the line joining their centres in the

inverse ratio of tlie magnitudes of the bodies.

CHAPTER III.

MECHANICAL POWERS.

04. The object of all Mechanical contrivances is

1st. To gain power at the expense of velocity ; or

2nd. To gain velocity at the sacrifice of force.

65. The relative gain and loss of power and velocity is

r^ulated by that principle in philosophy known as the

Law of Virtual Velocities, or the Equality of Moments.

66. The law of Virtual Velocity may be thus enun-

ciated :

—

If in any mnchine the power and weight he in equili-

hriiim, and the wImIc he put in motion, then thejtoicer

multiplied hi/ the units of distance through tchich it muvei

is equal to the weight multiplied hy the units of distance

through which it moves.

Or if P = power, W = weight, S = space moved through by P,

^nd s = space through which W moves.

ThenP : W :: s : S.

Hence P=—.,— ; S=—„— , W = and s =—z.y—

Example 5.—A weight of 700 lbs. is moved through 90 feet

by a certain power moving through 5,100 feet. Required the

power.

SOLUTION.

iipre ;r=
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SOLUTION.

Here W = 500, P — 20 and s = 16.

W y. s 500x16 .^, . -

Henco S=—p— = —^— — 400 feet. Ans.

Example 1.—A power of 21 lbs. moving through 75 feet car-

ries a certain weight through 11 feet. Required the weight.

Here />= 21, 5"= 75 and s = 11.

Then W=—^^ = ?L><J.^ =3 143.2 ibs. Ans.
s 11 ' '

Example 8.—A power of 204 lbs. moving through 30 feet is

made to move a weight of 1000 lbs. Through how many feet

does the weight move ?

SOLUTION.

Here P = 204, jr= 1000, and S = SO.

P + S 204x30 „„ ~ .^„
Tlien . =:—^ = -^^- =-- 6,a. ft. Ans.

EXERCISE.

9. A power of 7 lbs. is made to move a weight of 1000 lbs.

through 11 feet ; through how many feet must the power move?
Ans. 1571? feet.

10. A power of 97 l^s. moving through 86 feet raises a certain

weight through ten feet. Required the weight, jlns. 8341: lbs.

11. A weight of 888 lbs. is raised by a power of 60 lbs

;

through how many feet must the power move in order to raise

the weight through 1 foot? ^ns. 14i feet.

12. A certain power moving through 27 feet is so applied that

it carries a weight of 2500 lbs. through 4 feet. Required the*

power. -^"s- 370^^ lbs.

67. Any contrivance by whicli, in accordance with the

principle of Virtual Velocities, a small force acting through

a large space is converted into a great force acting through

a small space, or vice versa, is a machine. Machines are

either simple or complex.

68. In the composition of machinery it is usual to speak

of six mechanical powers—more properly termed Mechan-

ical elements, or Simple Machines, viz:—
The Lever, ")

The IncUned Plane, [ Primary Mechanical Elements.

The Pulley and Cord, 3
The Wheel and Axle,

)
The Wedge, ^ Secondary Mechanical Elements.

The Screw, j
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CO. In reality, however, there arc Ijut two simple mc-
chanicnl elements, viz : the Lever and the Inclined Plane.

The Wheel and Axle and the Pulley are merely modifica-

tions of the lever, while the Wedge and the Screw are both

formed from the inclined plane.

70. In theoretical mechanics levers are assumed to be

perfectly rigid and imponderable—cords, ropes and chain.s

are regarded as having neither thickness, stiflfucss nor <

weight, they are assumed to be mere mathcwttical lines,

ivjiniteli/ Jicxihh and injinitelij strong. At first no allow-

ance is made fur friction, atmo.spheric resistance, &c.

After the problem, divested of all these complicating cir-

cumstances, has been solved, the result is modified by taking

into consideration the effects of weight, friction, atmos-

pheric resistance, rigidity of cords, flexibility of bars, &c.

THE LEVER.

71. The lever is a bar of wood, or iron, movable about

a fixed point or pivot called the Fulc»um,

72. Levers are either Straight or Bent, Simple or Com-
pound.

73. Of simple Straight Levers there are three kinds,

—

the distinction depending upon the relative positions of

the fulcrum, the power, and the weight.

74. In Icveis of the first class the falcrum is between

iha power and the weight.
Fig. 1.

Of this kind of lever, we may ^
mention as examples, a pair of K -t-
KCissor.-i, pliers, or pini'ors, a pump- ''"^

liaiidle, the beam of a pair of scales,

a crowbar w lieu used lor prying,&c.

75. In levers of the second class the weight is between

thefulcrum and the power.
r Fig. 2.

M

an oar in rowing, a Jg/-^^
used in lifting, &c., are \__^___

Jfutcraelcers,

crowbar when
examples of lovers of the second kind.

f
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76. In levers of the third class the power is between

thejuhrum and the weight.

Fig. 3. P
A piir of common tongs, sheep- /'

sliears, the treadle of a foot lathe,

a door when opened or closed by
placing the hand near the hinge,
aflord examples of levers of the
third class.

KoTE.—In levers of the first class p * .. -.

the power may be either greater or
less than the weight; in levers of
the second class, the power is al-

wai/s less than the weight; and in
levers of the third class, the power
is ahcai/s greater than the weight,
ilence "levers of the third class are
called losing level s, and are used merely to secure extent of motion. Most
of the leveru in the animal economy are levers of the third kind.

77. That portion of the lever included between the ful-

crum and the weight is termed the arm of the weight :

that portion between the fulcrum and the power is termed

the arm of the jiower.

The power and the weight in the lever are in equilibrium when
the power is to the weight as the arm of the weight is to the arm of
the power.

Or let P =z power, W= i//c weight, A= the arm of the power,

and a =: the arm of the weight.

Then P : W :: a : A.

^ Wxo„^ P XA PxA ^ ^ Wxa
Hence P =—j— ; W=—^—;a=—^^j &nd j1=—p—

ExAMPLK 13.—The power-arm of a lever is 11 feet long, the

arm of the weight 3 feet long, the weight is 93 lbs. Required
the power.

SOLTTTION.

Here W—QS,A=n and a = 3.

Wxa 93 X 3 „, 4 ,,Then P— —'^—'= —~— = 25-1*1- lbs. Ans.

Example 14.—The power-arm of a lever is 17 feet long, the

nrin of the weight is 20 feet long, the power is 1 10 lbs. What
is the weight ?

SOLUTION.

Here P = 110 lbs. A = 17, and a ~ 20.

l^^= 93ilbs. ^n..
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Example 15.—By means of a lever a power of 4 oz. is made to

balance a weight of 7 lbs. Avoir. ; the arm of the weight is 2i

inches long. Required the arm of the power.

BOLUTXOK.

HoreP=:4oz., »^=71bg.,= 112oz., anda= 2J.

W X a 112 X 2i „„ . . .

Then A = r:— = ,

—

- = 70 inches. Ans,
J' 4

K.XERCISE.

16. The power-arm of a lever is 16 feet long, the arm of the

weight 2 feet long, and the weight is 250 lbs. Required the

power. jlns. 31 i lbs.

17. The power-arm of a lever is 20 feet long, the arm of the

weight 70 feet ; what power will balance a weight of 5 cwt.?

jlm. 11 i cwt.

18. The power-arm of a lever is 60 inches long, the arm of the

weight 90 inches long, the power is 70 lbs. Required the

weight. J^ns. 50J lbs.

19. The power-arm of a lever is 17 feet long, the arm of the

weight 19 feet ; what power will balance a weight of 950 lbs?

Ans. 1061 1? lbs.

20. The power-arm of a lever is 12 feet long, the power is 10 lbs.,

and the weight 75 lbs. Required the length of the arm of

the weight. ^iis. 1>) feet.

21. By means of a lever a power of 125 lbs. is made to balance

a weight of 93 lbs. ; the arm of the weight being Gj feet,

what is the length of the arm of the power? jIiis. 47i-^ ft.

78. When the power and the weight merely balance

each other, i. e., when no motion is produced, there is no

difference between the second and third clas.ses of levers

since neither force can be regarded as the mover or the

moved. In order to produce motion, one of these forces

must prevail, and the lever then belongs to the secr>!id or

third class, according as the force nearer to orfarther/rom
the fulcrum prevails.

79. If the arms of the lever are curved or bent, their

effective lengths must be ascertained by perpendiculars

drawn from the fulcrum upon the lines of direction of the

power and the weight ; the same rule must be adopted

when the lever is straight, if the power and wei-ht do not

act parallel with one another.
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THE COMPOUND LEVBR.

80. Two or more^mple levers actina upon one another

constitute what is called a Compound Lever or Corn-

Fig. 4.

r

position of Levers. In such a combination the ratio" of

the power to the weight is compounded of the ratios

existing between the several arms of the compound lever.

81. In Ihe compound lever if W= weight, P = power, a a' a" the

arms of the weight, and A A' A" the arms.of the power.

Then P : W:: ax a'.X a" : A x A' X A"

W X a X ^ X a" P X A X A' X A''
Hence P= —^-^-^'^j^^r- and W= —-^-.

^ „.

Example 22.—In a combination of levers the arms of tho

power are 6, 7 and 11 feet, the arms of the weight 2, 3, and 3^

feet, the weight is 803 lbs. ; what is the power?

SOLUTION.

Here W = 803 lb?., a = 2, «' = 3, a"= 3i,A = 6, A' = 7, A" = 11.

„, _ Wxaxa'x «" 803 X 2 X 3 X 3i „., ,. ^
Then P =— -; ~j— =

^..-n-r-Ti = 36] lbs. Ans.A X A' X A" X /U

Example 23.—In a compound lever the power is 17 lbs., the

arms of the power 9, 7, 6, 5, and 4 ft., and the arms of the weigh)

2, 3, 1, 1, and J ft. Required the weight.

SOLUTION.

Here P — \l lbs. A = 9, A' = 7, A" = 6, A!" = 5, A""= 4, a =: 2, a' = 3.

a" —. 1, a"i— 1, and a""— f
_ PxAxA'X A"XA>"X A"" _ 17x9x7x6x5x 4 _l^KC

^^ ' " axa' X a" x a"' X a'l" ~2x3xlxlxi~ :i

= G12601bs. Ans.

24. In a compound lever the arms of the power are 9 and 17 ft.,

the arms of the weight 3 and 4 ft., the power is 19 lbs,

What is the weight ? Ans. 242i lbs
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In a compound lever the arms of the power are C, 8, 10, and
12 ft., the arms of the weight, 7, 5, 3, and 1 ft., the weijjlit

is 700 lbs. Required the power. ^ns. \2Jy^.

In a compound lever the arms of the weight are 11, 13, and
9 ft., the arms of the power are, 4, 7, and 2 ft., the weight
is 5(j0 lbs. What is the power? Am. 12870 lbs.

THE WHEEL AND AXLE.

82. The wheel and axle consists of a wheel with a

cvlindrical axle passing through its

centre, perpendicular to the plane

of the wheel. The power is applied

to the circumference of the wheel,

and the weight to the circumfer-

ence of the axle.

83. The wheel and axle is merely

a modification of the lever with

unequal arms ; the radius of the

wheel corresponding to the arm of

the power, and the radius of the

axle to the arm of the weight.

84. The wheel and axle is sometimes called the con-

iiiiuul or 2^erpetual lever, because the power acts continu-

ally on the weight.

85. Hie power and weight in the wheel and axle arc in

equillhrium when the power is to the weight as the radius

of the axle is to the radius of the wheel.

86. For the wheel and axle—let P =: the power, W = the

weight, r := radius of the axle, R =: radius of the wheel.

Hence P =-

Then P :

WXr
R

W :: r : R.

P xR
W '

andj?^
Wx r

ExAMPLK 27.—In a wheel and axle the radios of the axle is 1

inches, the radius of the wheel is 35 inches. What power will

balance a weight of 643 lbs ?
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SOLUTION.

Here fP= 643 lbs., iJ = 35 inches, andT= 7 inches.

Then P =z J-
— =—^.— = 128^. Ans.

It 3o &

Example 28.—In a wheel and axle the radius of the axle is 6

inches, the radius of the wheel is 27 inches. What weight will^
be balanced bv a power of 123 lbs. ? -

Here P= 123 lbs., .B= 27 in., and r= 6 in.

Then W=—^— = ??3x2, ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^_

Example 29.—By means of a wheel and axle a power of 11
lbs. is made to balance a weight of 719 lbs., the radius of the axle

3 inches. Required the radius of the wheel.

SOLCTIOX.

Here W— 719 \iis.^P= 11 lbs., and r= 3 in.

Then It = —^— = —Yi— = **rr "iches. Ans.

30. In a wheel and axle the radius of the axle is *l inches, the
radius of the wheel is 70 inches. What power will balance
a weight of 917 lbs. ? Ans. 91-,"^- lbs.

^1. In awheel and axle the radius of the axle is 5 inches, and
the radius of the wheel 17 inches. What power will balance
a weight of c950 lbs. ? .^^ns 1750 lbs.

-. In a wheel and axle the radius of the axle is 9 inches, and
the radius of the wheel is 37 inches. What power will
balance a weight of 925 lbs.? Ans. 225 lbs.

• . In a wheel and axle the radius of the axle is 11 inches, and
the radius of the wheel is 45 inches. What weight will a
power of 17 lbs. balance? Ans. 69^^^. ibs.

;. By means of a wheel and axle a power of 37 lbs. balances a
weight of 700 lbs., the radius of the axle being 8 inches,

what is the radius of the wheel? Ans. 151! 5 inches.

35, By means of a wheel and axle a power of 22 lbs. balances a
weight of 870 lbs. If the radius of the wheel be 67 inches,

what will be the radius of the axle ? Ans. l|Jg inches.
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THE DIFFERENTIAL WHEEL AND AXLE.

87. In the differential wheel and axle, the axle consists

Fig. 6.of two parts, one thicker than the

other. By each revolution of the
^

wheel the rope rolls once off the

thinner portion and once on the

thicker portion, and is consc([uently

shortened only by the differences

between the circumferences of .the

axles ; and the distance through

which the weight is raised is equal

to half the shorten'mg of the rope.

The effect is therefore the same
as if an axle had been used with

a radius equal to half the difference

between the radii of the thicker and thinner parts of the

differential axle.

^

88. For the differential wheel and axle let d = the difference

between the radii of the axles, R = radius of the wheel, P = the

uower, and W ^Ihe tvei^ht.

ThenP: W:: {d : R.

Whe„coP='^?iV=-rr^. «="''<"'
R p—,and</= —̂ -^

Example 36.—In a differential wheel and axle the radius of

tbe larger axle is 4} inches, the radius of the smaller axle is 4,'-

inches, the radius of the wiieel is 70 inches. What power will

Dalance a weight of 1000 lbs. ?

BOLCTION,

Hero d= difference of radii =^— J,= jJL,, W^=10001bs., n=zlO\n.

Then P^KJ'^I =^M xJ,^H?,^_ ,oaa_,6.lUs. An..1111,11 J
j^ ^^ 4*00 *l "'

Example 37.—In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the

.ixles are 2f and 2^',, inches, the radius of the wheel is 100 inches.

What power will balance a weight of 7234 lbs. ?

• The radii being proportional to the circumferences.
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SOLCTJOHr

Here rf= } — /^= ^s^ in. R= 100, and W= 7234.

„, _ Wx'.d 7234x-?nT „,^o,v ..Then /> = -—;.-^- =: i^s = lP-5-5 lbs. ^ns.
Yv 100 'auiS

Example 35.—Tn a differential wheel and axle the radii of the

axles are SJ and 3,y inches, the radius of the wheel is 86 inches.

AVhat weight will a power of 17 lbs. balance ?

SOLUTION.

Here <I= -^— y,- =
-f
W of an inch, iJ= 86 inches, and P — 17 lbs,

_. .„ PxR 17 X 86 1462 „„„. ,, .

Then If =— ,-— = ; :=-,— 1=39(664 lbs. Ans.

Example 39.—In a differential wheel and axle the radius of

the wheel is 32 inches, and a power of 5 lbs. balances a weight
of 729. What is the difference between the radii of the axles ?

SOLUTION.

Hero 7F= 729 lbs., P= 5 lbs., and Ii=z32 inches.

Ti 7 -Pxi? 5x32 160 ,„„ , , ^Then d=—j^- = J ^^^29 = i |5 = ?lt "^ *° i°<=^- ^"«-

EXERCISE.

40. In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the axles are
7g- and 7^,- inches, and the radius of the wheel is 85 inches.

What power will balance a weight of 6900 lbs. ?

Jns. I.^Mbs?
41. In a differential wheel and axle, the radii of the axles are

17 and 16 inches, and the radius of the wheel is 130 inches.
What weight will a power of 1 7 lbs. balance ?

Jns. 4420 lbs.

42. In a differential wheel and axle, the radii of the axles are

2.^ and 2^ inches, and a power of 23| oz. balances a weight
of 6400 oz. Required the radius of the wheel.

jlns. 6^1 inches.

43. In a differential wheel and axle, the radii of the axles are

4V and 5 inches, the radius of the wheel being 120 inches.*
What power will balance a weight of 2430 oz. ?

j3ns. 8-j\f oz.

44. In a differential wheel and axle, the radii of the axles are
li; and 1?, feet, the radius of the wheel is 123 feet. What
weight will a power of 880 lbs. balance? ^tis. 146880 lbs.

89. Since the wheel and axle is merely a modification

of the lever, a system of wheels and axles is simply a

modification of the compound lever, and the conditions of
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equilibrium are the same, i. e., the ratio of the power to the

wcii^ht is compounded of the ratios of the radii of the axles

to the radii of the wheels. In toothed gear, however,

owinf^ to the difficulty in determining the effective radii of

wheel and axle, the ratio of the power to the weight is

determined by the number of teeth and leaves uDon the

wheel and pinion.

90. Axles are made to act on wheels by various methods
—as by the mere friction of their surfaces, by straps or

endless bands, &c. ; but the most common method of

transmitting motion through a train of wheclwork is by
means of teeth or cogs raised upon the circumferences of

the wheels and axles.

91. When cogged wheels and axles are employed, that

part of the axle bearing

the cogs is called a pin- ^'8- '^•

ion. The cogs raised

upon the pinion are

called leaves, those upon
the wheel are termed

teeth.

92. Wheelwork may
be used either to con-

centrate or diffuse power.

The power is concen-

trated when the pinions

turn the wheels, as is the

case in the crane which

is used to gain power. The power is diffused when the

wheels turn the pinions, as is the case in the fanning mill,

threshing machine, &c., where extent of motion is sought.

93. In a system of toothed wheels and pinions, the conditions oj

equilibrium are,—that the power is to the weight as the continued

product of all the leaves is to the continued product of all t/ie teeth.

94. For a train of wheel work let P := the poicer, W ^ the

weii;tit t l' t" := the teeth of the wheel, and 1 1' 1" = the leaves oj

the pinion.
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Then P : W :: I X V Xj" : i^ ^Ti' X t".

_ wxlxv Xl"
_, ^ Pxtxt'xt"

Hence P =—-^,-^,— and W=—-^^_^-_
Example 45.—The number of teeth in each of three successive

wheels is 80 and the number of leaves in each of the pinions is 5.

With this machine what weight will be supported by a I'ower of
17 lbs ':

SOLUTION

.

Here />= 17, f= 80, <' = 80, t" =r 80, /= 5, i' — 5 and I" = 5.

17x80x80x80 8704000 «^^,v—:,7,^— = 69632 lbs. Ans.
ix.l'xl" 5x5x5 125

Example 46.—In a train of wheel work there are four wheels
nd four axles, the first wheel and the fourth axle plain, (i. e.

without €0»3), and having radii respectively of 10 and 2 feet.

The second wheel has 60, the third 90 and the fourth 70 teeth,

the first axle 7, the second 5 and the third 9 leaves. What
power will hold in equilibrium a weight of 20000 lbs ?

80LUTI02f.

Here we have a combination ofthe simple wheel and axle aud a system
of cogged wheels and axles.

»r= 200001bs.i2=10,r= 2, <=eO, «'=90, i"= 70, Z=7, i'= 5and/"=i:9.

Then cogged wheels and axles acting alone,P = ^^^^J^t^^ = 16f lbs.

and so far as the action of the plain wheel and axles is concerned this 16J
lbs. becomes the weight.

Then P =—^_ =s -^-^— = -X= 3i lbs. Ans.

Example 47.—In a train of wheel work there are three wheel?
nd axles, the first wheel and the last axle plain, and having a

radius of 9 and 3 feet respectively—the cogged wheels have
resi.ectively 80 and 110 teeth, and the pinions 11 and 8 leaves
What weight will a power of 100 lbs. sustain ?

SOLUTION.

Uerc P= 100 lbs., /f= 9, r= 3, «= 80, t' ^ 110, /= 11, and If= 8

Then for cogged wheel work acting alone, TF= -P^^ = l^^^^xlK
^ X ^' 11 X 8

= 5:^^ = 10000 lbs.

For plain wheel and axlealone, W = —^— = ^?000 x_9 ^ 9000f

= 30000 lbs. Ans.
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48. In a system of wheel work there are five wheels and pinions.
The wheels have respectively 100, 90, 80, 70 and GO teeth,
and the pinions respectively 9, 7, II, 9 and 7 leaves; with
such an appliance, what weight would be sustained by a
power of 77 lbs. ? Jns. 5333333 J lbs.

40. In a train of four wheels and axles the wheels have respec-
tively 70, G5, GO and 50 teeth, and the a.^les respectively 9,

8, 7 and G leaves; with such an instrument, what power
could supj,ort a weight of 13000 lbs ? Jns. 22f lbs.

50. In a train of wheel work there are three wheels and three
axles, the first wheel and last axle plain, and having radii
respectively 6 and 2 feet. The second and third wheels
have respectively 80 and 50 tcetli, and the first and second
pinions respectively 5 and 8 leaves. With such a machine
what weight will be balanced by a power of 11 lbs ?

Jns. 3300 lbs.

95. In ordinary wheel work it is usual, in any wheel
and pinion that act on each other, to use numbers of teeth

that are prime to each other so that each tooth of the

pinion may encounter every tooth of the wheel in succes-

sion, that thus if any irregularities exist, they may tend to

diminish one another by constant wear. This odd tooth

in the wheel is termed the hunting cog.

Thus if a pinion contain 10 leaves and the whool 101 ttctli, it is evident
tliat the wliuol i:aist turn round 101 times and tlio pinion 10 x 101 or 1010
times before the same loaves and tlie teotli will be again engaged.

06. Wheels are divided into crown, spur, and bevelled

gear.

97. The crown rolieel has its teeth perpendicular to its

plane ; the apiir w/ice? has its teeth, which are continuations

of its radii, placed on its rim ; the bevelled wheel has its

teeth obliquely placed, i. e., raised on a surface inclined at

any angle to the plane of the wheel.

98. To communicate motion round parallel axes spur-

gear is employed: bevelled gear is used when the axes of

motion are inclined to one another at any proposed angle.

Where the axes are at right angles to one another a crown
wheel working in a spur pinion or a crown pinion workin

in a spur wheel is usually employed.
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99. Bevelled wheels are always frusta of cones chan-

nelled from their apices to their oases.

Not*.—When bevelled wheels ofdifferent diameters are to work together
tha sections of the cones of which they are to be frusta are found in tho
following manner: -p;-. o
Let A li be the dia- ^ ig- «•

meter of the large

wheel, and B C that

oftho smaller. Place
A fi and B C so a«

to include the pro-
posed angle Bisect

A B in D and B C in

E. Draw perpen-
diculars D V, E. F
meeting in F and
join F A.FBand FO.
Then FAB and FBC
are sections of the
required cones. Also
drawing il G paral-
lei to A B, and G P ^ -
parallel to B C, we obtain H A B G, and G B C P any required frusta.

THE PULLEY,

100. The Pulley is a circular disc of wood or iron,

grooved ou the edge and made to turn on its axis by means
of a cord or rope passing over it.

101. The pulley is merely a modification of the lever

with equal arms, and hence no mechanical advantage is

gained by using it—the theory of its use being just as per-

fect if the cord be passed through rings or over perfectly

smooth surfaces. The real advantage of the pulley and

cord as a mechanical power is due to the equal tensions oi

every part of the cord, i. e., is founded upon the fact

that the same flexible cord, free to run over pulleys or

through smooth rings in every direction, must always un-

dergo the same amount of tension in every part of its

length.

102. The pulley is called either fixed or movable ac-

cording as its axis is fixed or movable.

103. ^Movable pulleys are used either singly, in which

case they are called runners, or in combination. Systems

of pulleys are worked either by one cord or by several

cords. Pulleys worked by more than one cord are called

Spanish Bartons.
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104. The pulley is often called a sheaf, and the case in

wtich it turns a hloch. A block may contain many sheaves.

A combination of ropes, blocks, and sheaves, is called a

tackle.

105. In the single fixed pulley the power must be equal

to the weight, i. e., a fixed pulley does not concentrate

force at all. And hence the only mechanical advantage

derived from its use is, that it changes the direction of the

power.

106. In, a system of pulleys moved by

one cord the conditions of equilibrium are

that the power is to the weight as 1 is to

twice the number of movable pulleys.

This is evident from the fact that the weight is

sustained equally by every part of tlio cord, and,
neglecting the last fold or that to which th« power
is attached, there ara two folds of cord for every
movablo pulloy. Thus iu Fig. 9 the weight is sus-

tained byA and B, each bearing i of it; and since
B passes over a fixed pulley, the power attached to

C must be equal to the teusiou exerted on B=:i the
weight.

107. For a system ofpulleys moved by P

orce cord let P = thepawer,W == the weight,

and n — the number of movable pulleys.

Then P : W : : I : 2 n.

W W
Hence P = — , W^= P X 2n, n = ^.

Example 51.—In a system of pulleys worked by a single cord

there are 4 movable pulleys. What power will support a weight
of 804 lbs ?

BOLUTIOir.

Hero W = 804 and n = 4

JF_ _ 804_ ^ 804

2xn~2x4~Hence P > = 100ilb8.^»».

Example 52.—In a system of 7 movable pulleys worked by a

single cord, what weight will be supported by a power of 17 lbs.?

BOLtmON.

Hero P=\l and » = 7.

Hence JK-= P x 2 X n = 17 X 2 x 7 = 17 X 14 = 238 lbs. Ant.
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Example 53.—In a system of movable pulleys worked by a
single cord a power of 7 lbs. balances a weight of 84 lbs. ; how
many movable pulleys are there in the combination ?

SOLUTION.

Here P=:l lbs. and JT= 84 lbs.

W 84
Hence n —

2 X P 2 X 7 ~14 Ans.

EXERCISE.

54. In a system of six movable pulleys worked by one cord the
weight is 700 lbs. What is the power ? Ans. 5^. lbs.

55. In a system of eleven movaWe pulleys worked by one cord
the weight is 6325 lbs. Required the power.

^ns. UQl lbs.
56. In a system of eight movable pulleys worked by one cord

the power is 37 lbs. Required the weight. Ans. 592 lbs.
57. In a system of seven movable pulleys worked by a single

cord the power is 13 lbs.; what is the weight ? ,4ms. 182 lbs.

In a system of movable pul-
leys worked by a single cord, Fig. 10.
a power of 35 lbs. supports a 8 4 2 1
weight of 7000 lbs. How many ^^,
movable pulleys are there in

the combination ? Ans. 100.

58

108. In a system of pulleys,

such as represented in figure 10,
where each movable pulley

hangs by a separate cord, one
extremity of each cord being
attached to a movable pulley

and the other to a hook in a
beam or other fixed support,

each pulley doubles the effect,

and the conditions of equi-

librium are that the power is to

the weight as 1 is to 2 raised to

the poicer indicated by the num-
ber of movable pulleys.

Note.—This will become evident by
attentively examining the diagram and
toHowing up the several cords. The
figures at the top show the portion of
weight borne by the several parts of the
beam, those attached to the cords show
the portion of the weight sustained by
each part of the cord.

16 lbs.
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109. For a system, of pulleys, such as exemplified in Fiir. 10, let

P =: the power, W = the weight, and n = the number of movable

pulleys.

W
Then P : W ; : 1:2". Hence P =— end W = P X 2°.

2"

Example 59.—In a system of pulleys of the form indicated in

Pig. 10, there are 5 movable pulleys, and a weight of 128 lbs.

What is the power?
SOLUTION.

Here W = 128 lbs. and n = 5.

W^ 128^ 1^
2« ^25 32

^Then P = -—

=

: 4 lbs. Ans.

ExAMPLB 60.—In such a system of pulleys as is shewn Fig. 10,

there are 7 movable pulleys. What weight will a power of 11

lbs. balance ?

SOLUTION.
Here P = 11 and n = 7.

Hence JK = P X 2- = 11 X 2' = 11 x 123 = 1408 lbs. Ans.

EXERCISE.

61. In the system of pulleys represented in Fig. 10, where there

are G movable pulleys, what power will sustain a weight of

62

63

8000 lbs. ?

In such a system when there are 10

movable pulleys, what power will

sustain a weight of 48000 lbs. ?

Jlns. 46J lbs.

In such a system when there are 7

movable pulleys, what power will

support a weight of 45G4 lbs.

Jns. 35f ^ lbs.

64. In such a system when there are 3

movable pulleys, what weight will be
sustained by a power of 17 lbs.

Jl7is. 136 lbs.

65. In such a system what weight will a
power of 70 lbs. support when there

are 5 movable pulleys ?

Jns. 2240 lbs.

66. In such a system what weight will a
power of 100 lbs. support when there

are 11 movable pulleys?
^ns. 204800 lbs.

Jlns. 125 lbs.

Fig. 11.

2 6 18

110. la a system of pulleys such as 27 lbs
represented in Fig. 11 where the cord

passes over a fixed pulley attached to

*Jie beam instead of being fastened to
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a hook in the beam, each movable pulley triples the effect,

and the conditions of equilibrium are that ike poicer is to

the iceight as \ to ^ raised to the power indicated hy the

number of movable pulleys.

Tliis will appear plain by a reference to the accompanying diagram
where the numbers represent the same as in Art. 108.

111. In a system such as is represented in Fig. 11, let P =
poicer, W= the weight, and n =:the number of movable pulleys.

Then P : W : : 1 : S".

W
Hence P = — and W = P X 3°.

Example 67.—In the system of pulleys represented in Fig. 11,

what power will balance a weight of 4500 lbs., when there are

4 movable pulleys ?

SOLUTION.

Here IT =4500 and n — 4. -

„, „ W' 4500 4500 __ ,, .

Then P= — = = = 5o5 lbs. Ans.
3» 3* 81 i*

Example 68.—In such a system when there are 6 movable
pulleys, what weight will a power of 10 lbs. support ?

SOLUTION.
Here P= 10, and n = 6.

Then IF = P X 3° = 10 x 3« = 10 x 729 = 7290 lbs. Ans.

EXERCISE.

69. In the system of pulleys represented in figure 11, there are

movable pulleys ; what weight may be supported by a
power of 10 lbs.? .dfis. 2430 lbs.

70. In such a system there are 7 movable pulleys and the weight
is 24057 lbs. Required the power. J7is. 11 lbs.

71. In such a system there are 9
movable pulleys — through
how many feet must the

power descend in order to

raise the weight 10 feet ?

Ans. 196830 feet.

112. If the lines of direc-

tion of the power and weight

make with one another an

angle greater than 120°, the

power will require to be greater
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than the weight ; and as this angle approaches 180", the

diflFerence between the power and weight will approach

QC . Hence it is impossible for any power P, however

great, applied at P, to pull the cord ^^C mathematically

straight, and that however small the weight IF may be.

THE INCLINED PLANE.

113. The Inclined Plane is regarded m mechanical

science as a perfectly Jiard, smooth, inflexible plane, in-

clined obliquely to the weight or resistance.

114. There are two ways of indicating the degree ol

inclijiation of the inclined plane

:

1st. By saying it rises so manv feet, inches, &c., in a

certain distance.

2nd. By describing it as rising at some stated angle

with the horizon.

115. In the inclined plane the power may be applied in

any one of three directions

:

1st. Parallel to the plane.

2nd. Parallel to the base.

3rd. Inclined at any angle to the base.

116. In the inclined plane the conditions of equilibrium

are as follows:

—

1st. If the power act parallel to the plane :— tliepower

is to the iceight as the height of the j^lcine is to its length.

2nd. If the power act parallel to the hase :
—the power

is to the weight as the height of the plane is to its hase.

Note.—The third case does not come within the design of the present
work.

117. For the inclined plane let P = the power, W ^ the weight,

L = length of the plane, II — height of the plant., and B = iose

of the plane.
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ThenP: W :: H: L.

^ WxH^ PXL „ Pxi ^, WxH
Hence P=—y— W=:—'n~] "=—m~ ; ona L=z

Mso P : W:: H: B.

Wxff PXB PxB
Hence P=—^— ; W=:—-^—)Hz:z—™~';an</-S=

Example T2.—On an inclined plane rising 7 feet in 200, what
power acting parallel with the plane will sustain a weight ol

4000 lbs. ?

80LUnO».

Here JF=40001bs., Z=200, and H—1.
„ _ TTx-B- 4000x7 2SO0O ,,„,»,ThenP=—^=^^^=-2^=1401bs. Ans.

Example 73.—On an inclined plane rising 9 feet in 170—what
weight will support a power of 180 lbs. acting parallel to the
plane ?

BOLtmOBT.

Here Pi=lS01bs., Z= 170, andlf=9.

Then W=—^^= —5 = 3400 lbs. Ans.

Example 74.—On an inclined plane a power of 11 lbs. acting
parallel to the plane supports a weight of 150 lbs.—how much
does the plane rise in 200 feet ?

HereP= lllbs., jr=150 lbs., £= 200 feet.

T>.»„ w /'XX 11x200 ,. ,.Q. .Then H= =——-— = 14 feet 8 inches. Ans.
tr 150

Example 75.—The base of an inclined plane is 40 feet and the
height 3 feet,—what power acting parallel to the base will sup-
port a weight of 250 lbs. ?

sonrrioif.

Here IF=2501bs., Z?=3, and 5= 40.

fhen/"^

—

~—=———= 181 lbs. Ans.

Example 76.—On an inclined plane a power of 9 lbs. acting
parallel to the base supports a weight of 700 lbs.—the height of
•be plane being 18 feet, what is the length of the base ?
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eOLDTIOM.

Here P = 9 lbs., TT= 700 Ibg., and ^= 18 feot.

TheniJ=I^^='i5^=1400feet. An..

77. On an inclined plane rising 1 foot in 35 feet, what power
» acting parallel to the plane will support a weight of 17500

lbs. ? .Am. 500 lbs.

78. On an inclined plane rising 9 feet in 100 feet, what power
acting parallel to the plane will sustain a weight of 4237
lbs.? ./J/is. 381v^,fj lbs.

79. On an inclined plane whose height is 1 1 feet and base 900
feet, what power acting parallel to the base will sustain a
weight of 27900 lbs.? Ans 341 lbs.

80. On an inclined plane rising 7 feet in 91 feet, what weight
will be supported by a power of 1300 lbs., acting parallel

with the plane ? Ans. 16900 lbs.

81. On an inclined plane a power of 2 lbs., acting parallel to the

plane, sustains a weight of 10 lbs.—what is the inclination

of the plane ? Jins. Plane rises 1 foot in 5 feet.

82. On an inclined plane a power of 7 lbs., acting parallel to the

base, sustains a weight of 147 lbs.—if the base of the plane

be 17 feet what will its height be ? Ans. i] feet.

83. On an inclined plane rising 2 feet in 109 feet, what weight

will be sustained by a power of 17 lbs., acting parallel to

the plane? Ans. 926i lbs.

84. On an inclined plain a power of 4^ lbs., sustains a weight of

^223-|*,- lbs. ; the power acting parallel to the plain, what is

the degree of inclination ?

Ans. Plane rises 341 feet in 17199 feet.

85. What weight will be supported by a power of 60 lbs., acting

parallel to the base of an inclined plane whose height is 7

* feet and base 15 ftet? Am. 1284 lbs.

THE WEDGE.

118. The wedge is merely a movable inclined plane or

a double inclined plane, t. c, two inclined planes joined to-

gether by their bases.

119. The wedge is worked either by pressure or by

percussion,

KoTE.—When tho wodRC is worked by porcussion, tlio relation between
the power and weight cannot be a.scertaiiied since the force of percussion

differs so completely from continued forcoa as to admit of no comparison
with them.
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120. In the wedge the conditions of equilibrium are

that the power is to the weight as half the width of the

hack of the wedge is to its length.

Note 1.—Unlike all other mechanical powers, the practical use of
the wedge depends on friction, as, were it not prevented by friction, the
wedge would recoil at every s-troke.

Note 2.—Razors, knives, scissors, chisels, awls, pins, needles, <fec., are
examples of the application of the wedge to practical purposes.

121. For the wedge j let P z=.power or pressure, W ^ the wei8:htj

L = the length of the wedgc^ and B =. the width of the back.

W X J B PxL
Then P : W :: i B : L. Heme P =

^
andW= -Tg-.

Example 86.—The length of a wedge is 24 inches, and its

thickness at the back 3 inches, what weight would be raised by
a pressure of 750 lbs. ?

SOLUTION.

Here P =- 750 lbs., X = 24 inches, and i B = 1^ inch.
i> V r TfiO V 24

Then W - -™- = —~- = 750 X 16 = 12000 lbs. Ans.
2-" '5

ExAMPi.R 87.—In a wedge, the length is 17 inches, thickness

of back 2 inche?, and the weight to be raised is 11000 lbs. Re-
quired the pressure to be applied ?

SOLUTION-.

Jlere IT= 11000, X =^ 17 inches, and i .B = 1 inch.

.^w r.
wy.^n noooxi „._, ,,

EXERCISE.

88. The length of a wedge is .^0 inches and the thickness of
* its back 1 inch, what weight will be raised by a pressure of

07 lbs.? .^ras. 5820 lbs.

80. The length of a wedge is 19 inches and the thickness of its

back 4 inches, what pressure will be required to raise a
weight of 864 lbs. ? Jlns. 90 }§ lbs.

90. The length of a wedge is 23 inches and the thickness of its

back 3 inches—with this instrument what pressure would
be required to raise a weight of 1771 lbs. ? .Ans. 115^ lbs.

THE SCREW.

122. The screw is a modification of the inclined plane,

and may be regarded as being formed of an inclined plane,

wound round a cylinder.

Note.—The screw bears the same relation to an ordinary inclined plane
that a circular staircase does to a straight one.
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123. The threads of the screw are cither triangular or

squaro. The distance of a thread and a space when the

thread is square, or the distance between two contiguous

triangular threads, is called i\mj)Uch.

124. The screw is commonly worked by pressure against

the threads of an external screw, called the box or nut.

The power is applied either to turn the screw while the

nut is fixed, or to turn the nut while the screw is kept

immovable.

125. In practice, the screw is Fig. 13.

seldom used as a simple mechanical

power, being nearly always com-

bined with some one of the others

—usually the lever.

126. The conditions of equili-

brium between the power and the

weight in the screw are the same as

for the inclined plane, where the

power acts parallel to the base, i. e.,

Thepmcer is to the weight as the pitch (i. e. height) is

to the circumference of the base (t. e. length of the plane.)
When the screw is worked by means of a lever, the con-

ditions of equilibrium arc :

—

Thepower is to the weight as the pitch is to the circum-

ference of the circle described by the power.
127. The efficiency of the screw as a mechanical power

may be increased by two methods :

1st. By diminishing the pitch.

2nd. By increasing the length of the lever.

128. For the screw, 1st P = the power, W = the weight, p
3= the pitch, and 1 =: length of the lever.

Then since the lever forms the radius of the circle described by
the power, and the circumference of a circle is 3-1416 times the

diameter, and the diameter is twice the radius, P : W : : p : 1 x 2 X
3-1416.

TTnr..o p— ^^^P rv ^X^x2x31416 , Pxlx2x3U\&IIonceP_-2^.^-,^--IF= andp= -^ .

Note.—Thf pitch and tlio length of tho lever must be both expressed in
anitii ol'thc same deuumiuatious^ t. e., both foet, or botli incbes,
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Example 91.—What power will sustain a weight cf 70000 lbs.

by means of a screw having a pitch of -^f of an inch, and the

lever to which the power is attached 8 ft. 4 in. in length?

SOLUTION.

Here JV= 70000 lbs., p = J^- in., and i= 8 ft. 4 in= 100 in.

Here P - ^^P - ''^^ ^ "^* - -^ _ 500000

_

'^^"^ ^ - ix2x3-1416- 100X2X31416 " 628-32 -"1^83^ " '
^"^ ^^^- ^"*-

Example 92.—What weight will be sustained by a power of

5 lbs. by means of a screw having a pitch of i\fthof an inch, the

power lever being 50 inches in length ?

Here P= 5 Ihs.p = -^^^ inch, and 1 = 50 inches.

^, „. Px?x2x3-1416 5x50x2x3-1416 1570-8 ,.^^,. .„,
Then W =» = : = -= 15<08 lbs. Ans.

^ To JO

ExAMPLB 93.—By means of a screw having a power lever 5 ft.

10 inches in length, a power of 6 lbs. sustains a weight of 80000
lbs. ; what is the pitch of the screw ?

SOLUTION.

Hero P = 6 lbs., W= 80000 lbs., and I = 7& inches.

:2x3-1416_ 6x70x2x3-1416 2638-94

~W ~ 80000 = 80000

Px7x2x3-1416 6x70x2x3-1416 2638-944 ^ooaa^,: „i

«

Thenj) = ^^ =—-^^^^ = ^^^^.-0329868- inches,

33
or about =^of an inch. Ans.

Example 94.—What power will sustain a weight of 96493 lbs.

by means of a screw having a pitch of -j'^j^th of an inch, the power
lever being 25 inches in length ?

SOLUTION.

Here W = 96493 lbs., p = "i^rth inch, and 1 = 25.

Th P = >^'XP _ 96493x-iV
^!^^^la^ ^ 17028-1764

ix2x3-1416 25x2x3-1416 157 08 ~ 157-08

108-403 lbs. Ans.
EXERCISK.

95. What power will support a weight of 87000 lbs. by means
of a screw having a pitch of -g^gth of an inch, the power
lever being 6 ft. 3 inches long ? Ans. 31-83 lbs.

96. What weight will be sustained by a power of 200 lbs. acting

on a screw having a pitch of -^Qi\i of an inch—the power
lever being 15 inches long ? Ans. 314160 lbs.

97. By means of a screw having a power lever 50 inches in

length, a weight of 9000 lbs. is supported by a power of

2 lbs, Required the pitch of the screw.

Ans. -41888, or rather over | of an inch,
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98. What power will support a weight of 11900 lb3. by tneann

of a screw having a pitch of -^fih of an inch, the power kver
being 10 ft. in length ? Jns. 3-713 \hs.

By means of a screw having a power lever 7 ft. 6 indies in

length, a power of 10 lbs. supports a weight of G5400 ; what
is the pitch of the screw? ^ns. -0804 of an inch.

What weight will be supported by a power of 50 lbs. acting

on a screw with a pitch of -4^,5 th of an inch—the power lever

being 8 ft. 4 inches in length ? Jlns. 418880 lbs.

99

100

THE DIFFERENTIAL SCREW

129. The differential screw, (invented by Dr. John
Hunter,) like the differential wheel and axle, acts by dini-

inisbing the distance througb wbich the weight is moved
iu comparison with that traversed by the power.

It consists of two screws of dif-

forent pitch, working one within

the other (Fig. 14), so that at each

revolution of the power lever the

weight is raised through a space

only equal to the difference be-

tween the pitch of the exterior

screw and the pitch of the inner

screw. It follows that the mechan-
ical effect of the differential screw

is equal to that of a single screw

having a pitch ecfual to the differ-

ence of pitch of the two screws.

For instance, in Fig. 14, the part B works with..; ;.. ,.... > .'.. . - . . i;

have a pitch of -A,th of an inch and A a i)itch of -i-^, then at each revolu-

tion of tlic lianiUe the weight will be raised through .^i^— ^i^^=
^ J ^ of an

inch, and the whole instrument has the same mechanical effect as a single

screw having a pitch of ^eoth of an inch.

130. For the differential screw, let P = power, W = weight,

1 = length of lever, and d = difference ofpitch of the two tcrews.

ThenP: W y. d : Zx2x3-1416.
W X d _ PX/X2X31416

nenccP = /x2X3-i4ia*°"
'^^-

d
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ExAMPLn 101.—What power will exert a pressure of 20000 lbs.

by means of a differeatial eerew having a power lever 50 inches

in length, the exterior screw a pitch of j', of an inch, and the

inner screw a pitch of -^^,jth of an inch?

FOLUTIOX.

npw ir= 20000, / = so in., andd= rr— io = i'to — iis— 'No O^

an iucti.

= 7-81 lbs. Ans.

Example 102.—^What pressure will be exerted by a power of

1000 lbs. acting on a differential screw in whieh the power lever

is 75 inches long, the pitch of the exterior screw -^-f of an inch,

and tLat of the interior screw -/,f of an inch ?

SOLUTIOX.

Flpre P= 1000 lbs., = do inche.«, and (

of au inch.

„. ,^ Px^x2x3U16 1000x75x2x31416 471240
Then W = , = — = ——

—

= 129210961* lbs. Ans.

103. What power will exert a pressure of 100000 lbs. by means
of a differential screw in which the power lever is 100 inches

long, the pitch of the outer screw -3^^ of an inch, and that of

the inner screw -^fj of an inch ?

Ans. -102 or about -jJ;; of a lb.

104. What pressure will be exerted by a power of 20 lbs. acting

on a differential screw in which the power lever is 50 inches
long, the pitch of the exterior screw ^j- ofan inch, and that

of the inner screw | of an inch? Ana. 345576 lbs.

105. What power will give a pressure of 60000 lbs. by means
of a differential screw in which the power lever is 60 inches,

the pitch of the outer screw -jpy, and that of the inner screw
1-5- of an inch ? Ans. 2-652 lbs.

THE ENDLESS SCREW.

131. The Endless Screw, Fig. Fig

15, is an instrument formed by
combining the screw with the

wheel and axle. The teeth of the

wheel are set obliquely so as to

act as much as possible on the

threads of the screw.
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132. In Fig. 15 each revolution of the handle makes
the wheel revolve only through the space of one cog

;

hence if the whole ha.s 24 cogs, the winch must revolve

24 times in order to make tho wheel revolve once.

Itfollows that in the endless or perpetual screw the con-

ditions of equilibrium arc that the power is to the weight

as the radius of the axle is to the product of the number

of teeth in the wheel multiplied by the length of the winch ;

i. e., the radius of tJie circle described by the power.

133. For the endlesx screw let P = power,W= weight, 1 = length

of winch or handle,- 1 := number of teeth in the wheel, and r := radius

of axle.

TFxr PxlXt
Then P: W :: r: ly.t. Whence P = -r—r- W=^—
Example 106.—In an endless screw the length of the winch

or handle is 25 inches, the wheel has 60 cogs, and the axle to

which the weight is attached has a radius of 2 inches. What
weight will be sastained bj a power of 100 lbs. ?

Here P = 100 lbs., r = 2 inches, / = 25 inches, and ^ = 56.

^ _ P-XlXt 100x25x00 150000 „,^,. .

Then W = = -„ = -w—= '5000 lbs. Ana.
T A A

Example 107.—In an endless screw the length of the winch is

20 inches, the wheel has 56 teeth and the radius of the axle is

3 inches. What power will support a weight of 14J300 lbs. ?

SOLUTION.

Hero W = 14000 lbs., r = 3 inches, i = 20 inches, and t — 60.

mt. T. yVY,r 14000x3 42000 „, ,. .

T^«"^ = 7S^=-20^66-=li20=^4'^«- ^"*-

EXERCISE.

108. In an endless screw the length of the winch is 18 inches,

the radius of the axle is 2 inches, the wheel has 48 teeth,

and the power is 120 lbs. Required the weight.

Jn&. 51840 lbs.

109. What power will support a weight of a million of lbs. by

means of an endless screw having a winch 25 inches long,

an axle with a radius of 1 inch, and a wheel with 100

teeth ? -^ns. 400 lbs.

110. What weight will be raised by a power of 40 lbs. by means

of an endless screw in which the winch is 20 inches long,

the radius of the axle 2 inches, and the number of teeth in

the wheel 80 ? ^n<. 32000 lbs.
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134. The theoretical results obtained by the foregoing

rules are in prnctice very greatly modified by several re-

tarding forces. Thus friction has to be taken into ac-

count in each of the mechanical powers—the weight of the

instrument itself in the lever and in the movable pulley

—

the rigidity of cordage in the pulley and in the wheel and
axle, &c.

FRICTION.

135. Friction aids the power in supporting the weight,

but opposes the power in moving the weight, and hence,

materially affects the conditions of equilibrium in the

mechanical powers.

If P be the power necessary in the absence of all fHction, and/ the fric-

tion, then the weight will be held in equilibrium by any power which is

less than P-\-/, or greater than P—f.

136. Friction is of two kinds : 1st. Sliding Friction.

2nd. Rolling Friction.

137. The fraction which expresses the ratio between
the whole weight and the power necessary to overcome the

friction, is called the coefficient of friction. The coeffi-

cient of sliding friction, in the case of hard bodies, varies

from I to J.

138. On a perfectly level road, power is expended only
for the purpose of overcoming friction, and on the same
road the ratio between the power and the load is constant,

—varying on common roads, according to their goodness,

from y'j to Jo of the load. On an even railway, however, it

is not more than ^-i^ to ^^^ of the load, according to the

dampness or dryness of the rail. On a good macadamized
road the coefficient of friction is about 3-^, so that a horse
drawing a load of one ton or 2000 lbs. must draw with a

force of /^ of 2000 lbs. or 66| lbs. ; this is called the

force of traction.

139. Various expedients are in common use for dimin-
ishing Ihe amount of friction, such as crossing the grain,

when wooden surfaces rub on one another, using surfaces

of different materials, as wood on metal, or one kind of
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metal on another kind, and annointinp; the surface with

oil, tar, or plumbago. Tallow diminishes the friction by
one-half.

The following are the conclusions of CoULOMB on the

important subject of sliding friction :

—

I. Friction is diroclly proportional to the pressure.

II. Friction between the aamo two bodies i s constant, being uninfluenced
by eitlior the extent of surface in contact or the velocity of the motion.

III. Friction is greatest between surfaces of the same material.

IV. Friction varies with the nature of the surface in contact.

The friction between surfaces of wood, newly planedzz J

The friction between similar metallic surfaces = }

The friction of a wooden surface on a metallic surfaces: f
The friction of iron sliding on iron =: ?

The friction of iron sliding on brass =: g

V. Friction decreases as the surfaces in contact wear. In wood the
friction is thus reduced from 4 to i.

VI. Friction is diminished betw«>en wooden surfaces by crossing the
fibres. If when tlio fibres are in the same direction the coefllcient ol fric-

tion is i, it is diminished to ^ by crossing them.

Vn. Fr'ction is greater between rough than between polished surfaces.

Hence arises the use of lubricants in machinery. Wlien the pressure is

email, the most limpid oils uro used. At greater prci^sures, tlie more
viscid oils arc preferred, then tallow, then a mixture of tallow and tar,_or

tallow and plumbago, tlien jilumbago alone, and in the heaviest macuin-
ery soapstone has been found to be the most efficacious substance.

Note.—At very great velocities the friction is perceptibly lessened

;

when the pressure is very greatly increased, the friction is not increased
m proportion.

EOLLING FEICTION.

VTII. Friction caused by one body rolling on another is directly pro-

portional to the pressure, and inversfy to the diameter of the rolling body.

That is, if a cylinder rolling aloni; a plane have its pressure doubled, its

friction will al^o be doubled ; but if its diameter bo doubled, the fnctiou

will be only half of what it was.

The friction of a wooden cylinder of 32 inches in diameter rolling upon
rollers of wood is .^J^of the pressure.

The friction of an iron axle taming iu a box of brass and well coated

with oil is -,i - of the pressure.
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CHAPTER IV.

UNIT OF WORK, \70RK OF DIFFERENT AGENTS, HORSE
POWER OF LOCOMOTIVES, STEAM ENGINES,

AND WORK OF STEAM.

UNIT OF WORK.

140. In comparing the work performed by different

Rfjents, or by the same agent under different circumstanceSj

irbecomes necessary to make use of some definite and dis-

tinct unit of work. The unit commonly adopted for this

purpose in England and America is the labor requisite to

raise the weight of one pound through tlie space of onefoot.

Thtjs in raising 1 lb. through 1 foot, 1 unit of work is performed.

If2 lbs. be raisea 1 ft., or if 1 lb. be raised 2 ft., 2 units of work are

Jf 7 lbs! be raised through 9 ft., or if 9 lbs. be raised through 7 ft., 63

units of work are performed, &c.

141. The units of work expended in raising a hody oj

a given weight arefound hy multiplying the weight of the

hody in lbs. hy the vertical space in feet through which it

is raised.

Example 111.—How many nnits of work are expended in

raising a weight of 642 lbs. to a height of 70 ft. ?

BOLITTION.

.Sns. Units of work = 642 X 70 = 44940.

Example 112.—How many units of work are expended in

raising a weight of 423 lbs. to a height of 267 ft. ?

SOLUTION.

Jns. Units of work = 423 X 267 = 112941.

Example 113.— How many units of work are expended in

raising II tons of coal from a pit whose depth is 140 ft. ?

eOLCTIOTf.

Here. 11 tons = 11 x 2000 = 22000 lbs.

Theu 22000 X 140 = 3080000. Ans.

Example 114.— How many units of work are expended in

raising 7983 gallons of water to the height of 79 ft. ?

eOLTTTION.

Here, since a gaHon of water weighs 10 Mas., 7983 gals. = 79830 lbs.

Theu units of work = 798-30 X 79 = 0806570. Ans.

Example 115.—How many units of work are expended in

rai3ing GO cnbic feet of water from a well whose denth is 90 feet ?

4
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SOLUTIOir.

Slncp a cubic foot of water weighs 62} lbs., 60 cubic foct weigh 62} x 60

=

3750 lbs.

Tlien unitsof work = 3750 x W = 337500. Ant.

EXERCISE.

116. How much work would be required to pump 60000 gallons
of water from a mine whose depth is 8G0 feet ?

^ns. 51G00000O units.

117. How many units of work would be expended in pumping
8000 cubic feet of water from a mine whose depth is G79
feet ?

Jlnt. 339500000 units.

118. How much work would be expended in raising the lam ol

a pile driving engine—the ram weighing 2 tons, and the
height to which it is raised being 29 feet?

Jns. 116000 units.

119. How much work would be required to raise 17 tons of

coals from a mine whose depth is 300 feet ?

jlns. 10200000 units.

120. How much work would be expended in raising 600 cubic
feet of water to the height of 293 feet ?

^ns. 10987500 units.

142. The most important sources of laboring force are

animals, water, wind, and steam. The laboring force of

animals is modified by various circumstances, the most
important of which are the duration of the labor, and the

mode by which it is applied. The following table shows

the amount of effective work that can be performed under
different circumstances by the more common living

agents;
TABLE.

SHEWING THE WORK DONE PER MINUTE BY VARIOUS AGENTS.

Duration of labor eight hours per day.

Horse 33000 units

Mule 22000 "

Ass 8250 "

Man, with wheel and axle 2600 "

" drawing horizontally 3200 ''

" raising materials with a pulley 1600 "

'' throwing earth to the height of 5 feet

.

560 "
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Man, working with his arms and 1^ as in

rowing 4000 units
'' raising water from a well with a pail

and rope 1054 "
" raising water from a well with an upright

chain pump 1730 "

XoTB.—The work assigiipd by Watt, to the horse per minute was 33000
tinits, but this is known to be about i too great. A horse of average
strength performs about 22000 units of work per minute. The number
given in the table, however, is still used in all calculations in civil engi-
neering.

KxAMPLK 121.—How many cubic feet of earth, each weighing
100 lbs., will a man throw to the height of 5 feet in a day of 8
hours ?

SOLUTIOIf.

Since (by the table) a man throwing earth to the height of 5 ft., does 560
units of work per minute—and from the example ha works 8 x 60 =480
minutes.
Units of work done in the day = .560 x 480.
Units ofwork required to throw 1 cubic foot to heightof5 feet= 100 x 5.

Then^^^= 5373 cubic feet. Aiis.

E.XAMPLE 122.—How many gallons of water will a man raise

in a day of 8 hours from a well whose depth is 70 feet—using a
pail and rope ?

SOLCTION.

Units of work = 1054 X 60 X 8 ; ^ork required to raise 1 gal. = 10 x 70.

Then number of gallons = ^^?^^^.— = 722||. Ans.

Example 123.—How many gallons of water can a man raise
by means of a chain pump in a day of 8 hours from the depth of
80 feet ?

SOLrTION.

Units of work performed by the man = 1730 X 60 X 8.

Units of work required to raise 1 gal. of water = 10 x 80.

The number of gallons = l'30>:60x8 ^ ^^^ ^^^
10 X bv>

Example 124.—How many tons of earth will a man working
with a wheel and axle raise in a day of 8 hours from a depth of

87 feet?

SOLUTIOX.
Units of work performed by the man =2C''0 x COx 8.

Uuits ofwork required to raise 1 ton to height of87 ft,= 2000 X 87.

„ . , 2600 X 60 X 8 _ , .Tons raised =
-2000-x ^7" = ' A- ^«*-

ExAirpLK 125.—How many gallons of water per hour will an
engine of 7 horse power raise from a mine whose depth is 110
'eet?
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Unite of work in ono liorso power = 39000 per minute.
Units of work in 7 horse power = 83(XX) x 7.

Units of work performed by the engino por hour = 33000 X 7 X 00.

Units ofwork required to raise 1 gallon of water to the heieht of 110 ft. =^
10 X 110.

V /• 11 33000 X 7 X 60 ,--. ,Henco number of gallons =—z-

—

tttt—= 1260. Ans.

ExAMPLK 126.—Tlovi- many horse power will it require to raise

22 tons of coals per hour from a mine whose depth is 3G0 teet ?

SOLUTIOIf.

Weight of coals to bo raised = 22 tons — 44000 lbs.

Units ofwork required per hour — 44.)0() X 360.

Units ofwork iu ono horse power per hour= 33000 X 60.

„ „ 44000 X 360 „ ^

"*'°*^«-^-=33odoir-^=«-^"'-

Example 127.—How many cubic feet of water will an engine

of 15 horse po.wer pump ej^ch hour from a mine whose depth is

900 feet?

BOLtrnoH.

Units of work performed by engine per hour — 33000 X GO X 16^
Units of work required to raise 1 cubic loot = 6'J-5 X 900.

,•,,.-. 33000 X 60 X 15 _„ .

Hence, number of cubic feet= —-^r-—^r^r— = 528. Ans.
o«*o X yuu

Example 128.—What must be the horse power of an engine

in order that working 12 hours per day it may supply 2300 fami-

lies with 50 gallons of water each per day—taking the mean
height to which the water is raised as 80 feet, and assuming

that i of the work of the engine is lost in transmission?

Weigbt of water pumped per day = 2300 X 50 x 10.

Units ofwork required daily = 2300 X 50 x 10 x 80.

Units ofwork in ono horso power per day = 3300 x 12 X 60.

15ut since -t of the work of the engine is lost in transmission.

Useful work of one H. r. per day = ^ x 33000 x 12 x 60.

„ „ „ 2300 X 50 X 10 X 80 ... .^
Hence. H. P. = --^^_j^_^^ = 404. Ans.

129. How many cubic feet of earth, each weighing 100 lbs., will

a man raise by means of a pulley from a depth of 30 feet in

a day of 8 hours ? Jlns. 256 cubic feet.

130. How many cubic feet of water per hour will an engine of

20 H. P. raise from a mine whose depth is 450 feet, assu-

ming that J of the work of the engine is lost in traosraig-

siou? ^nt. 11 26J cubic feet.
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131. What must be the H. P. of an engine in order that it may
raise 11 tons of material per hour from a depth of 700 ft ?

Jim. 7-77 H. P.

132. A forge hammer weighing 890 lbs. makes 50 lifts of 4 feet

each per minute—what must be the horse power of the

engine that works the hammer? Ans. H. P. = 5-39

133. An engine of 8 horse power works a forge hammer, caus-

ing it to make 50 lifts per minute, each to the eight of 6
feet. What is the weight of the hammer ?

Ans. 880 lbs.

134. An engine of 8 horse power gives motion to a forge ham-
mer, which weighs 300 lbs., and makes 30 lifts per minute

of 2 feet each ; and at the same time raises 2 tons of coal

per hour from the bottom of a mine. Required the depth

of the mine. Ans. 3690 feet.

Note.—The work of the engine= 3-3000 x 8 units per minute. From this

subtract tho units of work refjuired by the hanuner ; the remainder will be
the work expended per minute in raising the coal. Multiplying this by 6d
gives u* the work required per hour for the coa! ; and this last is the product
of the weight iu lbs. by the depth in feet, ofwhich the former is giyen.

WORK EXPENDED IN MOVI.VG A CARRIAGE OR RAILWAY TRAIN ALONG
A HORIZONTAL PLANE.

143. In moving a carriage, &c., along a level plane, a

certain amount of power is expended in overcoming the

friction of the road. This is rolling friction, and amounts

as before stated (Art. 138,) to form -^-^ to y'j of the entire

load on common roads, and form 3 io *o T50 °^ ^^^ ^^^
on railway tracks. In the case of railway trains, friction

is usually taken as 7 lbs. per ton of 2000 lbs.

144. In running carriages of any description, work ia

employed to overcome the resistances. These , resistances

are:

—

1st. Friction—which on the same road and with the

same load is the same for all velocity.

2nd. Ascent of inclined planes—in which, since the load

has to be lifted vertically through the

height of. the plane the work is the same,

whatever may be the velocity of the motion.

3rd. The Resistance of the Atmosphere—which depends

upon the extent of surface, and increases

as the square of the velocity.
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145. When a railway train is set in motion, the work
of the locomotive engine at first far exceeds the work of re-

sistances, and the motion is consequently rapidly accelerated.

But as the velocity of the train increases, the atmospheric

resistance also increases, and with such rapidity as very soon

to equalize the work of resistances to the work of the loco-

motive. When this occurs, i. e., when the work applied

by the locomotive is exactly equal to the continued work
of resistances (atmospheric resistance and friction), the

velocity of the train will be uniform. In this case the train

is said to have attained its greatest or maximum speed.

146. The Iraction or force with which an animal pulls

depends upon the rate of his motion. A horse, for example,

moving only 2 miles an hour, can draw with a far greater

force than when running at the rate of G miles an hour.

The following table shows the relation between the speed

and the traction of a horse :

TABLE OF TEACTION OF A HORSE.

Speed. Traction.

&. horse moving 2 miles per hour, can draw with a force of 166 lbs.
" 3 " " 125 "
"

3i
" " 104 "

" 4 " " 83 "
«•'

4^ " "
62 J

"

" 5 " " 4U "

Example 135.—What gross load will a horse draw travelling

at the rate of four miles per hour on a road whose friction is ?/„

of ihe whole load?

SOLOTIOIf.

Hero from the table the traction is 83 lbs., which b/ the conditioug ol

tho question is t/it of the gross load.

Ueuce load= 83 X 00 z= IGCO lbs. Ans.

Example 13G.—At what rate will a horse draw a gross load

of 1800 lbs. on a road whose coefficient of friction is -/,-?

80LUTI0:i.

Ilere traction = M^^= 100 lbs., whepee by the table the rate must be
rather over C^ miles per hour.

Example 137.—If a horse draw a load of 2500 lbs. upon a

road whose coefficient of friction is -j,^, what traction will he

exert, and how many units of work will he perform per minute ?
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sonjnoir.
Here, traction= 2i£ai:rS3i Iba., audience he mores-at a rate of four

miles per hour.

4 X 5280*
The -distaace moved per minute= =352 feet.

Hence units of work =:83J X 352=29333}. Ans.
Example 138.—What must be the effective horse power of a

locomotive engine to carry a train weighing 7(i tons upon a
levtl rail at the steady rate of 40 miles per hour, neglecting at-

mospheric resistance and taking yoq *s the coeflSrieni of friction ?

sonmos.
Here, weight of train= 70 tons= 140000 lbs.

40 X 5280
Space passed over per minute= 4„ miles ^——r— =^520 feet.

140000
Work of friction to one foot= ^J- ofl40000= ^T — 700 units.

Work of friction per minute = 700 x 3520= 2464000 units.
Uniu of work in one H. P. = 33000.

T., f Ti Tj ri *• 700x3520 2464000 „,^^ ^Therefore H. P oflocomotive = — = - = 74'66. Ans.

Example 139.—A train weighing 120 tons is carried with a
iniforoi velocity of 30 miles per hour along a level rail ; assum-
:ig the friction to be 11 lbs. per ton, and neglecting the resistance
jt the atmosphere, what is the horse power of the locomotive ?

BOLUTIOH.

30 x 5280
Space passed over per minute= ^ o miles= ^^r

—
'=: 2640 feet.

Work of friction to each foot =120 x 11= 1320 units.

W ork of friction per minute = 1320 X 2640 =3484800 units.

Hence H . P.=^^= 105-6. Ans.
33000

Example 140.—At what rate per hour will a train weighing
90 tons be drawn by an engine of 80 horse power, neglecting
the resistance of the atmosphere and taking ^io *3the coefficient

of friction ?

SOLTTTION.

Work done by the^ngine per hour =33000 x €0 x 80.

Weight of train in lbs. =90 x 2000= 180000.

Units of work required to move the train through 1 foot=YiTr of 180000= 720.

Work expended in moving the train through 1 mile= 720 x-5280.

V K <• -1 V,
33000 X 60 x 80 „ ^^ ,

.•. !Number of miles per hour = ——

—

=41-66. Ans.
720 X 5280

Example 141.—A train moves on a level rail with the nniform
speed of 35 miles per hour ; assuming the H. P. of the locomotive
to be 50, the friction equal to 9 lbs. per ton, and neglecting
atmospheric resistance, what is the gross weight of the train?

* £280 is the number of feet in one mile.
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Work of engine per hour = 33060 X 60 x 50.

Feet moved over per hour = 35 x 6280.
Work expended per hour in moving 1 ton =86 X 5280 X 9.

•or ! u* <•* • ! * 38000x60x50 ,. ,-. ..
. Weight of train in tons = -„.- - ,„- = 69'523. Ant.

do X 6280 x 9

ExAMPLB 142.—^la what time will an engine of 100 H. P.
move a train of 90 tons weight through a journey of 80 miles
ilong a level rail, assuming friction to be equal to 10 lbs. per
Ion, and neglecting atmospheric resistance ?

Workexpended in moving the train through 1 foot= 90 X 10 = 900 units.
Work expended on whole journey in moving the train = 900 X 5280 x 80.

Work ofengine per minute = 33000 x 100.

„ . . . , 900x5280x80 ,„, , ^
.-. Number of minutes = -vjOym vloo— ~ ^i" ™^'^*®* = ^ ^°^ ^7

aiinutes.

EXiSRCISK.

143. What gross load will a horse draw travelling at the rate of

2 miles per hour on a road whose coefficient of friction is -,V

'

Jlns. 2988 lbs,

144. What must be the H. P. of a locomotive in order that it

may draw a train whose gross weight is 130 tons, at the

uniform speed of 25 miles per hour, allowing the friction to

be 7 lbs per ton, and neglecting atmospheric resistance ?

jJns. H. P. 60-66.

145^ A train weighs 75 tons, and moves with the uniform speed
of 30 miles per hour on a level rail ; taking ^| j as the coeffi-

cient of friction, and neglecting the resistance of the atmos-
phere, what is the horse power of the engine ?

Jlns. H. P.= 48.

146. In what time will an engine of 160 H. P., moving a train

whose gross weight is 110 tons, complete a journey of 150

miles taking friction to be equal to 7 lbs. per ton, neglect-

ing atmospheric resistance, and assuming the rail to l)e on a
level plane throughout? Jlns. 1 hour 55J minutes.

147. At what rate per hour will a horse draw a load u iioso

gross weight is 2200 lbs. on a road whose coefficient of fric-

tion is ^\j'{ Ans. Rather over 3i miles per hour.

148. From the table given (Art. 145) ascertain at what rate per

hour a horse m' -t travel, when drawing a load, in order to

do the greatest amount of work ? Ans. 3 miles per hour.

149. At what rate per hour will a locomotive of 50 H. P. draw
a train whose gross weight is 70 tons, neglecting atmos-

pheric resistance, taking ^^ as the coefficieut of friction,

and assuming the rail to be level ? Ans. 26.78 milcd.
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147 When a body moves through the atmosphere oi

any other fluid, it encounters a resistance which increases :

1st. In proportion to the surface of the moving body

;

2nd. In proportion to the square of the velocity.

Thus 1st. Ifa board presfntin;; a surface of 1 sq. foot in moving through
the air meet with a certain resistance, a board having a sur-
face of 2 sq. feet will meet with double that resistance; »

board having a surface of 3 squaro feet will meet with three
times that resistance, &c.

2iid. If a body moving 2 miles per hour, meet with a certain resistance,
a body of the same size moving 4 miles per hour will meet
with (t)'"', or22, or 4 times that resistance.

If the velocity be increased 3 times; i. e., to 6 miles per hour,
the resistance will be increased 9 times (i. e., 3^ times).

If the velocity be increased 7 time*, (i. e., to 14 miles per hour,)
the resistance will be increased 7- times, i. e., 49 times, &c.

148. In the. case of railway trains, the atmospheric

resistance is about 33 lbs, when the train is moving at the

rate of 10 miles per hour. It has been found, however, by
recent experiment, that the atmospheric resistance encoun-

tered by a train in motion depends very much upon the

length of the train.

Example 150.—When a train is moving at the rate of 10 miles
per hour, it encounters an atmospheric resistance of 33 lbs.

;

what will be the resistance of the atmosphere when the train

moves at the rate of 50 miles per hour?

SOLUTION.

Here the velocity increases 5 a tunes, i. e., 5 times.

Hence the resistance increasas 5* times = 25 times.
•.• Eesistancc = 33 x 25 = 825 lbs., i. e., 825 units ofwork are expended

every foot in overcoming the atmospheric resistance.

Example 151.—If a train moving 7 miles per hour meet with
an atmospheric resistance equal to 5 lbs., what resistance will
it encounter if its speed be increased to 49 miles per hour ?

eOLUTIOJT.

Here the velocity increases 7 times, {». e., 42.\

Hence the resistance increases 7* times = 49 times.
•.• Kesistance = 6 X 49 = 245 lbs., i. e., 245 units of work are ex-

pended every foot in overcoming the atmospheric resistance.

Example 152.—If a railway train moving at the rate of 10
miles per hour encounters an atmospheric resistance of 33 lbs.

;

ivhat must be the horse power of the locomotive in order that
the train may move 60 miles per hour, neglecting friction and
assuming the rail to be level? •
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SOLUTION.

Here the velocity is increased 6 times, since
^ J|

= 6.

Then the resistance is increased 30 times [Art. 147.1

llonce atmospliiM ic resistance = 33 X 36 = 1188 lbs. ; i. e , 1188 units oi

M otk are e:cpeudcd in moving the train tlirougli 1 ft.

60X5280
Number effect train moves through in a minute = = 6280.

60
Units of work required per minute ) ,,oq j-ngn

t«» overcome atmospheric resistance j
= ^°° 'i "«"•

: H. P. of locomotive = ^QQ^^ = 19008. Ans.

Example 153.—What must be the H. P. of a locomotive to

move a tra:a at the rate of 40 miles per hour on a level rail,

taking atmospheric pressure as usual, (i. e., 33 lbs. when a train

moves 10 miles per hour,) and neglecting friction?

SOLUTION.

Here velocity increases 4 times, and hence resistance increases IC times.
Then rcsistauce encountered = 33 X 16 = 528 = units of work required

per foot.
Feet moved over per hour= 6280 x 40 ; hence units of work per hour =

5280 X 40 X 528.

on. <-„xii> 628X40X 5280 .. „ .

Therefore H. P. = --

^3000 x 60 = ^'^^ ^"*-

ExAMPLK 154.—What must be the IT. P. of a locomotive to

draw a train whose gross weight is 80 tons, along a level rail,

with the uniform velocity of 40 miles per hour, taking atmos-
pheric resistance and friction as usual ?

SOLUTION.

t. * .1 • 40x6280 „,^
Feet passed over per minute = —-^r = 3520.

Work of friction per minute = 80 X 7 x 3520 = 1971200 units.
Work of atmospheric resisUince = 33 x 16 X 3520 = 1858509 units.

r™^ ^ T, -r.
Work of friction X work of atmospheric resistnpo"

Therefore 11. P. = ——
Work of one H. P.

1971200 + 1858560 3829760 ,,...„ .„„
= —33000 =-33000- = "^°^- ^"*-

Example 155.—What must be the H. P. of a locomotive to

draw a train, whose gross weight is 125 tons, along a level rail,

with the uniform velocity of 42 miles per hour, taking friction

as usual, and assuming that the atmospheric resistance encoun-

tered by the train is equal to 10 lbs,, when moving at the rate of

7 miles per hour ?

SOLUTION.

T- * J • * 42x5280 „«„
Feet moved over per nuuute = : = 3896.

bO
Work of friction per minute = 125 X 7 x 3696 = 3234000 units.
Work of atmospheric resist, per mln. = 10 X 36 X 369J = 1330560 unit*

„.t T -r. Work of Iriction X work of atmospheric resistance
Then H. P. = ^rjr—;

—

T. n—rr-^ =
Work ot oueil. i .

3234000 -U1330560 4564560 _..„ .

33m =^ 33000" = ^^'^- ^'"-
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EXEECISB.

156. If a train encounters an atmospneric resistance of 8 lbs.,

when moving at tbe rate of 5 miles per hour, what resist-
ance will it encounter when its speed is increased to 45
mi.es per hour? -4ns. 648 lbs.

157. What must be the H. P. of a locomotive to draw a train at
the rate of 30 miles per hour on a level rail, assuming that
the atmospheric resistance is equal to 9 lbs., when the train
moves 6 miles per hour, and neglecting friction ?

Ans. H. P. = 18.
158. What must be the U. P. of a locomotive to draw a train

weighing 140 tons along a level rail with the uniform
velocity of 36 miles per hour, taking friction as 7 lbs. per
ton, and the resistance ot the atmosphere 12 lbs., when
the train moves 9 miles per hour? jlns. H. P = 112-512.

159. A train weighing 200 tons moves along a level rail with a
uniform speed of 30 miles per hour ; what is the H. P. ol

jfc - the engine—friction and atmospheric resistance being as

»«. usual? jlns. H. P. = 135-76.

K 149. If a body be moved along a surface without fric-

If tion or atmospheric resistance, the units of work performed
Mre found by multiplying the weight of the body in lbs. by
the vertical distance in feet through which it is raised.

Thus, if a body weighing 12 lbs. be moved 200 ft. along an inclined plane
having a rise of 19 leet in 100, the units of work performed will be 12 x 19
X 2 = 4o6, l)ecause in mo^-iiig up tiie plane 200 leet, the lK)dy- is raised
through 19 X 2 = 38 feet. ° r r j «i«:u

150. When a train is moving along an inclined plane,
and the inclination is not very great, the pressure on the
plane is very nearly equal to the weight of the body.
Hence we find the work due to friction by Arts. 143-146,
the work due to atmospheric resistance by Art. 148, and
the work due to gravity by Art. 149.
Example 160.—A train weighing 90 tons is drawn up a gra-

dient having a rise of 3 feet in every 1000 feet, with the uniform
speed of 40 miles per hour—neglecting friction and atmospheric
resistance, what is the H. P. of the engine ?

SOLTTTIOJf.

Weight of train in lbs. = 90 X 2000 = 180000.

40 X 5280
Feet travelled per minute = -^— = 3520.

Vertical distance moved through per minute = rifsn of3520 = 10-56 ft.
Units of work due to gravity per minute = 10o6 X 180000.

„ r. 10-56x180000 ^,^ ^
•
^•^• =—^000— = ^''«- ^'**-
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ExAMPLB 161.—A train weighing 140 tons moves up a gra-

dient having a rise of 3 feet in 1100 feet, with the uniform velo-

zity of 36 miles per hour—neglecting atmospheric resistance and

taking friction aa usual, what is the H. P. of the locomotive ?

BOLUTION.
Here weight of train in Ibs.^ 140 x 2000 = 280000; and speed per mi-

86 X 5280 „„- _ .

Quto = —gQ = 3108 feet.

The units of worlc duo per minute to friction = 140 x 7 X 3168 = 3104640.

Height t<i which train is raised per minute = -^',5^ of 31C8 = 864 feet.

Then units of work due per minute to gravity = 8-64 X 280000 = 2419200.

_ work duo gravity 4- work duo friction ^ 3104640 + 2419200 _^
"

Work 01 ouo U. 1'.
~

88U0O
''*

J623840 ,„_oon ^

-33000- = ^''^- ^"*-

Example 162.—A train weighing 100 Ions moves np a gra-

dient with a uniform velocity of 30 miles per honr, the rise of the

plane being 3 feet in 1000 feet, and taking friction and atmos-
,

pheric resistance as usual, what is the H. P. of the locomotive ?

SOLUTION.
Here weight of train in lbs. = lOO x 2000 = 200000 ; space passed per

ounute =—7^—— = 2640 feet, and elevation of train per minute = ro'oTT

of 2640 = 7-92 foot.

Work of friction per minute = 100 X 7 X 2640 = 1348000 units.

Work of atmospheric resistance per minute = 33x9x2040 = 784080 unit

Work of gravity per minute = 792x200000 = 1584000 units.

Thon H P Work duo (o frir. p«r min- + work dii* !• ftt ni'W. rp»Ul pe.ir.'n. j w^k ^9* *ng'mv if.»» ii

uiiUur>wkUonoH. P.

1848000 + 784080 + 1584000 _ 421.6080 ^ „
^^^^• "• ^- ~

33000 33000 = ' ' • ^

ExAMPLB 163.—A train weighing 130 tons descends a gradic

having a rise of 7 feet in 2000 feet, with the uniform velocity

60 miles per hour—taking atmospheric resistance as usual, and

the coefiScient of friction ^uo) what is the horse power of the

locomotive ?
SOLUTION.

Hero weight of train in lbs. = 130 x 2000= 260000; space passed over per

minute =^ ^^^ = 5280 feet. ; increase in the velocity = ."a = 6; and ver-

tical fall of train per minute = -,7,,^ of 5280 feet. = 18-48 ft.

Then work ot friction per minute = ^
Lj; X 260000 x 5280 = 1300 x 5280 =

6864000 units. „„ „„ ,^„ ^-„„,„
Work of atmospheric resistance per minute=33x36x5280=02.2640 uiu

;

Work of gravity per miimte = 1848 X 260000 = 4804800 units.

Then, since the train descends the gradient, gravity acts with the ongm
AVork of friction-fwoi k of atmos. resist.—work of gruv i-

Hence H. P. = >Vork-of one il. i'.

6864000+627264 -4804800 _ 8331840 _ ^^^^• "• *
33000 33000
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Example 164.—A train weighing^ 80 tons moves along a

gradient with the uniform speed of 40 miles per hour—assuming

the inclination of the gradient to be 3 ft. in 1000 ft., and taking

friction and atmospheric resistance as usual, what will be the

H. P. of the locomotive :

1st. If the train move up the gradient, and
2nd. If the train move down the gradient ?

SOLCTIOir.

Here weight of train in lbs. = 80 x 2000 = 160000; spacepassed over per

minute = ^ = 3520 ft. ; velocity is increased
^ g
= 4 times, and ver-

tical ascent or descent of train yif^ of 3520 = 10-56 ft.

>Vork of friction = SO x 7 X 3-520 = 1971200 units per minute.

Work ot atmospheric resistance = 33 X 16 X 3-520 = 1855560 units permin.
Work of gravity = 10-56 .x 160000 = 1689600 uuits per minute.

Work of friction + work of atmos. resist, ihwork ofgravity.
ThenH.P.=— Work ol one H. 1*.

„ „ 1971200 +18.58560 +1689600 5519360 ,„,ok«>
Traip ascendmg, H. P. = ^^ = -^^ = 167 253.

r, ^ 1971200+ 1858560—1689600 2140160 „. „,_
Train descending. H. P. = ^^ • =-^^ -^ 64-853.

ExAMPiiE 165.—A train weighing 110 tons ascends a gradient

having a rise of | in 100—taking friction as usual, and neglect-

ing atmospheric resistance, what is the maximum speed the

train will attain if the H. P. of the locomotive be 120?

SOI-UTIOlf.

Here weight of train in lbs. = 110 X 2000 = 220000.

Work of friction in one mile = 11* X 7 X 5i80 = 4065600 units.

Work of gravity in onemUe =-^ J-^-of5280= 6-6x220000= 1462000 units.

Total w»rk of resistance in one mile = 4065600+1452000 = 5517600 units-

Total work of eugine per hour= 33000 X 60 X 120 = 237600000 units.

,T V ^ -, ,,
237600000 ,„^ ^

. -. Number of miles per hour = - ,„_v,^- =43-06 Aiis.
OOi.lOUU

E.xAMPLB 166.—If a horse exert a traction of 120 lbs., what
gross load will he pull up a hill whose rise is 17 feet, in 1000 ft.,

assuming the coefficient of friction to be -^g ?

SOLUTION.

Work of hopse in moving the load over 1000 ft.=120xl000 =120000 units.

Work of friction in movMig 1 lb. over 1000ft. = IX-fLxlOOO = 100 units.

Work of gravity in moving 1 lb. over 1000 ft = 1x17 = 17 units.
Total work in moving 1 lb. over 1000 ft = work of friction + work of

gravity = lvX>+ 17 = 11/ units.
.-. dumber of ILs. drawn by horse= li^QjO^fl = 1025-641. Ans.

Example 167.—What baekward pressure is exerted by a horse
in going down a hill which has a rise of 7 feet in a 100, with a
load wUose gross weight is 2000 lbs., assuming sV to be the co-
eflicient of friction ?
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BOLUTIOjr,

Hero on a level piano the friction would be -^ij. of 2000 lbs. = 6714 lb8.=:

units of work for each foot.

Work of gravity = yao of 2000= 140 units to each foot.
TUoroiore, the backward pressure is 140 —67-14 = 83 86 lbs. Ant.

168. What backward pressure will a horse exert in going down
a hill which has a rise of 9 feet in 100, with a load whose
gross weight is 1200 lbs., assuming the coefiBcient of

friction of the road to be ^^j ? Ans. 68 lbs.

169. What gross load will a horse exerting a traction of 150 lbs.

draw up a hill whose inclination is 3 in 100—assuming
the coefficient of friction to be -V? •^^- 155172 lbs.

170. What will be the maximum speed attained by a train

weighing 200 tons, drawn by a locomotive of 160 H. P.

up a gradient having a rise of ^ in 100—taking friction

as usual and neglecting atmospheric resistance?

Jiis. 29032 miles per hour.

171. A train weighing 88 tons moves up a gradient having arise

of} in 100 with the uniform velocity of 20 miles per hour
—taking friction and atmospheric resistance aa usual,

what is the H. P. of the locomotive ?

Jns. H. P. = 71-182.

172. A train weighing 95 tons descends a gradient having a fall

of i in lOUO with the uniform speed of 40 miles per hour

—taking friction and atmospheric resistance as usual,

whatis the H. P. of the locomotive? JjisH. P.= 113-742.

173. A train weighing 125 tons moves along a gradient having
a rise of i in the 100 with the uniform speed of 25 miles

per hour—taking friction and atmospheric resistance as

usual, what is the H. P. of the engine,

1st. When the train ascends the gradient?

2nd. When the train descends the gradient?
Jns. Going up, H. P.= 113-75; going down, H. P.= 30-416.

151. For finding the H. P., maximum speed, weight of

train, &c., as in the foregoing examples, by representing the

variable quantities, such as weight, rate of motion, inclina-

tion of plane, &c., by letters, we may easily deduce formu-

las by means of which the work required to solve such

problems will be very materially abrcviatcd.
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Thus, since the number of feet moved per minute is always =
rate per hour in miles X 5280 5280

-7: = rate per hour in miles X —:t-dU bO
= rate per hour in miles X 88 ; therefore, whatever may be the
rate, 88 is a constant multiplier.

Let r= rate per hour in miles, then 88 r^rate per min.inft.

w= weight of train in tons, then 2000 w= weight of

train in lbs.

^= rise of the plane in every 100 feet.

/=: friction per ton.

i^= given atmospheric resistance at given speed, s.

Then units of work due per minute to friction =i/u> x 88 r.

h
" " " to gravity = 2000zo X -rr^

X 88 r = 20 hw X 88 r.

Units of work due per min. to atmos. resist. z= R (— j X 88r.

Units of work per min. in given H. P. = H. P. x 33000.

Hence H. P. X 33000 =fwX 88r+ R(—J X88r+20hwx88r,

and factoring this, we get

:

H. P. X 33000 = (/w+ R f~\ + 20hw)88r.

Or H. P. =O + iZ (l.y+20hw) JL. (I.)

From this we obtain by transposition and reduction, and
neglecting atmospheric resistance,

H. P. X 375
«= (/+20A)r (II-)

H. P. X 375
^ = -(7+20A>(III)

Since/ is commonly = 7,B. = 33, and « = 10, these fonnolas become
respectively,

H. P. = (Tip -h 33r2+ 29 hw) ^, (IV,— 3(5
_ H. P. X 575

**
(7 + 20A)r

^^'

H. P. X 375

'•'=^(7Tm>~
(^^-^
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Example 174.—A train weighing 140 tons moves along u

gradient having a rise of | in 100 with the uniform speed of 30
miles per hour; taking friction and atmospheric resistance as

usual, what is the H. P. of the locomotive; 1st when the train

moves up the gradient? 2nd, when the Iraiu moves down the

gradient ?

SOLUTION.

Here w = 140, r = 30, /» = i

H. P. = (7 tc+ •33rZ-|.20;»ic) 5^
=• (7 X 140+ -33 X 302+20 X i X 140) J,Oj.

= (980 + 297 + 700)4

1977 X 2 577 X 2
= -25-°'-^6-
= 15816 or 46-16. Ans.

Example 175.—A train drawn by a locomotive of 80 U. P.
moves along an inclined plane having a rise of ^ in 100 with a
uniform velocity of 45 ruiles per Iiour ; taking friction as usual
and neglecting atmospheric resistance, what is the weight of the

train ?

SOLUTION.

Hero H. P. = 80, r = 45, and A = ^.

™ . - , ,T7 N
H. P. X 375 80 X 875 30000

Then by formula (V.) w =
C7 + 20A;r (7 + 20 x ^ )45

~
(7 ±3^) 46

30O0O 30000 .30000 30000 „, „ , ., *v. x„. ,
or ^,—rr = --J vv" or Y^r- = 6451 tons if the tram is gomg

10^ X 45 3| X 45 405 l(i5

ap the gradient, or 181'81 tons If the train is going down the gradient.
For practice in the application of these formulas, work any of the

foregoing problems.

THE MODULUS OF A MACHIIfE.

152. The modulus of a machine is the fraction which

expresses the value of the work done compared with the

work applied, the latter being expressed by unity.

Thus if I of the work applied to a machine be lost in transmission, the

modulus or useful work of that machine is & ; if 3 bo lost in transmission,

the modulus of the machine is |, &c.

153. The amount of work lost depends on friction,

rigidity of cordage, &c., and in some machines is more than

half of the whole work applied. The following table gives

the moduli of machines for raisinj; water

:
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TABLE OF MODULI.

MACHINS. MODULUS.

Inclined chain pump,. .„.. f
Upright " i
Bucket wheel, f
Archimedian screw, -fo

Pumps for draining mines, f

Example 176.—If 7 H. P. be applied to an upright chain pump^
how many gallons of water will be raised per hour to the height

of 50 feet ?

sonmox.
Work applied per hour= 33000 x 7 X 60.

Work done = 33000 X 7 X .60 X i, since the modolns of the npright
chain pump is i.

Work expended in raising 1 gallon of water 50 feet= 10 x 50.

X- K «• ,1 33000 X 7 X 60 X i ,„„ .

.
•

. > umber of gallons = —
::

f-= 13860. Ans.*
10 X o«

Example 177.—What must be the H. P. of an engine to pump
9000 cubic feet of water per hour from a mine whose depth is 1 10
feet?

SOLUTIOX.

Work of raising water per hour= 9000 x 62^ X 110.
Effective work of one H. P. per hour — 33000 x 60 x |.

„ 9000 X 62i X 110 61875000
•

33000 X 60 X § ~ 1320000
"~ *°"^"*- •^"*-

WORK OF WATER.

154. When water falls from a height upon the float-

boards of a wheel, &c., the quantity of work it performs is

found by multiplying the weight of the water by the height
through which it falls. (See Chap. VIII.)

STEAM ENGINES AND WORK OF STEAM.

155. A constant power is obtained from the confinement
and regulated escape of steam in the various kinds of steam
engines.

156. Steam engines, though differing very materially
from one another in detail, are all modifications of two dis-

tinct machines, viz :

—

5
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1st. The high pressure steam engine, or non-condensing

engine.

2nd. The low pressure steam engine, or condensing

engine.

157. The high pressure engine, which is the simpler

form of the two, consists essentially of a strong vessel or

boiler in which the steam is generated, a cylinder, in which

a tightly fitting piston moves backwards and forwards, an

arrangement of valves so adjusted as to admit the steam

alternately above and below the piston and also alternately

open and close a way of escape into the air, and lastly

various contrivances by which the oscillations of the piston

may be converted into other kinds of motion suited to the

work the engine is to perform.

158. In the low pressure engine, the space into which

the steam drives the piston is converted, by means of a con-

densing chamber, into a vacuum, so that the motion of the

piston is not resisted by atmospheric pressure, and steam

generated at a low temperature can therefore be used.

159. The varieties of the low pressure engine are chiefly

two,—the single acting and the double acting aigine.

160. In the single acting engine the piston is driven for-

ward by means of steam acting against a vacuum, and

backward by the counterpoising weight of the machinery.

The machine is therefore in action only half the time of the

movement.

161. In the double acting engine the piston is driven

both backward and forward by the steam acting against a

vacuum on the opposite side, and the machine therefore

acts continuously.

162. In the high pressure engine the piston moves both

forwards and backwards against the pressure of the air.

163. The following are the leading ideas that enter into

the construction and operation of the steam engine.

I. When steam ia condensed, a vacnum is produced into which the ad-

lacent bodies have a tendency to rush.

II. When cold water is placed in contact with steam, it condenses it

with great rapidity, producing a vacuum ; and X\ns vacuum may be pro-
duced without cooling the cyliuder containing the steam, if a communi-
cation be kept up between this and a vessel containing water.
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III. Tho vapor of wator oxi'rts a cousiticrable pressure even at compa-
ratively low temperatures ; lor example, tar below its boiling point.
ly. If the pressure exerted by the piston on a quantity of steam confin-

ed in a cylinder be less than the elastic force of the steam, the steam will
expand and give motion to the piston.
V. If a vacuum bo produced in a cylinder behind the piston, the atmos-

pheric pressure will drive the piston backwards.
VI. The same quantity of fuel will convert the same quantity of water

into steam whatever may be the pressure on its surface.
VII. The higher the pressure under which steam is generated, the

smaller its bulk, and the grea'er its elastic force.
yill. The same quantity of water converted into steam at any pressure

will produce the same mechanical effect; i. o., if the pressure be low, the
steam generated is large in quantity and possessed of comparatively little
elastic Ibrce; if the pressure be high, the steam generated isof small quan-
tity, but of high elastic force.
IX. Onecubicinchof water converted into vapor produces 1696 cubic

inches of steam, and, since the pressure of steam is, under ordinary cir-
cumstances, equal to that of the atmosphere, the mechanical force produ-
ced by the evaporation of one cubic inch of water is suflicieut to raise 15
lbs. through 1C9G inches or 141i feet. This is the same, in effect, as raising
141;J times 15 lbs., i. e., 2129 Ib.s". through one foot. The conversion of one
cubic inch of water into steam therefore does virork equivalent to raising
rather more than one ton weight through one loot. Deducting loss by
friction and other causes, about CO per cent, of this total force is available
for use. One cubic foot of water evaporated in one hour will hence do
work equal to about 60 per cent, of 1728 times 2120 units, or in other words
about 2000000 units, which is about eqiuvalent to the work of one horse for
the same space of time.
A boiler then of 7, 8, 9, 10, &c., horse power is a boiler capable of eva-

porating 7, 8, 9, 10, &c., cubic feet of water jier hour.
X. The common allowance of fuel for the steam engine is 10 lbs. of bitu-

minous coals for every horse power of the boiler, (i. e., every cubic foot ot
water it evaporated per hour.) In Cornwall, however, this effect has been
produced by the consumption of 5 lbs. of coal only. In the American
boilers about 6i lbs. of anthracite coal suffice for the evaporation of one
cubic foot of water, or, in other words, the combustion of 1 lb. of coal is
suflicient to evaporate 10 lbs. of water.

164. High pressure engines arc commonly used where
it is desirable to have the engine as simple, cheap, compact
and light as possible, as the condensing apparatus renders
the engine more costly and cumbrous. The high pressure

engine is, however, far more liable to burst and get other-

wise out of repair.

165. The units of loorlc performed per minute hy a
steam engine are found hy multiplying together the pres-

sure per square inch on the boiler, the area of the piston in

inches, the length of the stroke of the piston in feet, and
the number of strokes per minute.

Thus let the pressure exerted on each square inch of the piston tie 30
lbs., and let the piston make 40 strokes per minute of 3 feet each, also let
the area of the piston be 100 square inches :

Now if a weight of 30 lbs. be placed on each square inch of the surface
or the piston, the elastic force of the steam will be just suflicient to lift the
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loartcil piston through the length of the stroke in opposition to gravity,
then the work performed on 1 sq. in. of tho piston would be 30 X. 3 for oacli
stroke.
Work performed on whole piston^onld be 30 x 3 x 100 for each stroke.
Work " " " '• 30 X 3 X 100 X 40 per minute.

166. In the high pressure engine, the pressure of the

atmosphere, about 15 lbs. to the square inch, acts in oppo-

sition to the pressure of the steam ; and in the low pres-

sure or condensing engine a pressure of about 4 lbs. to the

square inch of the piston is exerted by the vapor in the

condensing chamber. Besides these, a resistance of 1 lb.

per square inch is commonly allowed for the friction of the

piston. Deducting these allowances from the total pres-

sure, we obtain the cflFective pressure ; and we must further

make an allowance of i of this for the friction of the whole

engine.

Thus in the high pressure engine '.

Load + i load -t- 1 + 15 = wlioU pressure.

In the condensing engine :

Load + 1 load + 1 + 4 = whole pressure.

For example,— if the whole pressure be 58 lbs. per square inch.
Tlien for the hlgli pressure engine 68—1—15 = 42 is tlio working pres-

sure on the piston, and 42 is ^ (i. e., load + i load) ofthe useful pressure,

and hence useful or effective pressure = 42 -=- 9 = SCJ.

For the low pressure engine 68—1

—

i = 53 = working pressure on flie

piston, and 63 is ^ of the useful pressure. Therefore useful or effective

pressure is 63 -^ A = 46|.

167. For finding the H. P. of a steam engine, lct^ =
useful pressure in lbs. on each square inch of the piston,

a = area of piston, I = length of piston stroke in feetji and

n = number of strokes per minute.

^'>-H.P. = 3^.(I.)

H. P. X 33000 ..TT N

^
= ^^ •/"•>

H. P. X 33000 ,-_^^
/ a= 5 . (ill.)

pin
H. P. X 33000 ,„^ ^

""= ^l -(^^-^

^
H . P.X33000

~^

pan
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Example 178.—The piston of an engine has an area of 250
inches, and makes 110 strokes, of 5 feet each, per minute—taking
the useful pressure of the steam as 28 lbs. per sq. inch, what is

the H. P. of the engine ?

SOLUTION.

Herei» = 28, a = 250, n = 110, and I = 5.

T-K /t:- 1 t mi r, 28 X 260 X 110 X 5 „^, ^Then (Formula I.) H. P. = ^^ = 116f. Ans.

Example 179.—The piston of a high pressure engine has an
area of 1200 inches, and makes in each minute 30 strokes of 7

feet each—taking the gross pressure of the steam as 48 lbs. per

square inch, what is the H. P. of the engine?

Here 48 = p + 1 ^ + 15 + 1, or ap = 32, and hence i>= 32 -r | = 28 lbs.

Then » = 28, a = 1200, m = 30, and I = 7.

« c' , T TT T. 28 X 1200 X 30 X 7 „,„.e. .^By Formula I., H. P. = sAm ~

Example 180.—The piston of a low pressure engine has a dia-

meter of 20 in., and makes 60 strokes of 4 ft. each, per minute

—

the pressure of the steam on the boiler is 45 lbs. to the sq. inch,

what is the H. P. of the engine ?

SOLUTION.

Here 45 = ?? + i
i) + 4 + 1, or | p = 40, and hence p = 40 -f- ^ =35.

a* = 102 X 3-1416 = 100 X 3-1416 = 31416.

Thenp =35, a = 31416, n = 60, and I = 4.

„ „ 35 X 314-16 X 60 X 4 ,.„ „,„ .

"• ^- ^ 33000 = '^'^- ^"'

Example 181.—In a steam engine of 32 horse power, the area

of the piston is 500 inches, the length of the stroke 4 feet, and the

useful pressure of the steam 33 lbs. to the sq. inch, how many
strokes does the piston make per minute?

Uore H. P. := 32, ft = 500, ^ = 4, and p = 33.

, ,^ H. P. X 33000 32X33000 ,„ ^
Then (Formula IV.) n = -^-^ =M^i^ = ^^^ ^"^•

Example 182.— In a low pressure steam engine of 190 H. P. tlie

area of the piston is 1000 inches, the length of stroke 6 feet, and

the number of strokes per minute 110, what is the useful pressure

per square inch on the piston, and also what is the gross pres-

sure of the steam ?

* When the diameter ofthe piston is given, its area is found by multi-

plying the square of half the diameter by 3 • 1410.
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Here H. P. =. 190, a = 1000, < = 6, and n = 100.

Then (Formula II.) p = -J^-^i^^ = gj lbs. = useftil pressure.

And pressure on boiler [Art. 166] = 9} + i of 9J + 4 + 1 = 16 ^ lbs.

ExAMPLB 183.—In a high pressure engine the piston has an
irea of 800 inches, and makes 40 strokes per minute, of 10 feet

jach, what must be the pressure of the steam on the boiler in order

Ihat the engine may pump 120 cubic feet of water per minute
from a mine whose depth is 400 feet—making the usual allowance
For friction and the modulus of the pump ?

SOLUTION.

Here work done per minute = 120 X 625 X 400 = 8000000 units.

Work applied, i. e., work of engine = 3000000 -f- § = 4500000 units = H.
P. X 33000.

^, , ^ , T, H.P. X330OO 4500000 ,, , ,k.Then by Formula II. ^j =
,

---
.^ -,^ .- = 14 A. lbs. =:u8e-' *

aln 800x10x40 '»
ful pressure.
And Art. 106, gross pressure = 14,iy+f of 14jig+15+l = 32^1^ lbs. Ans.

Example 184.—The piston of a high pressure engine has an

area of 600 inches, and makes 20 strokes per minute, each 8 feel

in length, gross pressure of the steam 52 lbs. to the square inch.

How many gallons of water per minute will this engine pump
from a mine whose depth is 500 feet, making the usual allowance

for friction and the modulus of the pump ?

SOLUTIOJf.

Here a =600,/ = 8, /f
= 20, and 8incc52 =p + l.p + 16 + 1;

J
;; = 3(

andi) = 31i.

Work of engine per minute = pain = 31ix600x8x20 = 3024000.

Useful work per minute = 3024000 x | = 2016000.

Work ofpumping 1 gallon of water to height of 600 feet = 10 X 500—
5000 units.

.
•

. No. of gallons pumped per minute = ^^J'J'^ = 403^. Ans.

185. The I'iston of a low pressure steam engine is 40 inches ir

diameter and makes 40 strokes of 5 feet each per minute ;—
the gross pressure of the steam is 37 lbs. per square inch

what is the U. P. of the engine? jifis. 213-248.

186. The piston of a high pressure engine is 20 inches in diame-
ter and makes 00 strokes of 4 feet per minute ; taking the

gros.s pressure of the steam as 40 lbs. per square inch ami
making the usual allowance for friction, what is the H. P.

of the engine? ./?«$. 39-984.
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187. The piston of aa engine hag an area of 2400 inches and
makes 16 strokes per minute, each 10 feet in length ; the

useful pressure of the steam on the piston is 20 lbs. per square

inch, what is the H. P. of the engine ?

^ns. 232-72.

188. In a high pressure engine of 140 H. P. the piston has an
area of 1000 inches, and makes 20 strokes, of 5 feet each,

per minute ; what is the useful pressure of the steam on the

piston and also the gross pressure per square inch ?

Ans. Useful pressure = 46-2 lbs. per sq. in.

Gross pressure = 68-8 lbs. per sq. in.

189. In a low pressure engine of 100 H. P. the piston has an area

of 200 inches, and makes 40 strokes per minute ; the gross

pressure of the steam is 45 lbs. per square inch. Required
the length of the stroke made by the piston.

Ans. 11-785 feet.

190. In a high pressure engine of 80 H. P. the piston makes 44
strokes per minute, each 6 feet in length, and the gross pres-

sure of the steam is 56 lbs. per square inch. What is the

area of the piston? Ans. 285-714 sq. in.

191. How many cubic feet of water may be pumped per minute
from a mine whose depth is 500 feet by an engine in which
the piston has an area of 2000 inches, and makes 30 strokes

per minute, each 8 feet in length, the useful pressure of the

steam being 40 lbs. per square inch, and the usual allowance
being made for the modulus of the pump ?

Ahs. 409-6 cubic feet.

168. In all the modifications of the steam engine, the

real source of work is the evaporating power of the boiler
;

the amount of work done by the engine depending not only

upon the rapidity with which the water is evaporated, but

also upon the temperature, and consequently the pressure

under which the steam is produced. The following is a

specimen of an experimental table, given by Pambour,
showing the relation between the pressure, temperature,

and volume of the steam produced by one cubic foot of

water. By means of this table, we are enabled to ascertain

the volume of the steam produced by a given quantity of

water, when we know the pressure or temperature under
which it is formed.

XoTE 1.—The first column gives the pressure in lbs. to the square inch
mder which the steam is produced ; the second column shows the corres-
i)i)nding temperature, as indicated by Fahrenheit's thermometer ; and the
'.bird column, the volume ol the steam compared with the volume of the
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water which produced it. It will be observed^that the lowerthe tempera-
ture, or what amounts to tho same thing, the less the pressure under which
the steam is formed, tho greater its volume. Thus under the unual atmos-
pheric pressure of 15 lbs. to the square inch [or attlio common tompcraturo
of boiling water, 212° or 213^' Fahr.], a cubic fooc of water produces ItJOO

cubic fi et of steam. If, however, the pressure be dccreasod to 1 lb. to tho
square inch, tho steam is formed at the temperature of 10-3^ Fahr., and
occupies 20!»54 cubic feet ; while if the pressure bo increased to 3() lbs. to
the square inch, the temperature required for tho production of the steam
rises to 251° Fahr., and the steam only occii}):e8 882 cubic f(!et.

Note 2.—It has been shown by numerous experiments that the quantity
of ftiel requisite for tho evaporation of a given quantity of water is invari-

ably the same, no matter wliat may be the pressure under which the steam
is produced. Hence it is obvious that it is most advantageous to employ
steam ol a high pressure.

TABLE
iHOWUfO THE VOLUME OP STEAM PRODUCED BY ONE CUBIC FOOT OF
WATER AT THE CORRESrOKDIXQ PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE.
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Th n to find a, I, n,p, c, or v^ when the others are given,

we proceed as follows :
"

"

^Vhen p is given, v is found by the table.

Now the cubic feet of steam produced per minute = cv.

Cubic feet of steam iised at each stroke of the piston = ^ttt^

" cubic feet of steam used in n strokes = —r-r — also,
144

the steam evaporated or used per minute.

Hence = cv. and from this by reduction we obtain
144

144cy 144cv 144n; nal . nal

na at nl 144u 144c

When V is known p may be found by the table.

Example 192.—The piston of a steam engine has an area of

200 square inches and makes a stroke of 4 feet in length,the boiler

evaporating -j^,, of a cubio foot of water per minute, under a
pressure of 40 lbs. to the square inch. What number of strokes

per minute does the piston make ?

SOLUTION.

Here a= 200, i = 4, c = ^- — S, aaidp = 40 ; also firom table v = 677.

_ lUcp 144 + 3+ 667 „„.„ „-, .

Then n=— ,"=—oL , .
—= 36-5o8 or= 36^. Ans.

al 200 + 4

Example 193.—The piston of a steam engine has an area of

1000 inches, and makes 10 strokes per minute, each 3 feet in

length, the boiler evaporates -4 of a cubic foot of water per

minute. What is the pressure under which the steam is gene-

rated?
SOLUTION.

Here a= 1000, i= 3, n= 10, and c = 4.

nal 10 X 1000 X 3 ^„, . i, .lv * ui • u^*™.^Then »= =

—

ttt -.—= 521, whence by thetable, p is between
144c 144 X '4

50 and 55, or about 53 lbs.

Example 194. The piston of a steam engine has an area of 80

inches, and makes 20 strokes per minute ; the boiler evaporates

of a cubic foot of water per minute under the pressure of 50

:;. to the square inch. Required the length of the stroke made
the piston.

' We divide by 144 because a, the area of the piston, is given in square

incaes., wuiie i, the length of stroke, is given in feet. To find the cubic

teet of isteuia we muit multiply iho length oi stroke in fe.t by the area ot

• . 1, <*
tile piiiou lu uquare leet; i. e., by -^tj
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SOLUTION.

Hero a= 80, n = 20, c = 1 and p = 60 and (table) v= 652.

_, ,
144CW 144 X -1 X 652 . ^^q ,. . n -,^, • u ,Then I= ^nA-r-oA— = 4.968 ft. = 4 ft. Hi inches. A^n.
iia 20 X 80

Example 195.—The boiler of an engine evaporates J of a cubic

foot of water per minute under a pressure of 45 lbs. to the

square inch ; the piston has an area of 250 inches, and makes a
stroke 4 feet in length. Required the number of strokes made
by the piston per minute.

SOLUTION.

Ilere a= 250. i =. 4, c =-4, p = 46, and hence (table) v = COS.
144/'» 144 V -4 V fiOfi

Thcnw= ^^^= „,, \ =350208,i.c.358troke8perminutc..^».s
a< 260 X 4

*^

EXERCISE.

196. The boiler of a steam engine evaporates f of a cubic foot

of water per minute under a pressure of 65 lbs. to the

square inch. If the piston has an area of 144 square inches,

and makes strokes 5 feet in length, bow many strokes are

made per minute? Am. 69"44

197. The piston of an engine has an area of 288 inches, and
makes 7 strokes per minute. If the boiler evaporates 3^",,

of a cubic foot of water per minute under a pressure of

55 lbs. to the square inch, what is the length of the Btroki;

of the piston ? Am. 2.5 ,^ fef (

198. The piston of an engine makes 10 strokes of 6 feet eaci

per minute ; the boiler evaporating \ a cubic foot of watti

per minute under a pressure of 25 lbs. to the square incli,

what is the area of the piston ? Ans. r250-4 inches

199. In a steam engine the piston having an area of 720 incht

makes 20 strokes, of 3 feet each, per minute, what volumu
of water converted into steam under a pressure of 20 lbs.

to the square inch, is evaporated per minute by the boiler?

Ans. ^^ of a cubic foot.

200. The piston of a steam engine has an area of COO inchts, and
makes 12 strokes, of 10 feet each, per minute. Now if tin

boiler evaporates I cubic foot of water per minute, what i

the volume of the steam produced per minute at the pres-

sure under which it is generated ?

Ans. Volume = 500 cubic feet.

Pressure = nearly 55 lbs. to the square inch.

170. To find the useful H. P. of an engine when a, n,

?, c, and V are given, we proceed as follows :

Find the pressure per square inch of the steam from the Tabl

and thence Art. 166 the 7iseful load on each square inch of th

piston; find also when required any of the other quantities, a, n,

/, and then apply the rules given iri Art. 167.
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Example 201.—What is the useful load per square inch on the

piston, and what is the effective horse power of a high pressure

engine in which the area of the piston is 200 inches, the length

of stroke 6 feet, the effective evaporation of the boiler f of a
cubic foot per minute, and the pressure of the steam 70 lbs. to

the square inch ?

SOLUTION.

iiy Art. 166, 70= f i» + 15+ 1, and hencep= 54 -;- 1 = 47-26=:iiseful oad.

,...,«, 144 cy 144 X -4x406 „ ,_.
By Art. 169, n = —r- = onrTTT^ = 19-488.

' al 200 X 6

Hence we have n = 19-488, p = 47-25, a = 200, ^ = 6.

nu ._. ..o- Ti « P«'» 47-25x200x6x19-488 oo ao jThen Art. 16-, H. P. =^ = ^

33^^^
= 8348. Ans.

Example 202.—What is the effective horse power of a low
pressure engine in which the piston has an area of 288 inches

and makes every minute 16 strokes, the boiler converting J of a
cubic foot of water per minute into 304 cubic feet of steam ?

SOLUTION.

Since J of a cubic foot of water produces 304 cubic feet of steam, 1 cubic

foot of water would produce 608 cubic feet of steam, and hence [Table) the

gross pressure of the steam is 45 lbs. to the square inch.

Then (Art. 166)45 = |i> + 4 4-l, or & p = 40 whence^ = 35.

., ,»*-icow l*4ci; 144 X -5x608 - . „
.Uso (Art. 169) I = - ^- = -^^YQ— = ^" "•

Then a - 288, 1 = 9\, n = 16, arndp = 35.

, r ._. ,^- rr o P«''^ 35x288x9Jxl6 .„ ,„ .

Hence Formula I, Art. 167, H, P. = ^^^ = ^^^ = 46429. Am.

EXERCISE.

203. AVhat is the effective horse power of a high pressure

engine in which the piston has an area of 360 inches and
makes 20 strokes per minute,—the boiler evaporating %

of a cubic foot of water per minute under a pressure of

40 lbs. to the square inch ? Jlns. H. P. = 46-528

204. The piston of a low pressure steam engine has an area of

432 inches, and makes strokes 10 feet in length. Now, if

the boiler evaporates -9 of a cubic foot of water per

minute under a pressure of 25 lbs. to the square inch,

what is the useful H. P. of the engine ?

Jim. H. P. = 71-613.

205. In a high pressure engine the area of the piston is 600

inches, the length of stroke is 6 feet, the effective evapo-

ration of the boiler is | of a cubic foot per minute, and the

pressure of the steam in the cylinder 80 lbs. to the square

inch. Required the H. P. Jlns. H. P. = 32-897.
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CHAPTER V.

HYDROSTATICS.

171. Fluidity consists in the transmission of pressure

in all directions, or, a fluid may be defined to be a body
whose particles are so free to move among one anothci-

that they yield to any pressure, however small, that may
be applied to them.

172. The term fluid is commonly applied to bodies in

both the liquid and gaseous state.

173. Fluids are divided into two classes

:

1st. Elastic fluids, of which atmospheric air is the type.

2nd. Non-elastic fluids, of which water is the represen-

tative.

Note.—Water was formerly thought to be absolutely incompressiblo.
but recent experiments show that water is diminished in volume '

of its bulk for each atmosphere of pressure upon it; or in other u
fressure of2000 atmospheres or 30000 lbs. to the square inch would co i h

1 cubic feet into 10 cubic feet. ' Alcohol is about twice as comprc::iU!'
as water.

174. Liquids, by which term we mean non-elastic fluid.«,

differ from gases principally in having less elasticity and
compressibility.

175. Liquids differ from solids chiefly in the fact that

their particles are less under the influence of the attraction

of cohesion, and therefore have a freer motion among them-

selves, in consequence of which each atom is drawn sepa-

rately towards the earth by the force of gravity ; hence :

—

/. A liquid, confined in any vessel, presses equally in all direc-

tions—upwards, downwards, and laterally.

II. The surface of a liquid in a state of rest is always level.

III. A liquid rises to the same height in all the tubes connected

with a common reservoir, whatever may be theirform or capacili/.

Note.—The fact that a liquid exerts a downward pressure is sclf-cvideni
and reuuires no illustration.

The lateral pressure of a liauid is shown by its spouting from holi^
pierced in the side of the vessel in which it is contained.
The upward pressure is shown by taking a gla.-'s cylinder, open at boi I

?nds, and havhig one end accurately jj;rouud. A plato of ground glass i

held to this end by means of a piece ot string passin;» through the cyllndi >

lUtd the cloeed end of the iustrumeut then immersed iii water tu u sma
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depth. Upon letting go the string the plateis still held against the cylin-

der by the upward pressure of the ivater ; it will even sustain any weight,
which, together witli the plate itself, is not greater than the weight ofthe
water that would enter the cylinder if the plate were remoTed.

176. When two liquids of diflFerent densities are placed

in the opposite branches of an inverted syphon or bent

tube—their heights in the two legs above the point of con-

tact will be inversely as their densities.

Note.—This may easily be proved by placing mercury and water in a
bent graduated glass tube, when it will be found that the column of water
will be 1.3J times as high as the column of mercury since the latter is about
13] times as lieax-y as the former.

177. The amount of downward pressure exerted by a

liquid in any vessel is equal to that of a column of the

same liquid, whose base is equal to the area of the bottom
of the vessel, and whose height is equal to the depth of

the liquid, whatever may be the form or capacity of the

vessel.

Note 1.—To illustrate this factwe procure threevessels.having bottoms of
the same area, and sides, in the first perpendicular, in the second converging
towards the top, and in the third diverging towards the top. The bottoms
are hinged and are held in their places by a cord passing over a pulley and
terminatinff in a scale pan in which are placed weights to a certain amount.
Water is then carefully poured into the vessel having the perpendicular
sides until its downward pressure is just sutficient to force out the bottom
when its depth is accurately measured. Upon using cither of the other
vessels it is found that the bottom remains fixed until the water reaches
this depth and is then forced open. This arises from the fact that when
the sides are perpendicular the bottom supports the whole weight of the
water: when the vessel is wider at top than at bottom a portion ofthe
downward pressure is sustained by the sides, while, when the vessel is

wider at the bott^^m than at top. the particles near the bottom are pressed
upon by the whole column of liquid above them and their downward and
lateral pressure is the same as it would be were the column of liquid of the
same dimensions throughout as the base of the vessel.

Note 2.—Care should be taken not to confound weight with pressure, in-

asmuch as the weight is in proportion to the quantity of liquid, but the pres-

sure is ii proportion to the extent of base and the perpendicular height of
the liquid. For example, the weight of the water contained in a conical
vessel is found by multiplying the area of the base by one-third of the per-
pendicular height : but the pressure, by multiplying the area of the base by
the whole height. It follows that in a conical vessel the downward pressure
Is equal to three times the weight ofthe liquid. Hence in a vessel with per-
pendicular sides, the pressure equals the weight; if the sides diverge up-
wards, the pressure is less than the weight ; and if the sides converge
upwards, the pressure is greater than the weight.

178. A cubic inch of water of the temperature of 60°

Fahr. weighs 0-03616 lbs. Avoir., a cubic foot at the same
temperature weighs 1000 ounces or 62-5 lbs., and a gallon,

10 lbs.
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179. The pressure of a liquid on a vertical or inclined

surface is equal to the weight of a column of the sanif

liquid whose base is equal to the area of the surface pressed,

and height equal to the depth of the centre of gravity (i\

the pressing liquid beneath its level surface.

Or, more simply, the lateral pressure exerted by any liquid on

the side of a vessel is found in lbs. by multiplyine; the area of thi

surface pressed by half the depth of the liquid, and this product by
the weight in lbs. of one cubic foot of that liquid. ,

Note.—It follows that in a cubical vessel filled with any liqnid the
pressure on tlio side is equal to half tho weight of the liquid, and heiic<'

the whole pressure exerted by the liquid, downward and laterally, is etjual
to three times the weight of the liquid.

APPLICATION OP THE PEISCIPLK8 CONTAIXED IS ARTS. 176-179.

Example 206.—What downward pressure is exerted on the

bottom of an npright cylindrical vessel having a diameter of 20

feet—the water filling it to the depth of 12 feet ?

SOLUTION.

Hero, since the sides arc perpendicular, the downward pressure = the
weight.
Area of the bottom = 10' X 31416 = 100 x 31416 = 31416 feet.

Cubic feet of water — 31416 x 12 --= 3769-92.
.-. Weiglit = 3709&2 x 62o = 235620 lbs. — pressure. Ans.

Example 207.— If olive oil and milk be placed in the two legs

of a bent tube or inverted syphon, when the height of the col-

umn of milk above the point of junction is 20 inches, what will

be the height of the column of oil ?

SOLUTION.

From the table of specific gravities Art. 198, the weight of milk is to that
of olive oil as 1030: 915.

Hence (Art. 176) 915 : 1030 : : 20 -^jg - = 22} inches. Ans.

Example 208.—If mercury and ether are placed in a bent

tube, as in the last example, what will be the height of the

column of mercury when that of the ether is 100 inches high?

BOLDTION.

From the table of specific gravities the weight of mercury is to that of
ether as 1359<'J : 715.

Hence (Art. 176) 13596 : 715: : 100 : ^j^g- = 5i inches. .4ms.

ExAM^LB 209.—What will be the lateral pressure exerted

against the side of a cistern,—the side being 20 feet long ani

the water 12 feet deep?
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Area of tho surface pressed = 20 x 12 = 240 feet
Then (Art. 178) lateral pressure = area multiplied by half the depth x

62-5 -^ 240 X 6 X 62 5 = 90000 lbs. Ans.

Example 210.
—

"What is the amount of the pressure exerted

asjainst one side of an upright gate of a canal, the gate being

27 feet wide and the water rising on the gate to the height of 8

feet?
SOLUTION.

Area of the jrate= 27x 8= 216 feet, and halfthe depth of the water= 4 ft.

Then (Art. 179) pressure = 216 X 4 x 62-5 = 54000 lbs. Ans.

Example 211.—What is the amount of pressure exerted

against a mill-dam whose length is 220 feet, the part submerged
being 9 feet wide, and the water being 7 feet deep ?

SOLUTION.
Area of part submerged = 220 x 9 = 1980 feet, and half the depth of

water iz: 35 feet.

Then (Art. 179) pressure = 1980 X 3-5 X 62-5 = 4a3125 lbs. Ans.

Example 212.— If the body of a fish have a surface of 5 square
feet, what will be the aggregate pressure it sustains at the depth
of 100 feet ?

SOLUTION.

In this and similar examples the body of the fish has to sustain a pres-
sure equal to the weight of a column of the water having a base equal in
aro.a to the surface of the fish and a height equal to the depth of the fish

beneath tlip surface of the water.
Then volume of water sustained by the body of the fish = 5 X 100 — 500

cubic feet.

ttencp pressure :i= 500 X 625 = 31250 lbs. Ans.*

Example 213.—If a man whose body has a surface of 15

square feet dives in water to the depth of 70 feec, what pressure

does his body sustain ?

SOLUTION.

Column of water sustained by man's body at depth of 70 feet = 15 X 70= 1050 cubic feet.

Hence pressure =r 1050 X 625 = 65625 lbs Ans.

Example 214.—To what depth may an empty closed glass

vessel just capable of sustaining a pressure 170 lbs. to the square

inch be sunk in water before it breaks ?

SOLUTION.

From Art. 178 we find that a cubic inch of water at the common tempe-
rature of 60''' Fahr. weighs 6.03616 ofa pound Avoirdupois.
Hence the vessel may be sunk as many inches as .03616 lbs. is contained

times in 170 lbs.

That is depth= 170^0.03616 = 4701} inches — 391 feet 9J inches. Ans.

* In this and following examples involving the same principle, we make
no allowance for the increased pressure at great depths.
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Example 215.—If an empty corked bottle be sunk to the depth

of 130 feet before the cork is driven in,—what pressure to the

square inch was the cork capable of sustaining before entering

the bottle ?

SOLUTION.

Column of wator sustained by each square inch of the cork =: 130 x 12

^ 15G0 cubic inches.

Then weight sustained by each square inch of the cork ^ 1660 X 0.03616

= 564 lbs. Ans.
EXERCISE.

210. What is the amount of pressure exerted against one side

of the upright gate of a canal,—the gate being 24 feet

wide and submerged to the depth of 10 feet?

^m. 75000 lbs.

217. What is the amount of pressure exerted against a mill-

dam,—the part submerged being 10 feet wide and 80

feet long and tlie depth of the water being 8 feet?

jlns. 200000 lbs.

218. What is the pressure sustained by the sides of a cubical

water tight box placed in water at the depth of 120 feet

beneath the surface,—each edge of the box being 5 feet

long? -^ns. 1125000 lbs.

219. At what depth beneath the surface will a closed glass

vessel, capable of sustaining a pressure of 79 lbs. to the

square inch, break ? Jins. 182 ft. OJ inch.

220. What pressure is sustained by the body of a man at the

depth of 30 feet,—assuming that his body has a surface

of IJ square yards? -^ns. 25312J lbs.

221. Whnt is the amount of pressure exerted against one side

of the upright gate of a canal,—the gate being 30 feet

wide and submerged to the depth of 5 feet ?

^ns. 23437J lbs.

222. In a glass tube bent in the form of a syphon a column of

turpentine is balanced by means of a column of sea

water,—if the height of the former be 20, 30, or 47 inches

what in each case will be the height of the latter?

Jfis. 1G,% 25 J or 39^^ inches.

223. What is the down\s'ard pressure, the pressure on each side

and also the pressure on each end of a rectangular

cistern,—14 feet long, and 9 feet wide—the water being

10 feet deep? Ans. Downward pressure = 78750 lbs.

Pressure on side := 43750 lbs.

Pressure on end = 28125 lbs.

224. What amount of pressure is sustained by the body of a

whale the depth of 260 feet, upon the supposition that

bis bodv presents a surface of 200 square yards ?

Ans. 29250000 lbs.
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225. In a glass tube bent in the form- of a syphon a column of

mercury is balanced ia succession by a column of alcohol

and a column of sulphuric acid. If the height of the for-

mer be 10 inches, what in each case will be the height of

the latter? ^ns. Alcohol= 171 1 inches.

Sulphuric acid = 73|^ inches.

180. To find the pressure exerted against a vertical or

inclined surface at some given depth beneath the surface

of the water

:

EULK.

Add the depth of the upper part of the surface to that of the

lower part, and divide the sum. by 2. The result is the mean height

of the columns of water pressing on that surface.

Then multiply the area of the surface by the mean height of the

water pressing it, and the result by the weight in lbs., of one cubic

foot of water.
Example 226.—What amount of pressure is sustained by one

square yard of the side of a canal, the upper edge being 10 feet

and the lower edge 12 feet beneath the surface of the water ?

SOLUTIOIf.

Mean weight ofcolunm of water pressing the given surface =—5— =
11 feet, and area ofsurface^ 9 square feet.

Then pressure = 9 x 11 = 99 x 62 5= 618"i lbs. Ans.

Example. 227.—An upright flood gate is so placed in a canal,

that the water is just level with the top of the gate.—Assuming
the gate to be 30 feet long and 20 feet wide, what pressure is

sustained by the lower half of one side ?

SOLUTION.

Tlie upper edge ofthe half to which the problem refers is 10 feet beneath
the surface, and the lower edge 20 feet, therefore the mean height of the

column of water pressing against it is—^— •=: 15 feet.

Al:=o area of part of gate given = 30 x 10= 300 square feet.

Hence pressure= 300 x 15 x 62o= 281250 lbs. Ans.

181. In problems similar to the last a better rule to

use may be derived from the following consideration

:

The pressure on tlie wliole gate is to the pressure on any fraction of it

measured from the top, lu the duplicate ratio of 1 to that fraction.
Hence to hud the pressure on any part of the gate we have the following

:

RULE.

First.—If the part of the gate be measured from the top down-
wards.
Find the pressure on the whole gate by Art. 1 79, aiid multiply it

by the square of the given fraction.

6
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Second.—If the part of the gate be measured from the bottom
upwards.

Take the given fraction from I, square the remainder, and sub-

tract afrom unity.

Multiply the pressure on the whole gate by the fraction thus ob-

tained, and the result will be the pressure on the givenfraction.

ExAMPLB 228.—The flood-gate of a canal is 16 feet wide and 12

feet deep, and is placed vertically in the canal, the water being
on one side only and just level with the upper edge of the gate

;

Required the pressure—1". On the whole gate.
2'"'. On the upper third of the gate.
3"^. On the lower half of the gate.

4"». On the upper two-fifths of the gate.
5">. On the lower two-elevenths of the gate.

I. Pressure on the whole gate= 16 x 12 x 6 x 625 = 72000 lUs.

II. Pressure on upper third = whole pressure x {})* = 72000 X ^=
3000 lbs.

III. Pressure on lower half^ whole pressure x (1—<J)*l 7wv»av,»_
54000 lbs. \

^—iMKXi-
rv. Pressure on upper two-fifths = whole pressure X (J^)*=72000x -^g

= 11520 lbs.

w v. Pressure on lower two-elevenths == whole pressure X (1—f-,^,-')* 1 _
ya)00XiY^,-= 23801-6528 lbs. \

^»''' |-
In III we take the given fraction i from unity, this leaves i which wo

square and again subtract from unity and thus obtain I for the multiplier.

In V wo take the given fraction -f-c from unity, this gives usi^- which
we square and again subtract from unity thus obtaining ^^ for the mul-

tiplier.

Example 229.—If a flood-gate be placed as in last example
what pressure will be exerted on the upper 2, and what on the

lower i of the gate if it be 10 feet wide and 12 feet deep ?

SOLUTION.

We first find the pressure on the whole gate by Art. 179.

Then for the upper ^ we multiply tho whole pressure by the square of ^

.

For the lower * we subtract 3. from 1, this gives us 3 which we square

and thus obtain -^^-^ then wo subtract ^.r from 1 and thus obtain ig^ lastly

wo multiply the whole pressure by this ^t.

Whole pressure= 10 x 12 x 6 X 625 = 45000 lbs.

Pressure on upper | = 45000 x -^= 8265;^ lbs.

Pressure on lower a.= 45000 X ^g = 28800 lbs.

EXERCISE.

230. The flood-gate of a canal is 30 feet wide and 10 feet dcepj

and is placed vertically in the canal, the water being on onC
side only and level with the top, required the pressure—Ist
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On the whole gate, 2nd. On the upper half of the gate
;

3rd. On the lower half of the gate ; 4th. On the lowest two-
sevenths of the gate.

Ans. Pressure on whole gate = 93T50 lbs.
" upper half = 2343 7 J "
" lower half = 70312^ "
" lowest two-sevenths = 45918^1 "

231. A hollow globe has a surface of 7 square feet, and is sunk
in water to the depth of 150 feet. Required the total pres-
sure it then sustains. Ans. 65625 lbs.

232. What pressure is exerted against one square yard of an
embankment if the upper edge of the square yard be 11 ft.

and the lower edge 13 feet beneath the surface of the water?
Ans. 6750.

233. A hollow glass globe is sunk in water to the depth of 400
feet, at which point it breaks. Required the extreme pres-
sure to the square inch which the vessel was capable of
sustaining. Ans. 173-568 lbs.

234. Required the pressure sustained by the body of a man at a
depth of 100 yards beneath the surface of water—assuming
the man's body to have a surface of 15 square feet.

Ans. 281250 lbs.

235. A flood-gate 16 feet long is submerged to the depth of 9
feet in water ; what nressore is exerted against each side
of it ?

"

Ans. 40500 lbs.

236. A mill-dam is 120 feet long and 11 wide, the water being
exactly level with the top of the dam and the lower edge of
the dam 7 feet beneath the surface. 1st. What will be the
pressure exerted against the whole dam. 2ad. What pres-
sure will be exerted against the upper part of the dam.
3rd. What pressure will be exerted against the lower half
of the dam? Ans. Against whole dam 288750 lbs.

" upper half 72187^ lbs.

" lowerhalf 2165621 lbs.

237. A flood-gate 26 feet wide is submerged perpendiculary to
the depth of 12 feet ; find 1st. The pressure against one side
of the whole part submerged. 2nd. The pressure against the
lower half. 3rd. The pressure against the lowest third.

4th. The pressure against the lowest sixth.

Ans. 117000 lbs. whole gate.

87750 lbs. lower half.

65000 lbs. lowest third.

35750 lbs. lowest sixth.
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182. If water be confined in a vessel and a pressure to

any amount be exerted upon any one square inch of the

surface of that water, a pressure to an equal amount will

be transmitted to every square inch of the interior surface

of the vessel in which the water is confined.

Fig. 16.

Note.—In the accompanying figure
suppose tho piston I' has an area of
1 square inch, and the piston;>'an area
ut liX) s(iuaro Inches, then if 1 lb. pros-
lure bo applied to P a weight of 100
Ib.s. must be applied to »' in order to
maintain equilibrium. It is this pro-
perty of equal and instant transmis-
sion of pressure whicli enables us to
make use of liydrostatic pressure as a
inoclianical power, and it is upon this

principle that Bramah's Hydrostatic
Press is constructed.

183. Bramah's Hydrostatic Press consists of two strong

metalic cylinders A and a, one many times as large as the

other, connected

together by a tube. Fig. 17.

The small cylin- ^ pl^

dcr is supplied [* B |

with a strong forc-

ing pump s', and

the larger one

with a tightly fit-

ting piston /S', at-f
*

tached to a firm'

platform or strong

head P. Both the

"ylindcrs and the

communicating
tube contain wa
ter, and when
downward pressure is applied to the water in the smaller cyl

inder, by means of the attached forcing pump, the piston i

the larger is forced upward by a pressure as much great

than the dowr«vard pressure in the smaller, as the scctii;.

area of the larger cylinder is greater than that of the f-t

ijy^
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For example, if the smaller cyliudcrhaye an area of Lalf a square inch,
and the large cylinder an area of 500 square inches, then the upward
pressure in the latter will be 1000 times as great as the downward pressure
m the former.

184. Bramah's Hydrostatic Press is used for pressing

paper, cotton, cloth, gunpowder, and other things—also

for testing the strength of rop^. , for uprooting trees, and
for other purposes.

185. To find the relation between the force applied and
the pressure obtained in Bramah's Hydrostatic Press.

/. If the power be applied by means of a lever, find the amount
<f downward pressure in the smaller cylinder by the rule in

Art. 77.

Jl. Divide the sectional area of the larger cylinder by that oj the

smaller cylinder, and multiply the quotient by the poicer

applied to the smaller cylinder.

Example 238.—In a hj'drostatic press the force pump has a
sectional area of one square inch ; the large cylinder a sectional
area of one equare foot, the force pump is worked by means of
a lever whose arms are to one another as 21 : 2. If a power of
20 lbs. be applied to the extremity of the lever what will be
the upward rpressure exerted against the piston in the large
cylinder ?

SOLUTION.

20 y 21
Power applied to a force pump =!—^— = 21 lbs.

Sectional area of smaller cylinder =: 1 inch, and of a larger cylinder=
IM inchr'g.

Then 144 -^ 1= 144 X 210= 30240 lbs. Ans.
Example 239.— In a hydrostatic press the sectional areas of

the cylinders are ^ of an inch and 150 inches, and the power
lever is so divided that its arms are to one another as 7 to 43.
What pressure will be exerted by a power of 100 lbs. applied at
the extremity of the long arm of the lever ?

soLtrriox.

Downward pressure in small cylinder := 1^-^= 614a lbs.

"IBTA

Upward pressure in largecylinder= -fr x 614? = 450 x 6142 = 276428i
Ib-j. Ans. ^

' ^ '

Example 240.—The area of the small piston of a hydrostatic
press is | an inch and that of the larger one 300 inches, the
lever is 30 inches long and the piston rod is placed 5 inches
from the fulcrum (so as to form a lever of the second order)
what power must be applied to the end of the lever in order to
produce an upward pressure in the cylinder of 1000000 lbs. ?
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8OL0TION.
300

Downward pressure in smallor cyliudor = 1000000 lbs. -r^= 1000000
lbs. -T- 600 = 1660* lbs. i

30
ThcD power applied = 16663 lbs. ^-g= 1666| -f 6= 277| lbs. ^na.

2'U . In a hydrostatic press the area of the small cylinder is one
inch, and that of the large one 300 inches, the force

pump is worked by a lever of the second order 30 inches

long, having the piston rod 2 inches from the fulcrum

;

if a pressure of 50 lbs. be applied to the lever, what
upward pressure will be produced in the large cylinder ?

Jlns. 225000 lbs.

242. Ln a hydrostatic press the force pump has a sectional area
of half an inch, the large cylinder a sectional area
of 200 inches; the force pump is worked by means of a

lever whose arms arc to one another as 1 to 50 ; now
suppose a force of 50 lbs. be applied to the extremity of

the lever, what will be the upward pressure exerted against

the piston in the large cylinder ?

Jlns. 1000000.

243. In a hydrostatic press the small cylinder has an area of

one inch, and the large one an area of 500 inches, the

pump lever is so divided that its arms are to one another

as 1 to 25. What will be the upward pressure against the

piston in the large cylinder produced by a force of 100

lbs, acting at the extremity of the lever ?

Jlns. 1250000.

244. The area of the small piston of a hydrostatic press is I

of an inch, and that of the large one 120 inches—the

armS of the lever by which the force pump is worked are

to one another as 40 to 3. Required the upward pressure

exerted against the piston of the large cylinder by a
power of 17 lbs. applied at the extremity of the lever?

Jins. 362G61 lbs.

245. The area of the small piston of a hydrostatic press is li

inch, and that of the large one 200 inches—the arms ol

the lever by which the force pump is worked are to one
another as 20 to 1 J. What power applied at the extre-

mity of the lever will produce a pressure of 750000 lbs. ?

Jlns.42n lbs'

186. Since the pressure of water upon a given ba

depends upon the height of the liquid and not upon it

quantity, it follows that :

—
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Any quantity of water, Iwwever small, may he made to

balance the pressure of any other quantity however great,

or to raise any weight however large.

Note.—This is what is commonly called the Hydrostatic Paradox. In
reality, however, thcro is nothing at all paradoxical in it; since, although
apound of water may be made to oalance 10 lbs., or 1000 lbs., or 100,000 lbs.,

it does it upon precisely the same principle that the power balances the
•weight in the lever and other mechanical powers. Thus in order to raise

20 lbs. ot water by the descending force of 1 lb. , the latter must descend 20
inches in order to raise the former 1 inch. Hence what is called the
hydrostatic paradox is in strict conformity to the principle of virtual

velocities.

187. This principle is illustrated by an instrument

called the Ilydrostatic Bellows, which consists of a pair

of boards united together by leather, as in the common
bellows, and made water-tight. From pig. 18.

the upper board there rises a long tube

B, finished with a funnel-shaped termin- ^y

'

ation, C.

NoTB. When water is poured into the

tube an upward pressure is exerted against

the upper board as much greater than the

weight of the water in the tube as the area

of the board is greater than the sectional

area of the tube.

For example, if the sectional area of the tube be
I of an inch, and the area of the board be 250 in.,

then the area of the board will be 1000 times as
great as that of the tube, and consequently 1 lb. of
water in the tube will exert a pressure of 1000 lbs.

against the upper board of the bellows.

188. To find the upward pressure exerted against the

board of a hydrostatic bellows by the water contained in

the tube.

RULE.

Diviile the sectional area of the board by that of the tube, and
multiply the result by tke weight of the water in the tube.

Note.— Tlie weight of water in the tube is found by multiplying

the sectional area of the tube by the height of the water in inches

and the product, which is cubic inches of water, by 0-03616 lbs., the

weight of one cubic inch of water.

Example 246.—The upper board of a hydrostatic bellows has
an area of 1 foot, the tube has a sectional area of i an inch
and is filled with water to the height of 7 feet. What upward
pressure is exerted against the top board of the bellows ?
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Cubic inches of water in the tube — J x 84 = 42.
Weight of water in tube = 0-03616 X 42 = 1-51872.

144
Cp-ward pressure against bellows board := 1-51872 x -t- = 1-51872 X 288

= 487-89 lbs Ans.

Example 247.—In a hydrostatic bellows the board has an area
of 200 inches and the tube a sectional area of \ of an inch.

What upward pressure is exerted on the board by 7 lbs. of water
in the tube.

SOLUTION.

Upward pressure = 7 x-j- = 7 x 800 = 5600 lbs. Ana.

248. In a hydrostatic bellows the board has an area of 250
inches, the tube has a sectional area of l\ inch, and
contains 11 lbs. of water. What is the amount of upward
pressure exerted against the board of the bellows 7

^ns. 2200 lbs.

249. The board of a hydrostatic bellows has an area of 300
inches, the tube has a sectional area of 1 inch, and is filled

with water to the height of 10 feet—what pressure will

be exerted against the upper board of the bellows?
Jlns. 1301-76 lbs.

250. The tube of a hydrostatic bellows has a sectional area of
-72 of an inch, and is filled with water to the height of

50 feet—what weight will be sustained on the bellows'

board if the latter have an area of 3 feet ?

Jns. 9372-672 lbs.

189. A body immersed in any liquid will either float,

sink, or rest in equilibrium, according as it is specifically

lighter, heavier, or the same as the liquid.

190. A floating body displaces a quantity of liquid

equal to its own weight.

191. A body immersed in any liquid loses a portion of

its weight equal to the weight of the liquid displaced, and,

hence by weighing a body first in air and then in water,

its relative tceight or specific graviti/ may be determined.

192. The sjiccific gravity of a body is its weight as

compared with the weight of an equal bulk or volume of

some other body as.sumed as a standard.

193. Pure distilled water at the temperature of 60°

Fahr. is taken as the standard with which to compare afl
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solids and liquids, and
i
urc dry atmospheric air at a tempe-

rature of 32° Fahr., and a barometric pressure of 30 inches

is taken as the standard with which all gases are compared.

194. To find the specific gravity of a solid heavier than

water :

—

BCLE.

Divide the weight of the body in air by its loss of weight in water,

the result will be its specific gravity.

Example 251.—A piece of lead weighs 225 grains in air, and
only 205 grains in water ; required its specific gravity.

SOLCTIOJf.

Loss of weight =r 225— 205 = 20 grains.

Hence specilic gravity =. 225 -4- 20 = 11-250. Ans.

Example 252.—A piece of sulphur weighs 97 grains in air and
but 50-5 grains in water ; what is its specific gravity ?

SOLCTIOX.

T,i)ss of weight in water z= 97 — 50-5 := 46-5 grains.
1 hen specilic gravity = 97 -^ 46-5 =: -008. Ans.

EXERCISE.

253. A piece of silver weighs 200 grains in air and only 180

grains in water ; required its specific gravity.

Jns. 10-000.

-^4. A piece of platinum weighs 154J oz. in air and only 147^
oz. in water; required its specific gravity. Ans. 220T1.

255. A piece of ghiss weighs 193 oz. in air and but 130 oz. in

water ; required its specific gravity. jlns. 3-063.

195. To find the specific gravity of a solid not suffi-

ciently heavy to sink in water.

To the body whose specific gravity is sought attach some other

body sufficiently heavy to sink it, and of which the weight in air

and loss of weight in water are known.
Then weigh the united mass in water and in air, from its loss of

weight deduct the loss ofweight of the heavier body in water, and
divide the absolute weight of the lighter body by the remainder, the

quotient will be the specific gravity of the tighter body.

Example 256.—A piece of wood which weighs 55 oz. in air

has attached to it a piece of lead which weighs 45 oz. in air and
41 in water, the united mass weighs 30 oz. in water ; required

the specific gravity of the piece of wood.
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Wt. of united mass in air = 554-45= 100 oz.
" " water = 80 "

Loss of wt. of united mass in water = 70 "

Loss of wt. of lead in water = 4 "

Remainders 66 " = loss of weight of the wood.
Then 55 -=- 66 = 833 = specific gravity of the wood.

Example 257.—A piece of wood which weighs 70 oz. in air

has attached to it a piece of copper which weighs 36 oz. in air

and 31-5 oz. in water, the united mass weighs only 11-7 oz. in

water ; what is the specific gravity of the wood ?

Wt. of united mass in air = 70+36= 106 oz.
" " water = 11.7 "

Lossofwt. of united mass in water = 943 "

Lossofwt. of copper " = 4'6 "

Loss of wt. of wood " ^ 89-8 " =: loss of weight of the wood

.

Then specific gravity of wood = 70-T-89-8 = 779. Ans.

258. A piece of pine wood which weighs 15 lbs. in air h;i

attached to it a piece of copper which weighs 18 lbs. in air

and 16 lbs. in water ; the weight of the united mass in water

is 6 lbs. ; required the specific gravity of the pine ?

Am. -600.

259. A piece of cork which weighs 20 oz. in air has attached in

it an iron sinker which weighs 18 oz, in air and 15 73 O/

in water, the united mass weighs 1 oz. in water ; require :

the specific gravity of the cork? Ans. '575.

260. A piece of wood which weighs 33 oz. in air has attached to

it a metal sinker which weighs 21 oz. in air and 18-19 oz

in water, the united mass weighs 2-5 oz. in water ; what i

the specific gravity of the wood ? Ans. -eVT.

196. The specific gravities of liquids may be determined

in three different ways.

First Method.—A small glass Jlask, which holds precisely 1000

grains ofpure distilled water at the temperature of G0° FaJir., i'

filled with the liquid in question and accurately weighed, the retui

indicates the specific gravity of the liquid.

Second Method.—A piece of substance of known specific gm
vity is weighed both in and out of the liquid in question. I'lic

iifference of weight is multiplied by the specific gravity of the solid,
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and the product divided by the absolttte weight of the solid, and
the result is the specific gravity of the liouid.

That iss zz X s

Fig. 19.

where w = absolute weight of solid,

w' =r weight in the liquid.

Therefore w—w' = loss tf weight.

s = specific gravity of the liquid,

s' = specific gravity of the solid.

Third Method.— This specific gravity of liquids is

most commonly found in practice by means of an instru-

ment called the Hydrometer, which consists of a gradu-
ated scale rising from a glass or silver bulb, beneath

which is a small appendage loaded with shot or some
other heavy substance. It acts upon the principle that

the greater the density of a liquid the greater will be its

specific graviti). The depth to which the instrument
sinks in different liquids is shown by the graduated i

scale, which thus indicates their specific gravities. For
'

liquids specifically lighter than water, the scale is gradu-
atedfrom the bottom upwards ; for those heavier, from
the top downwards.

Example 261.—The Thousand-grain Bottle filled

with sulphuric acid weighs 1841 grains.* What is

the specific gravity of the sulphuric acid ?

90LUTI0TI.

1841 -MOOO = 1-841. Ans.

ExjiMPLE 262.—The Thousand-grain Bottle filled with alcohol
weighs 792 grains, required the specific gravity of alcohol.

80LUTI0X.

792-MOOO = -792. Ans.

ExAUPLR 263.—A piece of zinc (specific gravity 7-190) weighs
27-4 01. in a certain liquid and 32-7 oz. out of it, required the
specific gravity of the liquid.

SOLUTIOB

Here tr ziz 327, w' = 274, s' = 7190.

to

—

w
Then s =:

to

,
32-7-27-4 _ -^ 5-3X7-190 , ,^. ^X « = —Sr=— X 7190 =—ii=^— = 1165. Ans.

Example 264.—A piece of silver (specific gravity 10-500)

weighs 478 grains in a liquid and 58-2 grains out of it—what
is the specific gravity of the liquid ?

* That is not mcluding the weight of the bottle itself.
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SOLDTIOK.

Here w = SJ8-2, W= 478 and s'= 10-5.

58-2-47-8 ,- . 10-4X10-6 , o.. .

265. A piece of copper (specific gravity 8'850) weighs iiH-^

grains in liquid, and 490 grains out of it, required tl,

specific gravity of tbe liquid. ^ns. -78.

'

266. The Thousand-grain Bottle filled with olive oil weighs 91"

grains—what is the specific gravity of olive oil ?

jint. -SI.

267. The Thousand-grain Bottle filled with mercury weigl

1359G grains—what is the specific gravity of mercury ?

jItis. 13-5f»i;.

268. A piece of cast-iron (specific gravity 7-425) weighs 34fil

oz. in a liquid, and 40 oz. out of it,—what is the specific

gravity of the liquid ? Ans. 1.000 nearly.

269. A piece of gold (specific gravity 19-360) weighs 139>
grains in a liquid, and 159-7 grains in the air, requin

the specific gravity of the liquid ? Ans. 2-40'-

270. A piece of marble (specific gravity 2-850) weighs 30 lb?

in a certain liquid, and 359 lbs. in the air, required tli

specific gravity of the liquid? Jns. -40

197. The speeiSc gravity of gases is found by exhaust

ing a flask of atmospheric air and filHng it with the gas in

question previously well dried. This is accurately weighed
and it,s weight c Dmpared with the weight of the same volume
of dry atmospheric air at the temperature of G0° Fuhr. and
under a barometric pressure of 30 inches.

198. The following table gives the specific gravities of

the most common substances

:

I
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TABLE

OASES.

Atmospheric air,

Hydrogen,
Oxygen
Nitrogen,

Ammoniacal gas,

Carbonic acid gas,....
Sulpliurous acid gas,. .

.

Chlorine, ,

LIQUIDS.

Distilled water,

Mercury
Sulphuric acid
Nitric acid,

Milk,

Sea water, ....

Wine,
Olive oil

Spirits of turpentine. .

.

Pure alcohol,

Ether, , ...

Prussic acid,

SOLIDS.

Platinum
Gold,
Silver,

Lead

OF SPECIFIC Og^YITOCS.

1-000

•069

MOG
•972

•596

1-529

2-234

2^470

1^000

13-596

1-841

1-220

1-030

1-026

-993

•915

•869

•792

•715

•696

22^050

19-360

10-500

11-250

Copper, 8-850

Brass, 8^300

Iron, 7-788

Tin, 7-293
Zinc, 7^190

Diamond, 3-530

Flint glass, 3-330

Sulphur, 2-086

Slate, :

.

2-840

Brick, 2-000

Common stone ........ 2^460

Marble, 2-850

Ivory, 1.825
Phosphorus, 1-770

Lignum vitae, 1-350

Boxwood 1-320

Potassium, -8 75

Sodium, -972

Pumice stone,... ..... .. -914

Dry pine, ^657

Dry poplar, -383

Ice, -865

Living man, -891

Cork, '240

Graphite, 2-500

Bituminous coal, 1-250

Anthracite coal, 1-800

199. A cubic foot of pure distilled water at the tem-

perature of GO'* Fahr. weighs exactly 1000 ounces. Hence
if the specific gravity of any substance be known, the

weight of a cubic foot, &c., may be easily found.

For example.—^The specific gravity ofmercury is 13-596 water.being 1-000

and a cubic toot of water weighing 1000 ounces,' it follows that a cubic foot
of mercury weighs 13596 oimces.

200. To find the solid contents of a body from its

wei-jht :

—

w
Contents in feet ^=— ; where to := whole weight, and w' = weight

of a cubic foot as ascertainedfrom its specific gravity.

Example 271.—How many cubic feet are there in 2240 lbs.

of dry oak (specific gravity -925.) '
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w 2240 lbs. 85840 „,,. ^, , ^Hero—-= ^, = -jisr = SftUJ cubic feet.
w' 926 oz. 925 ^Tss

ExAMPLB 2V2.—How many cubic feet are there ia a mass of

irou which weighs 17829 lbs.?

80LCTION.

Specific gravity of iron = 7-788. Therefore 1 cubic foot weighs 7788 '

Then cubic feet in mass = 17829 lbs. -i- V788 oz. = 36-628. Ans.

201. To find the weight of a body from its solid con-

tents :

—

u> = contents in ft, X w' •

BULE.

Where w and v/ are sane as in last rule.

Example 273.—What is the weight of a block cf dry oak 10

ft. long, 3 ft. thick, 2i ft. wide ?

Here 10 X 3 X 2i = 75 cubic feet.

Then w=w' X 75=925oz. X 75 = 69375 oz.= 4335^^ids. ^n«.

ExAMPLK 274.—What is the weight of a block of marble 8 fj.

long. 2 ft. wide, li ft thick.

Cubic feet of marble — 8 X 2 X li = 24.

'

Spec. grav. of marble= 2-850. Therefore one cubic foot weighs 2850 oz.

Then weight of bloclc = 2850 X 24 = 68400 oz. = 4275 lbs. Am.

BXERCISE.

275. What is the weight of a mass of copper which contains 29

cubic feet? -/Ins. 16040 lbs. 10 oz.

276. How many cubic feet are there in a mass of lead which
weighs seven million pounds ? ,Sns. 9955-55 cub. ft.

277. How many cubic feet of sulphuric acid are there in

78124732 lbs. ? jins. 678976-48 cub. ft.

278. What is the weight of the mercury contained in a rectan-

gular cistern 6 feet long, 4 feet wide and 10 feet deep

the mercury filling it? Jins. 203940 lbs.

279. If a block of zinc be U feet long by 3 feet wide and 2 feet

thick, how much does it weigh ? jlns. 296583 lbs.

230. What is the weight of a squared log of dry pine 44 feet

IcJng and 18 inches square? Jlns. 4065 lbs. 3 oz.
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202. In order that a fioatiog body may be in equilibrium it is

requisite that :

—

1st. The 'S'eight of the water displaced shall be equal to the

weight of the floating body ; and,

2nd. The resultant of all the upward pressures of the liquid

shall act in the line of direction of the centre of grayity

•f the body.

203. The centre of buoyancy of a floating body is the point

upon which the resultant of all the upward pressures of the

liquid acts.

Note.—The centre ofbuoyancy coincides not with the centre of gravity
of the floating body, but with the centre of gravity of the fluid displaced.
While the body floats, the centre of buoyancy is always below the centre
of gravity, but the two coincide when the body sinks. In a ship, however,
or other hollow body, containing much heavy ballast in the hold, the
centre of gravity is below the centre of buoyancy.

204. A floating body is in equilibrium when the centre of

gravity and the centre of buoyancy are in the same vertical

line, and the equilibrium is :

—

Stable when the centre of gravity is below the centre of buoy-
ancy.

Neutral when the centre of gravity coincides with the centre

of buoyancy.
Unstable when the centre of gravity is above the centre of

buoyancy.

CHAPTER VL
PNEUMATICS.

205. Pneumatics treats of the mechanical properties

of permanently elastic fluids, of which atmospheric air

may be taken as the type.

206. The atmosphere (Greek atmoi " gases") or sphere

of ga.ses is the name applied to the gaseons envelope which
surrounds the earth.

207. It is supposed, from certain astronomical con-

siderations that the atmosphere extends to the height of

only about 45 miles above the surface of the earth.

Note.—The height ofthe atmosphere Ls only about y^o ofthe radius ofthe
earth, so that upon an artificial globe 24 inches in diameter the atmosphere
would be represented by a covering ^ of an inch in tMckness.

208. x\tmospheric air is a mechanical mixture chiefly

of two gases, oxygen ^d nitrogen, in the proportion of
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the other, the upper being filled with any light gas (hydro-

gen) and the lower with any heavy gas (carbonic acid),

and if the two gases be allowed to communicate with one

another by a narrow tube, or a porous membrane, a remark-

able interchange rapidly takes place, i.e., in direct opposi-

tion to the attraction of gravity the heavy gas ascends and

the light gas descends until they become perfectly mixed

in both vessels.

Note.—The property ofgaseous diffusion has a very intimate bearins;

upon the composition of the air. If either of the constituents of the air

were to soparate from the mass, the extinction of life would soon follow.

Besides were it not for the existence of this property, various vapors
would accumulate in certain localities, as large cities, manufacturing dis-

trictt-. volcanic regions, &c., in such quantities as to render them totally

uninhabitable.

210. In addition to the gases already mentioned, atmos-

pheric air always contains more or less water in the form

of invisible vapor. This is derived partly from combus-

tion, respiration and decay, but chiefly from spontaneous

evaporation from the surface of the earth. The amount

of invisible vapor thus held in solution depends upon the

temperature of the air being as high as —- of the weight of

the air in very hot weather, and as low as ^i, in cold.

211. The blue color of the sky is due to light that has

suffered polarization, and which is, therefore, reflected light,

like the white light of the clouds. The air appears to

absorb to a certain extent the red rays and yellow rays of

solar light and to reflect the blue rays. In the higher

regions the blue becomes deeper in color and is mixedwith

black. The golden tints of sunset depend upon the large

amount of aqueous vapor held in solution by the air.

212. Air, like all other material bodies, possesses the

properties of impenetrability, extension, inertia, porosity,

I impressibility, elasticity, &c. (See Arts. 11-18.)

XoTKl.—The impenefrdbility of atmospheric air is illustrated by various
eiijieriments, among which are the following:

i. Jfan inverted tumbler be immersed in water the liquid does not rise

1 r. tuc- interior of the tumbler, because the latter is full of air and the water
caniiot enter until the air has been displaced.

iL if the two boards ofa beilows be drawn asunder and while in that
' citicn the nozzle of the bellows be closed, the boards canuet be pressed
'gr.'r.tt lecausc the bellows is full of air

7
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III. If an india-rubbflT bat or a bladdnr bo inflated with air, and ))rc!<-

sure applied, it is Ibund that there is a material anmctlnng within whicli
keeps the sides asunder,—that material something is atmospheric air.

Note 2.—The Inertia of atmosjiheric air is shown :

—

I. By the force of wind, which is nothing more than air in motion.
II. Bv attempting to run on a calm day, carrying an open umbrella.
III. By the apparent current ofwind e.xpcrionced on a perfectly calm

day by a person standing on the deck of a steamboat, or the platform of a
railway car when in rapid motion, which current is caused by the body
displacing the air.

IV. By causinga feather and a ball of lead to fall in a vacuum, when it

is observed that they fall with tlio Fame velocity. In the atnio«phori',

however, the ball falls f.ister than the feather because it contains a greater
amount of matter with the same extent of surface as the feather, and
hence, meets with less resistance from the inertia of the air.

213. Air, in common with all other forms of matter, is

acted on by the attraction of gravity, and consequently

possesses loeigld.

Note 1.—To prove this is the fundamental fact in the science of pneu-
matics, we take a glass globe capable of containing 100 cubic inches, and
after weighing it accurately, withdraw from it, by means of an air pump,
all the air it contains. When we weigh it again we find that its weiglit is

about 31 grains less than when tilled with air.

100 cubic inches of Atmospheric air weigh 31 grains.
100 " Oxygen " 34
100 " Ni(rogen " 80 "
100 " Carbonic acid " 47J "
100 " Hydrogen " 2 "

Note 2.—Although a small quantity of air when examined appears
to be almost imponderable, the aggregate weight of the entire atmos-
phere is enormous, being equal to:

I. Five thousand millions of millions oftons ; or
II. A globe oflead GO miles in diameter ; or
III. An ocean of water covering the whole surface of the earth to tlie

depth of32 feet; or
IV. A stratum ofmercury covering the entire surface of the globe to the

depth ol 30 inches.

214. Since the air is ponderable and also compressible,

and since the lower stratum has to sustain the pressure of

the superincumbent portion, it necessarily follows that the

air is denser near the surface of the earth than in the

higher regions of the atmosphere.

215. The density of the air decreases in geometrical pro-

gression, while the elevation increases in arithmetical pro-

gression. That is at the height of 2-7 miles, the atmos-

pheric pressure is reduced to one-half, at twice that height

to one-fourth, at three times that height to one-eighth, &c.

Note.—Tlie following tablecxhibils the densit\

of the air at the difl'fri'iit elevations given. II; '

which the pressure is decrwaiied to one-half at 3j i; >
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')lIcction, by Biot and Arap;o of the observations made on the Andes and
ill balloons respecting the upward decrease of pressure and temperature,
ii:is led to the adoption ot 2-7 miles as the point at whichwe may say that
lie-half of the atmosphere is beneath us.

•lEIGBT IN MILKS.
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air, and certain p;asos, arc chiefly distinj^uished from non-

elastic fluids, such as water, by the possession of alnio t

porfcct elasticity and compressibility.

Note.—Air and certain gases as Oxygon, Hydrogen, Nitrogon, &c..aii
csi\]i}(l pnrvMnrHt/ii oUv^tio t.> di^tingui-li tlii:ii froin a mimbcr of otlur.i ::

(Carbonic Acid, Nitrous Oxide, &c., viiicli iiiidcr prcat pr«>.«siirp and ni

tense cold ])ass Jirst into the liquid and liiially into the solid state.

20.Fig.220. If a liquid be placed in a cylinder

under the piston, it will remain at the same

level, no matter to what hei^jht the piston

may be raised above it, but if a portion of

air or any other clastic gas be thus placed

in the cylinder, and the piston be air-tight,

the confined air will expand upon raising

the jiiston and will always fill the space

beneath it, however great this may become.

This expansibility or tendency to enlarge

its volume so as to entirely fill the space in

which it is enclosed is termed elasticity.

Note.—It is obvious that the elasticity of air is due
to tlic repulsive power possessed by the particles.

221. The law determining the density B^

and elasticity of gases under different pres-

sures was investigated by Boyle in 1660,

and afterwards by Mariotte.

Note.—To illustrate this law we take a bent glass
tubs Fig. 20, having one limb AC much longer than
the other. The longer limb is open and the shorterfur-
uishcd with a stop-cock.

Both ends being open a quantity of mcrcuiy is pour-
ed into the tube and of course rises to tlie same level
in both legs—the surface of the mercury at A a, sus-
taining the weight of a coluniii of air 'extending to
the top of the atmo.<i)hero. Wo now cUiso the stop-
cock siiid thus shut offthn pressure of the atmospliero
above tliat point, so tliat the surface a, cannot be
affected by tlio weiglit of tho nlnio.sphere— i.e. .cannot
to influenced by atmospiicric jucfsure. Wo <li;d,

however, tliat tlio mercury in both limbs remains at
tho same level, from which we infer that the <l;:-lic

force of tho air confined above iris e<iual to the ^m iulit

of tlie whole column on a before tho stop-cock was
closed.

Ilenco the elasticity of the air is equal to its weight
which is etjual to a column of mercury 30 inches high.

Ifnow we pour mercury into tho tube until the airconflncd above o •

compressed into half its l<>rmer volume, i.e., until tho mercury rises to h i

tho shorter tube, we shall find that tho column ofmercury h Ji is exactly

:

inches in length, or iu other words, we Lave doubled tho pressure outli
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air confined in the shorter tube and have decreased its volume to one-half

its former dimensions, and at the same time doubled its elastic force, since

it now reacts ajiainst the surface of the mercury with a force equal to 30
lbs. to tiie square inch.
If we increased the height of the Mercury in the longer leg to 60 inches

above its height iu the shorter leg, we shall compress the air into one-third

its original volume and at the same time treble its elasticity, and so on.

Hence the law of Mariotte.

222. Mariotte's law may be thus enunciated

:

I. The density and elasticity of a gas vary directly as the pressure

to which it is subjected.

II. The volume which a gas occupies under different jiressures

varies inversely us the force of compression.

JfOTE—Recent researches tend to prove that Mariotte's law is true only
within certain limits, and that all gases vary from the law when subjected

to very great pressures, their density increasing in a greater ratio than
their elasticity. With atmospheric air the law holds good to a far greater
extent than with any other ga.«, the correspondence being found to be
rigidly exact when the air is expanded to 300 volumes, and also when it is

compressed into ^i- of its primary volume.

Mariotte's law would require the air to be indefinitely expansible, while
we know that there is, beyond all doubt, an upward limit to the atmos-
phere. Dr. Wollaston imagines that when the particles of air are driven
a certain distance apart by their mutual repulsive power, the weight
of the individual particles comes at last to balance this repulsive force,

and thus prevent their further divergence. If this be tiie case, as is

probable from various coi^siderations, there is a limit to the rarefaction
of a gas, arriving at which the gas ceases to expand further and comes
to have a true upper surface like a liquid. As has been already remarked,
tliis exact limit and upper surface of the atmosphere is supposed to be at
an elevation certainly not greater than 45 miles—Biot fixes it at 30 miles;
Bunsen and others place it at 200 miles.

223. The air-pump, as its name implies, is an instrument

used for pumping out or exhausting the air from any closed

vessel.

224. The bell-shaped glass vessel usually attached to

the air-pump is called a Eeceivtr, and when the air is

exhartisted as far as practicable from this, a vacuum is said

to have been produced.
Note.—The air-pump was invented by Otto Guericke, a celebrated

burgomaster of Magdeburg, in the year 15G0. At the close of the Imperial
Dii't in 15G4, he exhibited his first public experiments with it before the
1
'' - —1 assembled princes and nobles of (jermany. On this occasion

1 the air from two 12-inch hemispheres fitted together by
-, and greatly astonished his noble audieucc by showin.sj that

Ui- vuuiui. t-d strength of 12 horses was insttfiicicnt to pull them asunder.
Ihe exhausting syringe of Otto Guericke wa.s so imperfect in its action

that while using it he was compelled to keep it immersed in water to pre-
vent the inward leakage of the air. Since his time, however, the attention
of many eminent men ha^ been directed to the subject, and the form and
construction of the air-pump have been greatly improved.

225. The exhaustuig syringe, which is the essential part

of an air-pump, consists of a brass cylinder ahcJ, supplied
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with an air-tight piston ef, and an arrangement of valves

li'k, by means of which the air is permitted to pass out

from the receiver q and through the piston e/", but not in

the contrary direction.

Note.—TVlien the piston efU raised the valve b closes, and as tlie piston
in ils iisccut produces a partial vacuum be- f"jg. 21.
1 'ath it, tlio air contained in tlio rec(?iver n °

lions tlio valvo A; by its expansive power and cp
i I'nis I elills tlio cylinder afterf. Nom? when the if

jiiston is Ibrced down again, the air contained /^ ^•.

111 the cylinder tends to rush back into the f<^ an \i rd I \
ceiver, but in doing so clos<»s the valvo A', and
has therefore no other mode of escape than
through //, thus passing above the piston to be
lifted out at tho next Btroko. In this manner
tlio air continues to bo exhausted until what
remains in the receiver lias not snlhcient ex-
Ijuusive power to ojjen the valvo k, when the
exhausriou is said to be complete. i

226. The principle upon which the air-pump acts is

the elasticity or cxpansibiUty of the air, and since in order

to enable the pump to act, the air contained in the receiver

must possess sufficient elastic force to raise the valve, it

follows that a perfect vacuum cannot be secured by the

air-pump. Thus, puinps of common construction will not

withdraw more than jYo of the contained air, but the

improved form is said to exhau.st ,VoV(>-
Note.—If wo suppose the cylinder ofthe exhausting syringe to have tho

amo efiectivo capacity as tho receiver, and that tho piston passes at each
-troko tlio wlio'o length of tlio cy'indor, it is evident that in raising tho

I
istoii to the top of the cylinder and then depressing it again to the bottom,

1 lie-half of tho air will liavo passed from tho receiver; tho remaining half

completely filling it. but having only halt as much density and elasticity as

befJre. The second stroke of tho piston will reduce tho quantity, density,

and elasticity, to one-fourth, the third to one-eighth, and so on, as exhi-

bited by the following table

:

Elastic force of the remainder

15 in. of mercury, or 7-35 lbs. per sq. iu.

7i " " " 3-675 "

3J
• " " is.^7 "

1-875

0-937

0-468 22'J

0-234 " ' " 114

0117 " " " -057

0068 " " " -028

227. The condensing sijringe, which is used for ioiviu^

a''' into a receiver or condensing chamber, differs fr>:u an

trok
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exhausting syringe only in the fact that its valves open

inward towards the chamber instead of outward.

228. The air pump is chiefly employed to illustrate

the pressure and elasticity of the air.

Note 1.—The pressure of the atmospheremay be shewn by innumerable
experiments among which are the following

:

I. When the air is exhausted from the receiver of an air-pump the re-

ceiver is firmly fastened to the plate, and cannot bo removed until the air
is re-admitted.

II. The hand placed on the open end of the receiver is pressed inward
with a force sufficiently great to cause pain.

III. Thin square glass-tubes are crushed when the air is exhausted from
them.
IV. In the surgical operation ofcupping, the air is removed from a small

CUD which is then placed over an opened vein ; the pressure of the air on
the surrounding parts causes the blood to flow rapidly into the cup.
V. When a cask of beer is tapped, the beer does not run until a small

hole called the vent-hole has been made in the upper part of the cask.
Through this the atmospheric air enters and pressing on the surface ofthe
beer with a force of 15 lbs. to the square inch, forces it through the tap.
VI. The useful small glass instruments called pipettes act upon the prin-

ciple of atmospheric pressure.
VII. A hole is usually made in the lid of a tea-pot so as to bring into play

thojjressure of the atmosphere and thus cause the beverage to now more
rapi'lly.

VII I . Flies walk on glass or on the ceiling by producing a vacuum under
each foot which is thus pressed against the surface with a force sufficient
to sustain the weight of the insect. The gecko, a South Americaajizard,
has a similar apparatus attached to each.foot. And within the past few
years a man has succeeded in walking across a ceiling with his bead down-
wards, by alternately withdrawing and admitting the air between his
feet and the ceiling.

IX. Pneumatic chemistry, i. e., the mode of collecting gases over water
depends upon the principle of atmospheric pressure.
X. Ifa tumbler or other glass vessel be failed with water and covered

with a pieca of paper, and the hand be then placed firmly on the paper
uud the whole suddenly and carefully inverted, the water does not flow
out of the vessel upon removing the hand—being held by the upward
pressure of the atmo.^phero.
XJ. Suction is thocil'ect of atmospheric pressure, as illustrated by draw-

inn liquids into the mouth, also by the leather sucker used by boys.
ill. The pressure of the air is shown by the fact that it supports or bal-

ances a column of mercury S) inches ora Jjlumn ofwater 32 feet in height.
XIII. The pressure of the atmosphere retards ebullition or boikng.

Thus ifsome boili ug water be partially cooled and then placed under thef
receiver of an air pump and the air exhausted, the water recommences to
boil, owing to the decreased pressure. Or if a flask containii -j boiling
wat LT be corked and the water be allowed to cool partially, upon j lunging
til? liiisk in a large vessel of cold water, the water in the flask again begins
ti^ boi.

; the reason is, the cold water condenses the vapor in the upx)er
part of the flask and thus produces a partial vacuum.

Note 2—The elasticity of the air may be shown by various experiment*
among which are the following

:

I. The exhaustion of the receiver of the air-pump is a proofof the elasti-
city of the air.

II. The elasticity of the air is shown by placing a thin square bottle with
it# mouth closed, under the receiver, and exhausting the surrounding air,
the bottle is broken by the elastic force of the contained air.
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III. When some withered fruit, as apples, figs, or raisins, with unbroken
skins are placed under the receiver, and tlio surromiding air cAiiuuateu,
they bocomo plump from tho elasticity of the iucluded air.

iV. Tlio I'lahticity of air is shewn by tho operation of tho air-gun.
v. Tho elasticity of tho air is taken advantage of in applying air as a

staffing material for cushions, pillows, and beds.

229. The barometer (Greek haros " weight " viwi^ metreo
"I measure") is an instrument designed to measure the

variations in the amount of atmospheric pressure,

KoTB.—^Tho barometer was invented about the middle of the soven-
teeuth century by Torricelli, a pupil of the celebrated Galileo.

230. The essential parts of a barometer are :

1st. A well formed glass tube 33 or 34 iiiche.s long,

closed at one end and having a bore equal throughout, of

two or three lines in diameter. The tube contains pure
mercury only, and is so arranged that the mercury is sup-

ported in the tube by the pressure of the atmosphere ; and
2nd. An attached graduated scale and various appliances

for protecting the tube and ascertaining the exact height

of the column of mercury.

Note.—Tho vacant space between the top of the column of mercury and
the top of the tube is called tho Torricellian vacuum, in honor of the
inventor of tho barometer, and in a good instrument is the most perfect
vacuum that can bo produced by mechanical means.

231. The excellency of a barometer depends principally

upon the purity of the mercury in the tube, and the per-

fectness of the Torricellian vacuum.
The value of tho instrument may bo tested :—
1st. By the brightness of tho column

?peck, flaw, or dullness on its surface.

nay
1st. By the brightnessorthocofuinnof mercury, and the absence of aP;

2nd. 1J)[ tho barometric light; i. o., flashes of electric light produced i'

*lje dark in the Torricellian vacuum by the friction of the mercury agaii:
ibo glass.
3rd. By the clearness of the ring or clicking sound produced bymakin

rl!(( mercury strike tho top of the tul, •, and which is greatly modilin
ivheu any particles of air are probent above the column.

232. The cause of all the oscillations in the barometer
is to be found in the unequal and constantly varying di.•^-

iribution of heat over the earth's surface. If the air is

much boated at any spot it expands, rises above the mnss
jf air, and rests upon the colder portions surrounding it.

The ascended air consequently flows off laterally IVom
iibovc, the pressure of the air is decreased in the wanu'
place and the barometer falls. In the colder surround! n
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places, however, the barometer rises, because the air that

ascended in the warmer regions is diffused over and presses

upon the atmosphere of these cooler parts.

Note.—It is found that the fluctuations in the height of the barometer
vary greatly in extent in different latitudes—being so small in tropical
regions as almost to escape notice, and comparatively so fitful and extreme
in the temperate and frigid zones as to defy all attempts at reducing them
to any system. In our climate the column varies in hcightfroma little

over ai'inches as a maximum, to a little over 27 inches as a minimum.
Within the torrid zouo the column ofmercury scarcely ever exhibits any
disturbance greater than what would occur in Canada before a slight
thunder storm—but such a disturbance is there the sure and rapid pre-
cursor ofone ofthose mighty atmospheric convulsions which sometimes
desolate vast regions and which are frequently as disastrous in their effects

as the most violent earthquakes.

233. Besides the irregular fluctuations depending upon
the weather, the barometer is subject to regular semi-diurnal

oscillations depending upon atmospheric tides, caused by
the heat of the sun—the two maxima of pressure always

occurring at about 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. and the two minima,

at about 3 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Note.—The semi-diurnal oscillation is greatest at the equator, where it

averages one-tenth ot an inch—diminishing to six hundredths of an inch
inlat. 30", beyond which it still decreases, and in our climate becomes
completely masked by the irregular fluctuations peculiar to the temperate
and trigid zones.

234. USE OP THE BAROMETER AS A WEATHER-GLASS.

I. The stute of the weather to he expected depends not so m.uch

upon the absolute height of the column of mercury as upon the

RAPIDITY AKD EXTENT OF ITS MOTION whether rising orfalling.

KoTE.—If the mercury have a convex surface, the column is rising ; if
the surface is concave, the column is falling ; when the surface is flat, the
column is usually changing from one of these states to the other.

II. jlfall in the barometer generally indicates approaching rain,

high minds, or a thunder storm.

III. jl rise in the mercury commonly indicates the approach of
fine weather ; sometimes, however, it indicates the approach of a
snow storm.

IV. j1 rapid rise or fall in the mercury indicates a sudden
change of weather.

V. .4 steady rise in the column, continuedfor two or three days,

is generallyfollowed by a long continuance offine settled weather.

VI. .A steady fall in the column, continuedfor two or three days,

is commonly followed by a long continuance of rainy weather.

VII. ^fluctuating state in the height of the mercury coincides

with unsettled weather.

Note.—The barometer is far more valuable as a means of ascertaining
approaching changes in the state ofthe wind than in foreteUing the ap-
proach pf wet or dry weather.
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235. To ascertain the height of mountains, &c., by the

barometer.
halley's rule.

I. Find the logarithm correxponding to the number which ex-

presses the height in inches of the column ofmercury in the baro-
meter at the level of the sea.

II. Find also the logarithm corresjjonding to the number which
expresses in inches the height of the column in the barometer at the

top of the mountaiji or other given elevation.

III. Subtract the latter of these logarithms from the former,
multiply the remainder by the constant number, 62170, and the

result will be the elevation in English feet.

Note.—The number 62170 in this rulo and C3946 in the following, were
selected by llalley for certain mathematical reasons into which it is un-
necessary to enter.

Example 281.—On the top of a certain mountain the barome-
ter stands at the height of 21-793 inches, while on the surface
of the earth it stands at 29-780 inches; required the height of
tlie mountain.

SOLUTION.
Logarithm of 29-780 = 1 -473925 and logarithm of 21793 — 1 -328317.

Then from 1-473925
Subtract 1328317

Remainder= -145608 X 62170=9052 feet, Ans.

RDLE WITH CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATDRE.

I. Obtain, as before, the difference between the logarithms of the

numbers expressing the heights at which the mercury stands at the

surface of the earth and on the summit of the mountain.
If. Multiply this difference by the constant number, 63946

—

the

result is the elevation in feet, if the mean temperature of the sur-

face of the earth and the elevation is 69-68" Fhr.
III. If the mean temperature ofthe two elevations be not GQ'SS'^

Fhr., add xlirOf the whole weight found for each degree above
<J9-G8°, or subtract the same quantity if the mean temperature be

below.

Example 282.—Humboldt found that at the level of tlie sea,

near the foot of Chimborazo, the mercury stood at the height ol

30 inches, while at the summit of the mountain it was only
14-85 inches. At the same time the temperature at the base o)

the mountain was 87° Fahr., and at the top 50*40'' Fahr. What
is the height of Chimborazo ?

SOLUTION.
Log. of 30= 1-477121, log. of 14-86=1171724 and mean temperature=

•^lo+QO-i" 137-4"
= = 68-70."

2 2

Tlien 1.477121 — 1 171724 = -306397.

And -305397 X 63946 — 19539 feet.
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Since the mean temperature of the two stations is 1 less thaa 69.68°,

wo deduct -i-^ of the elevation found,

-j^.^ of 19539= 40.7 ft. and 19539 - 40-7 = 19498.3 ft. Ans.

leslie'3 rdle.

for measuring heights by the barometer without the use of

logarithms.

I. Note the exact height of the column of mercury at the base

and at the summit of the elevation.

II. Then say, as the sum of the two pressures is to their differ-

ena, so is the constant number 52000 to the answer infect.

Example 283.—The barometer in a Ijallooa is observed to

stand at a height of 22 inches, while at the surface of the earth it

stands at 29-8 inches ; what is the elevation of the balloon?

SOLUTION.
23 + 29-8: 29-8— 22: : 52000: Ans

52000 X 0-1

Or, 51-8: 7-8: : 52000: ^^-^ = 7830-1 ft- ^ns.

Fig. 22.EXERCISE.

284. At what height would the mercury-

stand in the barometer at an eleva-

tion of 29-7 miles above the earth's

surface? ^ns. 0.0146 inches.
Note.—Divide 29 7 by 2-7 (See Art. 212, ) the

quotient is 11, then divide SO inches by 2 i
'

,

i. e. 2048, and the result is the answer.
285. -At what height will the barometer

stand in a balloon which is at an
elevation of 16i miles?

Ans. -46875 inches.

286. *It is observed that while the baro-
meter at the base of a mountain
stands at a height of 30 inches, at

the top of the mountain it stands
at a height of only 18 inches, re-

quired the heightof the mountain?
A?is. 13000 feet.

287. *While the mercury at the base of
a mountain stands at the height
of 29-5 inches, at the summit of
the mountain the barometer indi-

cates a piessurc of only 20-4

inches, what is the height of the

mountain ? jlns. 9482-9 feet.

288. fWhile in a balloon the barometer
indicates a pressure of only 19
inches, at the surface of the earth

Use Leslie's rule.

t Use Halley's rule witli correction for temperature; i.e., the second of
'he rules given.

I
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the pressure is 29-94 inches— taking the mean temperature of

the two stations at 72-50'', what is the elevation of the balloon ?

^ns. 12703 feet.

236. The common pump consists of a barrel SB, a tube

^>S*, which descends into the water reservoir, a piston cJ,

movinp; air-tight in the barrel and two valves, v and x,

which act-in the same manner as in the exhausting syringe

of the air pump.
Note 1,—When the machine begins to act the piston is raised and pro-

duces a vacuum below it in tlio barrel, and the atmosplieric prossuro on
tho water in tlio reservoir forces it up tlio tube and throngb tlio valve .

into tho lower part of the barrel. As tlit; piston dcsconds tho valvcx clos' •

and the water obtained in tlio barrel passes through tho valve v abov^
the piston to be lifted out at tho ne.\.t stroke. Hence the common pump
is sometimes called a liftiny pump.
Notk2.—Since tho speciflc gravity ofmercury is 13-596 and tho pressure

of the atmosphere sustains a column of mercury, 30 inches in heiglit—
follows that atmospheric pressure will sustain a column ofwatorSO X VA-l>'.i

inches, or 31 It. in lieiglit. llenco the vortical distance of the valve x abovL-
tho surface of the water in the reservoir must bo
less than 31 feet, or taking the variations in atmos-
pheric pressure into account, about 32 feet.

237. The /orcm^ pump consists of

a suction pump A, in which the piston

/* is a solid plug without a valve.

When the piston P descends the

valve V closes and the water is forced

through the valve v' into the chamber
MN. The upper part of this chamber
is filled with compressed air, which, by
the pressure it exerts against the sur-

face of the water, ?cio' drives it with ^|

considerable force through the pipe or

tube EG. Pi

Note.—Sometimes the forcing pump is used^
withoutthe air chamber, MN. Fig 23 exhibits the
arrangement of tho valves, &c., in a common (ire

engine with the exception that there is another
similar forcinj} pump on the other side of the air

chamber. UQ represents the tube leading to
the hose.

Fig. 23.

238. The Sijphon is a bent tube of glass or other

material having one leg somewhat longer than the other,

and is used for transferring liquids from one vessel to

another.
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Fig. 24.

JfOTK.—The machine isset in operation by immcrs-
' ing the shorter leg in the liquid to be decauted, and
sucking the air out of the tube, when tlie pressure of
the atmosphere forces the liquid into the syphon over
the bend and down through tho longer leg. Instead
of sucking tlionir out of the syphon, the instrument
mav be set in operation by lirst filling it with the
liquid, and, while thus full, placing the finger orer
eacli end, and immersing the shorter leg in tho liquid.

Xote2.—In order to understand why one limb
must bo shorter than tho other, it is only necessary to
remember that the pressure of tlio atmosphere acts as
much at ono extremity as at the other. If wo raise

tho column of liquid as far as D, by sucking at the ex-
tremity C, and then withdraw tho mouth. th& water
falls back into the vessel F. The column wiil'likewise run hack if we get
it no farther than L, wUch is tho level of the water in the vessel F, because
at that point the vpuiard pressure of the atmosphere prevails over the
doicnirarcl pressure of the liquid, but if wc get the column below L, the
downward pressure ot the liquid exceeds the upward pressure of the at-
mosphere, and the liquid will flow.
Thus tho motion of tho fluid in the syphon is similar to the motion of a

chain hanging over a pulley,—if the two parts of the chain be equal, the
fluid remains at rest, but if one end be longer than the other, it moves in
the direction of the longer ; and fresh links, 80 to speak, are added conti-
nuously to the fluid cliain by the atmospheric pressure exerted on the sur-
face of the water.

CHAPTER VII.

DYNAMICS.
239. When the forces which are the subject of investi-

gation are balanced, the consideration of them properly

comes under the science of Statics ; but when they cease

to be balanced, and the body acted upon is set in motion,

other principles become involved, and the investigation of

these constitutes the more complex science of Dynamics.

240. Statics is a deductive science, since all its facts are

deducible, like those of Arithmetic and Geometry, from
abstract truths ; dynamics is an inductive, experimental,

physical science, many of its principles being capable of
proof only by an appeal to the laws of nature.

241. Force may be defined to be the causeof ihecJiange

of motion, i.e., force is required :

—

1st. To change the state of a body from rest to motiou,
or from motion to rest.

2nd. To change the velocity of motion.
3rd. To change the direction of motion.
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242. Forces are either instantaneous or cdntinued, and
continued forces are either accelerating, constant, or retard-
ing.

243. Motion may be defined to be the opposite of rest,

or a continuous changing ofplace.

244. Motion hvi^ two qualities, direction(and velocity,

and is of three kinds

—

1st. Direct;

2nd. Rotatory or Circuhr ; and
3rd. Vibratory or Oscillatory.

245. An accelerating, constant, or retarding force pro-

duces an accelerated, uniform or retarded motion.

246. Velocity is the degree of speed in the motion of a

body, and may be either uniform or varied. It is uniform
when all equal spaces, great or small, arc passed over in

equal times.

247. The principles of the composition and resolution of

force arc equally applicable to motion.

248. Momentum, or Motal Force or Quantity of MotioA,
is the force exerted by a mass of matter in motion.

249. The momenta of a body depends upon its weight
and velocity, thus

:

T. When the velocities of two moving bodies are equal,

their momenta are proportional to their masses.

II. When the masses of two moving bodies are equal,

their momenta are proportional to their velocities.

III. When neither the masses nor velocities of two mov-
ing bodies arc equal, their momenta are in proportion to

the products of their weights by their velocities.

KoTE.—Whon wo .speak of multiplyin.!; a velocity by a woiglit, we refer
to multiplying; the /n(«j6(?r o/" mhj/s of \vei;;lit by tli(! nitrnhf-r nfiLnitsoi
volocity, and it makes no diirercucc what units of each kind are employed,
f )r the product, tlms obtained, means nothing by itself, but ujily l)y com-
l)ariso'a with other products similarly obtainea by the use of the same
units.

For example, whon wo say that a weight of 11 lbs. moving C feet per
Focond, lias a momentum ofii'), all wo mean is, that in this case the weight
strikes a body at rest with m times the force that a body weigtiiug one lb.
and moving only cue foot per second would e.xert.

250. If a moving body M, having a velocity V, strike

another m at rest, so that the two masses shall coalesce,

and move on together with a velocity v, then M x V—
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[M + m) + V ; or whatever momentum may be acquired by
the body m must be lost by 11.

251. If a moving body Jlf, having a velocity V, strike

another body m, moving in the same direction, with a

velocity v, so that the two may coalesce, and move on to-

gether with a velocity vd,—then Mx V+mxv= {M-j-

ni) X vel, or in other words the two bodies united have the

same momentum that they separately had before impact.

252. If a moving body M, having a velocity V, strike

another body m moving with a velocity v, in the opposite

direction, so that the two masses shall coalesce and move
on together with a velocity vd,—then M+ V^^mxv =
(iV+m)x vd, or in other words, the body moving with

least force will destroy as much of the momentum of the

other, as is equal to its own momentum.

253. If a moving body M, having a velocity V, strike

another body m moving obliquely towards it with a velocity

V, so that the two masses shall coalesce and move on to-

gether, then by representing their momenta, just before

impact, by lines in the direction of their motion and
completing the parallelogram, the diagonal will represent

the quantity and direction of the momentum of the com-
bined mass.

Example 289.—What is the momentum of a body weighing 78
lbs., and moving with a velocity of 20 feet per second.

SOLUTION.

Monientum=78 x 20 1= 1560. Ans.

Tliat is, the momentum of such a body is 1530 times as great as tlie mo-
mentum of a body weighing only 1 Jb., and moving only 1 ft. per second.

E.XAMPLE 290.—If a body weighing GTlbs. be moving with the
velocity of 11 feet per second, and strike a second body at rest
weighing 33 lbs., so that the two bodies may coalesce, and move
on together, what will be the velocity of the united mass ?

SOLUTION.

Art. 250.—If .Jf be the movinsr body, Kits velocity, m the body at rest,
and I' the velocity of the united mass :

—

Mx V
Then {il +m)xr=:Mx V and therefore v ="j/Il^i

In this example, ^^67, ^=11, and wt=33.
41 X r 67 X 11 737

Then t;= = =r = 737 feet per second. Ans.M+m 67-^33 100
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ExAurLE 291.—If a body weigliingDO lbs., and moving with a
velocity of 100 ft. per second, come in contact with another body
weighing 40 lbs., and moving in the same direction 'with a velo-
city of 20 feet per second, so that the two bodies coalesce and
move on together, what will be the velocity and momentum of

the united mass?
SOLUTION.

Akt. 251.—If M and m be the two bodies, and V and v their separate
velocities, andt<e/the velocity of the united ma88;

—

MX F + roX V
'\'\\on(M-\-m)y.vel=z My. r+mxf. Hence »e/= j^M \- m
In tliis example A/=r 60, jn = 40, V ~ 100 and r =r 20.

AfxK+mxr 60x100+ 40x20 5000+800 6800
Then Vcl = ,~ = ~—^ = Z —M+ m 60 + 40 90 90

— C4|i ft. per second, and momentum =r-- (50 + 40) x 64^^= 5800. Ans.

Example 292.—If a body weighing 120 lbs., and moving to

the east witli a velocity of 40 feet per second, come into contact
with a second bo 1y weighing 90 lbs., and moving to the west,
with a sjieed of 80 feet per second, so that tiic two bodies coa-
lesce and move onward togctiier, in what direction will they
move, with what velocity, and what will be their momentum?

SOLUTION.

From Art. 262, if .1/ and m be the bodies, and Fand v their respective
velocities, and vel the velocity of the united raa-ss after impact :—
Then (.1/ + jn) x vel= M x V '^ m x v and lience

M X y /^^ »* X v
vel := -„M+m

In this example i»f= 120, wiz= 90. r=40and ?;=80.
MXF-^WX» (120 X 40) ,^(90x80) 4800 .-w 7200

Then vel= ^/~^— =
j:^^^ =

glo"
2400

=
-2i()-

= 111 feet per second = the velocity. 1I7 x (120+90) =11; X
210 = 2100= momentum.
And since 90 x 80, the momentum of tlip body moving to the west is

pfMuitor th.m 120 x 40, the mumcntum of the body moving to the east, the
united mass moves to the west.

EXERCISE.

293. What is the momentum of a body weighing 79 lbs., mov-
ing with a velocity of 04 feet per second ? ^ns. 5056.

204.. -Which would strike an objeet with thQgreatest force, a bullet

weighing one ounce and propelled with a velocity of2000
feet per second, or a ball weighing 5 lbs , and thrown with
a velocity of 28 feet per second ?

Ans. Momentum of bnllet= 125.

" of ball =140.
Therefore the ball would exert

most force of Impact.
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295. Which has the greatest momentum, a train of cars weighing

170 tons and moving at the rate of 40 miles per hour, or

a steamer weighing 790 tons and moving at the rate of 9

miles per hour? Ans. Momentum of train = 6800, of

steamer = 7110, and therefore the latter has most mo-
mentum.

296. If a body weighing 60 lbs. and moving at the rate of 86

feet per second, come in contact with another body
weighing 400 lbs., and moving in the same direction at

the rate of 12 feet per second, so that the two bodies

coalesce and move on together ; what will be the velocity

and momentum of the united mass ?

Ans. Velocity = 21^f feet per second ; momentum=9960.

'7. If a body weighing 56 lbs. and moving with a velocity of

80 feet per second come in contact with a body at rest,

weighing 70 lbs., so that the two bodies coalesce and
move on together : what will be the velocity of the

united mass ? -Ans. 35| feet per second.

298. If a body weighing 77 lbs. and moving from south to north,

with a velocity of 40 feet per second, come in contact

with another body weighing 220 lbs. and moving from

north to south, with a velocity of 14 feet per second, so

that the two bodies coalesce ; in what direction and with

what velocity does the united mass move ?

Ans. Their momenta exactly neutralize each other and
the bodies come to a state of rest.

299. If a body weighing 70 lbs., moving to the south with a

verocity of 70 feet per second, come in contact with

another body which weighs 80 lbs. and is moving to the

north with a velocity of 60 feet per second, so that the

two bodies coalesce and move on together ; in what di-

rection will they move and with what velocity and mo-
mentum ? Am. To the south with velocity of 8 inches

per second. Momentum of united mass = 100.

300. If a body weighing 600 lbs. and moving to the west with a
velocity of 40 feet per second, come in contact with a se-

cond body weighing 50 lbs. and moving to the east with

a velocity of 20 feet per second, and after the two have
coalesced they come in contact with a third body which
weighs 100 lbs., and is moving in an opposite direction

with a velocity of 150 feet per second, and tha three then

coalesce and move on together ; in what direction will

their motion be, and what will be the velocity and momen-
tum of the united mass? Ans. Direction, west.

Velocity = lOf feet.

Momentum = 8000.
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254. When force is communicated by impact to a

body at rest, the body will remain at rest until the force

is distributed throughout all the atoms of the mass, unless

a fragment be broken off by the force of impact, in which
case this fragment alone moves.

LAWS OF MOTION.

255. The fiust law of motion.—Every body must persevere in

a state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line, utiUss it be

compelled to change that state by force impressed upon it.

256. The second law op motion.—Every change of motion
must be in proportion to the impressed force^ and must be in the

direction of that straight line in which the impressed force acts.

257. Third law of motion.—Jll action is attended by a corres-

ponding re-action, which is equal to it in force and opposite in

direction.

These laws are commonly known as Sir I. Newton's laws of motion—in
reality however the first is due to Kepler, the second to Kewton, and the
third to Galileo.

258. When a moving elastic body strikes against the

surface of another body, the direction of its motion is

changed, and the motion thus resulting is said to be re-

flected. Here :

—

1st. The angle at which the moving body strikes the

surface of the other is called the angle of incidence ;

2nd. The angle at which the moving body rebounds is

called the angle of reflection; and
3rd. The angle of reflection is always equal to the angle

of incidence.

259. In a vacuum, all bodies, whatever may be their

form or density, fall towards the centre of the earth in

vertical lines and with equal rapidity ; but in ordinary

circumstances, i. e., falling through the air, only heavy

bodies fall in vertical lines, and the density and form of a

body materially affect its velocity.

260. The resistance which a body encounters in moving

through the atmosphere or any other fluid, varies :

—

1st. As the surface of the moving body.

2nd. As the square of the velocity of the moving body,

(See Art. 147.)
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Note.—In the case of heavy bodies falling through the air, the resis-
tance of the atmosphere produces a considerable discrepancy between the
actual fall of bodies and the distance through which they should theo-
retically tall. Thus, it has been found by oxi)eriment that a ball of lead
dropped from the lantern of St. Paul's Cathedral required 4J seconds to
reach the pavement, a distance of 272 feet. But in 4^ seconds the ball
ought to have fallen 324 feet by theory, the difference of 52 feet being due
to the retarding force of the atmosph'ere.

261. A heavy body falling from a height moves with

a uniformly accelerated motion, since the attraction of

gravity which causes the descent of the body never ceases

to act, and the falling body gains at each moment of its

descent a new impulse, and thus an increase of velocity, so

that its final velocity is the sum of all the infinitely small

but equal increments of velocity thus communicated.

262. Hence the velocity of a falling body at the end of the

second moment of its descent is twice that which it had at the end

of the first second ; at the end of the third second^ thkee times

that which it had at the end of the first; at the end of the fourth,
FOUR times, fyc.

263. Hence also a heavy body starting from a state of rest and
falling during any time, acquires a velocity, which would in the

same space of time carry ii through twice the space it has passed

over.

264. It has been ascertained by numerous and careful

experiments, that a falling body acquires at the end of the

first second of its descent, a velocity equal to that of 32a

feet per second, and hence during the first second of its

descent a body falls through one-half of 32^^ feet, i. e.,

through 16^'2 feet.

XoTE 1.—The average speed of the falling body is the arithmetical mean
between its initial and terminal velocities, or in the case of the first second
of its fall, between Oand 32i, and this is 16 i^.

Note 2.—In the following exercises we shall use 32 and 16 in place of

32 , and 16 i > since the fractions materially increase the labor of making

the calculations without illustrating the principles any better than the
whole numbers used alone.
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265. ANALYSIS OF THE MOTION OF A FALLING BODY.

NUMBBR
OF SECONDS.
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Again (Art. 265, III) the whole space passed over is equal to 16, i. e.,

'f of the gravity, g, multiplied by the square of the time or s = i^'^-
Mio (Art. 205, 1) the terminal velocity is equal to 16, i. e., \g multiplied

by twice the time otv^z^g y.2t zzz gt.

2s
These three formula.*!, viz : s= hgt^, v =^ gt and t = —are fundamental,

V

and the remaininsr six of the following tabic are derived from them by
transpositlbn and substitution:

—

TABLE OF FORMULAS FOR DESCENT OF BODIES FALLING
FREELY THROUGH SPACE.
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When llic body ascends the initial volocity acting alono wouUl carry It

in t eecondn tlironf;l> '< ff^U but in t seconds tlio Ibrco of gravity would
draw it downward tlirou^h If/l' feet, and therefore its whole ascent will
be yt—^gt*, and ita terminal velocity will be V—gt. Hence.

{X) s ^ Vt -\- \gt^ when the body descends.

(XI) s =: Vt — igt^ when the body ascends.

(XII) V =i V -\- tg wheu the body descends..

(XIII) V =: V — Ig when the body ascends.

Example 301.—Through how many feet will a body fall dur-
ing the llth second of its descent ?

BOLDTION.

From Art. 265, 1, space =
{

(11 x 2)-l j x 10= (22-1) x lG=.21x IG

= 33*3 feet. Ans.

Example 302.—Through how many feet will a body fall dur-

ing the 17th, the 43rd, and the 61st second of its descent?

60LUTI0N.
For the 17th second J7 X 2 = 34 — 1 = 33 x 16= 628 feet. Jns.
For the 43rd " 43 X 2 = 86 — 1 = 8.5 X 16- l.SfiOfeet. Ans.
For the Cist " 61 X 2 =122 — 1 =121 X 16 =1936 feet. Ans.

Example 303.—What will be the terminal velocity of a fall-

ing body at the end of the 9th second of its descent?

SOLUTION.

Formula IV. v= gt= 32 x9 — 2S8 feet per second. Aiis.

Example 304.—What will be the terminal velocity of a fall-

ing body at the end of the 25th second of its fall, also at the

end of the 33rd second ?

SOLUTION.

Formula IV.» = <;<=32x25=800 feet per second at end of 25th second.
v = gtz=32x3S =1056 feet per second at end of33rd "

Example 305.—Through how many feet will a body fall dur-

ing 5 seconds?
SOLUTION.

Formula I. « =igl^ = i X 32 x S* = 16 x 25 = 400 feet. Aiis.

Example 306.—Through how many feet will a body full in

12 seconds?
SOLUTION.

Formula I. » =i ^/« = J x 32 x 12* = 16 x 144 = 2304 feet. Ans.

Example 307.—If a body has fallen until it has acquired a

terminal velocity of 400 feet per second, what is the whole space

through which it has descended ?

SOLUTION.

^ , „ r« 4008 160000 -,^, . .

Formula II. 8 = ^ =2—32=—gi— =2600 feet. Ans.
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Example 308.—How long must a body foil in order to acquire

a terminal velocity of 1000 feet?

SOUTTION.

Formula VIII. t = — = -^ — 31i seconds. Ans.
g si

Example 309.—How long must a body fall in order to acquire

a terminal velocity of 8000 feet per second?

SOLUTIOJf.

V 8000
Formula VIII. t z= — = -ss- = 250 seconds. Ans.

g si

Example 310.—What time does a body require to fall through

11200 feet?
soLtrriON.

, T^» /2s _ /2X11200Formula \X.tt = yj -- - y/—^—=^^
ExAVPLE 311.—When a body has descended through 4400 feet,

what velocity has it acquired?

SOLUTIOK.

Formula V. » = ^2gs = ^24-32X'i4U0 =. .^281600 = 530-6 ft. per second.

Example 312.—If an arrow be shot vertically upwards and
reach the ground again after the lapse of 20 seconds, to what
height did it rise ?

SOLUTIO>-.

From Art. 267 it appears that the arrow will be as long ascending as de-
:«ending. and hence the problem is reduced to finding the distance through
which the arrow wiH fall in half of20 seconds, i. e., in 10 seconds.
Then formula I. s.= igt^ = i X 32 X 102 = 16 X 100 = 1600 feet. Ans.

Example 313.—If a cannon ball be fired vertically with an in-

itial velocity of 1600 feet per second, to what height will it rise?

SOLUTIOIf.

First, the time it ascends is equal to the time it would require if descend-
ing to acquire a terminal velocity of 1600 feet.

By formula VIII. t = — =- -jr^ = 50 seconds = time of ascent.
g 32

Then formula XI. x=Vt — i(/t^ = 1600 X50— ix32x60«= 80000— 16
X 2500= 80000 — 40000 = 40000 feet Ans,

Example 314.—If a body be shot upward with an initial velo-

city of 1200 feet per second, at what height will it be at the end
of the 10th second, and also at the end of the 70th second of its

flight?

SOLUTIOS.

Formula XI. s = FK — yti = 1200 x 10— i X 32 X 102 = 1200— 1600 =
10400 feet =: elevation at end of 10th second.
Also 1200x70 - i X 32x702 = 84000— 16x4900= 84000— 784000= 560<

feet= elevation at end of the 70th second.
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ExAMPLB 315.—If a cannon ball be fired vertically with an
initial velocity of 2400 feet per second :

—

1st. In how many seconds will it again reach the ground?
2nd. How far will it rise ?

3rd. Where will it bo at the end of the 40th second?
4th. What will be its terminal velocity ?

5th. In what other moment of its flight will it have the same
velocity as at the end of the 19th second of its ascent?

SOLUTION,

Since the initial velocity = terminal velocity = 2400 feet.

V 2400
I. FormulaVIII. time of ascent=— = -^^ =z 76 seconds, and since it

g 32

is as long ascending as descending, it again reaches the ground in 150 sec.

II. Formula I. s = if/«i^ = ixSix'b-^ = 16 X 6625= WOOO ft. = height
to which it rises.

III. Formula XI. s rzzVt — igti = 2400x 40 — ix32x402 = 96000 — 16
XlOOO =: 96000 — 25tX)0= 70400 ft. t= elevation at end of 40th second.
IV. Terminal velocity zr initial velocity :r:2400 feet per second.
V. Since the whole time of flight ziz 150 seconds, and, sinco at all equal

spaces of time from the mompiit it ceases to a.scend and begins to descend,
the velocity is the samu in rising as in falling, it ibllows that the moment
in which the body has the same velocity as at tho end ot the 19th second of
Its ascent is 19 full seconds before it again reaches the ground, or in 150 —
19 =: 131st second, i. e., in the end of tho 131st second.

Example 316.— If a body is thrown downwards from an eleva-

tion with an initial velocity of 70 feet per second, how far will

it descend in 27 seconds?
SOLUTION.

FormulaX. s^F<-}-ij7<* = 70 x 27 + i X 32 xiT* =r 1890+16 x729=
1890+ 11664 = 13554 11. Ans.

Example 317.—If a body is thrown down from an elevation

with an initial velocity of 140 feet per second, what will be its

velocity at the end of the 30th second?

SOLUTION.

r = F+ /<; = 140 + 3D X 32 = 140 + 960 = 1100 feet per second. Ans.

ExAMPLK 318.—If a body be projected vertically with an in-

itial velocity of 400 feet per second, what will be its velocity at

the end of the 12th second 7

SOLUTION.

Formula XIII. w =F— ^fir = 400 — 12 X 32 = 400— 384 = 16 feet per
second. Ans.

Example 319.—If a cannon ball be fired vertically upwards
with an initial velocity of 1800 feet per second :

—

1st. In how many seconds will it again reach the ground?
2nd. What will be its terminal velocity ?

3rd. How far will it rise ?

4th. Where will it be at the end of the 90th second ?

5tb. In what other moment of its flight will it have the same
velocity as at the end of the 27tb second of its ascent ?
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SOLUTION.

« 1800 ^ , .

I t= — z= =:56j —time of ascent or descent, hence whole time

o 32
of flight = 56i X 2 = 112i seconds.

II. Terminal velocity =: initial velocity = 1800 feet per second.

III. Formula 1. S ^ J ^«« =. i X 32 X (561)2 = 16 X 3164 0625 = 60C25ft.

IV. Formula XI. S= Vt-^gfi = 1800 X 90—| X 32 X 902 = 162000-16

X 8K)0 = 162000—129600 = 32400 ft. = elevation at end ot the 90th

second.

V. 112i-27 = 85 J = middle of 86th second of flight.

Example 320.—A stone is dropt into the shaft of amine and is

heard to strike the bottom in 9 seconds ;
allowing sound to tra-

vel at the rateofll42ft. per second, and taking ^= 32^ ; required

the depth of the shaft.

SOLUTION.

Leta; = time8tonetakestofall. Then (9—a;) = time sound takes to reach

the top and x'i x 16 iV = depth ofshaft = (9—.t) x 1142 feet.

193x2
Therefore = 1028—1142.C.

12

193x2 + 13704a; = 123336.

148996a; 2 4- 10579488.C + 187799616 = 95215392 + 187799616 =
283015008.

386.C + 13704 = 16823 +
386.S = 3119

X — 8 0803 := number of seconds body was falling.

9—a; =x 9—8 0803 rz 9197 =. time sound travelled.

And 1142 X -9197 = 1050-2974 feet= depth ofshaft.

Example 321.—A body has fallen through m feet wbeTi another

body begins to fall ",; a point n feet below it ; required the dis-

tance the latter body will fall before it is passed by the former ?

FIRST SOLUTION.

At end ofmft. t=i*/^ =. </^,zndv= gt = g V2ot = -^/'^img, and

since
n

n= distance to be traversed <= ,„ — , hence Sz=igt^:=:^ g x
'Jimg

«« m2
i S X Zing

'
' 4ct- -^'•*-
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B£0OnD SOLUTION.

— = Y — and

~-—i'rr entire time taken by <ho flret body to pus through

flrhole space.

Thf.n . /2(»L+«_±£) _ ^l'im_ lie
i n n

y
_ y _ _ y _ ^^^^ multiplying aU byV g.

^2(m-\-n-\-x) — ^2m'= ^ix.

.y/2 ( n» + n 4- a;) = ^2x" + ,J7m, and squaring.

2(m + M + z)= 2x+ 2»» + 2^4mx.

2m + 2n +2*= 2a; + 2m + 2 .y^^mZ

2» =: 4 ^TOx.

n=2tJm3S.
n* = 4fnx.

n2
•a:=—-. ^»«.

4m
*SXIRCI8I.

322. Through how many^eet will a body fall during the 37th
second of its descent? Ans. 1168 ft.

323. Through what space will a body descend in 25 seconds ?

Ans. 10000 ft.

324. With what velocity does a body move at the close of the

20th second of its fall ? Jlns. 640 ft. per sec.

325. During how many seconds must a body fall in order to ac-

quire a terminal velocity of 1100 ft. per sec. ?

Ans. 34J sec.

326. Through what space must a falling body pass before it ac-

quires a terminal velocity of 1700 ft. per sec. ?

Ans. 451501 ft.

327. What will be the terminal velocity of a body that has fallen

through 25000 ft. ? Ans. 1264-8 ft.

328. If a body is projected upwards with an initial velocity of

GOOO ft. per second, where will it be at the end of the 40th
second ? Ans. At an elevation of 214400 ft.

329. If a body be thrown downward with an initial velocity of

120 ft. per second, through how many feet will it fall in 32
seconds ? Ans. 20224 ft.

330. A cannon ball is fired vertically, with an initial velocity of
1936 per second :

—

* In all cases, when not otherwise directed, use ^^ 32 ft.
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1st. How far will it rise ?

2nd. Where will it be at the end of the 6th second ?

3rd. In how many seconds will it again reach the ground ?

4th. What will be its terminal velocity ?

5th. In what other moment of its flight will it have the same
velocity as at the end of the 13th second of its ascent ?

Ans. Ist. 58564 ft.

2nd, At an elevation of 11040 ft.

3rd. 121 seconds.

4th. 1936 ft. per second.

5th. At end of 108th sec. of flight.

331. If a body be projected vertically with an initial velocity of

4000 feet per second, taking gravity to 32;^ feet :

—

1st. How high will the body rise ?

2nd. Where will it be at the end of the 50th second?

3rd. Where will it be at'tbe end of the 100th second ?

4th. Where will it be at the end of the 200th second ?

5th. In what time will it again reach the ground ?

Ans. 1st. 248704-66 ft.

2nd. At an elevation of 159791-66 ft.

3rd. " 239166-66 ft.

4th. " 156666-66 ft

5th. 248-70 seconds.

332, If a cannon ball be fired vertically with an initial velocity

of 1100 feet per second, what will be its velocity at the end
of the 7th second, at the. end of the 20th second, and at the

end of the 33rd second?
Ans. End of the 7th sec. vel. = 876 ft.

« 20th " = 460 ft.

" 33rd " = 44 ft,

333> If a stone be dropped into a well and is seen to strike the
water after the lapse of 5 seconds, how deep is the well ?

Ans. 400 ft.

334. If a stone be thrown downwards with an initial velocity ol

250 ft. per second, what will be its velocity at the end ol

the 3rd, the, 9th, the 30th and the 90th seconds of its des-
cent ?

Ans. End of3rd sec. vel. = 346 ft. per sec.
" 9th " = 538 ft. "
" 30th " =1210 ft. "
« 90th " = 3130 ft. "

335^ A stone is dropt into the shaft of a mine and is heard to

strike the bottom in 1276 seconds, assuming that sound
travels at the rate of 1100 ft. per second, what is the depth
of the mine ? - Ans. 1936 ft.
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336. A body has fallen through 400 feet, when another bodj
begins to fall at a point 2500 feet below it ; through what
space will the latter body fall before the former overtakes

it? ^ns. 3906 i feet.

337. A body A has fallen during m seconds, when another body
B begins to fall, /"feet below it ; in what time will d over-

take B ?

/
Am.

32ni

DESCENT ON INCLINED PLANES.

269. When a body is descending an inclined plane, a

portion of the gravity of the body is expended in pressure

on the plane and the remainder in accelerating the motion

of the descending body.

270. The following are the laws of the descent of bodies

on inclined planes :

/. The pressure on the inclined plane is to the weight of the

body as the base of the plane is to its length.

IT. The terminal velocity of the descending body is that which it

would have acquired in falling freely through a distance equal to

the height of the plane.

in. The space passed through by a body falling freely is to that

gone over an inclined plane, in equal timet, as the length of the

plane is to its height.

IV. If a body which has descended an inclined plane meeta at the

foot of it another inclined plane of equal altitude, it will ascend

this plane with the velocity acquired in coming down the former,

it will then descerd the second and re-ascend the former plujie, and

will thus continue oscillating down one plane and up the other.

Note.—The samp takes place if the motion be made in a curve Instead

ofon an inclined plane. In practice, however, the resistance oftlio atmos-
phere and friction retard tlio motion very greatly at each oscillatiou and
very soon bring tlio body to a state of rest.

271. The final velocity, neglecting friction, on arriving

at the bottom of the plane, is dependent solely on the

height of the plane, and will be the same for all planes of

equal height, however various may be their lengths ;
and

the times of descent are exactly proportional to the lengths

of the planes.
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272. If in a vertical semicircle any number of cords be

drawn from any points

whatever and all meeting

in the lowest point of the

semicircle, and a number of

bodies be allowed to start

along these cords at the

same instant, they will all

arrive at the bottom at the

same instant, and at every

instant of their descent

they vrlU all be in the cir-

cumference of a smaller

circle.

Thus in the accompanying figure

ifADP be a semicircle aud BP, CP,
DP, EP, FP, any cords, and balls

be allowed to start gimultaneously
iTomA,B,C,D, E, and F, they will

all arrive at P at the same instant.

At the end of one-fourth the entire

time they take to fall to P, A will

liave arrived at g, and the other
bodies will be in the circumference

ffP ;a.t the end ofone-halfthe time
ofdcscentall willbainthe circum-
ference A, &c.

273. Bodico descending curves are subject to the same
law as regards velocity as those on inclined planes, i. e,,

the terminal velocity is due only to the perpendicular fall.

274. The Brachystochrone (Greek brachistos, "shortest,"

and chronos, "time,") or curve of quickest descent, is a

curve somewhat greater than a circular curve, being what
mathematicians denominate a cycloid, or that which is de-

scribed by a point in the circumference of a carriage wheel

rolling along a plane.

275. Since Art. 270, the eflfect of gravity as an accelerating force on a
body de.^cending an inclined plane is to the effect of gravity on a body
treely falling through the air as the height of the plane is to its length ;

we have accelerating force ofgravity on inclined plane :g::h:l ; and hence
gh

accelerating force of gravity on inclined planes = —

,

where h = height of plane.
I = length.

g = effect ofgravity =32
Substitating this value ofthe effect ofgravity in the formulas in Art. 26e

we get tbe following formulas for the descent ofbodies on inclined planes
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FORMULAS FOR DESCENT OP BODIES ON INCLINED
PLANES.

HO.
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Terticallf into the air. In the case of the inclined pTtne the body will

continue to rise with a constantly retarded motion nntil r< z= — -when

it will remain stationary for an instant and then commence to descend. It
will occupy the same time in coming down as in going up: its terminal
velocity will be the same as its initial velocity, and it will have the same
velocity at any given point of the plane both in ascending and descending.

Example 338.—Through how many feet will a body fall in 15
seconds on an inclined plane which rises 7 feet in 40 ?

eoiCTiojf.

Here <= 15, A= 7, ^= 40, and g= 32.

Then.=^=?i|^^= 630feet. Ans.

Example 339.—Through how many feet must a body have
fallen on an inclined plane, having a rise of 3 feet in 32, in order

to acquire a terminal velocity of 1700 feet per second?
SOLUTION.

Here gr = 32, t? = 1700, h = 3,l=SSi.

,^ Ui 32 X 1700* .o-,coa^ r ^ J^^°* = 27a = 2->^^^= *^1^^^^*- ^"'•

Example 340.—^What will be the velocity at the end of the 20th

sec:nd, of a body falling down an inclined plane, having an in-

clination of 7 feet in 60 feet ?

60LT7TION.

Here ^ = 32, < = 20, A = 7, and I = 60.

^ , , ,
ght 32x7x20 „,, , . , .

Then formula 5. r = -^-r- = ca = '^ ^^* P*' second. Ans.

Example 341.—On an inclined plane rising 3 ft. in 17, a body
has fallen through one mile, what velocity has it then acquired ?

SOLUTION.

Here s = 1 mile = 5280 ft. ft = 3, 1 = 17 and g- ^ 32.

-m, f-„i fT /2p'i« / 2x32x3x5280_Then formula VI. v =yj -^ =W ^^
=^59632-94 =

244 17 feet per second. Ans.

Example 342.—In what time will a body falling down an in-

clined plane, having a rise of 7 feet in 16, acquire a terminal
velocity of 777 feet per second?

SOLUTION.
Here ^ = 32, ft = 7, Z = 16, and v = 777.

Then formula 8. t =: r- := --^ ^ = 55i seconds. Ans.
fig 32 X 7

^

ExAMPLTS 343.—In what time will a body fall througb-4780 feet
on an inclined plane, having a rise of 3 feet in 4?

SOLUTION.
Here jr = 32, A = 3, Z = 4^and s = 4780.

Then formula 9. t =-y/|
=^2x|^ ^^__^ ^^^^^^^
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Example 344.—If a bodjbe projected iovra aa uicliued plane,
having a rise of 8 feet in 15, with an initial velocity of 80 feet

p«r second, through what space will it pass in 40 seconds?

SOLUTION.
Here v = m, g = S2, h = S, I = 16, and « = 40.

Then formula 10. 8=rt+ ^*j! = 40x 80 + ^^ ^^^ =: 3200+13653J
= 16853J ft. Ans.

^

^•"•vpLE 34,5.—If a body be projected up an inclined plane
having a rise of 5 feet in 16, with an initial velocity of 2000 ft,

per second :

—

1st. How far will it rise?

2nd. When will it again reach the bottom of the plane?
3rd. What will be its terminal velocity?
4th. Where will it be at the end of the 100th second?
5th. In what other moment of its flight will it have the same

velocity as at the end of the 1 1th second of its ascent ?

SOLCTlOir.

Here h=5, l= ie, ff = 32, and v =2000.

Then formula S,t=-^= ^^=^ = 200 seconds.
,

gU ox <M

1st. Formula 12. s = Ft - ^JJ- = 200 X 2000 - 3^X5x200« _ ^^^^^^

— 200000 = 200000 ft. Atis.

2nd. Ascent := 200 sec. + descent 200 sec. = 400 sec. Ans.
3rd. Terminal velocity =: initial velocity = 2000 feet per sec. Ans.

4th. Formula 12. « = FU - ^^^ = 100 X 20000 -^ V ^,}^^- 200000
21 2 X 16— 50000= 150000 =t:Ievation at end of 100th sec. Ana.

5th. 400 — 11 = 389th second.

E.XERCISB.

346. On an inclined plane rising 5 feet in 19, through what space

will a body descend in half a minute? Ans. 3789 j-'^- ft.

347. On an inclined plane rising 3 feet in 13, what velocity will

a descending body acquire in 39 seconds ? ^ns. 288 feet per

second.

348. What time does a body require to descend through 3800 feet

on a plane rising 19 feet in 32 ? ^ns. 20 seconds.

349. If a body be projected down an inclined plane, having a

fall of 7 in 11 with an initial velocity of 50 feet per second,

what will be its velocity at the end of the 44th second?
.Ans. 94G feet per second.

350. If a body be thrown down an inclined plane having a rise

of 13 feet in 32 with an initial velocity of 100 feet per se-

cond, through how many fe<!t will it descend in 130 seconds ?

Ms. 122850 feet
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351. If a body be projected up an fnclined plane, baring a fall

of 5 feet in 8, with an initial velocity of 800 feet per

second :

—

1st. How far will it rise ?

2nd. In how many seconds will it again reach the bottom of

the plane?
3rd. What will be its terminal velocity ?

4th. Where will it be at the end of the 68th second ?

5th. In what other moment of its 'flight will it have the same
velocity as at the end of the 37th second of its ascent?

Ans. 1st. Rise= 16000 ft. ; 2nd. Time of flight=80 seconds;
3rd. Terminal velocity = 800 feet per second ; 4th Ele-

vation at end of 68th sec. = 8160 feet ; 5th. At the end
of the 43d second.

2. A body rolls down an inclined plane, being a rise of 1 ft.

in 20—when it has descended through / feet, another
body commences to descend at a point m feet beneath it.

Through how many feet will the second body descend
before the first body passes it? m^

Ans. ~
4/-

PROJECTILES.

277. A projectile is a solid body to which a motion
has been communicated near the surface of the earth, by
any force, as muscular exertion, the action of a spring,

the explosive effects of gunpowder, &c., which ceases to

act the moment the impulse has been given.

278. A projectile is at once acted upon by two forces ,

—

1st. The projectile force which tends to make the body
move over equal spaces in equal times ; and

2nd.
^ The force of gravity, which tends to make the body

move towards the centre of the earth over spaces

which are proportional to the squares of the times.

Under the joint influences of these two forces the pro-

jectile describes a curve, which in theory is the parabola,

but which in practice departs very materially from that

figure.

Note 1.—The parabola is that curve which is produced by cutting a
cone pandled to its side.
Note 2.—The parabolic theory is based upon three suppositions, all ol

•rtiich an* more or less inaccurate.
Ist. That the force of gravity is the same in every part of the curve

described by the projectile.

9
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2n(l. That the force of gravity acts in parallel linM.

3rd. That tlio projpcfilo moves throufrh a iion-resistinfi modium.
The first and socoiid ottlicso suppositions diflR-rsso insensibly from truth

that ttipy niav ho assumed to bo absolutely correct, but tlio rexistanco of

tlio atmosplie'ro so materially atTocts tho motions ot art bodies, especially

wlien their velocities are corisidcrablo, that it renders the parabolic theory

practically useless.

279. When a body is projected horizontally forward,

the horizontal motion does not interfere with the action

of j^ravity, — the projectile descending with the same

rapidity while moving forward, that it would if acted upon

by gravity alone.

Note.—Tho accoiBpanyine fiRurc represents a tower 144 feetin height.

Now n three lial Is rt, t,aud c, bo mado to start simultaneously from I • one

dropping vertically, one being projected forward with sufficient force to

carry it horizontally half a mile, and tho third with sufficient forco to carry

it horizontally to anv other distance, say one mile, all threcballs win read
tho eroimd, provided it bo a horizoi-tal plane, at tho same instant. Thus

each ball will liavo fallen 16 feet at tho end ofthe 1st second, and thoy will

simultaneously cross tho lino def. At tho end of tho 2nd second they nave

each descended 04 feet, and are respectively at g, h, and «, &c.

Fig. 26.

=^..#

280. According to tho parabolic theory :

—

1st. The projectile rises to the greatest height, and remains

longest before it again reaches the ground, when
thrown vertically upwards.

2nd. The distance or range over a horizontal plane is

greatest, when the angle of elevation is 45°.

3rd. With an initial velocity of 2000 per second, tho

projectile should go about 24 miles.

Note.—The flrst of these laws is found by experiment to be absolutely
correct, and the second is not far from tho truth, the greatest range taking
place atim angle ofelevation somewhat less than 46".
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The difference between the third law and the result of experiment is

prodigious; for uo projectile, however great its iuitial velocity may have
been, haa ever been thrown trom the surlace of the earth to a horizontal

distance old miles,

281. "Whatever maybe the initial velocity ofprojection,

it is speedily reduced by atmospheric pressure to a velocity

not exceeding 1280 feet per second,

XoTE 1.— This arises from the fact that atmospheric air flows into a
aouum with a velocity of only 1280 feet per second, so that when a ball

moves with a greater velocity than this, it leaves a vacuum behind it into

which the strongly compressed air in front tends p werfuliy to force jt.

KoTE 2.—From experiments made with great care, is has been ascertained

that when the velocity of a ball or other projectile is 2000 feet per second,

the ball meets with an atmospheric resistance equal to lOJ times its own
weight.
Note 3.—Another great irregularity in the firing of balls arises fromthe

fact that the ball deviates mare or less to the right or left, sometimes
crossing thedirect line several times in a very short course. Thisdeflection

Bomietimes amounts from i to i of the wLole iange, or as much as 300 or

400 yards in a mile when there is considerable windage; i. e., when the
ball' is too small for the calibre of the gun.

282. The motion of projectiles has recently been inves-

tigated with much care, with the view of deducing a new
theory in which the resistance of the air should be taken

into account. The following are the most important

results :

—

WHEN THE BODY IS THROWN VERTICALLY UPWARDS INTO THE AIR.

I. The tune of ascent is less than the time of descent.

II. The velocity of descent is less than that of ascent.

III. The terminal velocity is less than the initial velocity.

IV. The velocity of descent is not infinitely accelerated since

when the velocity becomes very great, the resistance of the atmos-

phere becomes so great as to counterbalance the acceleratingforce

of gravity, and the velocity of the descending body is thenceforth

uniform.

WHEN THE PROJECTILE IS THROWN AT AN ANGLE OF ELEVATION.^

I. The ascending branch ofthe curve is longer than the descend-

ing branch.

II. The time of describing the ascending branch is less than that

of describing the descending branch.
I\I. The descending velocity is less than the ascending.

IV. TTie terminal velocity is less than the initial.

V. The direction of the descending branch is constantly approxi-

mating to a vertical linf, which it never reaches.
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VI. The descendinq; velocity is not infinitely accelerated^ but, as

in case of a bodyfalling vertically, becomes constant after reaching

a certain limit.

VII. The limit of the velocity of descent is dijferent in different

bodies, being greatest when they are dense, and increasing with the

diameter of spherical bodies.

283. The explosive force of gunpowder, fired in a piece

of ordnance, is equal to 2000 atmospheres, or 30000 lbs. to

the square inch, and it tends to expand itselfwith a velocity

of 5000 feet per second.

NoTK.—Gunpowder is an iotimato mixture of 6 parts naltpctro, 1 part
charcoal, and 1 part sulphur. In firing good ncrrectly dry guni)Owdor,
tho ignition takoH place in a space of time so short as to appear instan-
taneous. 1 cubic inch of powdor produces 800 cubic inches of cold pan,
and, as at the moment of explosion the gas is red hot, we may safely
reckon the expausiou as about 1 into 2000.

284. The greatest initial velocity that can be given to

a cannon ball is little more than 2000 feet per stcond, and
that only at the momcuL it leaves the gun.
Note.

—
^The velocity is greatest in the longest pieces ; thus Hutton found

the velocity of a ball of given weight, fired witli a given charge of powder
to be in proportion to the fifth root of the length of the piccv.

285. The velocities communicated to balls of equal

weights, from the same piece of ordnance, by unequal
weights of powder, arc as the square roots of the quantities

ot powder.

286. The velocities communicated to balls of diiforcnt

weights and of the same dimensions, by equal quantities

of powder, are inversely proportional to the square roots

of the weights of the balls.

287. The depth to which a ball penetrates into an
obstacle is in proportion to the density and diameter of the

ball and the square root of the velocity with which it

enters.

Note 1.—An 18-pound ball with a velocity of 1200 feet per second pene-
trates 84 Ti.?i)e9 into dry oak, and a 24-pound ball with a velocity of 1300ft.
per second penetrartos 13 feet iuto dry earth.
Note 2.—The length of guns has been much reduced in all possible cases.

Field pieces fire now seldom made of greater length than 12 or 14 calibres
(diameter of the boll). The maximum charge of powder has alco been
dimini.^hed very greatly—now seldom exceeding one-third, and often
being as low as one-twelfth of the weight of the ball.

288. The following rule, obtained from experiment, has

been given, to find the velocity of any shot or shell, whci
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the weight of the charge of powder and also that of the

shot are known.

Divide three times the iceight ofpowder by the weight of the

shot viultiply the square root of the quotient by 1600, atid the pro-,

duct will be the velocity per second in feet.

Or if p= charge ofpowder in lbs., w= weight of ball in lbs.

and V =z velocity per second in feet ; then v=. 1600 X V (

j

Example 353.—What is the velocity of a ball weighing 48

lbs., fired by a charge of 4 lbs. of powder?

SOLUTIOBT.

Here j>= 4 and «'= 48.

Thent; =1600 X V ( ^) = 1600 X V( Is" )
= 1^00 X V (x)

=z 1600 X i= 800 feet per second. Ans.

Example 354.—With what velocity will ar charge of 7 lbs. of

powder throw a ball weighing 32 lbs. ?

SOLUTION.

Herei> i= 7 and tr = 32.

'fhen. = 1600 X y/^=^^ X ^'^ = 1600 X V-65625 = 1600

X -81= 1296 feet per second. Ans.

Example 355.—If 4 lbs. of powder throw a ball of 16 lbs. in

weight with a velocity of 1200 ft. per second, what amount of

powder would throw the same ball with a velocity of 600 ft. per
second ?

SOLUTION.

Art. 285. vel. : vel. : :V (weight of powder) : V (weight of powder); or

1200 : 600 : : V"^ :V^ and hence x= lib. Ans.

Example 356.—If 3 lbs. of powder throw a ball 6 inches in

diameter and weighing 32 lbs., with a velocity of 850 feet per
second, with what velocity will the same charge throw another
ball of the same dimensions but weighing only 9 lbs. ?

SOLUTION.

Art. 286. VT: V^ : : 850 : a:, or 3 : 5-65 : : 850 : a;. ,
And hence x= 1600 feet. Ans.

EXERCISE.

So 7. With what velocity will a charge of 11 lbs of powder
throw a cannon ball weighing 24 lbs. ?

4ns, 1876 feet per second
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358. With what velocity will a charge of 9 lbs. powder throw a

ball weighing 36 lbs. V .^hs. 1385 feet per second.

359. If 7 pound? Df powder throw a ball with a velocity of lOOD

feet per second, what charge will throw the same ball

with a velocity of 1500 teet per second ? Am. 15 J lbs.

360. If a certain charge ofpowder throw a 10-inch ball weighing

20 lbs. with a velocity of 973 feet per second, with what
velocity will the same charge throw a ball of the same
dimensions weighing only 25 lbs. ?

Ans. 870 feet per second.

CIRCULAR MOTION.

289. Centrifugal force (Lat. centrum, "the centre," and

fugio. " I flee "), is that force by which a body moving in

a circle tends to fly off from the centre.

Note.—Since a body moving in a circle would, if not restrained by
other forces, fly oft" in a tangent to that circle, centrifugal lorce is some-
times cahed tangential force.

290. Centripetal force (Lat. centrum, " the centre," and

peto, " I seek or rush to "), is that force by which a body

moving in a circle is held or attracted to the centre.

291. When a body is at once acted upon by both cen-

trifugal and centripetal force, it moves in a curve, and the

form of this curve depends upon the relative intensities of

the two forces : i. e., if the two be equal at all points, the

curve will be a circle, and the velocity of the body will be

uniform ; but if the centrifugal force, at different points of

the body's orbit, be inversely as the square of the distance

from the centre of gravity, the curve will be an ellipse, and

the velocity of the body will be variable.

292. When a body rotates upon an axis, all its parts

revolve in equal times ; hence the velocity of each particle

increases with its perpendicular distance from the axis, and

so also does its centrifugal force.

Note 1.—As long as the centrifugal force i» less than the coliesivo forc'

by whicli the particU'.n aro held togctlier, the body can preserve itself; bin

lUBOon a!) the ceutrifugal force cxceedK the cohesive, the parts of tli-

rotating massi fly oft" in, directions which arc tangents to the circles in

wiiich they were moving.

NoTK 2.—Wo have examples of the effects of centrifugal force in the
destructive violence with wliich rapidly revolving grindstones biirft and
fly tAt ])ieces, the expulsion of water from a rotating mop. the projection of
a stone from a sling, tho action of the conical pendulum or governor iu

regulating the 8uppl7 ufsteam in an engine, &c, &c.
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293. When the velocity and radius are constant, the

centrifugal force is proportional to the weight.

294. When the radius is constant, the centrifugal force

varies as the square of the velocity.

KoTB.—At the equator the centrifugal force of a particle is -^iy of its

gravity or weight, and from the equator it dimini.shes as we approach the
poles where it Dccomes 0. It follows that if the earth were to revolve 17
times laster than it does, the centrifugal force at the equator would be
equal to gravity, and a body would not faH there at all. If the earth
revolved still more rapidly, the water, inhabitants, &c. , would be whirled
away into space, and the equatorial regions would constitute an impassable

zone of sterility.

295. When the velocity is constant, the centrifugal force

is inversely proportional to the radius.

296. When the numher of revolutions is constant, the

centrifugal force is directly proportional to the radius.

297. Let c= centrifugal force, »= the velocity per second

in feet, r = radius in feet, g = 32, w z=. weight, and n = the

number of revolutions per second.

Then c=— (I), r=— (II), i.= |,-(ni), « = V(li; jdV)-

Also, since » = rX2x3-1416Xra, »* = r*X4X(3-1416)* Xn^,

and hence formula I. : c -^ X r« x 4x (3-1416r X r.»„ „^ re-

ducing this we get c= wrn^ x 1-2345 rV), w =yntxi-2345(^^^'

um* X 1-2345
(VII), and n=V (--3^7:^5) (VIII).

Example 361.—What is the centrifugal force exerted by a
body vvclghing 10 lbs. revolving with a velocity of 20 feet per

second in a circle 8 feet in diameter ?

SOLUTION.

Here w = 10, c = 20, r = 4, and ^ = 32.

™ «w« 10x202 10x400 ,,,,, ^Then c = =-„i,— ,,
=-^^—r= 31i lbs. Ans.

gr 32x4 32x4 *

KxAMPLK 362.—What centrifugal force is exerted by a body
weighing 15 lbs. revolving in a circle 3 feet in diameter and
making 100 revolutions per minute?
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SOLUTION

Her© w = 15, r = lA, n = ^e'o' =«1!

Then formula V. : c = wm* x 1-2346 = 16 X 16x(lJ)«Xl-2846 = ni6625
lbs. Atis.

Example 363.—A body weighing 40 lbs, revolves in a circle

4 feet in diameter ; in/ order that ita centrifugal force may be

1847 lbs., what must be its velocity and number of revolulioni

per second ?

BOLCTIOK

Uere to = 40 tw r = 2, and c = 1847.

ThenfonDul.YllI.
:
n = ^f{^/y^ "y/(40^2x1^

= yl8'7019=4'32 = number of revolations per second, and hence revo-
lutions per minute = 250-8.

Also w = 4 X 31416 X 4 32 = 5428 feet per second.

Example 364.—The diameter of a grindstone is 4 feet, its

weight half a ton, and the centrifugal fbrce required to burst it

is 45 tons : with what velocity must it revolve, and how many
revolntiona must it make per minute in order to burst ?

SOLCTIOX.

Here w = i, c = 45, and r = 2.

Then formula VIU.
:
n = ^{wrxl-2i^) ^^ (jx2x 1-2346

)

'=V36-452 = 6-03 = revolutions per second, and hence 608 X 60 = 361-8

= the revolutions per minute.

|

Also velocity = 4 x 3 1416 x 6-03 = 76776 feet per second.

365. If a ball weighing 4 lbs. be attached to a string 2 J feet

long and whirled round in a circle so as to make 120

revolutions per minute,—what must be the strength of

the string in order to just keep the ball from flying off?

^ns. 49-38 lbs.

366. A ball weighing 2 lbs. is attached to a string 3j feet long

and capable of resisting a strain of 200 lbs. ; if the ball

be whirled in a circle with the whole length of the string

as radius, how many revolutions per minute must it make
in order to break the string? Jlns. 288i{ revolutions.

367. A ball is whirled in a circle, with a velocity of 64 feet

per second, by means of a string 4 feet in length and ca-

pable of resisting a strain of 840 lbs. ; what must be the

weight of the ball in order to break the string ?

Jlns. 26i lbs.
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>'8. What is the centrifugal force exerted by a bodj weighing
20 lbs. revolving in a circle 10 feet in diameter and mak-
ing 2-8 revolutions per second ? Ans. 967-848 lbs.

369. What is the centrifugal force exerted by a body weighing 8

lbs. and revolving iu ° "Jrcle 20 feet in diameter with a velo-

city of 100 feet per second '( Ans. 250 lbs.

ACCUMULATED WORK.

298. Work is required to set a body in motion or to

bring a moving body to a state of rest. For example,

when a common engine is first set in action a considerable

portion of the work of the engine goes to give motion to

the fly-wheel and other parts of the machinery ; and before

the engine can come to a state of rest, all of this accumu-
lated work must be destroyed by friction, atmospheric

resistance, &c.

299. To find the work accumulated in a moving body :

—

/. Find the height in feetfrom which the body must havefallen

to have acquired the given velocity.

II. Multiply the number thusfound by the weight of the body in

pounds.

Or let V = units of work accumulated, v ^ velocity, w = the

weight in lbs., and g = 32.

Then Jrt. 266, since s = h = —
v^ - v"w

U = hw = ^X w =^
Example 370.—A ball weighing 10 lbs. is projected on smooth

ice with a velocity of 100 feet per second : assuming the friction

to be "iV of tbe weight of the ball, and neglecting atmospheric

resistance ; over what space will it pass before coming to a state

of rest?

SOLUTION.

Here v= 100, w— 10, and fir= 32.

^ v^w 1002x10 100000 „„, . - ,

Then U= -;r- = "o— oo~ = ~cT~ =lo62i=umtsof work accumu-
^ff A X *>-2 ^

latedintheball.

Also -' - X 10 X 1 = § = nnits ofwork deetroyed by friction in moving

the ball throngh 1 loot.

Therefore the number of feet= 1562i -v- | = 2343}. Ans.
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ExAUPLB 371.

—

A train weighs 100 tons and has a velocity of

40 miles per hour when the steam is turned off: how far will it

ascend a plane having an inclination of i in 100, taking friction

as 11 lbs. per ton, and neglecting the resistance of the atmos-

80LDT10N.

40 X 5280
Hero V — 40 miles per hour= „„— -- = 68§ feet per second, «? ^ 100

CO X tJO

tons= 200000 lbs. and g z= 3Z.

Then U= "'if = (^'^S) ^ X 20rO00 ^ 2^1 X 200"00 ^ g^jT ^ 3125 =
2flr 2 X 32 04

10755555^ = units of work accumulated in the train.

Work of friction= 100 X 11 = 1100 units to each foot.

Work of gravity= ^i-x 200000= 1000 units to each foot.

Work dogfroypd by resistances, i.e., friction and gravity, in moving the
train over one foot= 1100 + KXX) = 2100 unita.

Therefore number of feet = W7^^= 5121-69 feet =nearly one mile.
2100

Example 372.—If a car weighing 3 tons, and moving at the
rate of 10 feet per second on a level rail, pass over 500 feet before
it comes to a state of rest, what is the iiesistance of friction per
ton?

BOLOTION.

«r , w ., • 10? X 6000 600000 ^^^ .^Work accumulated m car = —.—.„— = ——,— = 93(5 units.
2 X 32 64

Work of friction — friction x 600.

9375
Therefore friction x 500 = 9375, and hence friction = = 18J lbs. on

whole car.

Then friction per ton = 183 -^ 3= 6i Itw. Ans.

EXERCISE.

373. A train weighing 90 tons is moving at the rate of 30 miles
per hour when the steam is shut off: how far will it go be-
fore stopping, on a level plane, assuming the coefficient of

friction to be -2,!ro ^ •^''*- ^^^^ feet, or \^g miles.

374. A train weighing 80 tons has a velocity of 30 miles per
hour when the steam is turned off: how far will it ascend a
plane rising 7 feet in 1000—taking friction, as usual, and
neglecting atmospheric resistance ?

Jlns. 2880-95 feet.

375. Required the units of work accumulated in a body whose
weight is 29 lbs. uud velocity 144 feet per second?

^ns, 939G.
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;. A ball weighing 15 lbs. is projected on a level plane, with
a velocity of 90 feet per second : assuming friction to be
equal to

-j^o" of the weight of the ball, how far will it go
before it comes to a state of rest ? Ans. 1265-625 feet.

7. A train weighing 90 tons has a velocity of 100 feet per
second when the steam is turned off: how far will it go on
a level plane, assuming friction to be equal to 12 lbs. per
ton, and neglecting atmospheric resistance ?

Ans. 260411 feet.

^. A ball weighing 20 lbs. is thrown along a perfectly smooth
plane of ice with a velocity of 60 feet per second : how far

will it go before stopping if the friction be -/o-of the weight?
Jins. 1125 feet.

J. A train weighing 100 tons has a velocity of 25 feet per se-

cond when the steam is turned off : how far will it descend
an incline of 3 in 100, taking friction to be equal to 12 lbs.

per ton? Ans. 3255-2 feet.

380. Required the work accumulated in a body which weighs 50
lbs. and which is moving with a velocity of 70 feet per se-

cond, ^ns. 3828J unit^.

381. What work is accumulated in a ram weighing 2000 lbs. fall-

ing with a velocity of 40 feet per second ?

Jjis, 50000 units.

THE PENDULUM.
300. A pendulum consists of a heavy body suspended

by a thread or slender wire, and made to vibrate in a ver-

tical plane.

301. When the body is regarded as a point, and the

thread or wire without weight, the pendulum is called a

Simple Pendulum.
302. A Compound Pendulum or Material Pendulum

consists of a heavy body suspended by a ponderable wire or

thread.

303. The motion of the pendulum from one extremity

to the other of the arc in which it moves, is called an osciir

lafion or a vibration.

304. The amplitude of the arc of vibration is measured
by the number of degrees, minutes and seconds through
which the pendulum oscillates.

305. The duration of a vibration is the space of time

occupied by the pendulum in swinging from one extremity

to the other of the arc of vibration.
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306. The length of the pendulum is the distance

between the centre of suspension and the centre of oscilla-

tion.

307. The centre of suspension is the point round which
the pendulum moves as a centre.

308. The centre of oscillation is that point in a vibrat-

ing body, into which, if all the matter were collected, th(>

time of vibration would remain unchanged.

Note 1.—If a bar of iron or any other snbstanco bo suspended by ono
extremity and made to vibrate, it constitutes a compound pendulum.
Now, if the several particles composinR the rod were free to move separate-
ly, tho.'-o nearer tho centre of FU.^peusion would vibrato more rapidly than
those more remote; but since llio ^icMidulnni is a solid body, all of iU
particles must vibrato in the same time, and hence the motion of those
moleculi's which aro nearer the centre of suspension is retarded, while
that of tho morn remote parts is accelei-ated. iSomewhere 'n the rod,
however, there must bo a point or particle so situated with respect to
tho centro of suspension, and the other parts of the rod, the* "lo acce-
leratinj? effect of the particles above it is exactly neutralized by the
retarding fi)rc«ofthe molecules below it; and, con-scrjuently, this particle
or point vibrates m exactly tho name time that it ivould occirj)y if liberated
from ali connection with tlio parta above, below and arounu it, and were
set swinging by an imponderable tliread—this point is called tlio ccntri!
of oscillation.

Note2.—Tho centro of oscillation in a vibrating mass coincides with
what is called tho ceuin! <T/"/)crfit.s.'iioH. Tho centre of percussion is that
point in a revolving body, which, upon striking against an immovable
obstacle, will causo the whole ofthe motion accumulated in tho revolving
body to bo destroyed, so that, at tho moment of imj)act. tho body would
haveno tendency fo movo in any direction. In a rod of inappreciable
thickne.«s the centre ofpercussion is two-thirds ofthe length of the rod
from the axis about which it moves.

309. The centres of suspension and oscillation in the

pendulum are interchangeable, i. e., if the pendulum be

inverted and suspended by its centre of oscillation, tho

former point of suspension will become the centre of oscil-

lation, and the pendulum will vibrate in precisely the same
time.

LAWS OP THE OSCILLATION OF TKK PENDULUM.

310. The duration of an oscillation is independent of its

amplitude, provided it does not exceed 4° or 5°.

Note 1.—This fact is commonjy stated by saying that tho vibrations of

plitude of

the pendulum aro {.inchroiiou.t ; i. e., equal-timed. Thus a pendulum of a

f;iven length trill oscillate through an arc of&" in the fame time it w
lave required to vibrato through an arc of 0. 1° although tho amplitu
the vibration is in tho one case fM) times as greata.s in the other. Thi.sarisos

from tho fact that tho pendulum in moving through tho larger arc falls

through a greater vertical distance, and heuce acquires agreator velocity.
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KoTE 2.—strictly speaking, the oscillations of the pendnlumiireiso*
cnrouous only when the curve in which they move is a cycloid. WTien,

however, the common pendulum vibrates in very small arcs, as of 2=" or

3°, the oscillations are, for all practical purposes, isochronous.

311. The duration of the vibration is independent of

the weight of the ball and the nature of its substance.

312. Two pendulums of equal lengths perform an equal

number of vibrations in the same period of time.

313. Two pendulums of unequal lengths perform an

unequal number of vibrations in the same period of time

—the longest pendulum performing the smallest number
of oscillations.

314. Pendulums of unequal lengths vibrate in times

which are to one another as the square roots of their lengths.

315. A seconds pendulum is one that performs exactly

sixty vibrations in a minute, or one vibration in one second.

316. The time occupied by a vibration depends :

—

1st. Upon the length of the pendulum ; and

2nd. Upon the intensity of the force of gravity.

XoTE.—Since the earth is not an exact sphere, being flattened at the
poles, tlie surface of the earth at the poles is nearer to the centre than at

the equator. Hence the intensity of the force of gravity is less at the
equator than at the poles, and a pendulum that beats seconds at the equa-
tor must be lengthened in order to beat seconds as it is carried towards
the poles. In point ot fact, a seconds pendulum at the poles is about one-
fifth of an inch longer than a seconds pendulum at the equator. The fol-

lowing Table shows the length of the seconds pendulum at different parts

of the earthVsurface. and also the magnitude ofthe force of gravity; i.e.,

the velocity which the force of gravity will impart to a dense body in

fklling for "one entire second.

Place.
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Note.—In Canada the soconds pondnlum is about 3911 in. in length.

317. The pendulum is applied to three purposes:

—

1st. As a measure of time

;

2nd. As a measure of the force of gravity : and

3rd. As a standard of measure.

Note.—The pendulum is used as a measure of time by attaching it to

clock-work, wlii.h sorvi'S the double purjioi, of rcfristerinjt its osoillatious

and restoring to the pendulum the motion lost in its vibration by friction

and atmo»i)lierlc resistance. The WFe of the pendulum as a standard of.

measure will be seen from the following statements, viz.

:

1st. A pounil pressure means that amount of pressure which U exerted

towards the earth, in the latitude of London and at the level of the sea,

by the quantity of matter called apouiul.

2nd. A pmmd of matter moans a quantity equal to that quantity of

pure water which, at the temperature ofC2 Aeg. Fahrenheit, would occupy

27727 cubic inches.

3rd. A cubic inch is that cube whose side, taken 39139.3 times, would
measure the effective len^'th of a London seconds pendulum.
4th. A seconds pendulum is that which, by the unassisted and unop-

posed effect of its own pravity, would mal^e 6C400 vibrations in an arti-

ticial solar day, or 8616309 in a natural sidereal day.

318. Ift = the time of oscillation, I = the length of the pendu-

lum, g = the force of gravity ; i. e., the velocity which theforce of
gravity would impart to a dense body falling through one entire

second, and = 3-141G; i. c, the ratio between the diameter of a

a circle and its circumference.

Then < = ^ V f— )
(I) ^ =y^(u-) <^^ 8 =-^("'-)

IVhen t = one second^formulas (ii.) and (iii.) respectively become

g
I =-:- (IV.) and g =-lTr^ (v.)

319. To find the time in which a pendulum of given

length will vibrate, or the length of a pendulum that

vibrates in a given time :

—

Let l = the length and t = the time. Tlien since (Jrt. 314)

the times are as the square roots of the lengths, and in Canada the

seconds pendulum, is 30- 11 inches in length—wc have

t .\:: \ll -.-^ (39-11) ; and hence

t = vf ) {-n.), and I = f^ X 39-11. (vii.)

320. To find the number of vibrations which a pendulum

of given length will lose by decreasing the force of gravity,
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i. c, by carrying the pendulum to the top of a mountain or

other elevation.

Let n =: the number of vibrations performed at the earth's sur-

face in the given time, n' = the number of vibrations lost in the

same time, r =: the radius of the earth, = 4000 miles, and h =: the

height of the mouniam in miles or fraction of a mile ; then

nh n'r

n' = ~ (vm), and hence A = "^ (ix.)

321. To find the number of vibrations which a pendu-

lum of given length will gain in a given time by shortening

the pendulum.

Let I z=. the given length of the pendulum, and I' = the decrease

in length; also let n = the number of vibrations performed in the

given time, and n' = the number of vibrations gained in the sajne

time ; then

n'l ^ . . ,, 2 n'l
n =z — (x.\and V = (xi.)

21 n ^

Example 382.— How many vibrations will a pendulum 36
inches long made iu one minute ?

SOLTTTIOIf.

Formula Yl.t- V f -39.11] = V[wnj = V MOi = '^^ seconds.

Hfincfi the number of vibrations = 60 -^ -959 = 62-56

.

Example 333.—Required the length of a pendulum that makes
80 vibrations in a minute.

somrios.

Then formula VTL / = « 2 x 3911 = (i)« X 39-11 = ^^ X 3911 =

21 999 inches.

ExAMPLB 334. In what time will a pendulum 60 inches long

vibrate?
SOLtmON

Formula VI. ; t = 'j{-^.ii)= '^ {sPu)^^'^^'^^ =
'^'^ seconds.

Alls.

Example. 335.—A pendulum which beats seconds is taken to
the top of a mountain one mile high : how many seconds will it

lose in 6 hours ?
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BOLUTIOH.

Here n=6x60x60, A = l, and r =. 4000.

Then formula (VIII.) -.n'^V^^ g^^JO X 60 y 1 21600 ^
r 4050 4000

ExAMPLB 386.— If a clock lose 1 minute in 24 hours, Low
much must the pendulum be shortened to make it keep true

time?

SOLtJTIOH.

Here n = 24 v. 60 X 60,n' = 60, and I = 3911.

Then formula XI. : I' = ?-!^ = l^-^2:-^2} = 0-0543 or about V,- th ofn 24 X 60 X 60
an inch. Ans.

ExA^fPLE 387.—Through what distance will a lieavy body fall

in Canada during one entire second, and what will be its termi-

nal velocity ?

Here t = 1, and I — 3911.

Then formula V. (j = nr^ ^ 3911 X (31416)5 = 3911 X 986966056 =
386 002 inches = "torminal velocity.

J XI. V + 386002 ,„„ „„, . ^Hence the space passed through = —— = 193-001 inches =»

160835 feet. Ans.

ExAMPLB 388.—What must be the length of a pendulum in

order vibrate ten times in a minute ?

SOLUTION,

60
Here t = —

• =r 6 seconds.

Then formula VII. Z= <« X 3911= 102 x 3911 =. 100 x 3911 = 3911 in.

= 32G feet nearly. Ans.

Example 389.—A pendulum which vibrates seconds at the

surface of the earth is taken to the top of the mountain and is

there found to lose 18 seconds in a day of 24 hours : required

the height of the mountain.

$onmo».

Here n' = 24= 24 X 60 x eO" n= 18, and r = 4000.

fpu J.
w'"" 18 X 4000 5 ., .... , . .

Then A = -=2T^g^-x^^tm.les==4400 feet. Ans.

Example 390. If a seconds pendulum be shortened \\ inch,

bow many vibrations will it make in one minute ?
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SOLUTION.

Here n = 60, i= 3911, and I' = 1-25.

Then formula X ; «'= -7=

—

^^ = O-SSS =:the number ofvibrations

gained ; hence the number of vibrations made = 60-958. Ans.

Example 391.—What will be the velocity acquired by a heavy
body falling during one entire second in the latitude of Spitz-

bergen ?

SOLUTION.

Here t = 1, and by the table Art. 316, 1 = 39-21.

Theni;= in = 39-21 x (314162 = 39-21x9-86965 = 386-988 inches. Ans.

392. What must be the length of a pendulum in the latitude of

Canada in order that it shall vibrate once in 3 seconds ?

Ans. 351-997 inches.

393. A pendulum that vibrates seconds at the surface of the

earth is carried to the summit of a mountain 3 miles in

height : how many seconds will it lose in 24 hours ?

Ans. 64-8.

394. In what time will a pendulum 10 inches in length vibrate ?

Ans. -505 seconds.

395. What velocity will a heavy body falling in the latitude of

New York acquire in one entire second? Ans. 385-903.

39G. If a clock lose 10 minutes in 24 hours, how much must the

pendulum be shortened in order that it shall keep correct

time ? Ans. -543 or over \ of an inch.

397. It' a seconds pendulum be shortened 5 inches, how many
vibrations will it make in a minute? Ans. 63-83,

398. A pendulum which vibrates seconds at the surface of the

earth is carried to the summit of a mountain, where it is

observed to lose 30 seconds in 24 hours : required the
height of the mountain. Ans. 7333*3 feet.

399. In what time will a pendulum 100 inches long vibrate ?

Ans. 1-59 seconds.

'i^j'i. Required the length of a pendulum which makes 120 vibra-

tions per minute ? Ans 9-77 inches.

401. Through how many feet will a body fall in one second, and
what will be its terminal velocity at the end of that por-

tion of time in the latitude of Paris ?

Ans. Terminal velocity = 386-1 in.

Space passed over =: 16-0875 ft.

10
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CHAPTER VIII.

HYDRODYNAMICS.

322. Hydrodynamics treats of the motions of lifjuid.s

and of the forces which they exert upon the bodies when
their action is applied.

323. The particles ofa fluid on escaping from an orifice

possess the same velocity as if tliey had fallen freely in

vacuo from a height equal to that of the fluid surface above

the centre of the orifice. This is known as Torricellis

theorem.

324. The principal deductions from the Torricellian

theorem arc

—

1st. The velocity of an escaping fluid depends upon the

depth of the orifice beneath the surface and is independent

of the density of the liquid.

2nd. The velocity of efflux from an orifice is as the

square root of the height of the fluid surface above the

centre of the orifice.

Note.—Since all bodies fallin;? in vactio from the same hoi^ht acquire
the siune volocitv, density has no clToct in incre;isiu'? tlie velocity of a
liquid escaping from an oritico in the side or iu the bottom of a vessel.

Thus water, alcohol, and laorcury, will all flow with the same rapidity;
for though tlio pressure of the mercury is 13^ timed greater tbau tliat of
water, it has 13] times as much matter to more.

325. When a liquid flows from an orifice in a vessel

which is not replenished but the level of which continually

descends, the velocity of the escaping liquid is uniformly

retarded, being as the decreasing series of odd numbers 1).

7, 5, 3, &c., so that an unreplcnished reservoir empti

itself through a given aperture in twice the time the san

quantity of water would have required to flow through ti

same aperture had the level been maintained constantly ui-

the same point.

326. The quantity of fluid discharged from a giv. i

aperture in a given time is found by multiplying the ari

of the aperture by the velocity of the escaping liquid.

Note.—Experiments do not agree with this theory as regards the quan-
tity of liquid di.^cliur^'cd. 'i'he whole .subject bad been careluJly invobti-

gated by liossut, and he has shown that *

Actual ducliarji: : llivuretkal discharge : : 'G2 : 1 or as 5 : 8.
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Hence tlie theoretical discharge must be multiplied by | to obtain the

true quantity. Fiv. 27.
This di^icrepancy arises from the fact that the escaping °

'jet diminishes in diameter just after leaving the vessel,

f.'rmin^ what is known asthe t'ejKt contracts or contracted

vein. The m'uimiim diameter of the vein is found at a
distance about equal to half the diameter of the aperture

at c c' fig. 27. This effect arises from the fact that just

above the orilice the lateral particles of fluid move as well

aa the descending portions.

If the jet of liquid be thrown upwards at an angle of from TS' to 46'* the
vein retains the diameter of the aperture, but if thrown at an angle greater
than 45" its section increases.

327. Let Q =z the quantity dischars;ed in 1 second, a = area of
aperture, h = heii^ht of fluid level above the centre of the orifice,

g = acceleratingforce of gravity, and v = velocity.

Then Art. 266 v = V2gA, (i) Q = OAjlgh^ (ii) a =-^j (in)

and h = ^^- (iv.)

Note.—Since g = 32,2g =zQi, and 'J2g = 8, formulas I, II and III be-

Q
come respectively r = 8;^A, Q = Sa^Jh, and a = g .^^

3'28. An adjutage is a short tube, either cylindrical or

conical, placed in an orifice to increase the flow. If the vein

passes through the tube without wetting the interior walls,

the flow is not modified, but if the liquid adhere, i. e.,

wet the walls, the vena contracta is dilated and the flow

increased.

329. A cylindrical adjutage with length not greater than

four times its diameter increases the flow one- third.

330. A conical adjutage, converging towards the exte-

rior, augments the flow more than a cylindrical adjutage

—its effect upon the vein varying with the angle of con-

vergence.

331. A conical adjutage diverging towards the exte-

rior is still more eflSicient and may be such as to render the

flow three or four times as great as the actual flow from an

orifice of the same diameter in a thin wall and 1*5 times

iiireater than the theoretical flow.
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332. As the velocity of a liquid escaping through an

orifice is the same as it would have acquired Fig. 28.

in filling freely in vacuo through a space i|f__lB|
equal to the distance of the orifice below the -^laii^
level of the liquid, it follows that a jet of

_ . ^"
water spouting upwards should rise to the

level of the liquid in the reservoir. In prae- .

tice, however, the spouting jet never reaches * '• fe_

this height owing to certain disturbing \ W^
forces, namely :

—

^^^^ :

Ist. Friction in the conducting tube in part

destroys the velocity,

2nd. Atmospheric resistance,

3rd. The returning water falls upon that which is rising

and thus tends to stop its ascent.

Note.—The height to which the liquid spouts is increased by

:

1st. Having the orifice very small in comparison with the conducting
tube.

2nd. Piercing the orifice in a very thin wall ; and
3rd. Inclining the jet a little so a.s to avoid the returning water.

ExAMPLB 402.—With what velocity does water issue from a

small aperture at the bottom of a vessel filled to the height of

100 feet?
SOLUTION.

Formula Iv = 8^/t = 8^100 = 8 x 10 = 80 feet per second. Ans.

ExAxiPLB 403.—What quantity of water will be discharged in

one minute from an aperture of half an inch in area—the height

of the water in the vessel being kept constant at 10 feet above

the centre of the orifice ?

SOLUTIO?J.

Here a = i square inch = -gJ - of a square foot,

The cubic feet discharged in 1 second = 8 a^k.

Cubic feet discharged in 1 minute = 60 X 8« X ^A — 60 X ,8,,- X yiO

-= 60 X .Ir X 3162 = 5-27 cubic feet = the theoretical quantity, and5-27 X

/ = S-29 cubic feet = true quantity.

Example 404.—What must be the area of an orifice in the side

of a vessel in order that 40 cubic feet of water may issue per

hour—the water in the reservoir being kept constantly at the

level of 20 feet above the centre of the aperture ?

SOLUTION.

40
Uere Q = ^j er. =t}^ of a cubic foot, and since this is only | of the
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theoretical quantity, Q==^oi ^^ = ^^^ of a cubic foot Also ft = 20

Then formula in, a = 3^ = gl>|^ =
Jifg

=^^ of a foot

i-^J>, ofaniuch. Ans.

Example 405.—An upright vessel 16 feet deep is filled with
water, and just contains 15 cubic feet. Now, if a small aperture

J of an inch in area be made in the bottom, in waat time will the
vessel empty itself?

Here ft = 16 ft., a =: i of an inch, and Q := 15 cubic feet.
Heuce the theoretical quantity = 15 x |- = 24 cubic feet.

Then velocity at commencement = 8^h = 8^16 = 32 ft.

Quantity discharged in one second=32 x nTs^^i^'^h °^^ cubic foot.

Time required to discharge 2i cubic feet = 24 -^ ' = 432 seconds.

But, Art. 324, when a vessel empties itself, the time required to discharge
a given quantity of wateris double that requisite for discharging thesame
quantity when the level ia ma>atained.
Uence time = 432 x 2 = 864 seconds = 164 minutes. Ans.

40G. With what velocity does water issue from a small ai^erture
in the side of a vessel filled to the height of 25 feet above
the centre of the orifice ? jlns. 40 feet per second.

407. With what velocity does water flow from a small aperture
in the side of a vessel filled with water to the height of 17
feet above the centre of the orifice ?

Jlns. 32-984 feet per second.

408. In the last example, if the water flows into a vacuum, what
is its velocity ? Ans. 56 feet per second.

Note.—Since the pressure of the atmosphere is equal to that of a
column of water 32 feet high, the effective height of the
column of water is 17 + 32 = 49 feet.

409. How much water is discharged per minute from an aperture
having an area of ^ of an inch—the surface of the fluid being
kept constant at 36 feet? jlns. 2i cubic feet.

410. What must be the area of the aperture in the bottom of a
vessel in order that 90 cubic feet of water may issue per
hour—the level of the water in the vessel being constantly
kept at 20 feet above the centre of the orifice ?

jlns. 161 or about /^ of an inch.

411. A vessel contains 20 cubic feet of water, which fills it to
the depth of 30 feet—now, if an aperture having an area of

I of an inch be made in the bottom of the vessel, in what
ime will it empty itself? jIjis. 2 min. 30^ sec.
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333. When water spouta from several apertures in the

side of a vessel, it is thrown with the greatest random from

the orifice nearest the centre, the jet issainj^ from the centre

will reach a horizontal distance etjual to the entire height

of the liquid, and all jets equally distant from tlie centre

will be thrown to an equal horizontal distance.

Fig. 29.

NoTE,...Trf>t VA be a v«?srcI /^
filed With water, liaNiiig Its

liido A/} poTuvudicnlar to tlio

horizontal piano JiM. On AB
doi^cribo tlie semicircle liDA.
Hisectyl/JiuO'frntl in ^ZJ take
any points />nnd D' eqnally
(lisla lit from E, also Caud C
etjually distuntlVom/v. Draw
also CC, 1)1), EE, &c., per-
pendicular to AB and pro-
duce to the circuinlereuce
ABC. Then if small orilices

be pierced in the 8ido of the
vessel at C, 1)>, E', D', and
C,the 1 iquid fromE vnW spou 3

to twice EE' = AB = BM;
the liquid from C or C will
spout to // = twice CC or t'C and that from DorD will reach K = twice
JDD or D'D'.

334. The horizontal distance to which the liquid spouts

under these circumstances may be found as follows :

Let H = height of water above horizontal plane, d = per-

peudicular let fall to the orifice fromthe circumference Jl E' B,
and h = height of orifice above the horizontal plane. Then
(Euclid iii. 35)

cPz=h {H— h) and hence d = ^/h {H— h)

Thus if the Reservoir in Fig. 29 be 20 feet in height and
filled with water, and the apertures C, E, ami J) be respeciivciy

4, 10 and 15 feet above the plane B J\l; then the segmenis ol

j1 Bare respectively 4 and 16, 10 and 10, and 15 and 5 feet, and

the randoms will be respectively 2 x V^ X 16, 2 x VlO X 10

and 2 X V^SX 5, i. e. 2 X ^/Gi or 16 ft. 2 X V^OO or 20 ft. and
2 X V^5 or 17'32 ft.

335. When water flows in any bed, as in the cliann

of a river or in a pipe, the velocity becomes constant win

the length of the bed bears a large proportion to its soc-

tionalarea. Thus, in pipes of more than 100 feet in length,

or in rivers whose course is unopposed by natural obstacl(j>,

the velocity of the body of the stream is the same througli-

out. When this occurs the liquid is said to be in (rain.
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336. The velocity of tlie liquid flowing in a pipe oi

channel is not the same in every part of its section, bping

greatest in the centre of the section of the pipe or in the

middle of the surface of the stream.

Note 1.—This arises from the friction exerted against the fluid tj the
interior suilace oi' the pipe or tlio baiiM of the stream. In a streaa , ou
t'L'couut of the middle part having tlie greatest velocity, the surlt. e is

I ways more or less convex.

NoTB 2.—The velocity of a stream may be determined in three different
ways :

—

Ist. An open tube bent at right angles is placed in a stream with one of
its legs opposed to tho current and the other branch vertical—the velocity
of the stieam is measured by the height to which the water rises in the
vertical leg.

2nd. A float is thrown into the stream and the time occupied by it in
passing over a known distance observed.

3rd. The convexity of the surface may be measured by alevelling instru-
ment, and its velocity thus determined.

337. To find the velocity of efflux, and hence the quantity oj

water discharged in a given time from a reservoir of given height

through a pipe of given length and diameter :—
Let d = diameter ofpipe, I =zlength, h =:heighf, and- v=zvelocity.

hd
Then all the dimensions being in feet, r= 48 V }

4(i

Note.—This is the fonnula of M. Poncelet, and is regarded as strictly
accurate.

WATER WHEELS.

338. Water is frequently made to drive machinery by
its weight or momentum exerted on a vertical water-wheel.

339. There are three varieties of vertical water-wheels,

viz. : the undershot, the overshot, and the breast wheel.

Fig. 30.

BBKAST WHEEL.
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Fig. 31, Fig. 32.

UNDERSHOT WHEEL. OVXB8BOT WBKEL.
Note.—The mode in which the water is made to act on those is reprp-

Rented in Figs. 30, 31, 32. it will be observed tliat the unde^liot wlioel is
moved by tlie momentum of the water—the breast wheel and overshot
wheel by its wefght aided by its momentum. An overshot wheel will
produce twice the effect ofan under.sliot wlieoi,—the dlmenfiiono, fall, and
quantity of water being the same. The breaxt wheel is fbund to couHumo
twice the quantity ofwater required by an orersbot wheel to do the same
work.

340. In all water-wheeb the greatest mechanical effect

is produced when the velocity of the water is 2^ times

that of the wheel.

341. To find the horse power of a vertical water-

wheel :

—

Let b = breadth of stream in feet, d =z depth of stream,

«= mean velocity in feet of stream per minute, h = height of fall,

s z= weight of one cubic foot of water, and m =: modulus of the

wheel.

mbdvsh
Then horse power =33qqq-

Example 412.—A water wheel is worked byaatream 6 feet

wide and 3 feet deep, the velocity of the water ia 22 feet per

minute, and the height of the fall 30 feet, required the horse

power of the wheel, the modulus being -7.

SOLUTION.

^- ^- = -33000-= ^000
'^ '^^'"-

ExAUPLK 413.—What is the horse power of a water wheel

worked by a stream 2 feel deep, 7 feet wide, and having a velo-

city of 33 feet per minute—the fall being 10 feet and modulus of

the wheel -G ?

SOLUTION.

, „ mhdvsh .6x7x2x^3x62-5x10 ... .

If p ^ —.=- .. —- — = 4.26. -flHs,
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EiAMPLB 414.—A water reservoir is 100 feet in-height, sap-

plies water to a city by a pipe 10000 feet in length and 6 inches

in diameter, what is the velocity per second and what quantity

will be discharged in 24 hours ?

BOLUnOK.

Here A = 100, / = 10000, and d = i-

{ hd ) (lOOxi) ^ / 50
Then Art. 330,v =4V jr+54-di

=
'*V

j ioooo+54xi j
=^\ \m

— .3 36 feet per second = velocity.

ouantity discharged in 1 second = 31416 X R)* X 3.36.

(quantity discharged in 24 hours = 31416 X -i^ X 336 x 60 X 60 X 24=
570011904 cubic feet. Ans.

415. A water-wheel is worked by a stream 4 feet wide and 3 feet

deep, the velocity of the water is 29 feet per minute, the

fall 20 feet ; required the horse power of the wheel, its

modulus being -56 ? Ans. 7-38

416. A water wheel is worked by a stream 2 feet deep and 4

feet wide, and having a velocity of 50 feet per minute, the

fall is 33 feet and the modulus -84, how many cubic

feet of water per hour will this wheel raise from the depth

of 44 feet? .4?w. 15120.

417. A water-wheel is worked by a stream 4 feet wide and 3

feet deep, the velocity of the water being 15 feet per

minute, and the fall 27 feet, how many gallons of water
per hour will this wheel raise to a height of 80 feet, the

modulus being -8 ? ^ns. 18225 gallons.

418-~A water reservoir 80 feet in height supplies water to a city

through a pipe 1742 feet in length and 4 inches in diame-

ter, what is the velocity of the water per second, and how
many gallons will it deliver in 10 hours ?

Jns. 115925-04 gallons.

342. The Turbine is a horizontal water-wheel having a

vertical axle. It revolves entirely submerged, and is of

all varieties of water-wheels the most economical and pow-

erful. It was invented by M. Fourneyron in 1827, but

has since been much modified in form and greatly im-

proved. The water enters at the centre of the wheel,

descends in its vertical axis and is delivered by a great

number of curved guides so as to strike the buckets in a

direction nearly tangential to the circumference of the
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wheel. The buckets are also curved in the direction re-

quired to give the machine the j^reatcst possible amount of

efficiency. The water having expended its force escapes

from the wheel in a direction corresponding very nearly

with the radii.

343. Turbine wheels may be divided into high pressure

and low pressure machines.'

344. High pressure turbines are such as are worked by

a high fall of water, and arc adapted to hilly countries and

deep mines, where the height of the fall may be made to

compensate for the smallness of the volume of water.

345. Low pressure turbines are employed where a lai^e

stream of water possesses but little fall ; they are said to

produce powerful effects with a head of water of but nine

inches.

346. A committee of investigation appointed by the

French Academy of Sciences, and consisting of Arago,

Prony, and others, gave the following report on these

wheels :

—

I. Turbines are equally applicable to high or low falls

of water.

II, Their effective work is from 70 to 78 per cent, of

the work applied. (Turbines, made by Boyden
of Boston, have given 88 per cent, of the work

applied.)

III. They work without much loss of power at velocities

both above and below that required to produce

the maximum effect.

IV. They will work without appreciable loss at a depth

of from 4 to 6 feet beneath the surface of water.

jfoTE.—In anotlior mortification *»f thoso Ijorizontal wIipcIb the watpr is

made to upply at the periplit-ry ol'tbe wlieul. Jlany varieties are pateuted

and liighlv «i>ok(>ii of as to tlieir effective pcrfonnauct*?.
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CHAPTER IX.

THEORY OF UXDCLA'nOXS.
347. All undulations or waves have tlieir origia in

vibratory or oseillatory movements imparted to the mole-

cules of the solid, liquid, or gaseous body in which the

undulations occur.

348. Undulations are of two kinds,

1st. Progressive undulations.

2nd. Stationary undulations.

349. Progressive undulations are such as are produced
by the vibratory movement passing from the particles first

affected to those next them, and the oscillatioa being thus

communicated successively from particle to particle, the

wave advances with a progressive movement.
As familiar illnstrations of this k nd of nadulatory movement, we may

meation the wares j>rocuced ou water by the wind, or by caitiug a stone
on its surface, and those producjd in a cord made fast at one end, by
smartly shaking the other cud up and down. I.i the latter case, a wave-
like movement is observed to pass from the hand to the fast end of the
30rd. and then a similar wave returns to t :io baud.
Note.—It must be carefully remembered that although the wave

advances, the particles by whose vibration it is produced have themselves
no progressive motion, but a mere oscillatory movement np and down
like that of apendiilum. Thus in the case of the cord, the particles of
matter that c )mpose th3Cord do not Ihemseves rjcede from the hand
and advance to it. And that there is no progressive forward movement
in the particles of water pr jdu'^iug water-waves is evidenced by the fact,
that a float placed ou the surface of the water simply rises and falls with
the wave but does not move forward with it.

350.—Stationary undulations are such as are produced
when all the particles of a body are made to assume and
to complete these vibrations at the same times.

Thus when a cord or a wire is stretched between two fixed points, and is

made to vibrate by drawing it at the middle from its rectilinear position,
it recovers its normal condition after performing a series of nndolations
in which all the particles of the cord or wire take part.

351. In every undula- P ig. 33.

tion certain parts are to be ,--—,,

distinguished as follows:— / i

The curve a d b e c, is _^_ !_ j ^
'. C -^

caWadi Sin undulation wave. * S ^'.

The part a d h, is the \
phase of elevation.

The part & e c, is the

phase of depression.
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'^=^

The distance a c is the length of the wave.

The distance d g, is its height.

The distance/ e^ is its depth.

Twice d g, or/e, is its amplitude.

352. The vibration of solid bodies may be conveniently

considered under the heads ofcords, rods,planes, and masse

Stretched strings, wires or other linear Fij;. 34.

solids, are susceptible of three kinds of vi-

bration, viz :

1st. Transverse vibrations,

2nd. Longitudinal vibrations.

3rd. Torsional vibrations.

Thus if a cord be secured at one end and hold Rtretched
by a weight attached to the other as in Fig. 34, then
Ist. Upon drawing the string to one side and suddenly

li'tting it go tlie vibrations which it makes and which
are represented by the dotted lines arc at right
angles to tlie axis ot the cord and are called trans-
verse vibrations.

ind. If the ball B be raised a little and suddenly dropped, it will continue
for some time advancing and receding from its original position, the
cord performing a Peries of lonr/ifarlhial vibrations.

Jrd. If thoball bo turned round its"vertical axis several times, and thea
let go, the cord will for some time continue to twist aud uuwist, thus
perfoiming a series of torsional vibrations.

353. In transverse vibrations the time of vibration is

the time occupied in passing from a ioh, that is, in making
one complete movement from side to side.

354. The vibrations of stretched cords, wires, &c., are

always isochronous (See Art. 310), and are governed by the

four following laws

:

I. Tlie tension being the same, the number of vibrations

of a cord varies inverseli/ as its length.

II. The tension and length being the same, the number

of vibrations in cords of the same material, is

inversely as their diameters.

III. The number of vibrations of a stretched cord isjiro-

portional to the square root of the force of ten-

sion, i, e., the stretching weight.

IV. All other things being equal, the number of vibra-

tions of different cords is inversely proportional

to the square root of their densities.
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Thus by the first law, oqiially stretched cords of the same material vibrate
more rapidly in proportlou as tliey are shortened. For example, ix

several strings of cat-gut bo equally stretched and their lengths are
represented by the numbers 1, ' , ^, ^, \, -,i-, &c., their vibrations in

the same space of time will be represented by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 5,

7. 11, &c.
By the second law, if we have cords or wires of the game material of equal

length and tension, but having a thickness represented by the numbers
1, ^, \^

ij i| &c., then the number of their vibrations in the same unit

of ti mo, will be respectively represented by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c.
By the third law, if we have a cord ofwire stretched with a certain degree

of force and therefore vibrating with a certain rapidity in order to
double, triple, quadruple, &c., the rapidity of the vibrations, we shall

have to strain the cord to four, nine, sixteen, &c., times its original
tension.

By the fourth law, if we have two cords of the same tension, length and
diameter, but one formed orc:it-gut having a spec. grav. ordensityof 1,

and the otiiQT formed of copper having a spec. grav. or density of
nearly 9, the former will vibrate about three times as rapidly as the
latter.

355. "When a stretched cord as a 6. Fig. 35, is fastened at

each extremity and also temporarily fixed at two interme-

diate points d and c, the segment, ad, d c and c h may be
thrown in stationary vibrations of equal amplitude. Upon
now loosening the points d and c it will be found that these

points remain at rest although the other parts of the cord

are in rapid vi- Fig 35.

bration. These
points of rest

are called no-

dal points(Lat.

nodus "a knot,") and occur wherever the phases of eleva-

tion and depression in such a vibratory line intersect each
other.

Note.—The nofJal points of a vibratory line or rod may be experiment-
ally determined by sm^rings ofpaperwhichremain fixed on thesepuints,
but are thrown ott'from all others. A stretched line or rod may be thrown
into a series of stationary vibrations by drawing a violin bow across it in
different places.

356. A rod like a stretched string, may vibrate either

transversely, longitudinally, or torsionally, and is subject in

its vibrations to the following laws

:

I. The vibrations are isochronous.

II. The transverse vibrations vary in number inversely as
the square root of the length of the rod.

III. Longitudinal vibrations vary in number inversely as

the lengths of the rods no matter what may be their

diameters or the forms of their transverse sections.
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IV. Torsional vibrations of rods, of the same material,

vary in numher directly as their thickness and in-

vemcly as their lengths.

357. An elastic plate may be made to vibrate by fasten-

ing it in a vice cither by the corner or by the centre aiid

drawing a violin-bow across its edge.

368. In a vibrating plate

certain lines exist which are

always at rest and which are

hence called nodal lines. They
correspond to the nodal points

in strings or rods, and if we
regard the plate as being com-

posed of a number of rods

then we may consider the no-

dal lines will be made up of

their nodal points.

The platfi is divided by the nodal lines into intemodal spncex, the adja-

cent spaces being alw.iys in opposite pha-'"' as e'lcwi in Fig. 3 •. where
I ho sign + indicates the phase of elevation, and the sign — the phase of
iepression.

359. The nodal lines vary in number and position ac-

cording to the form of the plate, its size, its elasticity, the

rapidity of the vibrations, the mode in which they are

produced, the point by which the plate is fixed, &c. Their

position may be determined by scattering sand or colored

powder on the plate and vibrating by means of violin-

bow,—the sand is thrown off the internodes and arranges

itself along the nodal lines forming the so called nodal

figures or acoustic figures.

360. Nodal figures have a great variety in their form

but are generally very symmetrical. Several hundred

have been figured. The accompanying illustration rejire-

sents a few of those obtained on square and circular

plates.

The plates are suppo<!Pd to be fastened in a vice at the point

tj, and the violin-bow drawn over the edge at the point 6. In

figure Id the finqrer is placed on the edpc of the plate at a point

45° from h, in IV at a point G0° or 30° or 90° from b. In V
the finger is placed at u-.
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361. The vibrations of elastic plates are performed ac-

Cijrdinp; to the following laws :—
I . Tlie number ofv ibrations is independent of tlie breadth

of the jilate.

II. The number qfvil/rations is proportional to the thick-

ness of the pi' I te.

III. The thickness being the same, the number of vibra-

tions varies inversely as the square of its length.

Note.—The plate is supposed to be, in each case, composed ofthe same
jubstance.

UNDULATIONS IN LIQUIDS.

362. Undulations in a liquid are caused by the vibra-

tory movement of its molecules in such a manner that each

particle describes a vertical circle, about the spot in which

it may chance to be, revolving in the direction of the ad-

vancing wave. This rotating movement among the par-

ticles is progressively carried to the contiguous particles,

BO that different atoms will be describing differ^t parts oi

their circular path at the same moment. Thus some will

be at the point of highest elevation, forming the crest of

the wave, others at the point of lowest depression forming

the trough, and others at intermediate points.
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The diameter of the vertical circle described by a ginjfle particle «9 called
the anipatudoof the wave, and is, In the case ofocoan wave8, oflt>n as
niucli as 20 foot. It has btvn asoortaiued hv txperimtnt tliat a lii|uiil in
notdi.'Mirliod by tlio undulations on its purlace, to a depth greater than
about 175 times the amplitude ofthe wave.

363. Proprroftsive undulations striking against a solid
surface are reflected and the andc of reflection is always
equal to the angle of iucidencc. It follows from this law
that :

—

1st. If the wave be linear, i. c., if its crest is at the right
angles to its course and it meets a plane surface
po.-pendicularly it will be reflected back in the same
path, and if it meet the plane surface at an angle
of 80°, 40°, 30°, &c., it will be reflected on the
other side of the perpendicular at the eame angle.

2nd. The rays of a wave originating in one focus of an el-

liptical vessel are all reflected to the other focus.

3rd. The rays of a wave propagated in the focus of a par-

abola arc all reflected in parallel lines.

4th. A line or wave impinging on a parabola has all its

rays reflected to the focus of the parabola.

5th. If two parabolas face each other with their axes
coincident, a system of circular waves originat-

ing in one focus will be followed by a correspond-
ing system having the other focus for their centre.

6th. When the rays of a circular wave impinge at right

angles upon a plane surface they are reflected so

as to form a circular wave having the same degree
of curvature but in the opposite direction.

364. When two systems of waves originating in diffe-

rent centres meet, they either combine or interfere and
their interference may be either complete or partial.

I. When two waves meet in the same phase, i. e., so that

their elevations and depressions coincide, they com-
bine and form a new wave having an amplitude

equal to the sum of the amplitudes of the com-
bining waves.

II. If the two waves of equal amplitude meet in oppo-

site phases, i. e., so that the depression of the oin
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coincides with the elevation of the oUier they in-

terfere, both waves disappear, and the liquid sur-

face becomes perfectly horizontal.

HI. 11" two waves of unequal amplitude meet in opposite

phases they partially interfere, and the resulting

wave has au amplitude equal only to the difference

between the amplitude of the meeting waves.

UXDULATIOXS IN ELASTIC FLUIDS.

365. All elastic fluids, such as atmospheric air, are sub-

ject to surface undulations such as occur in liquids; and

the?e surface undulations are governed by the same laws.

366. When an elastic fluid is compressed, and the com-

pressing force is suddenly removed, the fluid expands be-

yond its normal dimensions, it then contracts, a second

time expands, and thus continues, for some time, to oscillate

alternately on each side of its original volume. The pul-

sations or waves which are thus engendered in elastic fluids

differ from the surface waves produced in the same fluid,

and also from the waves that are peculiar to water and

other non-elastic fluids in the following particulars :

1st. Aerial waves or undulations consist in the alternate

rarefaction and condensation of the air or other

gas, and are hence called tcaves of rarefaction and
waves of condensation ; and

2nd. Aerial waves are always spherical in form.

367. Aerial waves are influenced with respect to inter-

ference and combination by the same general laws as

govern the surface wave of liquids (See Art. 364), but we
must bear in mind that the term rarefaction corresponds to

phase of elevation, and condensation to phase of depression.

CHAPTER X.
ACOUSTICS.

368. Acoustics (Greek " Akouo" ''to hear,") treats of

sounds, their cause, production and nature, and the laws

by which they are governed.
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369. Sounds arc sensations arising from impressions

made upon the auditory nerve by waves or undulations in

the surrounding medium.

370. All bodies producing sound are in a state of more

or less rapid vibration ; and these vibrations, impinging upon

the atmosphere or other elastic medium, produce in it a

series of undulations of condensation and rarefaction.

Tlie vibrations of a stretclied cord producing sound may be perceived by
placing tlie linger on it; the vibrations ol' a souorous plat* by scatter-

ing sand upon it, &c.

371. The intensity of the sound produced by a vibrat-

ing sonorous body depends chiefly upon two circum-

stances :

—

1st. The density of the surrounding medium, and

2nd. The rapidity of the vibration of the sonorous

body.

372. Sound is not propagated at all in a vacuum, and

the sound produced in atmospheric air by a vibrating

sonorous body is much more intense than that produced

in hydrogen and other gases of less density than air. On
the other hand, solid bodies, vapors, water and other

liquids of greater density than air, transmit sound with

increased energy.

Sounds arc not only much louder but can be heard to a much greater

distance in water and solids than in air. Thus if the ear be applied to

one end of a long beam of wood and the least tapping noise or even the

scratch of a pin be applied to the other—the sound is distinctly perceived

by the ear. The report of cannon is said to have been dintinclly heard to

the di-stauce of 250 miles by applying the ear to the solid earth. If the ear

he placed under the surface of water, and two pebbles be knocked toge-

ther, the sound conveyed to the ear is very loud, and it is said that if a

cannon be tired close to a body of water in which a person has his head
immersed, the report is sulBcient to destroy his sense of hearing.

373. All sounds travel, in the same medium, with the

same velocity, whatever may be their pitch or their

strength.

Were it not for this property of sound—the notes produced by the mu-
sical instruments of an orchestra would be discordant, except to those in

the immediate neighbourhood of the performers.
Note.—It has lately been satisfactorily shown that in the case of sounds

differing very widely in iutensitv this is not strictly true,—very intense

sounds travel rather more rapidly than others.

374. The velocity of sound in atmospheric air varies

:

1st. With the temperature^ decreasing about liV ft. per
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second, for every degree Fahr. the temperature is

lowered.

2nd. With the velocity and direction of the wind.

Note.—The intensity of a sound as heard at a distance is much modified,
but its velocity is not affected by the condition of the air as to its being
clear or foggy, the barometric pressure great or small, the sky clear or
cloudy.

375. Accurate experiments have determined the velo-

city of sound in atmospheric air at a temperature of 60°

¥., to be 1118 feet per second,

376. The velocity of sound in vapors and gases at

32° F., has been determined from calculation by Dulong

to be as follows :

Carbonic acid, 860 feet per second.

Alcohol vapor, 862 "

Oxvgen, 1040 "

Olefiantgas, 1030 "

Air, 1092 "

Carbonic oxide, 1 105 "

Water vapor, 1347 "

Hydrogen, 4163 "

377. The following table gives the results of experi-

ments made upon the velocity of sounds in liquids and
solids

:

In Water, sound travels at rate of 4708 feet per second.

Tin, " " " 8385 " "

Cast Iron, " " " 11609 '
"

Copper, " " " 13416 " "

Wood, " '• " 16770 " "

Note.—That is, in water sound travels 4J times as fast as in air ; in
wood about 15 times, and in metals from 7 to 12 times as fast.

378. The distance to which sound may be propagated

depends upon the following circumstances

:

I. The greater the intensity of the sound the greater the

distance to which it will travel.

II. The denser the air or other conducting medium the

greater the distance to which the sound will travel.

III. In atmospheric air the distance to which the sound

will travel is much influenced by the condition of

the air as regards winds, &c.
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379. It has been experimentally ascertained that the

following sounds may, under ordinary circumstances, bo

heard at the annexed distances :

The human voice in the open air, 700 ft.

The marching of a company of soldiers at night,.. 2500 ft.

The marching of a company or squadron of cavalry, 3000 h.

The report of a musket, 3000 ft.

Note.—Lieut. Foster conversed with a man, in frosty weather, across
the harbor of Fort Boweu, a distance ofli miles. Dr Young Htatt-s that
tlie watcliword " All's well" has been heard from Old to New Gibraltar, a
di.stancf of 10 miles. The canuoiiadinj; of a sea lijfht betwwn the Knglisli

and Dutch in 1072 was heard at tjlirewsbury, a diiitance of 2(X> miles.

The cannonading at tlie .siege of Antwerp in 1832 was lieard in the mines
of Saxony, a distance of 320 miles.

The noise produced by the volcanic eruption in Tomboro in Sumbawa
was heard at a distance of900 miles.

380. When two series of sonorous undulations encoun-

ter each other in opposite phases of vibration, they inter-

fere, and if the sound produced by each separately are

equal, the interference will be complete, they will destroy

each other and produce silence.

381. The phenomenon of interference of sonorous waves

so as to produce silence may be conveniently shown in the

following manner

:

Take two tuning forks of the same note, fasten to one
Srougof each airmail disc of card boaid half an inch in
iameter, and make one fork rather heavier than tlie

other by loading it with a little sealing wax at the end.
Also take a glass jar about ten inches in height and two
inches in diameter. Then make oue of the forks vibrate,

and holding it just above the mouth of the glass vessel as
seen at d, Fig. 38, carefully pour in water till the air iu

the jar vibrates in unison with the fork, and the result

will be the production of a prolonged uuiform and clear
sound without stop or cessation. When either fork is

made to vibrate and is held alone over the jar, we obtain
a uuiform sound, but when both are made to vibrate and
are at the same time held over the mouth of the jar there
arise a series of sounds alternating with a series of si-

lenc&s. this alternation contiuuiug as long as the forks are vibrating.

The explanation is simply that the long waves arising from one fork
overtake the shorter waves produced by the other, and alternately interliere

and combine with them.
The destruction of sonorous waves by interference may also be observed

by holding a vibrating tuuiug lurk about a foot Irom the ear and gradually
turning it round. When the prongs are equally di.staut from the ear a
note is heard, but when one is more distaut than the other jmrtial or com-
plete interference takes place, and the sound dies out iu part or alto-

gether.

382. Sound waves are reflected upon striking any solid
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or liquid surface according to the laws enumerated in

Art. 363.
Note.—A certain portion of the sound enters the second medium and

uudtTgoes refraction.

383. An echo is a sound reflected by a surface suffi-

ciently distant to allow a short space of time to intervene

between the direct and the reflected sounds in order that

these may not be confounded.

384. The ear cannot distinguish one sound from an-

other unless there be an interval between the two at least

one-ninth of a second. In one ninth of a second sound

travels 124 feet (1118 -=-9) so that a perfect echo cannot

exist unless there be at least 62 feet (half of 124) between

the ear and the reflecting surface.

If a sentence be repeated in a lond voice at the distance of 62 feet from
areflectino; wall the last syllable will l)e distinctly echoed; ifat the dis-

tance of 124 ft. the last Uro syllables ; ifat the distance of 186 ft. [62x3]
the last three sj'llables, &c.

If the reflectine wall is at a less distance than 62 ft. from the speaker,
reflected sounds blend with the emitted so as to prolong and strengthen
them. This is expressed by the term resonance. Hangings, draperies,
carpets, &c., about a room tend to smother or stifle the sound, as they
are bad reflectors. A crowded audience has a similar affect—increasing
the difficulty of speaking by presenting non-reflecting surfaces.

If a person stands 1118 feet from a reflecting surface and articulates
loudly at the rate of four syllables per second, the echo wUl repeat the last

eight syllables clearly; because the sound will require two sounds to tra-

vel to the reflecting surface and back to the ear, and in two seconds he gives
utterance to eight syllables.

385. Repeating or multiplyingr echoes are those that

repeat the same sound several times. Such echoes com-

monly occur where parallel walls or other obstacles are

placed opposite each other at a sufficient distance apart

to reflect the sonorous undulations alternately from side

to side.

In a multiplying echo each repetition is less loud because the reflected

wave is always more feeble than the direct wave, so that intensity is lost

by each reflection until the sonorous undulations become incapable of
conveying any impression to the ear.

386. Remarkable -FcAoes.—There is an echo at Vercheres between Vko
towers that repeats a word thirteen times.

At Adermach in Bohemia there is an echo which repeats seven syllables

three times distinctly.

At Lurleyfels on the Rhine there is an echo which repeats seventeen
times.

At Belvidere, Alleghany County, N. Y., there is an echo between two
barns which reiK'ats distinctly a word of one, two orthrce syllables eleven
timvii.
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At Woodstock in Kngland there is an echo which repeats seventeen tjmcs
during the day and twenty tiniPs during the night.

In the Villa Sinionetta near Milan, there is an echo which repeats a sharp
sound tliirty tiinos.

Tlie celebrated ancient echo of Metelli at Rome is reputed to have been
capable of repeating the first lino of the .^uoid containing fifteen syllables

eight times distinctly.

387. Whispering galleries are so called because a whis-

per uttered at oue point may be distinctly heard in some

other remote locality although quite inaudible in all other

positions. They are generally domed or are of an ellipsoi-

dal form—the point of utterance and the focus of reflec-

tion being the two foci of the ellipse (compare Art. 363).

The most remarkable whi.ipering galleries in the world are the follow-

ing:
The gallery beneath the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral in London.
The Gothic vault of the Cathedral at (iloucoster.

A Church at Girgenti in Sicily in which a whi8per near the door is dis-

tinctly heard at the remote end of the church 200 feet distant.

The Grotto di Favella, at Syracuse [supposed to be the celebrated Ear
of Dionysius.]

Tlie dome of the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington, &c.

388. The speaking trumpet is an instrument designed

to enable the human voice to be heard to a great distance.

Its efficacy is due to the fact that the confined column of

air is made to vibrate in unison with the voice, and hence

the pulsations that impinge upon the exterior air, have a

greater energy and give rise to sonorous waves of greater

intensity.

It has been satisfactorily shown by Hassenfratz that the old explanation

by reflection of the rays of sound is inadmissible. This is proved by the

fact that the power of the instrument is not impaired by fining its inte-

rior with linen, a very bad reflector, or by making the trumpet in the form

ofa cylinder provided with a bell-shaped extremity. The shape of the ex-

tremity exerts an unexplained influence upon the action of the instrument.

J'lie sound emitted througli the trumpet is increased in all directions, i. e.,

not merely in the quarter t« which it is pointed.

389. The ear trumpet is designed to enable partially

deaf people to distinguish sounds more distinctly. It acts

upon the principle that the portion of the sonorous wave

that enters the large end of the instrument imparts its

energy to portions of air smaller and smaller and conse-

quently causes it to vibrate or pulsate with more intensity

as it approaches the ear.

We have an illustration of something of the same kind of concentration

when we attach a weight to a string and cause it to wind rapidly round

the finger; th« rcvolutiom b«come more rapid as th« string ihorten*.
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It was formerly customary to explain the action of tho ear trumpet
upon tho principle of reflection of the rays or waves of sound. This ex-

planation IS disproved by the fact that so long as the extremity remote
from the ear is much larger than that applied to that organ, it makes but

little or no diflerence what may be the shape of the trumpet. It likewise

makes no diflerence whether the interior surface is rough or polished.

CHAPTER XL

MECHANICAL THEORY OF MUSIC.

390. Noise is the effect of a series of sonorous undula-

tions produced by unequal or irregular vibrations.

The report of a gun, the crack of a whip, the rumble of a train of cars,

or of a carriage on a stone road, &c., are familiar examples of noises.

391. Musical sounds are the result of sonorous waves

produced by equal or regular vibrations.

392. Every sound has three distinct qualities distin-

guishable by the ear, viz. :

I. The pitch or tone.

IT. The intensity.

III. The quality or timbre.

393. The tone or pitch of a sound is high or low, and

depends upon the rapidity of the vibratory movement pro-

ducing the sonorous undulation. The more rapid the vi-

brations are, the higher will be the pitch of the note.

394. The intensity or loudness of the sound depends upon

the amplitude of the vibrations which produce the sonorous

wave, or what amounts to the same thing, upon the degree

of condensation produced in the middle of the sonorous

undulation.

XoTE.—A sound may maintain the same pitch, i. e., the same length of
wave, and yet vary in intensity.

395. The quality or timbre of a sound is that property

or peculiarity which enables us to distinguish it from all

other sounds of the same pitch and intensity.

Thus if a flute, a piano, a violin, and a clarionet, all sound a note of the
same pitch and with the same intensity, we can readily distinguish the
sound produced by each.

396. Sounds produced by the same number of vibra-

tions per second, are said to be in unison.
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897. A mdody is a successioa of single musical sounds

which bear to each other such simple relations as are

readily perceived by the ear, and which consequently pro-

duce an agreeable impression.

398. A chord consists of two or more melodious sounds

produced simultaneously.

399. A harmonized passage consists of a succession of

chords following one another in melodious order.

To a cultivated ear a ring of hells is musical or noisy according as jf»

tones are musical or unmuHical intervals; it is harmonious or discordant
according as the intervals arc concords or dissonances; it will be " cheer-
ful " or " sad " according as the intervals producing the concordances arc
major or minor.

400. The instruments used for determining the number
of vibrations performed by a sonorous body giving a tone

of definite pitch, are the Sirene and Saoart's toothed wheel.

The essential parts of the Sirene are a brass tube about 4 inches in dia-

meter, terminating in a smooth brass plate which has about twenty small
holes pierced nbliqu(>ly near its circumference. A second thick plate
having the same number of equidistant holes but pierced obliquely iu the
reverse direction, is supported just above the flrst plate in such a manner
as to revolve with extreme ease. At the upper extremity of the vertical

axis which bears the second plate, there is an endless screw, which acts
upon a counter, like that on a gas meter. The lower part of the tube
bearing the flrst plate, terminates in an air chamber which is kept tilled

with uniformly compressed air by a double acting bellows. When a cur-
rent of air arrives from the bellows it piu<ses through the holes in the first

plate, and in escai)ing through the second plate imparts to the latter a
rotary motion. As the upper i)latc ravolves the avenues of escape for the
compressed air are rapidly cut ofland renewed, and cons«quently when
the plate revolves regularly and with sufficient rapidity, sonorous undula-
tions are produced in the exterior air by the mninte puffs of wind that
escape at uniform intervals through the plates-the sound increa.sing in

acuteness as the velocity of the revolving disc becomes greater. The
rapidity of the revolution is governed by the degree of pressure to wliich
the air in the chamber is subjected.
Savart's toothed wheel consists of a large wheel connected by means of

an endless band with the axis of a smaller toothed wheel, the cogs of
whi«h are made to touch in succession a small tongue or slip of metal,
thus causing it to vibrate. The number t)f revolutions made by thi'

toothed wheel is recorded by an attached system of clock-work ; and the
number of vibrati(ms made by the tongue is found of course by simply
multiplying the nuinberofrevolutions by the number of teeth in the wheel.
It is perhaps, unnecessary to remark that the more rapid the revolution of
the wheel the more .'•apid is the vibration of the tongue, and consequently
the higher thepitch ol the note produced. >^ch tooth causes the tongi)'

to make two movement*, i. e., one down and the other up, each of the.-'-

is call'd a single vibration, and the two together a double vibration.
Both the Sirene and Savart's toothed wheel act ui>on the recognised

principle that two sounds are in unison when they are produced by the
same number of vibrations per second. The instrument is made to revolve
more or less rapidly till it is brought in unison with the sound experi-
mented on when the rate of vibration is at once obtained from the dml
face.
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401. The Monochord or Sonometer is an instrument

used to study the transverse vibrations of cords, and hence

the relation that subsists as regards number of vibrations,

\c., between the several notes of the musical scale.

Fig. 39.

The monochord consists of a thin wooden case SS ' above which a metal-
lic wire or a cord of catgut FTF' is stretched over the pulley M by the
weight P. A moveable bridge HH' can be placed at any desired point
between the fixed bridges F and F'. The weight P is commonly adjusted
so that the string or wire when vibrating its whole length shall give the
note C.

402. If the whole length of cord vibrating produces the

note C, it is found by experiment that when | of its length

vibrate, the note D is produced
; | of its length vibrating

give the note E, &c. ; and since (Art. ) the number of

\'ibrations varies inversely as the length of the string, these

fractions inverted give the number of vibrations necessary

to produce the notes D, E, &c., as compared with C. The
following table gives the relative lengths of cord producing

the notes of the common diatonic scale, and the relative

numbers of vibrations per second belonging to them.CDEFGABC
do re mi fa sol la si do

Kelative length of cords 1 a
s 5 i i 'h i

Kelative number of vibrations.. 1 ^ '^ 4 5 i|^ i<A 2
o 4 3 £ i o

403. It is common to indicate the different scales in

use by means of indices attached to the various notes.

Thus the fundamental C which corresponds to the highest

sound of the base, is represented by C
'

, the successive

higher octaves by C^, C^^ c^, &c., and the successive

lower octaves by C-', C-^, C-^,
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404. The absolute number of vibrations corresponding
to any given note can easily be determined by setting the

Sirene or Savart's wheel in unison with it. It has been
thus ascertained that the fundamental C is produced by
128 simple vibrations per second, and by multiplying this

successively by f , ^, ^, f, f , &c., we obtain the number
of vibrations for the other notes as given in the following

table :—
Notes CDEFGABC

Absolute number of)
simple vibrations > 128,144, 160, I70f, 192, 213J, 240,256
per second. )

405. The number of vibrations corresponding to the

several notes of any superior gamut, is found by multiply-

ing the above numbers by 2, 4, 8, &c., and for the inferior

gamut by dividing by 2, 4, 8, &c.

Thus A 3 = 213jx4 = 8531 simple vibrations = 426§ complete vibrations.

C-5 = 128 X 4 = 512 " " =256
A-s = 213J-f- 4 = 63i " " = 26J
C-* =128 -^ 4= 32 " " =16

Note.—There is a slight difference in the actual number of vibrations
producing a particular note as performed in diflerent cities. Thus the
number of vibrations required to produce A3 varies as follows :—

Theoretical number 426?'

Orchestra of Berlin Opera -tSTJ.

Opera Comique, Paris 427j.

Academie de la musique, Paris 431

J

Italian Opera, (1865) 449.

'

The General Musical Congress which met in London in the year 1860 to
consider the propriety of auopting a uniform muBieal pitch, fixed upon the
number 528 complete vibrations for C ', 440 for A-*.

The commission recently appointed in France have recommended C^ =
"|22; = A3 = 435. In the report submitted by this committee the Ibllow-
iug pitches were discussed :

—

Handel's Tuning Fork (c. 1740) A at 416 = Cat499J.
Theoretical Pitch A at 420? = C at 612.

Philharmonic Society (1812-42) A at 433 = C at 618.

Diapason Normal [(Paris, 1859) A at 436 = C at 622^
Stuttgard Congress (1834) A at 440 = C at 528.

Italian Opera, London, (1869) A at 456 = C at 546.

Pianofortes for nrivato purposes are usually tuned somewhat below
concert pitch, so tbat A^ is produced by about 420 complete vibrations

per second.

406. The length of a sonorous vibration is found by

dividing 1120 feet, the velocity of sound per second, by

the number of vibrations made per second, in order to pro-
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duce the note. The following table gives the wave-length
if the C of different scales :

—

i

Xotes.

C-3..
C-8..
C-i..
Ci ..

C* ..

C3 ..

c« ..

c ..

06 ..

Simple Vibrations
per second.

16
32
64
128
2V?
512

1024

2048

4096

Ware-lengths
in feet.

70
35m

407. Interval indicates how much one sound is higher
than another in pitch, and is of course greater or less as

the difference in the number of vibrations, producing the

two sounds, is greater or less.

408. Musical intervals are named thirds, fourths, fifths,

&c., from the position of the higher note counting up-
wards from the lower, according to the following table,

in which the first line gives the name of the note; the

second line, the number of its vibrations, as compared
with the first note ; the third line, the name of the inter-

val ; and the fourth line, the interval obtained by dividing

each note by that which precedes it.

C D E F ; G A B C D'
I
E' F' I G' A' B' I C"

s }
-L.a I -L.I

f ¥
1st. 2nd. }rd.4th.!5tb. 3th. 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th. 11th. 12th. |l3th. 14th.|l5th.

« ylSS 9 DlS^K 9 15 8 9 8 ]j
Note.—The second line of this table must be interpreted thus:—In

order to produce the second note D, 9 vibrations must be made in the
same time required by 8 vibrations givin" the first note C; in order to
obtain the third note E, 5 vibrations must oe in time required by 4 of the
lirst note C and so on ; or, taking 24 the least common denominators of
the fractions, while the vibrations producing the first note C number 24,
those required to produce the successiye following notes will be 27, 30, .32,

36, 40, 4o, 48, 60, ?2, 80, 90, and 96.

409. In examining the foregoing table two points must
be carefully noted.

I. There are but three different intervals between the

successive notes of the scale, viz., f,
-'/ and |f.

II. These intervals occur in the same order in each

successive octave.
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The interval f , being the largest interval found in the
scale^is called a major tone; '^ is called a minor tone,

and II is called a semitone, although it is greater than one-
half of either a major or a minor tone.

Note.—The interval \^w frequently spoken of as a diatonic semitone

;

the difference between a major tone and the diatonic eemitone, ». e.,

J — ]^ = -f-^Tji
is called a chromatic semitone; the difference between a

minor tone and the diatonic semitone, i. e., JJi — iij = .a ig called a
grave chromatic semitone; the difference between a major tone and a
minor tone, «. e., a — la = .^l^, is called a comma.

410. The following table exhibits all the intervals that

occur in comparing the notes of the common scale two and
two:

r C..D=F..G=A..B = 2, a major tone.

}D..E=G..A = J^o, a minor tone= ff of a.

(E..F=B..O =if, diatonic semitone = ^J of

5 C..E=F..A=G..B =^, a major third.

I E..G=A..C=B'..D' =!j, a minor third= 1 if of ^.
D..F = I? of a minor third= f^ of

^ = i.;}ofnofJ.
5 C..F=D..G=E..A=G..C'=^, a perfect fourth.

iK..W =1?,, a sharp fourth = 81 of i|.

F. .

B

= Jl= \U of a perfect fourth,

= 25 off* of}.
f C..G=E..B=F..C'=G..D'

\
=A..E'= 5, a perfect fifth.

^D..A =|<f = t^ of a perfect fifth.

B..F = lii, an inharmonious interval.

C C..A=D..B=F..D'=G..E = ^, aperfect sixth.

I A..F'=B..G' =f, a minor fifth = 5^ off
F..D' = 5^, an inharmonious interval.

C..B=F..E' =Yi a seventh, an inharmo-
nious interval.

D. .C'=G. .F'=B. . A' =\«, a flattened seventh, more
harmonious than the per-
fect seventh.

E..D'=A..G' = *» a minor 8eventh= y ofV
C . . C' = f, an octave.

411. Compound chords consist of three or four notes

whose vibrations have a simple numerical relation to on<

another, and which taken together two and two, produce

harmony.
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The Perfect Major Accord consists of the three notes C,

E and G, whose vibrations are to each other as the num-

bers 4, 5, and 6, and which, compared together two and

two give the relations ^, | and |. The Perfect Minor

Accord consists of the three notes E, G and B, whose vibra-

tions are as the numbers 10, 12 and 15, and which give

the relations |, | and f

.

Note.—The intervals of the perfect minor differ from those of the per-

fect major accord only iu their order.

412. Any tone whatever in the common scale or any

pitch whatever, may be adopted as the basis of another

similar scale, provided means be employed to preserve the

same relative intervals between the successive notes.

When a piece of music is thus changed from one scale

into another it is said to be transposed, and the process is

called the transposition of scales.

413. In the transposition of scales it is found necessary

to introduce additional notes, in order to maintain the rela-

tive intervals between the successive notes. Such addi-

tional notes are called sharps (g) s^nd Jlats (p) according as

the tone corresponding to any given note is raised or

lowered.

414. When these new notes are interpolated in every

full tone (major or minor) of the diatonic scale, the re-

sult is a series of twelve intervals in the octave, forming

what is known as the chromatic scale.

415. Temperament is an artifice by means of which the

introduction of an inconveniently large number of addi-

tional notes into the scale is prevented. In the transfor-

mation of scales it is assumed that every note may be raised

or lowered by a diatonic semitone ||, but in order actu-

ally to raise and lower each tone by that amount, we
would require a very great number of new notes. To pre-

vent this such notes as C$ and Db are regarded as iden-

tical, though in reality they differ from one another

slightly, and are played differently on stringed instruments,

as the harp and violin, by skilful players. For practical

purposes musical instruments such as pianos, organs, &c.,

are tuned so as to divide the octave into 12 equal inter-
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vals called chromatic semitones of equal temperament. 1 \

follows from tliis that all musical intervals except octaves,

as played on instrumtnts, differ more or less from absolute

purity ; thus in the following table it will be seen that the

minor semitone and the major thirds are all too sharp,

and the major semitones, the minor thirds and the fifthf-,

are all too flat.

Value in equal

True value. temperament.

Minor semitone ^4:^1.042) ,j ,

—

Major semitone f^ = 1-067 $ "^2 =1-000
Minor third S = 1'200 'V23 = M8;»
Major third ^ = 1-250 ^V2*'=l-20i
Fifth f = 1-500 'V2^ = l-4!»-

Another mode of explaining what is meant by tempera-

ture is the following :

—

While the key note makes one vibration, the major third

must make *• vibrations, the major third of this note must
make f of f —\^ vibrations, and the major third of this

last note f of f of | =
'j^Y • '^^^^ last note does not accord

perfectly with the true octave which is 2 or '/j«. If then

we keep the octave pure we cannot retain the purity of

the thirds, and the same occurs with respect to the fifths.

In order therefore, to retain the octaves pure we have to

raise or lower the thirds and fifths somewhat above or be-

low their normal tone. This balancing or sufi'ering the

note to float somewhat over or under its proper tone is

called tempering.

The subject of temperament is a very extensive one, and
the student is directed for its full investigation to any of .

the standard works on music.

Note.—If the ear were more sensitive than it in, it would be go unplca-
santly affected by the impurity of the thirds and tifths, as almust to pre-
clude any enjoyment from musical performances.

416. When two sounds not in unison, are produced at

the same time, alternation of strength and feebleness are

perceived. These alternations follow each other at regular

intervals, and are called heats. The nearer the vibrations

agree in rapidity, the longer is the interval between the

beats ; when the unison is perfect no beat occurs ; and
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wlien the vibrations differ widely in rapidity they produce

merely an unpleasant rattle.

417. The tuning fork or diapason is a two pronged

steel fork of peculiar form, by means of which we can pro-

duce an invariable note. It is commonly formed to give

A^, corresponding to 428 vibrations per second, but maybe
made so as to give any other note of the gamut. It is

much used as a standard in tuning instruments, or striking

the key note in vocal music, &c.

KoTE.—The note given by the diapason is mnch strengthened by mount-
ing it on a box of thin wood open at one end.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

f , 418. Musical instruments may be for the most part

divided into

—

I. Wind instruments.

II. Stringed instruments.

III. Instruments ofwhich the essential part is a stretched

membrane.

419. Wind instruments are sounded either by an em-

bouchure like the flute, organ, pipe, flageolet, &c., or by
reeds as in the Jew's-harp, clarionet, melodeon, horns,

trumpets, trombones, &c.

420. Stringed instruments are all compound— the

sounds produced by the vibrating string being strengthened

by elastic plates of wood or metal and inclosed portions of

air to which the cords transmit their own vibrations.

Stringed instruments are played

—

I. By a bow as in the violin.

II. By percussion as in the piano, or

III. By twanging as in the harp.

421. The third class of musical instruments includes

drums, tambourines, &c. Drums are of three kinds,—the

small drum or common regimental drum, which is a brass

cylinder having both heads covered with membrane but

beaten only at one end ; the base or double drum which is

much larger, and which is beaten at both heads ; and the

kettle drum which is a hemispherical copper vessel sup-

ported on a tripod, and having its head covered with vellum.
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The kettle drum has an opening in the mfttallio p.iso to

equalise the vibrations.

422. In all wind instruments the soiums an? produced

by throwing the column of air contained in tubes into

vibration. The pitch of the sound produced depends

upon :

—

1st. The length of tlie tube containing the air.

2nd. The position and dimensions of the embouchure.

3rd. The manner of imparting the primary motion to

the air.

The difference of quality belonging to the notes given by
pipes of different materials is due most likely to a feeble

vibration of the sides of the tube.

423. Sonorous vibrations are produced in tubes

—

I. By blowing obliquely into the open end of the tube

as in the Pandean pipe,

II. By casting a current of air into an embouchure near

the closed end of the tube as in mouth pipes.

III. By thin laminae of metal or wood placed at the end

of the tube and which vibrate as the current of air sweeps

past. These laminae are called reeds.

IV. By the lips acting as reeds.

V. By a small burning jet of hydrogen gas.

424. The laws that govern the vibration of air in tubes

were investigated by Bernoulli in 1782. lie divides all

tubes into two classes.

Ist. Tubes having the extremity opposite the mouth

closed.

2nd. Tubes open at both extremities.

For tubes with the end remote from the mouth closed

he gives the following laws :

—

I. The same tube may produce different sounds and in

this case the number of vibrations will be to each other as

the odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c.

II. In tubes of unequal length sounds of the same order

correspond to the number of vibrations and these are in

inverse ratio to the length of the tube.

III. The column of air vibrating in a tube is diridcd
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into equal parts which vibrate separately and in unison

—

the open orifice being always in the middle of a vibrating

part, and the length of a vibrating part equal to the length

of a wave corresponding to the sound produced.

For tubes open at both ends the foregoing laws prevail,

with the following modifications :

I. The sounds produced are represented by the natural

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, &c.

II. The fundamental sound of a tube open at both
extremities is always the acute octave of the same sound in

a tube closed at one extremity.

III. The extremities of the tube are in the middle of a
vibrating part.

CHAPTER XII.

THE ORGANS OF VOICE AND HEARING.

THE ORGANS OF VOICE.

425. Many animals have the power of producing
sounds, and as a general rule those that are endowed with

a voice have also the organ of hearing well developed.

Man alone, however, possesses the gift of speech, i, e., the

power of giving to the tones he utters a variety of definite

articulate sounds.

426. The vocal apparatus of man consists of) the follow-

ing parts :

—

I. The Thorax, which, by means of the intercostal

muscles and the diaphragm, acts as a bellows in producing

a current of air for the production of sounds.

II. The Windpipe, which is a long tube carrying the

air from the lungs to the organs more immediately con-

eenied in forming the voice.

III. The Larynx (Adam's apnle), which is the musical

organ of the voice, and corresponds to the mouth-piece of a

musical instrument.

IV. The Pharynx—a large funnel-shaped cavity at

he top of the larynx or at the back of the mouth, which,

12
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by Tarjing in form and tension, modifies the tones of the

voice.

V. Tlic mouth and nasal passages, which correspond to

the upper part of an organ tube, and throw the vibrations

into the air.

427. The larynx is composed of the hyoid bone, and
its attached cartilages, viz., the two thyroid, which form

the sides and front of the larynx, and which constitute the

prominence known as the pomum Adami—the cricoid,

which is ring-shaped, and rests upon the top of the trachea,

and the two arytenoid, at the back of the larynx and
between the two thyroid cartilages. The arytenoid cartil-

ages are movable to a small extent by means of several

muscles attached to them.

428. The Cord^ vocales, or vocal cords, are two

ligaments, of elastic fibrous substance, which extend from

the arytenoid cartilages behind to the thyroid cartilages

in front. The ligaments meet in front, but are somewhat
separated behind ; so that when at rest they form an open-

ing in the interior of the larynx shaped like a V ; but by

the drawing together of the ar3'tenoid cartilages, the open

end may be closed in such a manner that the two vocal

cords shall touch one another along their entire length, and

the aperture be completely closed. The opening between

the vocal cords is called the rima glottidis, or fissure of

the glottis.

429. The membrane which lines the interior of the

larynx doubles so as to form a second pair of folds just

above the vocal cords. The space between these is much
wider than that between the vocal cords, and is covered

during the act of deglutition by a valve-like flap called the

epiglottis. The space between the upper and lower pair

of ligaments is called the glottis, or the ventricles of the

larynx.

430. Except during the production of vocal sounds

the arytenoid cartilages are wide apart, and the vocal

cords wrinkled and plicated ; but while the organs of voice

are in action, the rinia glottidis is so narrowed that the
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sides, rather than the edges of the vocal cords, are in con-

tact, and while- the ligaments are thus in contact, the air

passing throught the larynx sets them in vibration, some-

what like the reed of a clarionet or the tongue of a trumpet,

and the result is the production of a sound. The pitch of

the sound depends of course on the rapidity of the vibra-

tion, and this is governed by the Ifength and the degree

of tension ofthe vocal cords. The vocal cords are tightened

or relaxed by means of the muscles that act on the thyroid

and arytenoid cartilages.

Note.—Some physiologists regard the return ofthe glottis in producing
sound as analogous to that of a bird call.

431. One of the most remarkable circumstances in

connection with the organs of voice and their action is

the perfect precision with which the will can determine

the degree of tension of these ligaments. Their average

length while in repose is in the adult male about y'J^ of an

inch, and in the adult female y^^ ; and when stretched

to their utmost capacity their length is only jW in the

male, and ^^g\ in the female. The extreme difference of

length is theretore about i of an inch in the male, and
ibout 1 of an inch in the female. The average compass
'jf the cultivated voice is about two octaves or 24 semi-

tones, and as a practiced singer can produce at least 10
distinct intervals within each semitone, the range of the

voice may be said to be 240 notes. Each of these 240
notes corresponds to a different degree of tension of the

vocal cords; and as the utmost limits of tension are i of

an inch in the male and i of an inch in the female, it

follows that in man the difference in length of the vocal

cords required to pass from one interval to another will

not be more than y^Vo of an inch, and in woman not

more than ^oVo of an inch.

Note.—It is said that the celebrated vocalist Madame Mara was able
to sound IWditferent notes within each interval of the diatonic scale, and
as- the compass of her voice was 20 tones, the whole number of notes she
could sound was 2000, all ofcourse comprised within the extreme variation
of j of an inch. It may hence be said that she was capable ot determining
with precision the contraction of the vocal cords to the j. of au inch.

t 6

432. The larynx is about the same size, and conse-

quently the vocal cords are about the same length in both

sexes up to the age of 14 or 15 years; however from that
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time it rapidly increases in size in the male, but remains
stationary in the female. It is owing to this greater length

of the vocal cords that the pitch of a man's voice is lower

than that of a woman, or of a girl, or of a boy.

433. The difference of timbre or quality in different

voices, appears to be chiefly due to the difference of flexi-

bility and smoothness in the cartilages of the larynx. Wo-
men and children have these cartilages smooth and flex-

ible, and hence their voice is smooth ; men, on the contrary,

have cartilages which are harder, and sometimes com-
pletely ossified, and hence the roughness—the want of
flexibility of their voices.

434. The loudness of the voice depends principally,

upon the force with which the air is expelled from the

chest, but in part also the resonance produced by the

other parts of the larynx and the neighboring cavities.

Note.—In the Iwwling monkeys of South America there are several
hollow pouches which open from the larynx, and one in the hyoid bone
(which IS greatly enlarged). The voice of this variety of monkey is said to
be louder than the roar of the lion.

435. Voices are divided by musicians into the follow-

ing classes:

—

Double vibrations per second
made by vocal cords.

r Soprano. From 1056to2G4.
Female voices, -< Mezzo-Soprano. " 930 " 220.

( Contralto. " 704 " 176.

( Tenor. " 528 " 132.'

Male voices, ] Baritone. " 352 " 110.

(Base. " 220 " 82^
NoTK.— In speaking, the range of the voice is limited to about halt^an

octave, in singing, to about two octaves. Occasionally a person may be
met with who has cultivated his voice, so as to reach through three oc-
taves. The entire range of the human voice, taking both male and female
together, may be said to be about four octaves.

436. Birds have a true larynx which is often very com-
plex, and which is placed at the loioer extremity of the

trachea, just where it branches into the bronchial tubes.

The upper end of the trachea opens into the pharynx by a

mere slit. Birds in which the true or lower larynx is ab-

sent, are necessarily voiceless. In the cat the upper and
lower vocal cords are almost equally developed, and hence

the variety and range of its voice. The horse and ass have
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only two vocal cords. The sounds produced by insects are

caused by percussion or by rubbing the horny sheaths of

their wings or legs together, or by the rapid vibrations of

their wings or by the contraction and expansion of their

air tubes, which forces the air through their orifices so as

to make it whistle. •
THE ORGANS OF HEARING.

Fig. 40.

Vertical section ov the organ of heaeino.

437. The organ of hearing in man is composed of

three parts, viz. :

—

I. The External Ear or Pinna.

IT. The Middle Ear or Tympanum.
III. The Internal Ear or Labyrinth:

—

438. The External Ear consists of two p-arts.

I. The Pinna or Pavilion (abc), also called the ala or

wing and the auricula.

II. The Meatus Auditorius, or auditor canal (d). Both
the pinna and the auditory canal are cartilaginous in

structure, but are abundantly supplied with vessels, and

hence it is that the ears tingle and redden even with very

slight mental emotion. The pinna collects the waves of
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sound and directs them inward to the tympanum, through

the auditory c.inal. The precise purpose served by the

numerous prominences and depressions on the pinna is

not satisfactorily known. The auditory canal is about an

inch long in the adult, and extends from the pinna to the

dmm or tympanum. Its entrance is guided by hairs

;

and further to prevent the intrusion of insects, there is a

very bitter and somewhat fetid wax secreted along its

entire length.
Note.—Many animals posH).s.s the ability to turn their external ears

in diUlTHnt directions, the better to collect the gouiferous waves ; and it is

worrhy of remark, that beu.st» of jirey can turn their ears forward with
most facility, while timid aniniiils commonly keep their ears directed

backward.s so a.s to Kuard against the approach of danger from behind,
their eyes serving to keep them warned ofwhat is going on iu front.

439. Tlie Middle Ear or tympanum or tymptinic

cavity is a somewhat hemispherical cavity, about half-inch

diameter ; it is placed in the temporal bone, extending

from the drum to the vestibule, and is filled with air. The
parts of the middle car are :

—

I. The Membrana Tympani, or drum of the ear.

II. The Eustachian Tube.

III. The four small bones of the ear.

The membrana tympani is placed obliquely across the

inner end of the auditory canal. It is thin and oval, and

is placed at an angle of 45'', its outward plane looking

forwards and downwards.
The Eustachian tube is a membraneous canal leading

from the middle ear downwards and forwards into the

pharynx, with which it communicates by means of a

valvular opening that is generally closed. It gives exit

to the mucus which forms in the middle ear, and also per-

mits the entrance of air into the tympanic cavity ;
when

closed by a cold, it causes partial deafness.

The ossicles of the tympa- Fig. 41.

. num are four small bones which

connect the membrana tympani

with the fenestra ovalis. They,

are shown magnified in the Fig.

and are named from their*

shapes; the malleus or ham-
mer, m, the incns or anvil, i,
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the OS orhicitlare or round bone o, (the smallest bone in the

body), and the stapes or stirrup, s. The handle 7i of the

malleus is fastened to the membrana tjmpani, and the

base of the stapes to the membrane covering the fenestra

ovalis. The bones are joined to one another in the position

represented in the figure, and are capable of slight move-

ment by means of attached muscles.

440. The labyrinth or internal ear has its channels

excavated in the petreous bone, the hardest of any in the

body. It consists of the following parts :

—

I. The Vestibule.

II. The semi-circular Canals.

III. The Cochlea.

The vestibule (l) is a chamber formed in the petreous

bone. Various branches of the auditory nerve and of ar-

teries pass into it, and it is connected with the tympanic

cavity by means of two orifices which are covered with

membranes, viz., the fenestra ovalis or oval window
(o, Fig. 42), and the fenestra, rotunda or round window
(r,Fig.42)._

The semicircular canals (x, y, and z) are three in num-
ber, passing from and returning into the vestibule in the

upper posterior part. They Fig. 42.

are placed at right angles to one

,

another, and are each filled by'

a membraneous canal of the

same shape, containing fluid.

The cochlea (snail shell), n
Fig. 40 and k Fig. 42, is a spi-

ral cavity, having the exact

form of a snail's shell, the con-

volutions making just two turns

and a half around a central pil-

lar. The canal is divided into

two passages by a partition

(the lamina spiralis), which
runs its entire length. These
passages do not communicate except at the top, where
there is a small opening through the partition ; at the lower
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end (corresponding to the mouth of the snail shell) they

terminate separately, one with the tympanic cavity by
means of the fenestra rotunda, and the other opens freely

into the vestibule.

441. The whole interior of the labyrinth is lined by a
delicate membrane, on which the auditory nerve is mi-

nutely distributed. Small looped fibrils of this nerve

depend from the lamina spiralis, and float in the watery
liquid which fills the cochlea as well as the other parta of
the labyrinth,

442. The functions of the different parts of the ear are

as follows :

—

I. The waves of sound are collected in the pinna or ex-

ternal ear, are directed through the auditory canal, and
striking upon the menibrana tympani throw it into vibra-

tion.

II. The chain of small bones connecting the memlrana
tympani with the membrane that cover the fenestra ovalis

receives the vibrations from the drum or membrana tym
pani, and transmits them across the tympanic cavity

through the fenestra ovalis into the vestibule.

III. The vibrations which are thus excited in the fluid

which fills the vestibule, semicircular canals and cochlea,

are received by the expanded filaments of the auditory

nerve, and the sensation of sound is thus transmitted to

the brain.

443. Careful experiments have determined the follow-

ing principles with regard to the transmission of vibra-

tions from one medium to another, and a due considera-

tion of these will explain the arrangement of membranes,
and solids, and fluids in the ear.

I. Atmo.spheric vibrations lo.«e much of their intensity

when transmitted directly either to solids or liquids.

II. The intervention of a membrane greatly facilitates

the communications of vibrations from air to licjuids.

III. Atmo.spheric vibrations are readily communicated
to a solid, if the latter be attached to a membrane so

placed that the vibrations of the air act upon it.
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lY. A solid body fixed in an opening by a bordei- mem-
brane so as to be movable, communicates sonorous vibra-

tions from air on one side to water or otber similar fluids

on the other, much better than solid media not so con-

structed.

444. The peculiar functions of the semi-circular canals

and of the cochlea, are not very well known. As the for-

mer are always placed at right angles to each other,

occupying the position of the bottom and two sides of a

cube, it has been supposed that they enable us to judge

of the direction of sound : it is also deemed highly probable

by physiologists that the cochlea serves to give us the idea

of the pitch of sounds.

445. According to Savart the most grave note the ear

is capable of appreciating is formed by from seven to eight

complete vibrations per second. When fewer vibrations

are made per second, they are heard as distinct sounds,

i. e., do not produce a note. The most acute note appre-

ciated by the ear is produced by 365000 complete vibra-

tions per second.

Note.—The interval la is said to be lieard by rapidly moving the head
from side to side, owing to the motion of the small bones of the ear.

448. The mechanism of hearidg is not equally compli-

cated in all classes of animals.

Birds have the internal and middle ear constructed on
the same general plan as man, but the external ear is

merely a circlet of feathers.

Reptiles have no external ear, and in many cases no

middle ear. The fluid in the vestibule is rendered milky

in color, owing to the abundance of minute crystals of

phosphate of lime.

Fishes have no external or middle ear, but simply a

membraneous vestibule situated in the skull, and sur-

rounded by semi-circular canals from one to three in

number.

The ear of the mollusk is simply a sack filled with liquid,

and having the auditory nerve expanded upon its inner

surface.
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The position of the organs of hearing in insects is not

very well known; but some, as the grasshopper, have tin

ear no longer in the head but in the legs.

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS.

1. What must be the length of a pendulum m the latitude of

Canada in order to vibrate once in 5 seconds?

2. In a lever the arm of the power is 7 feet long and the arm
of the weight 2 feet 7 inches ;

with this instrument what

power will sustain a weight of 743 lbs. ?

3. In a hydrostatic press the sectional areas of the cylinders

are to one another as 1427 is to 3, and the force pump is
'

worked by means ofa lever whose arms are to one another

as 27 to 2. Now if a power of 87 lbs. be applied to the

extremity of the lever, what upward pressure will be

exerted against the piston in the larger cylinder ?

4. A cannon ball is fired vertically with an initial velocity of

600 feet per second ; it is required to find

—

1st. How far it will rise.

2nd. Where it will be at the end of the 7th. second.

3rd. In how many seconds it will again reach the ground.

4th. What will be its terminal velocity.

5th. In what other moment of its flight it will have the same
velocity as at the end of the 5th second of its ascent.

5. A water-wheel is worked by means of a stream 4 feet wide

and 3i feet deep, the water having a velocity of 27 feel

per minute and falling from a height of 36 feet, how many
strokes per minute will it give to a forge hammer weigh-

ing 7000 lbs.,—the vertical length of the stroke being

4 feet ?

6. In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the axles are SJ

and 3f inches, and a power of 7 pounds sustains a weight

of 1000, what is the radius of the wheel?

7. How far may an empty vessel capable of sustaining a pi

sure of 159 lbs. to the square inch be sunk in water bel

breaking ?

8. In a screw the pitch is ,'(- of an inch, the power lever 9 ti '.

2 inches long and the weight is 44000 lbs., what is liie

power ?

9. How many units of work are expended in raising 70 cubic

feet of water to the height of 83 feet ?

10. The piston of a low pressure steam engine has an area of

360 inches and makes 13 strokes of 7 feet each per minute,

the pressure of the steam on the boiler being 40 lbs. to the

square inch. Required the horse power of the engine.
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11. Through how many feet will a power of 7 lbs., moving
through 120 feet, carry a weight of 29 lbs.?

12. A train weighing 75 tons is drawn along an inclined plane

with a uniform velocity of 40 miles per hour, assuming
the inclination of the plane to be 1 in 100, and taking

friction and atmospheric resistance as usual, what is the

horse power of the engine :

—

1st. If the train is ascending the plane ?

2nd. If the train is descending the plane?

13. If a body weighing 7 lbs. at the surface of the earth be

carried to a distance of 30,000 miles from the earth, what
will be its weight?

14. With what velocity per second will water flow from a small

aperture in the side of a vessel, the fluid level being kept

constantly 12 feet above the centre of the orifice?

15. In a hydrostatic bellows the tube has a sectional area of 1\

inches, the area of the board is 37 inches, and the tube is

filled with water to the height of 28 feet, what upward
pressure is exerted against the board of the bellows?

16. In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the axles are IJ

and 2f inches, the radius of the wheel is 40 inches, what
power will sustain a weight of 8,700 lbs. ?

17. A clock is observed to lose 17 minutes in 24 hours, how
much must the pendulum be shortened in order that it

may keep correct time?

18. At what height will the mercury stand in a barometer at an
elevation of 3o miles ?

19. An upright flood gate of a canal is 17 feet wide and 13 feet

deep, the water being on one side only and level with

the top ; required the pressure :

—

1st. On the whole gate.

2nd. On the lowest three-fifths of the gate.

3rd. On the middle three-fifths of the gate.

4th. On the upper four-elevenths of the gate. *

5th. On the lowest five-twelfths of the gate.

20. A piece of stone weighs 23 oz. in air and only 14- 7 oz. in

water ; required its specific gravity.

21. Through how many feet will a body fall in 21 seconds down
an incline of 7 in 16 ?

22. In a compound lever the arms of the power are 9, 7, 5, and
3 feet, the arms of the weight 3, 2, 1, and i feet, the

power is 1 1 lbs. ; required the weight.

23. If mercury and milk are placed together in a bent glass tube

or syphon, and if the column of mercury is 7-9 inches in

length, what will be the length of the column of milk?
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24. In a hydrostatic press the sectional areas of the cylinders
are to one another as 1111 to 2, the force pump is worked
by means of a lever whose arms are to one another as 17
to 2, and the power applied is 123 lbs. ; what is the up-
ward pressure exerted against the piston in the large
cylinder?

25. In a differential screw the pitch of the exterior screw is j of
an inch, that of the interior screw is -|*f of an inch, the
lever is 25 inches long and the power applied is 130 lbs.,

what is the pressure exerted ?

26. A seconds pendulum is observed when carried to the summit
of a mbiintain to lose 3 seconds in an hour; what is the
height of the mountain ?

27. Through how many feet will a heavy body fall during the
10th, the 7th and the 6th, seconds of its descent?

28. In what time will an upright vessel 20 feet high and fillcl

with water, empty itself through an aperture, in the bot-
tom, three-fifths of an inch in area, the vessel containing
250 gallons?

29. A train weighing 80 tons is drawn along a level plane with
a uniform velocity of 20 miles per hour, taking friction

and atmospheric resistance as usual, what is the hoi

power of the locomotive ?

30. What is the weight of the milk contained in a rectangular
vat 11 feet long, 7 feet wide, and 3 feet deep ?

3). What would be the height of the mercury in the barometer
at an elevation of 29-7 miles?

32. What power will support a weight of 666GG6 by means of an
endless screw having a winch 30 inches long, an axle
with a radius of 2 inches, and a wheel with 120 teeth?

33. How much work is required to raise 29 tons of coal from a
mine 1120 feet deep ?

34. With what velocity does a body move at the close of the

27th second of its descent?

35. What is the entire pressure exerted upon the body of a fish

having a surface of 11 square yards and being at a depth
of 140 feet ?

36. How much water will be discharged in one hour through an
aperture in the side or bottom of a vessel, the water in

'

the vessel being kept at a constant height of 17 feet

above the centre of the orifice, and the area of the latter

being seven-elevenths ofan inch ?

37. How many cubic feet of water can a man raise by means of
a chain pump from a depth of 120 feet in a day of 8 hours ?
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38. If a stone be thrown down an incline of 11 in 100 with an
initial velocity of 140 feet per second, what will be its

velocity at the 10th second of its descent, and through
how many feet will it fall in 21 seconds ?

39. At what rate per hour will a train weighing 120 tons be
drawn up an incliue of^ in 100 by an engine of 90 horse-
power, taking friction as usual and neglecting atmos-
pheric resistance?

40. A water-wheel is driven by a stream 4 feet wide and 3 feet

deep; the fall is 40 feet and the velocity of the stream 38i
feet per minute—if the modulus of the wheel is -63, what
number of gallons of water will it raise per hour from a
depth of 270 feet?

41. In a system of movable pulleys a power of 2 lbs. sustains a
weight of 64 lbs.; how many movable pulleys are there?

1st. If the system be worked by one cord ?

2nd. If there are as many cords as movable pulleys ?

42. At what rate per hour will a horse draw a load whose srross

weight is 1800 lbs. on a road whose coeflBcient of friction

43. In a high pressure engine the piston has an area of600 inches
and makes 30 strokes of 5 feet each per minute ; what
must be the pressure of the steam on the boiler in order
that the engine may pump 1000 gallons of water per
minute from a mine whose depth is 270 feet—making the
usual allowance for friction and the modulus of the pump?

44. The barometer at the summit of a mountain indicates a pres-

sure of 21-73 inches while at the base it indicates a
pressure of 29-44 inches, what is the height of the moun-
tain, taking the mean temperature of the two stations

as 63-70 ?

45. If a stone be thrown vertically upwards and again reaches
the ground after a lapse of 16 seconds, to what height
did it rise ?

46. In a composition of levers the arms of the power are 8, 4, 2,

and 7, the arms of the weight are 3, 1, i, and 4. what
weight will be sustained by a power of 29lbs. ?

47. A piece of wood which weighs 17 oz. has attached to it a
metal sinker which weighs 13-7 oz. in air and 86 oz in

water—the united mass weighs only -5 of an ounce in

water ; what is the specific gravity of the wood ?

48. What must be the area of an aperture in the bottom of a
vessel of water 18 feet deep and kept constantly full in

order that 27 cubic feet may be discharged per hoar ?
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49. How many tons of coal will be raised per day often hour
from a mine whose depth is 400 feet, by a low pressui
engine in which the piston has an area of 1200 inches an^
makes 20 strokes of 6 feet each per minute, the pressm
of the steam on the boiler being 45 lbs. to the sq. inch ?

50. What power will support a weight of 70000 by means of
screw having a pitch of -j'^ of an inch and a power leve

9 feet two inches in length?

51. In what time will a pendulum 50 inches long vibrate in thej
latitude of Canada?

52. In a lever whose power arm is8J times as long as the ar

of the weight, what power will sustain a weight of

729 lbs.?

53. A train weighing 130 tons is drawn along an incline of^ in

100 with a uniform velocity of 25 miles per hour ; taking
friction and atmospheric resistance as usual, what is the

horse power of the locomotive :

—

1st. If the train is ascending the incline?

2nd. If the train is descending the incline ?

54. A seconds pendulum is observed to lose 40 seconds in 24
hours on the summit of a mountain ; required its height.

55. A body is fired vertically with an initial velocity of 2000
feet per second ;

it is required to find :

1st. Where it will be at the end of the 120th second.
2nd. How far it will rise.

3rd. In what space of time it will again reach the ground.'
4th. Its terminal velocity.

5th. In what other moment of its flight its velocity will be
the same as at the end of the 49th second.

56. In a wheel and axle the radius of the axle is 3 inches and tk\

weight of 247 lbs. is sustained by a power of 17 lbs.

what is the radius of the wheel?

57. With what velocity does water flow from a small aperture
in the side or bottom of a vessel, the fluid level being
kept constant at 40 feet above the centre of the orifice ?

58. In a train of wheel work there are four wheels and four
axles, the first wheel and last axle being plain, i. e., without
cogs, and having radii respectively of 12 and 2 feet—the

second wheel has 70, the third 80, and the fourth 100
teeth : the first axle has 8, the second 7, and the third 11

leaves ;
with this machine what weight will be sustained

by a power of 130 lbs. ?

59. To what depth may a closed empty glass vessel capable o(

sustaining a pressure of 200 lbs. to the square inch be
sunk in water before it breaks?
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60. In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the axles are Ig

and If inches : a power of 2 lbs. sustains a weight of 749,

what is the radius of the wheel ?

61. How many units of work are expended in raising 247 tons

of coal from a depth of 478 feet?

62. What is the horse power of an upright water wheel worked

by a stream 5 feet wide and 2J feet deep, the velocity of

the water being 110 feet per minute, the fall 6 feet, and

the modulus of the wheel j ?

03. A train weighing 140 tons ascends a gradient having a rise

of i in 100; taking friction as usual and neglecting at-

mospheric resistance, what is the maximum speed the train

will attain if the horse power of the locomotive be 150?

64. A barometer at the summit of a mountain indicates a pres-

sure of 21-4 inches, while at the base the pressure is 30-2

inches, what is the height of the mountain?

65. On an incline of 7 in 100 what power acting parallel to the

plane will sustain a weight of 947 lbs.?

66. What centrifugal force is exerted by a ball weighing 40 lbs,

revolving in a circle 20 feet in diameter and making 140

revolutions per minute ?

67. What is the specific gravity of a piece of metal which weighs

23-49 oz. in air and only 18-12 oz. in water?

68. If a body be thrown vertically upwards and again reaches

the ground in 22 seconds

—

1st. With what velocity was it iirojected ?

2nd. How far did it rise?

69. In a screw the pitch is -,V of an inch, the power lever is 40

inches long ; what power will sustain a weight of 95000

lbs?

70. In what time will an engine of 120 horse power, moving a

train whose gross weight is 100 tons, complete a journey

of 300 miles, taking friction as usual, neglecting atmos-

pheric resistance, and assuming the tail to ascend regu-

larly i in 100 ?

71. An engine of 60 horse power raises 50 tons of coal per hour

from the bottom of a mine 200 feet deep, and at the same

time causes a forge hammer to make forty lifts per minute

of 3 feet each ; required the weight of the hammer.

T2. In a hydrostatic press the sectional areas of the cylinders

are to one anotlier as 1411 to 3, the force pump is worked

by a lever whose arms are to one another as 28 to 3, the

upward pressure required is 9000 lbs ;
what must be the

power applied ?
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73. la a differential screw the pitch of the exterior screw is

-^Sg and that of the inner screw iV of an inch, the power
lever is 6 feet 8 inches in length ; what pressure will be

exerted by a power of 19 lbs.?

74. A piece of nickel (spec. grav. 7816) weighs 24 grains in air

and only 16"4 grains in a certain liquid ; required the

specific gravity of the liquid.

75. In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the axles are li

and 1
i-'y-

iuclies, the radius of the wheel is 42 inches ; what
weight may be sustained by a power of 23-7 lbs. ?

76. What gross load will a horse draw when travelling at the

rale of 3i miles per hour on a road whose coefficient of f

friction is -|\' ? J
77. A body has descended through a \- x feet when a second '

body commences to fall at a point 2m feet beneath it

;

what distance will the latter body fall before the former

passes it?

78. On an incline of i in 70 what power acting parallel to the

plane will sustain a weight of 4790 lbs. ?

79. When a body has fallen 7000 feet down an incline of 7 in 20

what velocity per second has it acquired?

80. A body weighing 100 lbs. and moving from south to north

with a velocity of 60 feet per second comes into contact

with another body which weighs 430 lbs. and is moving
from north to south with a velocity of 20 feet per second,

and the two bodies coalesce and move on together ; re-

quired the direction and velocity of the motion of the

united mass.

81. An engine of 21 horse power pumps 40 cubic feet of water

per hour from the bottom of a mine whose depth is 200

feet and at the same time draws coals from the bottom of

the mine ; required the tons of coals drawn up per hour.

82. In a system of pulleys worked by several cords, each attached

by both ends to the pulleys, there are 8 movable pulleys

and as many separate cords ; what weight will be sustained

by a power of 73 lbs. ?

83. A body weighing 20 lbs. and moving at the rate of 47 feet

per second comes in contact with another body weighing

270 lbs. and moving in the same direction with the ve-

locity of 30 feet per second ; required the velocity and

momentum of the united mass.

84. In what lime will an engine of 150 horse power draw a

train whose gross weight is 90 tons through a journey of

220 miles, taking friction as usual, and neglecting atmos-

pheric resistance, one half of the journey to be on a level

plane and the other half up an incline of I in 100 ?
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85. In a common wheel and axle a power of 7 lbs. sustains a
weight of 974 : the radius of the wheel is 51 inches, what
is the radius of the axle ?

86. At what height would the mercurj stand in a barometer
placed at an elevation of 43-2 miles above the level of
the earth ?

87. If a body be projected dowaan incline of 7 in 12 with an
initial velocity of 40 feet per second, through how many
feet will it move during the tenth second, and over what
space will it have passed in 23 seconds ?

88. In a high pressure engine the piston has an area of 360 inches
and makes 17 strokes of 5 feet each per minute ; taking
the pressure of the steam on the boiler as equal to 56 lbs.

to the square inch, what are the horse powers of the
engine ?

89. If a body weighing 111 lbs. moving to the east with a velocity
of 90 feet per second come in contact with another body
which weighs 70 lbs. and is moving to the west with a
velocity of 40 feet per second, and after the two have
coalesced they come in contact with a third which weighs
80 lbs. and is moving to the east with a velocity of 20 feet

per second, and the three then coalesce and move on to-

gether, what will be the direction, velocity, and momen-
tum of the united mass ?

90. What must be the length of a pendulum in the latitude of
Canada in order that it may make 40 vibrations in 1

minute ?

91. What pressure will be exerted upon the body of a man at the

depth of97 feet beneath the surface ofthe water, the man's
body having a surface equal to 14 square feet ?

92. A piece of cork which weighs 27*42 grains has attached to
it a sinker which weighs 34-71 grains in air and only
30' 12 grains in water, the united mass weighs nothing in

water, i. e., is of the same specific gravity as water
;

required the specific gravity of the cork.

93. What is the weight of a mass of slate which contains 27 cable
feet?

94. How many cubic feet of iron are there in 87 tons ?

95. What backward pressure is exerted by a horse in going down
a hill which has a rise of 3 in 40 with a load whose gross
weight is 2100 lbs. assuming friction to be equal to -^g of
the load ?

96. What pressure is exerted against one square yard of an
embankment if the upper edge of the yard be 17 feet and
the lower edge 18 feet beneath the surface of the water?

13
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97. The length of a wedge is 27 inches, and the thickness of ihe

back 2'i inches ; what weight may be raised by a pressure

of 17 lbs.?

98. What is the elTective horse power of a high pressure engine

in which the piston has an area of 420 inches, and makes
30 strokes per minute, the boiler evaporating ^ of a cubic

foot of water per minute under a pressure of GO lbs. to the

square inch?

09. A train dra%vn by a locomotive of 100 II. P. moves alon^'

an incline of i in 100 with a uniform velocity of 25 mih
per hour ; taking friction as usual and neglecting atmo.

pheric resistance, what is the weight of tln^ train :

—

1st. If it is ascending the incline ?

2nd. If it is descending the incline?

100. A lightning flash is seen 9J seconds before the report i-

heard, at what distance did the discharge occur?

101. A body 7000 miles from the surface of the earth weigh-

500 lbs., what would be its weight at the distance ot

4000 miles?

102. IIow long would sound requiie to travel from Toronto to

Markham, a distance of 21 miles, the thermometer indi-

cating a temperature of 82° F.?

103. At what distance from the source ofsound must the reflect-

ing surface be in order that the last 20 syllables uttered

may be distinctly repeated by the echo ?

104. On a perfectly calm day the report of a cannon fired on

the northern shore of Lake Ontario is heard on the

southern shore, a distance of 40 miles. IIow much sooner

will the report arrive at the southern shore througli the

water of the lake than through the overlying air?

105. A metallic wire placed on the monochord vibrates 800

times in a second—by how much must its length be

increased in order that with the same degree of tensioo,

Ac, it shall vibrate only 550 times in a second ?

lOG. What are the relative numbers of vibrations per second

required to produce the notes E and D sharp?

107. What is the length of a wave of air producing F* of the

Italian Opera (1855)?

108. A cord of certain lengtli and diameter makes 90 vibrations

per second when stretched over the sonometer by a

weight of 100 lbs., by what weight must it be stretched

in order to make 135 vibrations per second?

109. In the year 1783, the report of a meteor was heard at

Windsor Casile 10 minutes after the flash of the meteor

was seen, what was its distance assuming the tempera-

lure of the air to be 52« F. ?
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110. An upright vessel is filled with -water and is pierced in the
side at the heights of 2, 0, 0, and 16 feet from the ground,
taking the whole height of the water as 24 feet, Avhat in
each case will be the random of the jet?

HI. A person supposes himself to be in the range of a distant
cannon, the report of which he hears 23 seconds after
seeing the flash, how soon may he a})prehend danger
from the ball assuming that it travels with the uniform
velocity of

,-'o
of a mile per second ?

EXAMINATION PAPERS.

1. A railway train weighing 110 tons is drawn along an incline
of \ in 100 with a uniform velocity of 42 miles per hour,
taking friction as usual and atmospheric resistance equal
to 20 lbs. when the train is moving at the rate of 7 miles
per hour, what is the horse power of the locomotive ?

1st. If the train is ascending the gradient?
,

2nd. If the train is descending the gradient?

2. Enunciate the principle of virtual velocities and calculate

through how many feet a weight of 89-7 lbs. will be car-

ried by a power of 11-7 lbs. moving through 123 feet?

3. In a diflferent^al wheel and axle the radii of the axles are 3|
and 3^ inches; the radius of the wheel is 42 inches, what
power will sustain a weight of 444-4 lbs. ?

4. Describe the barometer, and explain the principles on which
it acts.

5. What is the weight of a log of boxwood (spec. grav. 1-320)

17 feet long^ 1 foot 9 inches wide, and 2 feet 3 inches

thick?

6. The upright gate of a canal is 12 feet wide and IG feet deep,

the water being on one side only and level with the top

;

required the pressure :

—

1st. On the whole gate.

2nd. On the lowest five-eighths of the gate
;
and,

3rd. On the middle seventh of the gate.

7. Give the composition of atmospheric air, and state what are

the chief sources of the carbonic acid.

8. The piston of a high pressure engine has an area of 400
inches, and makes 12 strokes of 6 feet each per minute,

the pressure of the steam on the boiler is 64 lbs. per square

inch ; how many tons of coal per hour will this engine

raise from a mine whose depth is 240 feet?
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0. Distinguisli between the essential and the accessory proper-
tics of matter, and enumerate the former.

10. An upright vessel 17 feet in height is filled with water and
holds just 200 gallous ; in what time will it empty itself

through an aperture in the bottom two-fifths of an inch

in area ?

IB.

1. A cannon ball is fired vertically with an initial velocity of
800 feet per second ; required

—

1st. How far it will ascend.

2nd. In what space of time it will again reach the ground.
3rd. Where it will be at the end of the Slst second.

4th. Its terminal velocity.

5th. In what other moment of its flight it will havj the same
velocity as at the close of the 13ih second.

2. Enumerate the difiFerent kinds of attraction, define what is

meant by the attraction of gravity, and state by what
law its intensity varies.

3. A piece of stone weighs 73 grains in air and only 35 grains

in water ;
required its specific gravity.

4. In a hydrostatic press the areas of the cylinders are to one
another as 1347 : 2, the force pump is worked by means of

a lever whose arms are to one another as 23 : 2, the power
applied is 120 lbs. ; required the upward pressure exerted

against the piston in the larger cylinder.

5. In a lever the power arm is 7 feet long, the arm of the

weight is 5 inches, the power is II lbs.; required the

weight.

6. Enunciate the principle of the parallelogram of forces, and
explain how it is that a force may be more advantageously
represented by a line of given length than by saying it is

equal to a given number of lbs., &c.

7. Name the different kinds of upright water wheels, explain

the difference between them, and give the rule for finding

the horse powers of a water wheel.

8. If a closed empty vessel be sunk in water to the depth of

143 feet before it breaks, what was the extreme pressure

to the square inch it was capable of sustaining?

9. Describe what is meant by the vena coiUracta of escaping

fluids, indicate its position with reference to the orifice of

escape, and give the proportion between the area of the

aperture and the sectional area of the cenu contractu.
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10. An engine of 50 horse power draws a train weighing 60
tons up an incline of { in 100 with a uniform velocity of
20 miles per hour ; taking atmospheric resistance as
usual, what is the friction per ton ?

Ill

1. By means of a lever a certain number of lbs. Troy attached
to the arm of the weight balances the same number of
ounces Avoirdupois attached to the arm of the power

;

required the ratio between the arms of the lever, a pound
Troy being to a pound Avoirdupois as 5760 : 7000.

2. Enunciate Torrkelli's theorem and calculate the velocity
with which a liquid spouts from a small orifice in the side
of a vessel when the level of the fluid is 24 feet above the
centre of the orifice.

3. lu a hydrostatic bellows the sectional area of the tube is

three-sevenths of an inch and it contains 12 lbs. of water,
the area of the board of the bellows is 37 square feet;
what is the upward pressure exerted against the board of
the bellows?

4. Through how many feet will a body fall during the 22nd
second of its descent ?

5. Define what is meant by specific gravity. Give the rule for
calculating the specific ^avity of a solid not sufficiently

heavy to sink in water, and calculate the specific gravity
of cork from the following data :—

A piece of cork which weighs 20 oz. in air has attached to
it an iron sinker which weighs 18 oz. in air and only
15.73 oz. in water ; the united mass weighs 1 oz. in water,
required the specific gravity of the cork.

6. What weight would be carried through a space of 7 feet by
a power of 5 lbs. moving through 40 feet ?

7. Define what is meant by the centre of gravity of a body, and
explain how it may be experimentally determined in a
solid.

8. How many tons of coal per day of ten hours may be raised
from a mine of 660 feet in depth by a low pressure engine
having a piston which has an area of 500 inches, and
makes 20 strokes of 11 feet each per minute, the gross
pressure of the steam on the boiler being 37 lbs. per
square inch ?

9. The power arm of a lever is 32 times as long as the arm of
the weight, the power is 97 oz. ; required the weight.
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10. A city is supplied with water through a pipe 8 inches in

diameter and 1 mile in length, leading to a reservoir

whose height is 140 feet above the remote end of the pipe
;

what will be the velocity of the water per second, and
how much will be discharged in one hour '!

IV.

1. Enunciate the law of decrease in the pressure and density

of the air as we ascend into the higher regions of the

atmosphere ?

2. In a hydrostatic press the sectional areas of the cylinders

are to one another as 943 : 2, the force pump is worked by

means of a lever whose arms are to one another as 19 : 3
;

if the power applied be 87 lbs., what is the upward pres-

sure exerted against the piston in the larger cylinder ?

3. The power arm of a lever is 9 feet long, the arm of the

weight is 17 feet long, and .the weight is 6 J lbs. ; required

the power.

4. Explain when a body is said to be in a condition of stable,

unstable or indifferent equilibrium.

5. A train weighing 90 tons ia drawn along an incline of 2 in

900 with a .uniform velocity of 30 miles per hour ;
taking

friction and atmospheric resistance as usual, what is the

horse power of the locomo|ive :

—

1st. If the train is ascending the gradient?

2ad. If the train is descending the gradient ?

6. A stone is dropt into a mine and is heard to strike the bot-

tom in Hi seconds; required the depth of the mine, if

sound travels at the rate of lOGOJ feet per second.

7. State the condition of equilibrium in the diSurential wheel

and axle.

8. What is the weight of the sulphuric acid (specific gravity

1-841) contained in a rectangular vat 7 feet 4 inches long,

2 feet 5 inches deep, and 3 feet 7 inches wide ?

9. At the top of a mountain a barometer indicates a pressure of

21 inches while at the base the pressure is 29-78 inches

—

the temperature at the top is 40-70'' Fahr. and that at the

base is 70-70° Fahr. ; required the height of the mountain.

10. A high pressure steam engine raises 200 cubic feet of water

pe" minute from a depth of 80 feet, the piston has an area

of 800 inches, and makes 10 strokes per minute of 8 feet

each, what is the pressure of the steam on the boiler ?
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V.

1. The flood gate of a canal is 10 feet long and 7 feet deep, the

Tvater being on one side and level with the top ; what is

the pressure :

—

•

l3t. On the whole gate?
2nd. On the lowest two-sevenths of the gate ?

3rd. On the middle three-sevenths of the gate ?

4th. On the lowest one- ninth of the gate?

2. In a compound lever the arms of the power are 6, 7, and 11

feet, the arms of the weight are 2, 3, and 5 feet ; by means
of this combination what power will sustain a weight of

1000 lbs.?

3. Enunciate Mariotte's law, and ascertain what will be the

density, volume and elasticity of that amount of atmos-

pheric air, which, under ordinary circumstances, i. e., at

the level of the sea or under a pressure of 15 lbs. to the

square inch, fills • a gallon measure, if it be placed in a

piston and subjected to a pressure of 60 lbs. to the square

inch.

4. What power moving through 29 feet will carry a weight of

7 lbs. through 70 feet ?

5. An engine of 12 horse power gives motion to a forge ham-
mer which weighs 400 lbs. and makes 40 lifts of 3 feet each

per minute and at the same time pumps water from a mine

100 feet deep ; required the number of cubic feet of water it

pumps per hour from the mine.

6. On an inclined plane a power of 341 lbs. acting parallel to

the base sustains a weight of 27,900 lbs. ; what must be

the length of the base in order that the height may be 11

feet ?

7. Enunciate the three laws of motion commonly known as

Newton's laws, and state to whom they respectively belong.

8. A piece of sulphur weighs 19 oz. in air and 10 oz. in water,

required its specific gravity.

9. A ball is thrown up an incline of 11 in 16 with an initial

velocity of 1100 feet per second ;
required

—

1st. To what height it will rise.

3nd. Where it will be at the end of the 20 th second.

3rd. In what time it will again reach the ground.

4th. Its terminal velocity.

5th. In what other moment of its flight it will have the same
velocity as at the end of the I7th second of its ascent.

10. Required the pressure exerted against a mill-dam 170 feet

long and 16 feet wide, the perpendicular depth of the water

being 12 feet.
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VI.
1. When the barometer indicates a pressure of 30 inches at the

surface of the earth it is observed to indicate a pressure of

of only 13-5 inches in a balloon, required the approximate

height of the balloon.

2. Give the chief laws connected with the motion of projectiles.

1st. When they are fired vertically, and
Jnd. When they are -fired at an angle of elevation.

3. Through how many feet will a body fall in 39 seconds?

4. What is the horse power of a low pressure engine in which

the piston has an area of 300 inches and makes 1 1 strokes

of 9 feet each i)er minute, the gross pressure of the steam

on the boiler being r,3 lbs. to the square inch ?

5. What must be the area of the aperture in the side of a vess?l

kept filled with water to a height of 20 feet above the centre

of the orifice in order that 15 cubic feet of water may le

discharged in one hour ?

6. Describe Bramah's Hydrostatic Press, and explain upcn

what principle in philosophy its action depends.

7. A piece of wood which weighs 19 oz. has attached to ita

metal sinker which weighs 27 oz. in air and 22-7 oz. n

water—the united mass weighs 11 oz. in water; requind

the specific gravity of the wood.

8. In a compound lever the arms of the power are 7,8, 9, aid

10 feet, the arms of the weight are 2, 3, 4, and 1 feet, tae

power is 19 lbs. ; what is the weight?

9. Explain the difference between the common and thjj forciig

pump, and also state why the former is sometimes calUd

the lifting pump.
10. A train weighing 80 tons is moving at the rate of 30 feet

per second when the steam is turned off, how far will it as-

cend an incline of 3 in 1000, taking friction as usual, an4

neglecting atmospheric resistance ?

VII.

1. What amount of pressure is exerted against one square yari

of an embankment, the upper edge of the square yard be-

ing 16 ft. 3 in. and the lower edge 19 ft. 9 in. below the sur-

face of the water ?

2. How much must the pendulum of a clock which loses 1 mi-

nute in an hour be shortened in order that it may keep cor-

rect time ?
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3. Describe the syphon and give the theory of its action.

4. In a system of eleven movable pulleys worked by a single

cord what weight will a power of 27 lbs. sustain?

5. In a hj'drostatic press the large cylinder has a sectional

area of 6i feet, the smaller cylinder a sectional area of

2 J inches, the force pump is worked by means of a lever

whose arms are to one another as 19 : IJ ; now if a power
of 100 lbs. be applied to the extremity of the lever, what
upward pressure will be exerted against the piston in the

larger cylinder?

6. Describe the differential screw, and give the conditions of

equilibrium between the power and weight in the common
screw.

7. To what depth may an empty glass vessel capable of sus-

taining a pressure of 197 lbs. to the square inch be sunk

in water before it breaks ?

8. In a system of pulleys consisting of eight movable pulleys

worked by eight cords, the upper end of each fastened to

the beam the power is 7i lbs., what is the weight ?

9. How many gallons of water per hour will an engine of 7

horse power pump from a mine 67 feet in depth, making
the usual allowance for the modulus of the pump ?

10. The piston of a low pressure engine nas an area of 400 inches

and makes 20 strokes, each eight feet in length, per minute,

the boiler evaporates -731 of a cubic foot of water per

minute, what is the useful horse power of the engine ?

VIII

Explain the difference between the simple and compound
pendulum — also what is meant by the " centre of oscil-

lation" and by the " centre of percussion."

What velocity will a heavy body falling freely in the latitude

of London acquire in one entire second, the London
seconds pendulum being 39- 13 inches long ?

In a hydrostatic bellows the tube is filled with water to the

height of 13J feet ; what upward pressure is exerted

against the board of the bellows if the area of the latter

be 3,V feet ?

In a differential screw the exterior screw has a pitch of^*f of

an inch, the interior screw a pitch of
^.^r of an inch, the

power lever is fifty inches long ; what pressure will be

exerted by a power of 1 30 lbs. ?
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5. A train weighing 100 tons moves up a gradient having an

inclination of g in 100 with a uniform speed of 20 miles

per hour ; taking friction and atmospheric resistance as

usual, what is the horse power of the locomotive?

6. When a body has fallen through 2500 feet what velocity has

it acquired ?

7. Explain what is meant by gaseous diffusion, and show the

important influence it has in maintaining the composition

of atmospheric air constant at all places.

8. In acommon wheel and axle the radius of the axle is 11 inches

and the radius of the wheel 47 in. ; what power will, with

this machine, sustain a weight of 793 lbs. ?

9. A flood gate is 22 feet wide and 20 feet deep, the water beinfj

on one side only and level with the top ; required the

pressure

—

1st. Against the whole gate.

2nd. Against the lowest three-sevenths.

3rd. Against the upper four-ninths.

4th. Against the middle three-elevenths.

5th. Against the lowest three-fifths.

10. Give the different rules for finding the specific gravity ot

liquids.

IX.
1. In a differential wheel and axle the radii of the axles are 2}

and 2-,3f inches, the radius of the wheel is 90 inches
;
what

weight will be sustained by a power of 7 lbs. ?

2 The tube of a hydrostactic bellows is filled with water to the

height of 50 feet ; if the board of the bellows has an area

of 65 feet, what upward pressure is exerted against it ?

3. How many vibrations per minute will a pendulum 9 yards

long make ?

4 Give the principal laws of the descent of bodies on inclined

planes.

5. A body has fallen through 3600 feet when another body

begins to fall at a point 4000 feet beneath it ; through

what space will the latter body fall before the first over-

takes it ?

6. The piston of a steam engine has an area of 440 inches and
makes 11 strokes per minute, each 9/, feet in length, tiie

boiler evaporates -9 of a cubic foot of water per minute
;

what is the volume of the steam produced per minute and

what is the pressure under which it is generated ?
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7. Give the most important consequences that result from the

fact that each atom of a liquid is separately drawn towards

the centre of the earth by the force of gravity.

8. What gross load will a horse exerting a traction of 74 lbs.

draw on a road whose coefficient of friction is 2^4 ?

9. What are the conditions of equilibrium between the power

and weight in the inclined plane ?

10. Through how many feet must a body fall in order to acquire

a velocity of 250 feet per second ?

ANSWERS AND REFERENCES TO EXAMINATION
PAPERS.

1. H. P.=228-48 or 105-28

2. Art. 66.

3. -1679 lbs.

4. Arts. 227, 229.

5. 5522-34375 lbs.

6. 96000 lbs., 82500 lbs., and
137142^ lbs.

7. Art. 205.

8. 151-2 tons.

9. Arts. 9, 19, and 20,

10. 18 min., 45 sec.
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V.

1. 15312J lbs., V500 lbs., G562i
lbs., and 3213 li§ lbs.

2. 64?^ lbs.

3. Art. 219, density 4 times as

great, volume 1 qt. and
elasticity 60 lbs. to the sq.

inch.

4. 1631} lbs.

5. 33401 cubic feet.

6. 900 feet.

7. Arts. 255, 256, 257.

8. 2-111.

"9. 27500 feet.

At elevation of 17600 feci.

100 seconds.

1 100 feet per second.
At the end of the 83rd si

'

10. 1020000 lbs.

1. 19724 feet.

2. Art. 282.

3. 24336 feet.

4. 45-36 H. P.

5. j'/g of an inch.

VI.

6. Arts. 183 and 182, Note.

7. -618.

8. 3990 lbs.

9. Arts. 233 and 234.

10. 2163-4 feet.

1. 10406J lbs.

2. 1-303 inches.

3. Art. 235.

4. 594 lbs.

5. 526933^ lbs.

VII.

6. Arts. 129, 126.

7. 454 feet.

8. 1920 lbs.

9. 1379 IgT gallons.

10. H. P. = 67-87.

VIII.

1. Arts. 301, 302, and 308.

2. 386-17 inches.

3. 3022-68672.

4. 14660165-6 lbs.

5. 133-262.

6. 400 feet per second.

7. Art. 206.

8. 1855? lbs.

9. 275000 lbs.

185204^^ lbs.

54320fflbs.
75000 lbs.

231000 lbs.

10. Art. 196.

IX.

8085 lbs.

21479-04 lbs.

20-8.

Art. 270.

11 U^ feet.

Volume = 339-5 cub. feet.

Pres. =85 lbs. the sq. inch.

Art. 175.

1776 lbs.

Art. 116.

10. 976)35 feet.
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QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED ORALLY BY THE PUPIL.
Note.— T/ie numbers follomng the questions refer to the numbered

articles j« the icork, where the anstcers may befound.
1. What is Natural Science? (1)

2. Into what classes are all natural objects divided, and how are these
distinguished from each other? (2)

.". How are animals distinguished from vegetables? (3)

• What is Zoology? (4)

What is Botany? (4)

;. What is Mineralogy? (4)
7. What is Astronomy? (4)

S. AVhatis Geology? (4)

9. What is Chemistry? (4)

10. What is the object of Natural Philosophj;? (4)

11. What are the subdivi-sions of Natural Philosophy? (6)

12. In what separate forms does matter exist? (6)

13. Define what is meant bv the essential properties ofmatter. (9)

14. Enumerate the essential properties of matter. (10)

15. What is extension? Ul)
16. What is impenetrability? Give some illustrations. (12)

17. What is divisibility? (13)

IS. Does the property of divisibility belong to masses or to particles of
matter or to both ? (13)

19. Give some illustrations oftheextremedivisibilityofmatter. (13, Note)
20. What is indestructibility ? (14)

21. What is Porosity? (15)

22. What is Compressibility? (16)

23. What is Inertia? (17)

24. If bodies cannot bring themselves to a state of rest, how is it that all

bodies moving upon or near the earth soon come to rest? (17, Note)
25. What is elasticity? (18)

26. Name the different kinds of elasticity as applied to solids. (18, Note)

27. What are the accessory properties of matter? (19)

28. Enumerate some of the most important of the accessor/ properties of
matter? (20)

29. What is malleabilitv? Which are the most malleable of metals? (21)

30. What is ductility? Name the most ductile metals. (22)

31. What is tenacity? (23)
32. What is attraction? (24)

33. Enumerate the different kinds ofattraction. (25)
•34. What is the attraction of gravitj? (26)

35. What is the law of variation in the intensity of gravity? (27)

36. Explain what is meant by saying the force of gravity varies inyersely

as the square of the distance. (28)

37. What is the attraction of cohesion? ^29)
38. What is the attraction of adhesion ? (.30)

39. What is capillary attraction? Give some examples. (31)

40. What is electrical attraction? (.32)

41. What is magnetic attraction? (33)

42. What is chemical attraction? (34)

43. What is the derivation of the word Statics ? (36)

44. What is the object of the science ot Statics? (36)

46. What is the derivation of the word Hydrostatics ? (36)

46. What is the object of the science of Hydrostatics? (36 )

47. What is the derivation of the word Dynamics ? (36)

48. What is the object of the science of Dynamics? (36)

49. What is the derivation of the word Hydrodynamics ? (36)

60. What is the object of the science of Hydrodynamics? (36)

51. What is the derivation of the word Pneumatics .' (36)

52. What is the object of the science of Pneumatics ? (36)
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53. 'Wlion is ii Ixxly said to be in fquilibriiim* (37)

54. What are stati-^al Ibices or pressures y (38)

55. What are iliceicmonts of a forcer (39)

56. What arc the difl'erent modes of repn^soiiting a force? (40)

• 67. When several forces act ui)on the same point of a body, how many
motions can they give itV (41)

68. Distinguisli between component and resultantforces, (42)

59. If several forces act upon a point in the same straight line and in tl>e

same direction, to what is their resultant equal? (43)

60 When several forces act upon a point in the same straight line, but in

opposite directions, to wliatis their resultant eiinal? (43)

61. Enunciate the principle of the parallelogram of forces. (44)

62. When several forces act on a point in any direction whatever, state

how the resultant may be found. (45)

63. What is the distinction between the parallelogram of forces and the
jjarallelopiped of forces? (46)

(>4. What is the resultant of two parallel forces which act on different

noints of a body, but in the same direction? (47)

65. What is the res'ultant of two parallel forces which act on difleront

points of a body and m opposite directions? (48)

66. How do we ttnd the resultant of any number of parallel forces? (49)

67. AVhat is a couple? (50)

68. Distinguish between the composition of forces and the resolution of
forces. (64)

69. What is the centre of gravity ofa body? (57)

70. Why is the centre of gi-avlty called also the centre ofparallel forces?

(65)
71. How may the centre of gravity of a solid body be experimentally

determined? (58)

72 If a body be free to move in any direction, how will it finally rest

with reference to it« centre of gravity? (60)

73. How is the stability of a body estimated? (61)

74. When is a body said to be in a condition of stable, unstable, or i«-

rff//'eren<eciuilibrium? (62)

75. How may the centre of gravity oftwo separate bodies be found? (63)

76. What is the object of all mechanical contrivances? (64)

77. I5y what law or principle in philosophy is the relative gain or loss of

power and velocity in a machine determined? (65)

78. Eriunciate the principalj>f virtual velocities. (66)

79. What is a machine? (67)'

80 How manv mechanical elements enter into the composition of ma-
chinery? (68)

81. Kame the primary mechanical elements. (68)

82. Name the secondary mechanical element. (68)

83. From what mechanical element is the wheel and axle formed ? (69)

84. Of what mechanical element are the wedge and screw modilica-

tions?(69) , ...-,.
85. How are levers, cords, &c., regarded in theoretical mechanics? (lO)

86. What is a lever? (71)

87. <Jf how many kinds are levers? (72)

88. Of simple straight levers how many kinds are there? (73)

89. Upon what does the distinction between the three kinds of lovers

depend? (73)

90. Give examples of levers of the first class. (74)

91. How are the fulcrum, power, and weight placed in levers of the first

class? (76) , ,^, _,

92. How are the fulcrum, power, and weight placed in levers ofthe second

class? (75)

93. Give some examples of levers of the second class. (i5)

94. How are the fulcrum, power, and weight placed in levers of the third

cla.ss? (76)
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05. Give some examples of levers of the third clasc (76)

'J6 In levers of the hrst class which must bo greatest, the power or the

weifchtr(V6, Note)
97. In lovers ofthe second class which must be greatest, the power or the

weight? (76, Note)
98. In levers of the third class which must be greatest, the power or the

weight? (76, Note)
99. What is the arm of the weight? What is the arm ofthe power? (77)

100. What are the conditions of equiUbrium between the power and the

weight in the lever? (77)

101. Deduce formulas for finding the power, the weight, the arm of the

power or tbe arm of the weight when the other three are given. (77)

102. When the arms of the lever are curved or bent, how must their

effective lengths be determined? (79)

103. What is a compound lever or composition of levers? (80)

104. Deduce rules for liudiug the power or the weight in a compound
lever. (81)

105. Describe the wheel and axle. (82)

106. Why is the wheel and axle sometimes called a perpetual lever? (84)

107. What are the conditions ofequilibrium in the wheel and axle? (85)

108. Deduce a set of rules for finding the power, the weight, the radius of

the axle or the radius of the wheel when the other three are given.

(86)
109. Describe the difierential wheel and axle. (87)

110. To what is it, in effect, equivalent? (87)

111. Deduce a set of rules lor the differential wheel and axle.

112. In toothed gear how is the ratio between the power and the weight
determined? (89)

113. Bow are axles commonly made to act on wheels? (90)

114. When is wheel work used to concentratepower? Give an example. (92)

115. When is wheel work used to diffuse power? Give an example. (92)

116. What are the conditions of equilibrium in a system of toothed wheels
and pinions? (93)

117. What is opinion? what are leaves ? (91)

lis. Deduce formulas for tinding the power and the weight, in a system
of wheels and axles. (94)

119. Explain what is meant by the hunting cog. (95)

120. Name the different kinds of wheels. (96)

121. Explain the difference between crown, spur, and bevelled gear. (97)

122. Explain for what purpose crown, spur, or bevelled gear is used. (98)

123. When bevelled wheels of different diameters are to be used together
show how the sections of the cones of which they are to be frusta are
found. (99)

124. What is a pulley ? (100)
125. Show that from the pulley itselfno mechanical advantage is derived.

(101)
126. Wherein consists the real advantage of the pulley and cord as a me-

chanical power? '101)
127. When is a pulley said to be fixed? (102)
128. What is a single movable pulley called? (103)
129. What are Spanish Bartons? (103)
19). Explain the meaning of the words sheef, block and tackle. (104)

131. What is the only mechanical advantage derived from the use of a fix-

ed pulley ? (105)
132. In a system ot pulleys worked by a single cord, what are the condi-

tions of equilibrium? (106)
133. Deduce a set ofrules for a system of pulleys worked by a single cord.

(107)

134. What are the conditions of equilibrium in a Spanish Barton when the

separate cords are attached directly to the beam? (108)
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135. What are the conditions of equilibrium when the separate cords arc
attached to the movable pulloya? (109)

130. Dt'duce in each of thcue last two ca)<08 a set of rules for finding the
ratio between the power and the weij^lit. (110. and 111)

137. If the lines of direction of the power and weight make with one
another an angle greater than 120", what is the relation between
the power and the weight!' (112)

138. In theoretical mechanics how is the inclined plane regarded? (113)
139. What are the mode:* of indicating the inclination of the planoT (114)
140. In the inclined plane how may the power be applied? (115)

141. What are the conditions ofeciuilibrnim in the incliued plane? (110)

142. Deduce a set of rules for the iuclined plane. (117)

143. What is the wedge V ( 118)

144. How is the wedge worked? (119)

145. What are the conditions of equilibrium in the wedge when it is work-
ed by pres.sure? (120)

146. In what imi)ortant particular does the wedge differ from all the other
mechanical powers T (V2». Kote 1)

147. Give some examples of iheajiplication of the wedge to practical pur-
poses. (120, Note 2)

148. Deduce a set of rules for the wedge. (121)

149. Describe the screw. (122)

150. How is the screw related to an ordinary inclined plane? (122, Note)
151. What is the pitcli of the screw? (123)

152. How is the screw commonly worked? (124 and 125)

153. What are the conditions of equilibrium in the screw? (126) '

154. How may the olhcieucy of the screw as a mechanical power be in-

creased? (127)

155. Deduce a set of rules for the common screw. (128)

156. By whom was the dii/crential screw invented? (129)

157. Upon whatprinci|)le does the differential screw act? (129)

158. To what is the dilferential screw in eflect, ecjuivalent? (129)

159. Deduce a set of rules for the diflereutial crew. (130)

160. Describe the endless screw. (131)

161. What are the conditions of equilibrium in the endless screw? (132)

162. Deduce a set of rules for the endle.ss screw. (133)

163. How does friction aflect the relation between the power and the
weight in the mechanical elements? (135)

164. What arc the dillerent kinds of friction? (136)

165. What IS meant by the roejficient of friction? (1.37)

ltj6. What is the coetlicient of sliding friction? (l;38)

167. What is the coefficient of friction on railways? (138)

ltj8. AVhatis the coefficient of friction on good macadamized roads? (138)

169. What is meant bv the force of traction? (138)

170. Enumerate the different expedients in common use for diminishing
friction? (139)

171. Give Couloiub's conclusions as regards sliding friction. (139)

172. Give Coulomb's conclusions as regards rolling friction. (139)

173. What is the unit of work? (140)

174. How are units of work expended in raising a body found? (141)

175. What are the most important sources of laboring forces? (142)

176. How many units of work are there in one horse power? (142)

177. What is meant by the Table in Art? 142

178. What is the true work of the horse per minute? (142, Note)
179. In moving a carriage along a horizontal plane, for what purpose is

work exjx'nded?
180. In the case of railway trains what is the amount of friction? (143)

181. In the case of railway trains when does the velocity become uniform?
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1S2. Upon what does the traction offeree with which an animal pulls de-
pend? (146)

183. At what rate per hour must a horse travel to do most work? (146)
1S4. Upon what does the amount ofatmospheric resistance experienced by.

a moving body depond? (147)
IS,"). Explain what is meant by this. (147)
186. What is the amount of atmospheric re.sistanco experienced by a train

of medium length moving at the rate of 10 miles per hour? (148)
187. If a boily be moved along a surface witliout friction or atmospheric

resistance, how may the units of work performed be found? (149)
188. When a train is moved along an inclined plane, how is the work per-

formed by the locomotive found? {162',

189.' Deduce a set of formulas for finding the horse power, weight, maxi-
mum speed, &c., of trains. (151)

190. What is meant by the modulus of a machine? (152)
191. Ofmachines for raising water, which has the greatest modulus ? (153)
192. How may the work performed by water falling from a height be

found? (154)

193. How is steam converted into a source of laboring force? (155)
194. What are the two principal varieties of the steam engine? )156)
195. What are the essential parts of the high pressure engine? (157)
19tJ. How does the low pressure differ from the high pressure engine? (158
197. What are tho varieties of the low pressure engine? (159)
198. How do these differ from each other? (160, 161)
199. In the high pressure engine, at what part of the stroke does atmos-

pheric pressure act against the piston? (162)
200. Give the leading ideas that enter into the construction of tho steam

engine. (163)

201. In what respects is the low pressure engine preferable to the non-con-
densing engine? (164)

202. How are the units of work performed by an engine found? (165)
203. Knowing the pressure of the steam on the boiler, how do we obtain

the u.seftil pressure on the piston? (166)
204. Give the rules for finding the H. P., &c., of engines. (167)
205. What is the real source ofwork in the steam engine? (168)
206. Why is it most advantageous to employ steam of high pressure? (168)
2d~. Give formulas for finding tlie area ofthe piston,! ength ofstroke, pres-

sure, effective evaporation, &c., in the steam engine. (109)
208. Define what is meant by a .rfujrf. (171)
209. How IS the term fluid commonly applied? (172)
210. Into what classes are fluids divided ? Name the type of each. (173)
211. To what extent is water compressible ? Alcohol? (173, Note)
212. How do liquids chieflj' differ from gases? (174)
213. In what respects do liquids chiefly differ from solids? (175)
214. Give the most important consequences that flow from this fact. (175)
215. How would you illustrate the upward and lateral pressure of liquids *

(175, Note)
216. Wliat relation exists between the respective heights of two liquids of

different densities placed in an inverted syphon? (176)
217. What is the amount of downward pressure exerted by a liquid confined

in any vessel? (177)
218. How would you illustrate this fact? (177, Note.)
219. Show that weight and pressure are not to be confounded with one

another. (177, Note 2.)
-IK What are the weights respectively of a cubic inch, a cubic foot, and a

gallon of water, at the temperature of 60° Fahr.? (178)
221. To what is the pressure exerted by water on a vertical or inclined

surface equal ? ( 179

)

222. Give a rule for finding the lateral pressure e.xerted by water. (179)
22;^. How do you find the pressure exerted by water against a vertical or

inclined surface at a given depth beneath the water? (180)

14
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224. How do you find the pressure exerted against any fraction ofa vertical
surface wiicu the uppi^r edge is level with the surlace of the water? (181)

22;"). Kxplaiii what is meant by tmnsmisMon of pressure bv liquids. (182)
22t). l)«>!icril)C Hraiiiaii's Uyilro.-itatic I'rcso, and illubtraU' uy a MKure. (183)

2'J7. K.viilain the principle upon wliicli Urainairs I'resii acta. (1&, Note)
225. For wliiit jturposes is ISraniali's I'ress used? (184)

229. How do wo find the relation betwt-en the power applied and the pres-
sure obtaind by Urainali's Tress? (180)

230. Dascribe wliat is meant by the liydrostatic paradox. (186)

2.31. .Sliow iliat it is not in reality a paradox. (Ibli, Note)
232. Describe the hydrostatic bellow.<. (1«7)

233. tiive till' rule for tiudini; the upward pressure against the board of a
hydrofctatic bellows. (188)

2:54. AVIieu will a body tlout, sink, or rest in enuilibrium in a fluid? (189)

235. What weight of li<iuid does a floating body displace? (190)

2.36. "Wliatportionof its weight i.s lost by a body immersed in a liquid? (191)

237. What is the specific gravity of a body? (192)

238. What is the staudarti of comparison lor solids and liquids ? (193)

2;W. What is the standard of comparison lor all gases? (193)
240." Howdo wefind the spccilicgravity of asolid heavier than water? (194)

241. How do we find the specific gravity of a solid not sulUcieutly heavy to
sink in water? (195)

242 What is the first method of finding the specific gravity of a liquid?

(196)

243 What is the second method given for finding the specific gravity of a
liquid? (196)

244. How is tlie .'pecific gravity ol a liquid determined by means of the
hydrometer? (IM)

245. Describe tlio hydrometer. (196)

240. What difference is there between hydrometers designed for deter-

mining the specific gravity of liquids specifically lighter than water,
and those for ascertaining the 8i)ecitic gravity ol liquids specifically

heavier than water? (196)

247. How is the specific gravity of gases found? (197)

248. How may the weight of a cubic foot of any substance be found when
its specific gravity is known? (199)

249. How may the solid contents ofa bofly be found from its weight? (200)

250. How may the weight ofabody be found from its solid couteuts? (201)

261. What is Pneumatics? (205)

2.52. What is the derivation of the word atmosphere ? (206)

253! What is the atmosphere? (206)

254. To what height does the atmosphere extend? (207)

255! tiive the exact composition of atmospheric air. (208)

2.56. What purpose is served by the oxygen in the air? (208, Note)
257. What purpose is served by tlu' nitrogen? (208, Note)

258. Dpscribe the princii)a! properties of carbonic acid. (208, Note)
2o9. What are the chief sources of carbonic acid? (208, Note)

26o' What is the maximum and what the minimum amount of carbonic
acid in tlie air ? (208, Note)

261 Describe the mode by which the air is kept sufficiently pure to sustain
animal life. (208, Note)

262. Describe the property of gaseous diffusion. (209)

263. Explain how the property ofgaseous difl"usion affects the composition
of^the atmosphere. (209, Note)

264 Upon what does the amount of aqueous vapor present in the atmos-
phere depend? (210)

265. What is the maximum amount ? What its minimum amonnt?(210)

266 To what is the blue color of the sky due ? To what the golden tint« of
sunset? (211;

267 Which of the essential properties of matter belong to the air? (212)
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268. How would you illustrate the impenetrability of the air ? (212, Note)
269. How would you illustrate the inertia of the air? (212, Kote 2)
270. Why does air possess weight ? (213)

271. What may be taken as the fundamental fact ofPneum^ics ? (213,Note)
272. What is uie weight of 100 cubic inches of each of the following gases,

viz., oxogen, hydrogen, nitrogen, atmospheric air, carbonic air?
(213, Note)

273. Give some illustrations of the aggregate weight of the atmosphere
(213, Note 2)

274. How is it that the lower strata of air are denser than the upper ? (214)
275. By what law does the density of t)ie atmosphere decrease as we as-

cend ? (215)

276. From what does the pressure of the air result? (216)

277. What do we mean by saying the pressure of the air is equal to 15 lbs.

to the square inch ? (216, Note)
278. If the air were of the same density throughout, to what height would

it extend? (217)

279. How is this known? (217)

280. How are permanently elastic gases chiefly distinguished from non-
elastic gases? (219)

281. What is meant by permanently elastic gases? (219, Note)
282. Illustrate what is meant by the elasticity of a gas. (220)
283. To what is the elasticity of gases due ? (220, Note)
284. Enunciate Mariotte's law. (221)

28a. Illustrate it by a bent tube as in Art. 218. (221, Note)
286. 'Jo what extent was Mariotte's law true? (222, Note)
287. AVhat is the air-pump ? (223)

288. By whom and when was it invented? (224, Note)
289. Describe the exhausting syringe. (225)

2iM). Draw a sketch of the air-pump, and describe its mode of action. (225,
Note)

291. Upon what principle does the air-pump act? (226)

292. How perfect a vacuum can be secured by the air-pump? (226, Note)
2a3. Describe the condensing syringe. (227)

294. For what purpose is the air-pump chietly used? (228)

295. Give some illustrations of the pressure of the air. (228, Note)
296. Give some illustrations of the elasticity of the air. (228 Note 2)

297. What is the barometer? (229); I

298. By whom and when was it invented? (229, Note)
299. What are the essential parts of a barometer? (23i))

300. What is meant by the Torricellian vacuum? (230, Note)
301. How may the excellency of a barometer be tested? (231)
3i"i2. What is the cause of the oscillations of the barometer? (232)

303. In what regions of the earth are the oscillations of the barometer most
litful and extensive? (232, Note)

304. To what regular oscillations is the barometer subject? -(233)

305. At what hours are the two maxima of pressure? (2.33)

306. At what hours are the two minima of pressure? (233)

307. In what region are the semi-diurnal oscillations greatest? (233, Note)
308. Give some idea of their extent in tropical countries, and explain why

they are not observed in our climate. (233, Note)
309. How may the weather to be expected be tbretold by the oscillations

in the height of the barometric column? (234)

310. What does a fall in the barometer denote? (234, 11.)

311. What does a rise in the barometer indicate? (234, 111.)

312. What does a sudden change in the h ight of the mercury in the
barometer denote? (2.34,1V.)

313. What does a steady rise in the column denote? (234, V.)
314. What does a steady fall in the column denote? (234, VI.)
315. What does a tiuctuating state in the height of the column of mercury

denote? (234, Vll.)
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316. Give Haliev's rule for ascertaining tbe height of mountains, &c., by
thi' barometer. (235)

317. Give llalley 's rule with correction for temperature. (236)
318. Give L«'.-lie»rulp. C-iliS)

3it). Dei-cribc tlie c^seniial parts of a common pump, and illustrate by a
diagram. (236)

320. Kxplain why the common pump is sometimes called a liftins pump.
(•J3G, Note)

321. K.tplain the principle upon which the common pump acts. (236, Note )

322. Kxpluiu why the lower valve must be within 32 leet of the water in the
reservoir in order that the pump may act at all times. (236, Note 2)

323. Describe the forcing pump. (237)

324. Describe the e^iseniial parts of a lire engine. (237, Note)
3'26. Describe the syphon. (238)

326. How is the gyj)hon set in operation? (238, Note 1)

327. Explain upon what principle the syphon acts. (238, Note 2)

328. When does the consideration of forces come under the science of
statics? (2SK)

329. What kiud of forces are considered in dynamics? (289)

;530. Why is statics called a deductive science? (240)

;ai. Why is dynamics called an inductive or experimental science? (240)
.'i32. What may force be deJined to be? (241)

;i33. For what purposes is force required? (241)

;334. What are the diftereut kinds of forces as regards duration? (241)

83-5. What are the dilferent kinds of continued forces? (242)

'SMi. What may motion be deliued to be? (24^3)

iSil. Wliat are the (lualities of motion? (244)

;i38. What are the dillbrent kinds of motion? (244)

;;3U. What kind ol a motion is produced by au accelerating, constant, or
retardiTig force ? (245)

A<\ What is velocity? (246)

;tl. of how many Iciuds is velocity? (246)

12. When is velocity said to be uniform? (246)

:;13. What is momentum or motal force? (248)

.;14: To what are the momenta of bodies proportional ? (249)

.'Ab. When the velocities of two moving bodies areeijual, to what arc t-heir

momenta proportional? (249)

:;10. When the ma.s.ses of two moving bodies arc equal, to what are their
momenta proportional? (249)

:;17. When we speak of multiplying a velocity by a weight, what do we
mean? (249, Note)

;!S. When force is communicated by impact to a body at rest, how long
will the body remain at rest? (2.54)

;i9. (jive the lirst general law of motion. (255)
...'j<». Whose law is this? (257, Note)
. ;.")!. Give the second law of motion. [256)

:;.'.2. Whose law is this? (257, Note)
-Vi. (iive the third law of motion? (257)

:;j4. Wliose law is this? (257, Note)

:;.VS. What is reflected motion? (258)

:,",6. What is the angle of incidence? (268)

,,')7. What is the angle of reflection? (258)

;08. What proportion exists between the angle of incidence and the ancle
of reflixtion? (258)

369. llow would all bodies fall in a vacuum? (259)

360. Upon what does the resistance encountered by a body moving through
the atmosphere dej^iid? (260)

361. What is the natuie of the motion of a heavy body fallinir from a
height? (261)
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362. VThat velocity is acquired by a heavy body in falling thronjrh one
second? (264)

so
363. Through how many feet does a body fall during the first second of its

descent y (265)
3<>i. Deduce a set of formulas for the descent of bodies freely throueh

space. (266)
/ 6

365. When a body is projected upwards what is the nature of its motion
(267)

366. Give the formulas for the motion of a body projected upwards or
downwards? (26S)

367. When a body is descending an incline how is the gravity expended?
(-w

)

368. AVhat are the laws of descent on inclined planes? (270)
369. Upon what is the linal velocity of a body falling down an incline de-

pendent? (271)
370. What are the laws of descent in curves? (273)
371. What is the brachystochrone?
372. What is the cycloid? (274j
373. Deduce a set of formulas for descent on inclines. (275, 276)

374. AVhat is a projectile? (277)
375. What forces influence projectiles? (278)
376. Whatis the theoretical path of a projectile? (278)
377. What is a parabola? (278, Note 1)
378. Upon what erroneous suppositions is the parabolic theor\' based?

(278, Xote 2)
f j

379. Show that when a body is projected horizontally forward, the hori-
zontal motion does not interfere with the action ofgravity. (279, Note)

^. What are the three conclusions of the parabolic theory? (280)
S^l- ^'hat is the greatest horizontal range of a projectile? (280 Note)
c&Z. To what is the velocity ofprojection speedily reduced, no matter what

it may have been originallv? (281)
355. How do you explain this? (281, Note 1)
384. What is the atmospheric resistance encountered by a ball or other pro-

jectile having a velocity of2000 feet per second? (281, Note 2)
385. When a ball has considerable windage, what is the amount of deflec-

tion in its course? (281, Note 3)
356. What are the most important laws regarding the motion ofprojectiles

thrown vertically into the air? (282)
337. What are the most important laws regarding the motion ofprojectiles

thrown at an angle ofelevation? (2^)
3SS. To what is the explosive force of gunpowder exploded in a cannon

equal? (283)
3?9. With what velocity does exploded gunpowder tend to expand? (283)
390. What is the composition ofgunpowder? (283, Note)
391. What is the greatest initial velocity that can be given to a cannon

ball? (284)
392. To what is the velocity of a ball of given weight fired with a given

charge of powder proportional? (2fi, Note)
393. To what are the velocities of balls of equal weight fired by the same

charge of powder proportional? (2.85)

394. To what are the velocities of balls of different weight bnt of the same
dimensions tired by equal quantities of powder proportional ? (286)

395. To what is the depth which a ball penetrates into an obstacle propor-
tional? (287)

396. Give the rule for finding the velocity of any shot or shell when its

weight smd also that of the charge ofpowder are known?(288)

597. What is centrifugal force? (289)
oVS. Why is it sometimes called tangential force? (289, Xote)
^•9. What is centripetal force? (290)
4<J0. When does a body move in a circle? (291)
401. When does a body move in an eclip.se? (291)
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402. How long cnn a rotating mas* presenre itself? (292, Note 1)
403. Give somi- ('xanii)l(>»< of the cflbcts of centrifugal force (292, Note 2)
404. If tbc velocity imd railius aru coiistaut, to what is the centrifugal forc«

proportional? (21)3)

4()5. When tlie radius is constant, liow doex the centrifugal force vary?
(2W)

406. What is the amount of centrifugal force at the equator? (294, Note)
407. How rapidly must the earth revolve in order that the centrifugal force

at the equator may equal gravity? (294, Note)
408. When the velocity is constant, how does the centrifugal force vary?

(295)
409. When the number ofrevolutions is constant, to what is the centrifugal

force proportional? (296)
410. Give a i^vt of formulas for calculating centrifugal force. (297)
411. Give a rule for linding the work accumulated in a moving body. (299)
412. What is a pendulum? (*J())

413. Whiit is a .simple pendulum? (301)
414. What is a compound or material pendulum? (302)
415. What is an oscillation or vibration? (303)
41G. What is meant by the amplitude of the arc of vibration? (304)
417. What is meant by the duration of a vibration? (305)
418. What is meant by the length of a i)endulum? (3UC)
41i». What is the centre of suspension? (307)
420. What is the centre of oscillation? (308)
421. What is the centre of percussion? (308 Note)
422. W'hat is meant by saying the centres of oscillation and suspension are

interchangeable? (3(»9)

423. How is the duration of a vibration affected bv its amplitude?(310)
424. What is meant by saying the vibration of tne pendulum is isochro-

nous? (310, Note)
425. What relation exists between the lengtlis and times of vibrations ot

pendulums? (314)

42C. Give the chief laws of the oscillations of the'pendulum? (311-316)
427. Why does the seconds pendulum vary in length in ditferent latitudes?

(316, Note)
428. What is the length of a secomls pendulum in Canada? (316, Kote2)
429. To what purposes is the pendulum applied? (317)
43(J. How is the pendulum used as a measure of time? (317, Note)
431. How is the pendulum used as a standard of measure? (317, Note)
432. How do we find the length of a pendulum to vibrate in a given time?

(319)
433. How do we find the number of vibrations lost by a pendulum of

given length wlien the force of gravity is decreased? (320)
434. How do we find the number of vibrations gained by a pendulum of

given length when it is shortened? (821)
435. What is the science of Hydrodynamics M322)
436. Enunciate Torricelli's theorem. (323)
437. In what time does a full vessel empty itself through an orifice in the

bottom? (325)
438. How is the quantity of fluid discharged tbroogh an orifice of given

size found? (320)
439. What is the ceiin confracta .' (326, Note)
440. What relation exists between the theoretical discharge and the actual

discharge? (326. Note)
441. Give the rule for linding the velocity and quantity of fluid discharged

through an aperture of given size. (327)
442. What is an mljutagc > (328)
443. Under what circumstance is the flow of water through an adjuta^"

modified? '328)

444. How does a cylindrical adjutage increase the flow? (329)
445. How do conical adjutages increase the flow? (330, 331)
44C. To what height does a jet of water, spouting upward from the bot-

tom ol a reservoir, reach ?
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447. When watGr spouts from an aperbire in the side of aressel, how is the
horizontal distance to which it is thrown found? (333)

448. When a liquid flows through a pipe or channel, which part lias the
greatest velocity? (335)

449. How is the velocity of a stream determined? (336, Kote 2)

450. What are the principal varieties of water wheels? (339)

451. In water wheels, when is the greatest mechanical otfect produced?
(340)

452. Give the rule for finding the horse powers of upright water wheels.

(341)
453. What is a turbine wheel? How does it act? (342)
464. For what purposes are high and low pressure turbines respectively

used? (343-5)

455. What are the principal advantages of the turbine over the upright
water wheels? (346)

456. What is the origin of all waves or undulations? (347)

457. Of how many kinds are undulations? (348)

468. What are progressive undulations? (349)
459. What are stationary undulations? (350)
460. What kinds of vibration may be imparted to a stretched string? (352)
461. 'What is meant by the time of vibrationt (353)

462. What are the chief laws of the transverse vibration of cords? (354)

463. W'tizX &Te iiodal points ? (355)
464. What are the principal laws that govern the transverse vibrations of

rods? (356)
465. How may an elastic plate be made to vibrate? (367)
466. What are nodal lines and nodal figures? (358-60)

467. What are the laws of vibration of elastic plates? (361)

468. Explain the cause and mode of undulation in liquids. (362)

469. Give the law of reflection of progre.^sive undulations. (3(53)

470. Kxplain what is meant by the interference of waves and the phenom-
ena resulting. (364)

471. Describe carefully the phenomena of undulations in an elastic fluid

like the air. (366)

472. What are the objects of the science of acoustics? (368)

473. What are sounds? (369)
474. Upon what does the intensity of a sound depend? (371)

476. How is the sound affected by the density of the medium in which it

is produced? (372)
47*?. How does X\\e pitch of a sound affect its velocity? (373)

477. How doeo the velocity of sound in atmospheric air vary? (374)

478. What is the velocity of sound in atmosplieric air? (375)

479. Give the velocity of sound in several other media. (376, 377)
480. Upon what does the distance to which sound may be propagated de-

pend? [378,379)
481. What is the result of the interference partial or complete, of sonorou*

waves? (380,381)
482. What law s govern the reflection of sound waves ? (382,383)

483. What is an echo? (383)
484. What must be the least distance of the reflecting surface in order to

produce a perfect echo? (384)

485. What are repeating echoes. (385)

486. Give some examples of remarkable echoes? (386)
487. Explain the construction of the so called whispering galleries. (387)

488. Is'ame some of the best whispering galleries in the world. (387)

489. Describe the speaking trumpet and explain its mode of action. (388)

490. Describe the ear trumpet and explain the principle upon which it acts.

(389)
'
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491. What is noise? (390)
492. What are musical sounds? (391)
493. What are the three elements of a sound? (392)
494. What is tone or pitcli? Upon what does it depend? (303)
495. What is intensity? Upon what does it depend? (394)
496. What is the <inality or timbre of a sound? (395)
497. When are sounds said to be in unison? (396)
498. What is a melody? (397)
499. What is a cliord? (898)
600. What is harmony? (398)
601. Describe the siren and Savart's toothed wheel and explain their u.se.

(400)
502. Describe the monochord and explain its use. (401)
603. Give the relative length of cords and the number of vibrations re-

quired to produce each note of the gamut. (402)
504. How is the absolute number of vibrations required to produce any

given note determined? (403)
505. Give the number required for each of the notes of the common scale.

(404)
500. How do wc determine the number of vibrations required for the cor-

responding notes of higher or lower scales? (405)
507. How do wo determine the length of a sonorous vibration? (406)
608. Give the lengths of the vibrations producingthe C of "iilliT'iit ^onU-^

(406)
509. What are intervals? (407)
510. How are musical intervals named? (408)
511. Give the fractional length of the Interval between each two successive

notes in the diatonic scale. (408 and 409)
512. What is a major tone ? minor tone > semitone ? (409)
513. What are diatonic and chromatic semitones? What is a grare chro-

matic semitone f What is a comma? (409, Xote)
514. What are compound chords? (411)
515. What is the perfect major accord ? (411)
516. What is the y^f'r/ec<7/inior accord? (411)
517. What is the difference between these as regards intervals? (411, Kote)
518. Explain what is meant by the transposition of scales? (412)
519. What are sliarps &ad flats, and for what purpose are they employed?

520. What is the chromatic scale? (414)
521. What is terajK-rament? (415)
522. Explain the use of temperament in music. (415)
523. Explain the phenomena <)f luating in musical sounds. (416)
624. Describe the diapason or tuning fork (417)

525. Classify musical instrumenta. (418)

626, DescriDC the mode in which wind instruments are sounded, and name
the most important wind instruments. (419)

527. Describe the mode in which stringed instrument's are sounded. (420)

628. Describe the dilferent varieties ot the drum. (421)

529. Upon what circumstances does the pitch of the sound produced by a

wind instrument depend? (422]

530. What causes the difll-rencc o! timbre in wind instrument.'? (422)

631. What arc the different mod( of producing sounds in tubes? (423)

632. Give IJernoulli's laws governing the vibration of air in tubes. (424)

633. Name the several parts that constitute the organ of voice in man.
(426)

534. Give the position and common name of the larynx. (427)

635. Describe the structure of larynx. (427)

536. What cartilages form the prominence known as Adam's apple in the
front part of the throat? (427)

537. Where are the arytenoid cartilages placed ? What is their use? (427)
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538. Describe the cordae vocales. What is their position and their attach-
ments? (428)

539. What is the rima glottidix ? What is ita shape except during tlie

production of sound? (428)
540. What is the glottis? What the epiglottisl (429)
541. Explain the production of sound in the larynx. (430)
542. Illustrate the extreme precision with which the will can determine

the exact amount of tension of the vocal cords. (431)
543. Explain why a man sings base or tenor while women, girls and boys

sing treble. (432)
544. How do vou account for the difference of timbre in voices? (438)

545. Upon what does the loudness of the voice depend? (434)

546. How are voices divided by musicians? (436)
547. Give the extreme number of vibrations ot each c'.ass of voices. (435)

548. What is the range of the voice in speaking? What is the range in

singing? (435 iiote)

549. Describe the production of sound in the inferior animals? (436)
560. What are the principal parts of the organ of hearing? (437)
551. Name and describe the two parts of the external ear. (438)
552. Name and describe the three parts of the middle ear. (439)
553. Name and describe the three parts of the internal ear. (440)

554. What is the fenestra ovalis? yfhaX thefenestra rotundat (440)
566. Describe the position and probable use of the semi-circular canals?

(440, 443)
556. How and where is the auditory nerve distributed in the ear? (441)

557. Describe the functions ot the dill'erent parts of the ear. (442)

558. What are the most grave and acute notes that are perceptible to the
ear? (444)

•559. Describe the mechanism of hearing in the different tribes of animals.

(445)
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